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A bstract

This thesis concerns the nature and functioning of language ideologies in Sweden, 
principally as regards beliefs and attitudes o f the m ajority group  towards m inority 
language issues. This includes a study of the history o f Sweden’s m inority  language 
policies towards the Saami and the Finnish-speaking Tornedalians. The historical 
changes in such policies and language ideologies -  evolving from a state o f p ragm a
tism and ‘indifferent tolerance’, via a nationalistically m otivated assimilationist 
ideology, to a contem porary state o f official ‘pluralism ’ as well as conflicting 
perspectives and policies -  provide a background to studies o f contem porary issues, 
especially the m edia debates on m other tongue instruction  (‘home language 
teaching’) for m inority children. Furtherm ore, the controversial question o f language 
requirem ents for naturalization (citizenship acquisition) is approached, where the 
rationale behind such requirem ents as well as the problem s of assessing language 
competence in this context are discussed. Such aspects were further studied in a 
large-scale questionnaire survey investigation am ong a random ly selected sample of 
the Swedish population. The prim ary purpose of the survey was to explore and 
correlate language attitudes (or ideological com ponents) in order to investigate the 
structure of different language ideologies. For this reason, variables concerning both 
‘internal variation’ (of the Swedish language) and ‘external variation’ (e.g. the status 
and allocation of m inority languages) were included. In this context, the question of 
'paradoxes’ or inconsistencies in ideological systems is raised, w hich includes a 
discussion of possible contradictory com ponents in m ajority-based, ‘m onolingualist’ 
ideologies o f language.
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Chapter One

In tro d u c tio n

1.1 The aims and structure of the thesis

Like many other countries in Europe, Sweden has contained linguistic and 
ethnic minorities throughout its history. These minorities have been 
exposed to various measures taken by the groups in power, one type of such 
measures being those pertaining to language. Attempts at solving what is 
often termed ‘language problems’1 in terms of language policies or language 
planning are certainly not a phenomenon of modern times alone, although 
the degree of organization and systematization may appear to have varied 
in different eras, as well as the intended purposes -  overt or covert.

Needless to say, such processes do not occur independently of more 
general sociopolitical conditions. It would seem uncontroversial to claim 
that language policy decisions have always been dependent on, or co
variant with, specific social, cultural, politico-economic and historical 
conditions in a given society. As such, they may reflect the functioning of 
specific ideologies. Ideological aspects of the relationship between language 
and society have been studied for many years. Recently, however, the 
specific notion o f ‘language ideology’ has been invoked more explicitly as an 
object of investigation, and the contributions to such a research field 
originate in a variety of disciplinary approaches, each representing different

1 The term  ‘language problem s’ is in itself interesting to investigate, since the question 
evidently arises about for whom a certain language issue is perceived of as a problem, as well 
as who in a given society has the privilege of defining certain issues as problem atic or not.



theoretical and methodological perspectives (cf. below).
This thesis explores aspects of language ideology and minority language 

policies in Sweden, both from a historical and contemporary perspective. 
The fundamental object of inquiry concerns the nature and functioning of 
language ideologies (i.e. conceptions pertaining to language phenomena), 
specifically in the Swedish arena. An important restriction in scope concerns 
the holders of particular ideologies of language: the principal focus is 
directed towards conceptions of language issues held by members of the 
majority, especially those issues which are associated with the minorities. 
That is, the reactions and responses of the minorities towards ideologies and 
policies affecting them will not be considered systematically.

The thesis is structured as follows: The present chapter serves the 
purpose of introducing some core concepts as well as disciplinary 
approaches. The principal notions discussed are language policies and 
language planning, the concept of attitude, the concepts of ideology and 
hegemony — and most importantly -  the notions of language attitudes’ and 
language ideology’. In addition, a summarized description is given of some 
fundamental features of Western European language ideology, including a 
discussion of the notions of nationalism and the nation-state. Consequently, 
the chapter constitutes a conceptual foundation for the empirical studies 
accounted for in the subsequent parts of the thesis.

Chapter 2 describes a study on historical aspects of language policy and 
language ideology. It focuses on the history of Sweden’s minority language 
policies towards the Saami, and for purposes of comparison, towards the 
Tornedalians, i.e. the Finnish-speaking population in the area of the Torne 
Valley in the north of Sweden.2 Primary consideration is given to language 
questions in relation to educational policies, and the measures taken at 
various times will be related to the concept of 'language ideology’. These 
historical accounts provide a background to studies on ideologies of 
language involved in contemporary policies, as well as in public discourse 
on minority language issues, such as the recent debates on mother tongue 
education for immigrant children and language questions in general. Such 
issues are approached in the following chapters, that is, they constitute the 
second part of the thesis: ‘Contemporary aspects of language ideologies in 
Sweden’.

2 An alm ost identical version of the text in chapter 2 was published in 1996 in the research 
report series of the Centre for Research on Bilingualism, Stockholm University. See 
W ingsted t (1996).



Chapters 3 and 4 explore two different controversial language issues: 
citizenship and language requirements, and the media debate on ‘home 
language teaching’, respectively. Apart from being relevant to the issue of 
language ideology as such, these discussions also partly serve the purpose of 
introducing topics which are included in the large-scale survey investigation 
in chapter 5 (see further below).

Thus, chapter 3 deals with the issue of naturalization (i.e. the acquisition 
of citizenship by aliens in a host country) and language requirements. In 
many countries of the world, competence in (one of) the official language(s) 
is required for naturalization. Sweden constitutes an exception. However, 
the issue of language requirements has been raised recently: it has been 
suggested that such conditions should be reinstated. Although the issue of 
naturalization and language has not received much attention in public 
discourse in Sweden, it constitutes a controversial and delicate question in 
the arena of international law and human rights, especially as regards the 
civic status of minorities in newly autonomous states. The chapter includes 
a brief discussion of the meanings of citizenship in general, examples of 
naturalization requirements in certain Western states, and the possible 
rationale for regarding language competence as a necessary condition. 
Specifically, language requirements are discussed from an ethical/judicial 
and ideological perspective. Furthermore, the problem of language assess
ment, i.e. testing for language competence within such a context is 
approached.

Chapter 4 focuses on the most controversial of language issues in 
Sweden: the so-called home language teaching, i.e. mother tongue instruc
tion for linguistic minorities in the public school system. The chapter 
accounts for an explorative study of the popular public debate on the issue, 
notably as regards laypersons’ letters to the press. That is, the issue is 
approached from one specific angle, the primary purpose of which is to 
serve as a precursor to the aforementioned survey investigation in chapter 5. 
The question of home language teaching constitutes a vital component of 
this investigation.

Chapter 5, then, accounts for a survey investigation into contemporary 
ideologies of language in Sweden. The purpose of this survey was to tap 
attitudes towards certain language issues among a representative sample of 
the adult population in Sweden, with a primary focus on attitudes of 
majority group members towards minority language issues. The method of 
inquiry consisted of written mail questionnaires to 800 randomly selected 
people. The primary aims of this survey were: a) to explore and describe



what language attitudes are prevalent among the randomly selected popu
lation, and b) to correlate attitudes (or ideological components) in order to 
investigate the structure of possible language ideologies. For this reason, 
variables concerning both ‘internal variation’ (re. Swedish) and ‘external 
variation’ (e.g. the status and allocation of minority languages) were 
included. In this context, the question of coherence or inconsistencies in 
ideological systems is approached, which includes a discussion of the 
possible existence of ‘paradoxical’ or contradictory elements of laypeople’s 
language ideologies.

The thesis ends with chapter 6, which summarizes and concludes the 
main points of the entire enterprise -  explorations into language ideologies 
in Sweden.3

1.2 Language planning and language policies

Language planning and language policies have attracted a growing interest 
in recent years and there now exist a substantial number of studies of this 
area. There are numerous definitions of these two concepts, but according 
to Tollefson (1991:16), “[t]he commonly-accepted definition of language 
planning is that it refers to all conscious efforts to affect the structure or 
function of language varieties”, whereas language policy is usually defined 
as language planning conducted by governments. (Cf. also e.g. the defini
tion preferred by Cooper 1989:45: “Language planning refers to deliberate 
efforts to influence the behavior of others with respect to the acquisition, 
structure, or functional allocation of their language codes.”) Tollefson holds, 
however, that “[t]he commonly-held distinction between governmental and 
non-governmental activities reflects an uncritical social-theory perspective 
that ignores the close relationship between ‘public’ and ‘private’ sectors." 
(Tollefson 1991:16).4

3 Principles o f translation in the thesis: quotes in Swedish which occur in the running text 
are either translated, summarized, or com m ented on in English. Swedish quotes in foot
notes, however, are usually not translated, although occasionally sum m arized in English.

4 T hroughout this thesis, I will primarily use the phrase 'language policy’, irrespective of 
w hether it refers to planning efforts through governm ental activities or not. N ote, however, 
tha t ‘language planning’ sometimes is conceived of as a part of, or the factual realization of, 
‘language policy’ (such as in the textbook by Appel & M uysken 1987:47). In  this case, it 
seems th a t the term  ‘policy’ refers to some sort of (explicit) declaration o f intentions, or a 
set o f guidelines for a certain entity  such as a governm ent or organization. ‘P lanning’ would 
then be the actual measures taken to effect the policy. According to  Fremfors (1989:9),



The primary thrust of language planning studies is usually towards 
classical language planning problems such as choice of (official) language(s), 
corpus planning,5 and the implementation of policy decisions, not least in 
third world countries where the sociolinguistic situation is often multi
lingual and highly complex. Studies directed towards the issue of language 
ideologies as possible factors of influence in language policies are found 
more seldom. A classic example of such a study is Haugen’s (1971) critical 
discussion of ‘instrumentalism’ in corpus planning, focusing on the stand
points by Ray (1963) and Tauli (1968). The instrumentalist approach 
includes a strict rationalistic conception of language as an ‘instrument’. 
Language is characterized as a tool for communication, which in analogy 
with mechanical tools may be constructed, corrected, improved, and 
standardized. Language functions other than the purely referential, such as 
the social functions of language, are not taken into consideration, nor are 
other sociolinguistic circumstances of the speech communities in question. 
A salient feature of this approach is the assumption that certain kinds of 
languages are inherently more suitable than others and therefore superior in 
terms of clarity, efficiency/economy, elasticity and beauty. To the 
instrumentalists, language planning should be used for improving 
languages and specific linguistic features which from an instrumental point 
of view are to be regarded as “insufficient” or inefficient with regard to their 
function as tools of communication (cf. Haugen 1971).

According to Appel & Muysken (1987:49), the instrumentalist approach 
is not very popular among (socio-) linguists, although it probably has many 
lay adherents. I believe it is quite widespread, both as a popular belief and 
among policy-makers throughout the world. It is conceivable that these 
kinds of views can be traced back to the rationalist approach of the Enlight
enment in Western Europe. As will be discussed below (see section 1.4 
‘Language ideology’), a conception of language with certain parallels to the 
instrumentalist approach appears to have assumed importance approxi
mately 200 years ago, and it is probably acceptable to assume that this 
ideology gradually spread beyond the European cultural sphere to

political scientists usually use the term  ‘policy’ to cover both the declaration and realization 
aspects, above all referring to governm ental efforts.

5 The term  corpus planning usually refers to planned changes in the structure o f a language. 
It m ay involve activities such as graphization (adopting a (new) script), modernization 
(creating new forms, e.g. new words), and standardization (selecting from alternative forms 
in spoken or w ritten language). For thorough accounts of language planning concepts and 
definitions, see e.g. Cooper (1989:29ff and passim); Eastm an (1983:69ff and passim).



“learned”, educated strata of other parts of the world. One might also 
speculate that the instrumentalist approach is useful and attractive in that it 
“simplifies” language issues and renders them a more technical, “objective” 
and uncontroversial character, not complicating the issues with social, 
political and other concerns. In this way, the ideological nature of language 
problems may be obscured and perhaps not as open to debate as might be 
the case with more sociolinguistically based approaches. (Cf. also e.g. 
Tollefson 1991.) Furthermore, the instrumental and referential character of 
language might be more transparent and salient than its more ideological 
and social character. The formal-structural features of language are more 
immediately apparent, and language users probably tend to believe that 
differences and problems of communication most often are due to 
inadequate form rather than other possible factors. However, such a 
conception of language, where the transparency of instrumental features is 
seen as “inherent”, need not be universal, but rather part of culture-specific 
ideologies of language (see further below, and passim). Actually, there are 
scholars, notably Teleman (cf. below), who claim that the instrumentalist 
approach is related to the ideology and structure of modern society in more 
general terms:

In Swedish society historically, different ideologies of corpus planning 
have been influential to varying degrees. Teleman (1979:75ff) accounts for 
three such ideologies of how language cultivation should be conducted, and 
connects these with general aspects of societal structure and modes of 
production. First, there is sociological-political standardization, which means 
that a certain model is set as a good example, from which patterns of 
standardization are modelled. Examples of such models are the language of 
the elite such as the church, the aristocracy, scholars, writers, a certain 
regional variety, or a foreign ‘culture language’ such as Latin, French, 
German, etc. According to Teleman, such an ‘authoritarian’ approach is 
associated foremost with the ideology of feudal society with its unwavering 
belief in the authorities (such as the king) and immobile social stratification, 
as instigated by God. “Then it becomes natural to trust in the authorities, 
in linguistic matters too” (ibid:78, my translation). The second approach of 
language cultivation/standardization is laissez-faire, i.e. to leave language 
alone to develop without interference. No standardization is needed since 
language organizes itself, and the best form is the one that wins. Such an 
approach is, according to Teleman, based in a capitalist economy of the 
bourgeois-liberal type, where the idea of free competition is emphasized, 
and where individuals are to be equals, competing with each other freely



without too much of governmental interference, promoting a societal 
development for the benefit of all. However, according to some cultivators, 
leaving language to “natural selection”, as it were, may affect communi
cation negatively. Language planning is needed, but it should be based on 
rational grounds. Thus, the third approach, ‘communication-technichal 
standardization’ (‘kommunikationsteknisk normering’),6 is guided by the 
principle of communicative expediency and efficiency. (This, evidently, is 
exactly the same as the ‘instrumentalist approach’ of language planning 
above.) The best language is that which is produced by the speaker/writer 
and perceived by the listener/reader as easily and efficiently as possible 
(which, as Teleman points out, presupposes that the sender and the receiver 
share the same system of rules). Such an approach might be associated with 
the productive mode of late capitalism: monopolization increases, compa
nies grow in size and complexity, competition is no longer entirely “free" 
and the state becomes more involved in planning and directing the overall 
economy and social structure. Such an ideology is directed also towards 
language: “it should not grow wild, but be subjected to the same 
judgments of efficiency as other societal tools and processes” (ibid:78) [my 
translation of the following: “det ska inte växa vilt utan underkastas samma 
effektivitetsbedömning som andra samhälleliga redskap och processer.”}.

Ideological aspects of status planning are evidently even more relevant for 
the aims of the present thesis. Such aspects will be discussed continuously in 
subsequent chapters (especially chapter 2), but for introductory purposes, I 
will mention some fundamental distinctions. For example, a well-known 
article by Cobarrubias (1983) outlines some basic types of status planning 
ideologies. According to the author, “status planning decisions conform to 
ideologies of the power elite or respond to conflicting ideologies between 
those upheld by the power elite and those of other constituent groups.” 
(ibid:62). Furthermore, in societal contexts where the decisions of the 
authorities need to be supported by large proportions of the population if 
the implementation of language policies is to succeed, “language policy 
decisions have to conform to language ideologies believed to be upheld by 
representative groups" (ibid:63), and Cobarrubias points to Canada or the 
US as examples of such countries. However, the “representative groups” of 
importance will often be the majority population. “[M}ajority seems to rule 
also in matters of language policy, and disagreements may rise” (ibid), and

^ This approach is also called ‘ändam ålsenlighetsprincipen’, ‘den rationalistiska principen’, 
‘den energetiska principen' (Teleman 1979:76).



an instance of disagreement is exemplified by the Canadian policies 
regarding English and French as official languages. Quoting Pool 
(1973:62), it is noted that the matters which were most divisive and 
controversial concerned majority speakers’ adjustment to the minority 
language, such as “the proposed policy that would force English speakers to 
use (more than to learn) French". That is, while majority language speakers 
may come to accept concessions to the demands for language rights by the 
minorities, they are not prepared to be affected by them, for instance in 
terms of changing patterns of language allocation and use. Thus, language 
planning decisions may consequently reflect different underlying ideologies; 
Cobarrubias (ibid:63f) outlines a taxonomy of typical language policy 
ideologies: 1. linguistic assimilation; 2. linguistic pluralism; 3. vernaculari- 
zation; 4. internationalization.

The fundamental principle of linguistic assimilation is evidently that all 
members are to assimilate to the dominant language, or at the very least, to 
master it regardless of their origin. “It attaches linguistic superiority to the 
dominant language and does not grant, in principle, equal rights to linguis
tic minorities.” (ibid:63f) Many instances of such an ideology are 
documented all over the world, not least historically, and as the author 
points out, the degree and types of assimilatory strategies may vary 
depending on other forms of sociopolitical assimilation, which in turn may 
be achieved by means of e.g. colonization, annexation, and migration. The 
notion of linguistic pluralism is frequently invoked as the opposite to that of 
assimilation. However, as noted by many scholars, pluralism may take a 
variety of forms, ranging from a mere toleration of the existence and use of 
non-dominant languages to full institutional, official support, which places 
the minority language(s) on a par with the majority language, or even 
includes special rights and measures to encourage status-raising and 
extended use of those languages. (In a later section in the same article, 
Cobarrubias also presents a related taxonomy of “official attitudes toward 
minority languages”, including the following categories: attempts to kill a 
language; letting a language die, unsupported coexistence, partial support 
of specific language functions; and adoption as an official language (cf. 
ibid:7 If.) Obviously, the categories appear applicable to some sort of scale 
where the notions o f ‘assimilation’ and ‘pluralism’ constitute the poles.)

The third category of Cobarrubias’ typology is vernacularization, i.e. “the 
restoration and/or elaboration of an indigenous language and its adoption as 
an official language” (ibid:66), which may include language revival (e.g. 
Hebrew in Israel), restorations of a classical languages (Arabization in Syria,



Egypt and Morocco), and the selection and standardization of an indigenous 
language for official purposes (Tagalog in the Philippines). Obviously, such 
processes are typically related to post-colonial contexts or other situations 
where societies gain political independence. Vernacularization may thus 
serve important symbolic as well as pragmatic functions in processes of 
building a new state -  or even ‘nation’ (cf. below on the notion o f ‘nation’).

The opposite strategy is internationalization, i.e. adopting a non- 
indigenous language as an official language (though possibly along with an 
indigenous one, cf. India, Tanzania, etc.) or at least as a lingua franca 
within education or other public spheres. Thus, this involves ‘languages of 
wider communication’ (LWC’s, cf. also the notion 'metropolitan languages’) 
such as English, French, Portuguese, etc.7

More recent examples of critical discussions of language planning are 
Jernudd & Shapiro (1989) and Tollefson (1991). The collection of articles 
edited by Jernudd and Shapiro contains discussions of the notion of language 
purism from different angles, e.g. in relation to social conditions and 
changing structures of power, authority and social control. The notion of 
‘language purism’ or ‘language purification’ refers to a desire to keep a 
language “pure” from non-native or “foreign” elements, e.g. in coining new 
words and expressions, thus relying on native sources of language in the 
corpus planning processes. As such, purism may be highly charged 
ideologically. As Annamalai claims (quoted in Jernudd & Shapiro 1989:4),

[t]he factors which lead to purism  may be, theoretically, internal or external to the 
language . . . More im portan t than  any structural consideration is the attitude  of 
speakers toward native and non-native elem ents . . .The a ttitude . . .  is determ ined 
by sociocultural, political and historical factors which are external to language. 
There are certain conditions some or all of which m ust be present for the puristic 
regulations to emerge in any language [e.g., when the] social order is undergoing 
change w ith power relations redefined, (ibid)

Tollefson (1991) critically examines research on language planning, 
which is claimed to have been dominated by a ‘neoclassical approach’, not

^ Cobarrubias even includes “the use of English in some Scandinavian countries" as an 
instance of a type of internationalization, that is, when an LW C is not gran ted  official 
status bu t is used at some level in the educational system “in order to prom ote the possi
bility o f com m unicating w ith the international academic world" (ibid:66). As will be 
invoked in chapter 5, the use of English in Sweden has begun to expand m uch further than 
tha t in recent years. (Cf. also H yltenstam , 1996 and in press. O n the prom otion and expan
sion of English world-wide, see Phillipson, 1992).



least in research on language in education and theories of language learn
ing. A fundamental flaw of the neoclassical approach is its focus on individ
ual-psychological and narrowly social-psychological factors as causal 
variables in e.g. (second) language learning, the effectiveness of educational 
programs, and language policy measures on the whole (cf. variables such as 
‘attitudes’ and ‘motivation’ at an individual level). To exemplify, Tollefson 
claims that educational programs for new immigrants in the USA are based 
on the assumption that individual features such as attitudes and values will 
determine/influence the learner’s success in acquiring English. For this 
reason, the programs are designed to change the attitudes and values of the 
immigrants in order to attain successful language learning, cultural adap
tation and employment (Tollefson 1991:27). Tollefson instead points to the 
‘historical-structural approach’ as necessary for explanations of central 
language planning problems. While the neoclassical approach stresses the 
rational “choices” of individuals (often in terms of ‘cost-benefit analysis’), 
the historical-structural approach focuses on possible historical and 
structural causes of individual behaviors. The purpose is to examine the 
historical background to language policies and to clarify whether they serve 
or undermine specific political and economic interests. Explanations may be 
sought in a wide array of structural conditions and processes; Tollefson 
mentions variables such as the country’s level of socioeconomic develop
ment, its role in the international division of labor, the political organi
zation of decision-making, and the role of language in broader social policy 
(ibid:33).

1.3 Language attitudes

1.3.1 The notion o f‘attitude’

The theoretical concept of attitude as such has been throroughly discussed 
within psychology for many decades. The classical orthodox behaviorist view, 
where attitudes are defined more or less as direct, observable behavioral 
responses to various stimuli, appears to have become quite outdated. 
Instead, in line with the general paradigmatic shift within the behavioral 
sciences, various mentalist approaches to the notion are adhered to, and this 
trend consequently applies to the study of attitudes towards language as 
well. However, as Fasold (1984) points out, a behaviorist view where 
“attitudes are to be found in the responses people make to social situations” 
(ibid: 147), renders the endeavors of research less complicated,



since it requires no self-reports or indirect inferences. It is only necessary to observe, 
tabulate, and analyze overt behavior. A ttitudes of this sort, however, would not be 
as interesting as they would be if they were defined mentalistically, because they 
cannot be used to  predict other behavior (Agheyisi and Fishm an 1970:138). N ever
theless, the more straightforw ard behaviorist approach, in w hich attitudes are just 
one kind of response to a stim ulus, certainly cannot be ruled out. (Fasold 
1984 :147f)

However, there is obviously a great conceptual difference between an 
orthodox behaviorist approach and a mentalist one: even if a mentalist 
would confine his/her investigations to merely descriptive accounts of ‘overt 
behavior’, it would not necessarily entail that attitudes are regarded as 
actually being those very responses. The behavioral responses would rather 
be construed as overt reflections of some type of mental state, i.e. internal 
psychological constructs. As noted by Fasold (ibid), most language attitude 
research is geared towards a mentalist conception where attitude is seen as a 
“state of readiness; an intervening variable between a stimulus affecting a 
person and that person’s response”, which, needless to say, makes inferences 
from observable data (e.g. self-reported behavior or opinions) necessary.

Even within the mentalist approach, there exist several different defini
tions of ‘attitude’. However, many researchers seem to prefer those similar 
to Ajzen’s (referred to in Baker 1992:11), where attitude is ‘a disposition to 
respond favourably or unfavourably to an object, person, institution or 
event’. According to Baker (1988:114), attitudes are usually regarded as 
not directly observable hypothetical constructs, i.e. “inferred, conceptual 
inventions hopefully aiding the description and explanation of behavior”. 
That is, attitudes are conceived of as some type of mental schemata which 
includes an evaluatory dimension: attitudes can then be construed as 
behavioral predispositions in terms of positive vs. negative (or neutral) 
reactions. Furthermore, attitudes are “learned predispositions, not inherited 
or genetically endowed, and are likely to be relatively stable over time” 
(ibid) -  which, however, does not preclude the possibility of attitude 
change. Such definitions of attitude consequently have a bearing on its 
operationalization: if attitudes are positive or negative (or even neutral) 
predispositions, the measurement of attitudes will focus on tapping the 
direction and strength of favorability towards a certain phenomenon. That 
is, it is questionable whether other mental dispositions which cannot readily 
be construed in terms of positive and negative reactions may be included in 
the concept. For example, what some people may conceive of as 
‘knowledge’, ‘facts’ or ‘beliefs’ may not necessarily be included, although



such mental constructs would certainly be expected to constitute potent 
predispositions for action, i.e. as constructs influencing a person’s reactions 
and behavior.

However, such different dimensions of mental predispositions are 
reflected in the more complex explication of attitude. While behaviorists 
tend to view attitudes as single, unidimensional phenomena, mentalists 
usually adhere to a multidimensional theoretical construct (Fasold 
1984:147). A classical and frequently advocated notion concerns the 
complex structure of an attitude, that is, attitude as a hierarchical concept, 
comprising three components: cognition (thoughts, beliefs), affect (feelings) 
and readiness for action (also called the ‘conative’ component. Cf. e.g. Baker 
1991:12f, Fasold 1984:148.) As noted by Baker ( 1991:12f), the cognitive 
and affective components may be in conflict: “A person may express 
favourable attitudes to Irish language education. More covertly, the same 
person may have negative feelings about such education. Irrational preju
dices, deep-seated anxieties and fears may occasionally be at variance with 
formally stated beliefs.” (ibid: 12) This poses methodological problems, 
because what is possibly tapped in attitude measurement is mainly “surface 
evaluations”, which may hide deeper emotions and covert beliefs. “Defence 
mechanisms and social desirability response sets tend to come inbetween 
stated and more secret attitudes” (ibid: 12-13). Furthermore, there may 
evidently be a complex interaction between these two components and the 
third, the conative. A person’s intent to act upon his cognitive or affective 
predisposition is not necessarily inferrable. For example, while one may 
admit to approving strongly of bilingual education, one may not be ready 
to enroll one’s children in such a programme, or actively propagate for such 
policies to be supported economically or politically. Needless to say, this 
constitutes a well-known problem in language attitude research, and some 
researchers have advocated that attitude studies where the different compo
nents are considered be complemented by a ‘commitment measure’ of some 
kind, i.e. investigating the actual readiness for action by offering the 
subjects some type of opportunity to display their favorable/unfavorable 
attitude, such as inviting them to take some action, e.g. to attend a 
meeting or other social events which could reflect their interest or favorable 
attitude to the phenomenon as such. (See e.g. Fishman 1968, as referred to 
in Nordberg 1982:118.)

1.3.2 Language attitude research

It appears that most previous research on ‘language attitudes’ has been



conducted from a social psychological perspective, focusing primarily on 
persons’ attitudes towards actual language variation. That is, research has 
been geared towards evaluations of specific languages and language 
varieties and/or particular linguistic features, and the main questions have 
concerned the social significance of language use and how language 
attitudes may reflect stereotypical conceptions of its speakers (Nordberg 
1982:116). In such studies, there is often a methodological preference for 
experimental procedures (such as the matched guise technique)8 which 
serve the purpose of investigating subjects’ evaluatory reactions to concrete 
instances of language use. Thus, as stated by Ryan, Giles & Sebastian 
( 1982),

[f)rom a sociolinguistic perspective, research following the lead of Labov (1966, 
1972) has focused on two m ain problems: (1) understanding the association 
betw een specific linguistic features (e.g. phonological variants, lexical patterns, and 
gram m atical contrasts) and characteristics of the societal, social group, and 
situational contexts in  which they occur; and (2) understanding the inferences 
listeners m ake about these associations. From social psychological and com m uni
cation perspectives, emphasis is upon the individual and his/her display on attitudes 
tow ard ingroup and outgroup m em bers as elicited by language and as reflected in 
its use. M ost o f the research conducted w ithin social psychological or com m uni
cation traditions has followed the lead of Lam bert (1967) and has involved the 
elicitation of evaluative reactions toward speakers using contrasting language 
varieties. A ttitudes tow ard particular varieties are then taken to be attitudes toward 
speakers of those varieties. (Ryan, Giles & Sebastian 1982:2)

I would wish to add that this last claim seems to have taken on an almost 
axiomatic character within language attitude research, or at least consti
tutes a fundamental underlying assumption (cf. e.g. Appel & Muysken 
1987:16). That is, attitudes towards specific languages do not arise 
independently of social practices, but are taken to reflect broader aspects of 
societal relationships such as the positioning and status between different 
social groups, and the general attitudes towards ‘Self (i.e. ingroup aspects) 
and O th e r’ (outgroup aspects) that are fostered in such processes. As such, 
language reflects various dimensions associated with the social and ethnic 
identities of these groups.

In language attitude research, frequently discussed dimensions are social 
status and group solidarity (as evaluative parameters), which in turn are

8 For descriptions and critical evaluations of the m atched guise technique as well as other 
types o f ‘speaker evaluation’ methods, see e.g. Fasold (1984:149ff); Giles & Ryan (1982).



connected to factors such as the degree of standardization and vitality of the 
languages in question. According to Ryan et al (1982:3), the latter two 
factors appear to be “the critical sociostructural determinants” in how 
languages are viewed within the community. Standardization, i.e. the 
existence of codified norms and their acceptance within a speech commu
nity, includes dimensions such as historicity and autonomy, and is hence “a 
characteristic of the social treatment of a variety, not a property of the 
language variant itself.” (ibid). The degree of vitality of a language variety, 
that is, the existence of “interaction networks that actually employ it 
natively for one or more essential functions” (ibid:4), obviously also affects 
its social significance, both in terms of status, but perhaps most signifi
cantly, as regards the solidarity dimension: it is well known that low status 
minority languages for example may be highly appreciated by Self (i.e. 
ingroup members) and serve important cohesive and symbolic identity 
group functions, even if they are depreciated by other groups, notably the 
dominant (majority) group. The relationship between dimensions such as 
standardization and vitality is quite intricate, but it is evidently the case 
that “standardization contributes substantially to the vitality of a language 
variety while strong vitality enhances its potential for achieving standardi
zation.” (ibid: 5).

Additional factors influencing the social significance of language, its 
vitality, and hence the attitudes towards it discussed by Ryan et al (ibid:4- 
5) are societal status (the economic, social, political and sociohistorical 
power wielded by its speakers), demographic strength and institutional 
support. However, I will refrain from commenting further on the particular 
framework of Ryan et al for the following reasons. The present thesis is not 
geared towards a social psychological approach to attitudes vis-à-vis 
particular languages. As will be evident below, the main focus is directed 
towards the concept of ‘ideology’, which necessitates a broader perspective 
on language issues. That is, it is difficult to centre exclusively around a few 
“narrow” dimensions such as the two ‘critical’ ones suggested by Ryan et al. 
From a macro-level perspective, it would appear that standardization and 
vitality constitute some important, yet restricted aspects of the interplay 
between language and society, and as such, they would appear to function 
possibly as ‘intervening variables’ which in turn are dependent on other, 
broader societal dimensions. Most importantly, from an ideological perspec
tive, it seems too narrow to single out these particular two aspects: it 
appears more viable to adopt a more complex framework of socio-structural 
factors which may determine the life and status of a language.



As a matter of fact, I would suggest that recent research on language 
maintenance and shift — although it usually focuses on the particular question 
of the survival or demise of a specific (minority) language -  provides a more 
elaborated framework, which in turn may have a bearing on language 
attitude research. Hyltenstam & Stroud (1991; 1996) present an extensive 
typology of potential determinants in processes of maintenance or shift, and 
most importantly, their model is hierarchically organized. Factors are 
classified according to their level of aggregation, and their possible inter
relationships are discussed. Consequently, some factors pertain to the 
macro-societal level, i.e. the political, economic, cultural and educational 
conditions of the society at large and hence the overall structure of the 
majority-dominated society which constitutes the framing conditions for both 
the majority and minority group(s). Examples of such factors are political- 
legal conditions, the ideology of the majority society, economic-structural 
conditions, the educational system and the visibility of minority socio
cultural norms in the majority society. These factors in turn affect and 
interact with factors at the group level, i.e. the specific characteristics of the 
minority group. Such features, e.g. demography, the status and vitality of 
the minority language, type of ethnicity, institutions, etc., will in turn 
influence the actual vitality of the language at the individual level. That is, 
the language choices and the patterns of linguistic socialization that the 
individuals will display -  and which consequently will determine the fate of 
the language -  are dependent on factors at a higher structural level. Such a 
theoretical framework, where the hierarchical nature and inter-dependence 
of a vast variety of potential factors are included, would also seem fruitful in 
research on phenomena other than the specific issue of maintenance and 
shift, not least in the area of language attitudes and ideologies of language. 
Since the fate of a language is intricately interwoven with the broader struc
tural functioning of a society, the attitudes towards its use and social 
significance are directly associated with such a complexity of aspects. 
W ithin such a model, sociological as well as psychological approaches may 
be incorporated, and a variety of methods may be employed to investigate 
the possible inter-relationships between factors at different levels of aggre
gation.9

In the light of the fact that the present thesis focuses more on societal, 
ideological aspects of language issues rather than ‘language attitudes’ from

9 M ethods used in research on language attitudes or language ideology are briefly discussed 
in chapter 5. See also e.g. Fasold (1984:149-58); Baker (1992:17-20 and passim).



a social psychological perspective, we will now turn to a discussion of the 
notion o f ‘ideology’.

1.4 Language ideology

1.4-1 The notion o f‘ideology’

W hat, then, is a ‘language ideology? The concept of ideology as such is 
widely used, in academic as well as in more popular discourse, but what it 
actually means is specified less often. According to Larrain (1979, 1992),

Ideology is perhaps one o f the m ost equivocal and elusive concepts one can find in 
the social sciences; not only because of the variety of theoretical approaches which 
assign different m eanings and functions to it, bu t also because it is a concept heavily 
charged w ith  political connotations and widely used in everyday life w ith the m ost 
diverse significations. (Larrain 1992:13)

In his book on language policy, Tollefson (1991) refers to ‘ideology’ as 
normally unconscious assumptions that come to be seen as common sense 
and goes on to argue that such common-sense assumptions help to preserve 
relations of power and control, through language policies for example. “In 
modern societies, language policy is used to sustain existing power relation
ships, i.e., it is ideological.” (ibid: 11)

A similar line of thinking is followed by Fairclough (1989). In discussing 
discourse as social practice, he draws upon the notion of ‘natural
ness’/'naturalization’: Ideology refers to assumptions which are perceived as 
‘natural’.

Practices which appear to be universal and commonsensical can often be shown to 
originate in the dom inant class or the dom inant bloc, and to have become natural
ized. W here types of practice, and in many cases types o f discourse, function in this 
way to sustain unequal power relations, I shall say they are functioning ideologically. 
(Fairclough 1989:33)

It appears, then, that ideology includes a notion of ‘normality’, such that 
what is perceived as normal is taken for granted and is probably not at a 
high level of awareness for individuals. Commonsensical assumptions may 
become salient or obvious to the individual when they are being challenged, 
such as when the individual is confronted with the norms of the Other 
through interaction or when a conflict of interest arises.

As several scholars have pointed out, the concept of ideology may be 
linked to dimensions of ‘control through coercion’ vs. ‘control through



consent’. That is, control of relationships may be upheld by means of 
forcing individuals to comply, often with sanctions or threats if they do not. 
Another means of control is to influence the very internalization of desired 
values and attitudes, i.e. to bring people to accept ideology and make it 
their own. For example Tollefson (1991) claims that

[t]he exercise of power depends upon coercion, including physical violence, and 
upon the m anufacture of consent, which refers to the capacity of dom inant groups 
to gain consent for existing power relationships from those in  subordinate positions 
(cf. H erm an and Chomsky 1988). Ideology contributes to the m anufacture of 
consent because it leads to (ideological) assumptions of right and wrong, acceptable 
and unacceptable behaviour. T hat is, ideology shapes behaviour. Y et, because it  is 
largely unconscious, ideology is inherently conservative. (Tollefson 1991: I I ) 10

Closely related to the concept of ideology is the notion of hegemony, of 
particularly great significance in ‘critical social theory’. In his book on the 
dominance of English as a world language, Phillipson (1992) discusses this 
notion extensively, and states that “Hegemony refers to dominant ideas 
which we take for granted”(ibid:72). “The English language and English 
language teaching are hegemonic if they uphold the values of dominant 
groups, and if the pre-eminence of English is legitimated as being a 
‘common sense’ social fact, thus concealing whose interests are being served 
by the dominant ideology and dominant social practices" (ibid:76). It is 
pointed out that the notions of hegemony, legitimation and ideology are 
closely intertwined but should be distinguished from one another. In 
quoting Dale (1989a), it is said that the concept of ideology appears to have 
a tendency to be associated with notions of deliberate manipulation and 
identifiable sources, and of being devised to forward or protect particular 
interests. Legitimation, on the other hand, seems to have a type of post hoc 
character -  it compensates or remedies shortcomings in a desired course of 
events. Phillipson argues that

W hen  considering the processes of ‘coercion’ and ‘consent’, it would appear that 
‘consent’ has gained increasing im portance in m odern times. T hat is, at least in term s of 
(minority) language policies in Sweden, I would assume that the control mechanisms of 
‘coercion’ have been down-played, or at least are manifested differently. Brute force, 
physical violence or direct punishm ents are no longer as comm on as in earlier days. Instead, 
ideology and less direct sanctions — as a means to m anufacture ‘consent’ -  are preferred to 
the transparent coercive techniques, and naturally, they m ay be less obvious to the investi
gator.



English linguistic hegemony can be understood as referring to the explicit and 
im plicit values, beliefs, purposes, and activities which characterize the ELT [English 
Language Teaching] profession and which contribute to the m aintenance o f English 
as a dom inant language. H egem ony is a more useful term  for this set of practices 
and experience than is ideology, for the reasons given by Dale above. (Phillipson 
1992:73)

Tollefson (1991:12), as well, explicitly addresses hegemony, which he 
defines as the successful production and reproduction of ideology. 
“Hegemony can be achieved in two ways: first, through the ‘spontaneous 
consent’ of the people to the direction of social life imposed by dominant 
groups; and second, through the apparatus of state coercive power which 
enforces discipline on members who do not consent to the dominant 
ideology (see Harman 1988).” It seems to me that this characterization 
differs somewhat from that of Gramsci, one of the most well-known 
invokers of the notion; according to Larrain (1992),

Gramsci characterizes western societies for the predom inance in them  of civil society 
as against the predom inance o f the State in eastern societies. From here he deduces 
the central im portance of class hegemony, th a t is, the ability o f a class to assume a 
moral and intellectual leadership over the other classes without resorting to coercion. I f  applied 
to bourgeois dom ination, this emphasis may im ply that, in order to overthrow 
bourgeois power, an ideological hegemony m ust first be achieved by the working 
class. (Larrain 1992:82; my emphasis. For a critique, see ibid:83).

Thus, it appears that the notion of hegemony resembles the above state
ments on ‘ideology’, but that hegemony necessarily includes a dimension of 
ideological dominance, and that this dominance is upheld not primarily 
through coercive techniques, but rather by means of the manifacture of 
consent, so that practices and values become ‘common-sensical’, and 
perhaps not readily recognizable as serving the interests of a particular 
group in society. Hegemony does not, however, imply some sort of immov
able, unshakable state of equilibrium. On the contrary,

[i}t has continually to be renewed, recreated, defended, and modified. I t is also 
continually resisted, lim ited, altered, challenged by pressures not all its own . . .
T he reality o f any hegemony, in the extended political and cultural sense, is that, 
while by definition it is always dom inant, it is never either to tal or exclusive. 
(W illiam s 1977:112-3, quoted in Phillipson 1992:74).



Drawing upon the above definitions of ‘ideology’, an ideology of language, 
or ‘language ideology’, may evidently be taken as referring to assumptions 
about language. Such assumptions would usually be commonsensical in the 
sense that they are -  consciously or not -  perceived of as “natural”, “true”, 
“facts of life”, “right”, “good”, etc., by those who embrace or advocate 
them. (However, the existence of alternative, competing ideologies at a 
given time should not be contradicted by such a definition of the concept.) 
As such, a language ideology may fill hegemonic functions in a given 
sociocultural context.

The notion of ‘language ideology’ is related to the concept of ‘language 
attitudes’, but can be taken as addressing a wider scope of orientations 
towards language issues than is usually associated with 'attitudes’ and 
investigations of language attitudes. As mentioned earlier, language 
attitude research has mostly been concerned with attitudes towards specific 
languages as well as towards individual linguistic features within or 
between specific varieties of one language. Furthermore, as Baker 
(1992:14f) says, the difference between ‘ideology’ and ‘attitude’ as more 
general notions can be related to different theoretical and methodological 
research traditions, in particular sociology and social psychology respec
tively. Baker goes on to state that “Ideology tends to refer to codifications 
of group norms and values. At an individual level, ideology tends to refer to 
broad perspectives on society -  a philosophy of life. In this sense, ideology 
may be a global attitude. A psychological approach to attitude will tend to 
acknowledge both the group and individual representations of attitudes 
(perhaps with more accent on the individual). However attitudes tend to be 
specific to objects (e.g. attitude to the Frisian language).” (ibid: 15). Baker 
also discusses ‘attitude’ vis-à-vis other related terms such as belief, opinion, 
motive and personality trait. For example, ‘opinion’ can be conceived of as 
an overt, verbalizable belief without affective reactions, while ‘attitude’ 
includes affective reactions and can be latent and not necessarily verbally, 
but also non-verbally, expressed. In everyday language, though, the two 
terms tend to be synonymous, (ibid: 14). Cf. also the overview of language 
attitude research in Edwards (1985:ch.6), where it is claimed that ‘attitude’ 
and ‘belief are often confused, in spite of the fact that strictly definitionally, 
‘belief is usually taken as one component of ‘attitude’ (alongside the 
components ‘affect’ and ‘predispositions to act’), cf. above. Such a confusion 
may evidently have a bearing on operationalizations, and Edwards holds 
that many attitude questionnaires actually largely measure belief (Edwards



1985:1390.
Although ideological aspects of language and language policies obviously 

have been investigated for many years, the disciplinary frameworks and the 
methods used have differed, and the term language ideology as such appears 
to have been used systematically only in more recent years. Examples of 
studies where this particular notion is explicitly adopted are the collection 
of articles edited by Joseph & Taylor (1990), a forthcoming volume edited 
by Blommaert (in press),11 and work by Woolard and Schieffelin. In 
addition, the concept of ideology is frequently invoked by some scholars 
mentioned above (see ‘Language planning and language policies’), such as 
Tollefson and Fairclough, and the concept may be incorporated within the 
field of what is sometimes termed ‘the politics of language’ or similar 
wordings. There may, however, be substantial differences in perspective and 
focus among various researchers. For example, Fairclough can be said to be 
one representative of the growing area of ‘critical linguistics’ or ‘critical 
language study’. This approach focuses on the relationships between 
language, interaction, power, politics and ideology, where the importance 
of language/discourse in the creation, maintenance and reproduction of 
power and dominance relations is emphasized. Language and discourse are 
seen not only as products and reflections of social structures, but also as 
significant 'social institutions’ per se, constantly legitimating and reproduc
ing social organization. As such, discourse has increasingly become of 
interest to social theory as well, as shown by the work of e.g. Foucault, 
Habermas and Bourdieu, highlighting the role of language in the organiza
tion of human thought and social structure.

To avoid any confusion, I would like to point out that my approach is 
different from the above framework. While e.g. Fairclough focuses on 
ideology in language and how power relationships are conveyed and repro
duced via language, my approach is to investigate ideologies about language 
and linguistic behavior. That is, the focus is on beliefs and attitudes towards 
language issues, and how such attitudes may be the cause or effect of 
specific language policies.

11 This forthcom ing collection of articles (appearing in the sum m er o f 1999) includes 
analyses o f “historically situated discursive events -  debates -  during which ideas about 
language are formed, articulated, and authoritatively entextualized” (quoted from the 
publication leaflet from M outon de G ruyter) and covers a wide variety o f com m unities over 
the world. For example, an article by Christopher Stroud explores the complex processes of 
(re)constructing symbolic m eanings of language in the postcolonial context o f Portuguese 
in M ozam bique (Stroud, in press).



In the field of sociolinguistics, especially within the ‘variationist’ or 
‘quantitative’ approach (following the lead of Labov, etc.), there has been a 
certain lack of interest in ‘folk’ or ‘popular’ language ideologies. In her 
critical article on the theoretical limitations of the quantitative paradigm, 
Cameron (1990) claims that language users’ metalinguistic practices may 
provide us with important evidence -  with an explanatory potential — on 
the creation and reproduction of linguistic and social norms, sociocultural 
identities, and the way these are apprehended by individuals:

M etalinguistic activities and beliefs have received, at least in urban w estern 
societies, less a ttention  than they m erit. For it is surely a  very significant fact about 
language in these societies tha t people hold passionate beliefs about it; th a t it 
generates social and political conflicts; th a t practices and m ovem ents grow  up 
around it both  for and against the status quo. W e may consider the w ell-attested fact 
th a t m any people, including those w ith m inim al education, read a dictionary w ith 
pleasure; tha t there is a vast m arket for gram m ars, usage guides and general 
interest publications, radio and TV  program m es about the English language; tha t 
m any large-circulation newspapers and periodicals (such as the Readers Digest) have a 
regular colum n on linguistic m atters. M ost researchers in the quantitative paradigm  
are of course well aware of these facts, and more generally of people’s keen interest 
in linguistic m inutiae. W ith  some honorable exceptions, though, they tend to treat 
laypersons’ views on usage as manifestations of ignorance to be dispelled, or of 
crankishness and prejudice to be despised. The axiom that linguistics is ‘descriptive 
not prescriptive’, together w ith the methodological principle tha t a researcher 
should influence inform ants as little  as possible, prevent sociolinguists taking folk 
linguistics seriously. Arguably, though, practices like dictionary reading and writing 
to the papers on points of usage are striking enough to dem and analysis: first, not 
unnaturally, they dem and investigation. (Cameron 1990:92).

Although the notion of 'language ideology’ is recurring increasingly in 
academic discourse, which might reflect a growing interest among scholars 
to develop it into a more or less “independent” framework of research -  i.e. 
a subdiscipline of some kind -  there appears to be a certain lack of consen
sus and precision in definitions. More importantly, it seems that -  as far as I 
have perceived it -  there is no general theoretical focus in common for 
studies on the issue. That is, there are as yet no proposed general ‘models’ 
or comprehensive theories on the nature and practices of language ideolo
gies. Needless to say, this state-of-affairs is not surprising in light of the 
recency of attempts at bringing the field together more systematically. 
Scholars from a variety of disciplines, drawing upon the different scientific 
approaches and methods, will evidently approach the issue from different 
perspectives. Furthermore, the bulk of research appears to be dominated by



“case studies” (e.g. analyses of particular historical processes and communi
ties) which provide the area with ample empirical evidence, but which -  
although obviously not lacking theoretical dimensions -  do not seem to 
coalesce around a few fundamental theoretical propositions or models. (In 
this way, the area resembles that of language attitude research, which has 
been “criticized for amassing descriptive data ad infinitum”, cf. Giles & Ryan 
1982:222.) On the other hand, I must make it clear that I do not wish to 
argue for some type of paradigmatic unitarianism or conformity of this 
particular field of research, neither theoretically nor methodologically. On 
the contrary, a ‘multiplicity of voices’ is obviously both unavoidable and 
necessary. However, I would also wish to clarify that the diversity of 
approaches and data within the area leaves the present study in some sort of 
a theoretical “homelessness”, as it were. That is, in lack of specific models or 
comprehensive theories on the nature and functioning of language ideolo
gies, I may draw upon particular studies and theoretical inferences, but I 
have as yet failed to find a developed comprehensive framework which is 
readily applicable to the approach and empirical evidence presented here.

My perceptions of the field are partly corroborated by Woolard & 
Schieffelin (1994). In their condensed ‘state of the art’-type review article, 
the authors point to the fact that “[t}he terms ideology and language have 
appeared together frequently in recent anthropology, sociolinguistics, and 
cultural studies, sometimes conjoined by and, sometimes by in, sometimes 
by a comma in a trinity of nouns.” (ibid:55) Referring to Heath (1977), it is 
stated that “social scientists have resisted examining language ideology 
because it represents an indeterminate area of investigation with no appar
ent bounds” (ibid:56). Furthermore, there exists no “single core literature”, 
and there are many different focuses and perspectives in research which may 
be regarded as associated with the field. For example, “linguistic ideology, 
language ideology, and ideologies of language are all terms currently in 
play. Although different emphases are sometimes signalled by the different 
terms, with the first focusing more on formal linguistic structures and the 
last on representations of a collective order, the fit of terms to distinctive 
perspectives is not perfect {...].” (ibid) In their review, the authors include a 
vast variety of areas of research such as “the ethnography of speaking; 
politics of mulitlingualism; literacy studies; historiography of linguistics and 
public discourse on language; and metapragmatics and linguistic structure. 
There are many connections among these, but the work tends to form 
different conversations, varying in the social and linguistic themes they 
foreground.” (ibid:58-9). However, most scholars share “a view of ideology



as rooted in or responsive to the experience of a particular social position 
Consequently, “there is no privileged knowledge, including the scien

tific, that escapes grounding in social life", and “the term ideology reminds 
us that the cultural conceptions we study are partial, contestable and 
contested, and interest-laden [...]. A naturalizing move that drains the 
conceptual of its historical content, making it seem universally and/or 
timelessly true, is often seen as the key to ideological precesses.” (ibid:58) 
That is, the thoroughly ‘relativistid nature of ideology constitutes a funda
mental basis for the bulk of research in this heterogenous, multidisciplinary 
field.

1.4.2.1 Approaching a definition

The different foci of language ideology research may also be reflected in 
definitions of the concept. Woolard & Schieffelin (ibid:57) quotes four such 
nominal definitions:

Linguistic/language ideologies have been defined as “sets o f beliefs about language 
articulated by users as rationalization or justification of perceived language structure 
and use" [Silverstein 1976:1931; w ith greater social emphasis as “self-evident ideas 
and objectives a group holds concerning the roles o f language in the social experi
ence of m em bers as they contribute to the expression of the group” [H eath  
1977:53] and “the cultural system of ideas about social and linguistic relationships, 
together w ith their loading of moral and political interests" [Irvine 1989:255]; and 
m ost broadly as “shared bodies o f commonsense notions about the nature of 
language in the w orld” [Rumsey 1990:346]. (W oolard & Schieffelin 1994:57)

Evidently, definitions may vary in foci and specificity. In addition, the 
notion of ‘language’ in connection to ideology may be emphasized differ
ently. Whereas some scholars focus on the ideology in -  or of — actual 
language use or discursive practice, others infer ideologies more indirectly 
from broader aspects of language issues, such as language policies or 
conflicts over language rights, cultural conceptions on the origins, transmis
sion (e.g. LI learning) and purposes of language, etc.

Consequently, a precise, exhaustive and consensual theoretical definition 
of ‘language ideology’ is a long-term goal. For the aims of the present 
study, however, I will define it rather broadly and vaguely, a definition 
more or less compatible with the definitions of Irvine and Rumsey above. 
Thus: a ‘language ideology’ is a system of ideas, values, emotions and beliefs 
pertaining to language and linguistic behavior, often at a low level of awareness for 
the individual. The notion of ‘system’ means that an ideology may include a



set of assumptions and does not refer to individual, isolated assumptions. 
This ‘system’ is not, however, necessarily completely coherent and 
“systematized". In fact, I believe that language ideologies may embrace 
contradictory elements, or manifest themselves — e.g. in the form of 
language policies -  in ways which may appear contradictory.12 Further
more, a language ideology would frequently -  possibly largely -  be at a low 
level of awareness for the individual. That is, many components of a (folk) 
language ideology are not necessarily consciously constructed, explicated or 
motivated, nor metacognitively reflected upon. Especially in the case of 
dominant, hegemonic ideologies, their components and meanings are 
largely taken for granted, i.e. conceived of as a “natural” order of things, 
and when not challenged, the individual is significantly unaware of their 
sociocultural relativity.

The formulation “ideas, values, emotions and beliefs” in the above 
definition may appear somewhat redundant in view of frequently cited 
definitions of the concept of attitude (cf. above.) However, since attitudes 
and attitude measurement usually are formulated in terms of individuals’ 
evaluations of something (e.g. in terms of positive/negative attitudes, 
favorable/unfavorable reactions, etc.), I have wished to emphasize that a 
‘language ideology’ may include elements which are not transparently 
evaluatory, but rather perceived of as thoughts, beliefs and ideas — and even 
as “facts”, as it were.

A language ideology, then, includes ideas, values and beliefs about 
language, and not only about specific languages/varieties or linguistic 
features, but also about other phenomena related to language and language 
use. Thus, a language ideology could comprise a type of “world view” 
regarding language matters, beliefs pertaining to e.g.:

12 An example of such contradictory effects can be taken from the context of Saami educa
tion historically (which will be described further in the next chapter). In the Swedish school 
reform of 1913 concerning the Saami, a segregationist stance was taken  by the Swedish 
authorities (cf. the “Lapps should be Lapps” tenet below). The establishm ent o f special 
schools for Saami children was proclaimed, a policy w hich pointed to separation and segre
gation of the Saami vis-à-vis other groups in society. Paradoxically, however, Swedish — not 
Saami — was used as the language of instruction. Such a policy measure m igh t reflect a type 
of assimilationist and nationalistic approach, where the notion of language as a  cohesive 
factor w ithin a nation-state is emphasized.

Furtherm ore, the possibility o f language ideologies inherently containing contradictory 
com ponents or ‘paradoxes’ will be explored particularly in chapter 5.



(1) monolingualism, bilingualism/multilingualism (e.g. its “naturalness”, useful
ness, expected levels of competence, drawbacks and advantages, at both an 
individual and a societal level)

(2) language and identity (e.g. the relationship between language and 
personal identity, group identity, ethnicity, nation (including nationalism, 
national languages, standard languages, majority vs. minority languages, 
etc., and notions of the symbolic and ‘practical’ importance of language in 
relation to individuals, groups, nations and states, citizenship, etc.))

(3) language as such (what is a language, or dialect, or jargon, etc.; what is 
Language, e.g. the human language faculty, etc.)

(4) language use (e.g. appropriateness and structure in different functions and 
domains, including e.g. register variation, language choice, code-switching, 
interference, etc.)

(5) language contact phenomena and language change (including internally and 
externally induced language change, language maintenance and shift, 
language spread, language policies, ‘linguistic purity’, etc. Cf. also non
established concepts such as ‘linguistic xenophobia’13, 'linguistic protec
tionism’14)

(6) language and thought, psycholinguisticphenomena, language learning, etc. (e.g. 
beliefs about the ‘isomorphy’ of language and cognition, cognitive effects of 
linguistic competence and processing, how languages should be learned, 
factors affecting first and second language learning, etc.)

This categorization of possible components of ‘language ideology’ is by no 
means exhaustive, and the categories are evidently overlapping and possibly 
interrelated in complex ways. For example, specific beliefs pertaining to the 
area of language and education, such as the role and place of minority

Linguistic xenophobia would denote a type of fear o f “foreign” influence on a 
language/variety, e.g. w hen a com m unity feels tha t other languages pose a th reat to the 
structure, use and/or status of their own language.

14 Linguistic protectionism would refer to attitudes and language planning measures in favor 
of protecting a language/variety which is perceived as somehow being at risk concerning its 
structure, use and/or status.



languages in the school system, could possibly be related to any one of these 
components. Nevertheless, when one takes a closer look at the history of 
European societies, these are aspects which appear to turn up time and time 
again, and seem to be connected to more general societal conditions and 
processes. As with ideologies in general, language ideologies may be 
expected to be highly dependent on the specific socio-cultural, political, and 
economic circumstances in a given society. Consequently, language ideolo
gies may vary in different societies and undergo changes in connection to 
societal socio-economic restructurings and concomitant ideological and 
cultural developments in general. Language ideologies are thus possibly 
interwoven with other spheres of policies and ideologies, e.g. more general 
ideas on social relations, socialization, ‘the human condition’, etc. It may in 
fact prove difficult to separate and characterize language ideologies per se 
with clear-cut demarcations vis-à-vis other value systems.

1.4.3 Western European language ideology

In the socio-cultural sphere of Western Europe, it seems that the 
emergence of the ideal of the ‘nation-state’ constitutes a milestone in the 
formation of a language ideology whose fundamental features still strongly 
influence conceptions of language. (Cf. e.g. Stroud & W ingstedt 1989; 
Grillo 1989.) In our time, matters regarding language receive a consider
able amount of attention and are often hotly debated in the public arena. 
However, this has not always been the case in European societies. In fact, 
the relative importance generally accorded language issues appears to have 
varied in different periods. As Steinberg puts it (cited in Grillo 1989:3), the 
‘questione della lingua’ [the language question], “flickers in and out of the 
constant interplay between culture and power”, appearing now in one form, 
then in another. A similar line of reasoning can be found in Gramsci 
(1985:183-4, also cited in Crowley 1989:273-4), who points to the possible 
connections between the highlighting of language issues, and other societal 
problems: “Every time the question of language surfaces, in one way or 
another, it means that a series of other problems are coming to the fore: the 
formation and enlargement of the governing class, the need to establish 
more intimate and secure relationships between the governing groups and 
the national-popular mass, in other words to reorganise the cultural 
hegemony.” (On language questions as 'metaphors’ in such a framework, 
see e.g. Stroud & Wingstedt 1989.)



1.4.3.1 Nationalism and the nation-state

Before continuing with a condensed characterization of Western European 
language ideology, a brief account of the notion of nationalism would be in 
order. As will be evident below, central to the emphasis on language issues 
in European society historically was the ideology of nationalism and the 
nation-state, i.e. the ideal of equating national and state boundaries. As 
Gellner (1983:1) defines it, “Nationalism is primarily a political principle, 
which holds that the political and the national unit should be congruent”.

In his book on democracy and the nation-state, Hammar (1990) 
provides an interesting discussion on the roots and content of nationalism 
in relation to developments of citizenship and political rights. Here it is 
pointed out that the development of democracy and of the nation-state 
have been parallel in time, and that there is a significant relationship 
between these two and the criteria for membership in the state. In short, 
“Citizenship of a nation state differs greatly from that of all previous states. 
W hen those who previously were a king’s subjects became citizens of a 
nation state, they should preferably also be members of the nation” 
(Hammar 1990:68). And together with the development of political rights, 
this made it important to distinguish which of the many “national” criteria 
should be selected to determine national membership and hence citizen
ship.15 As Hammar concludes:

This gives a background to the enactm ent o f citizenship legislation in Europe 
during the 19th century. A period w ith new economic conditions and w ith nation
alistic and democratic ideas needed new forms of political organisation. As seculari
zation spread in Europe, the old requirem ents th a t all subjects should belong to the 
same religion were no longer maintained. Instead there were new requirem ents that 
citizens should belong to the nation, which m eant tha t they should have a 
com m and of the official language, and sometimes also have a knowledge o f the 
country’s history and constitution. (H am m ar 1990:68).

Thus, in this process, the question of language is highlighted, and the 
aspirations to attain some sort of linguistic homogeneity naturally 
emphasizes linguistic assimilation as a possible strategy in the nation-

Π  Cf. “The extension of political rights made the dem arcation betw een citizens and non
citizens far more im portan t than it had been before, and so did the extension of social 
rights. The ideology equating mem bership of a state w ith m em bership of a nation has 
encouraged states to emphasise w hat is com m on to the whole o f the people, in an a ttem pt 
to build a nation, if no nation already existed.” (H am m ar 1990:59).



building process, not only in relation to minority languages, but also to the 
other vernaculars and dialects.

An important question is why this ideology started to gain in strength 
during the 19th century, and not at an earlier or later date. As Hammar 
points out, drawing upon e.g. the work of Ernest Gellner and Benedict 
Anderson, some factors which would support a promotion of developing 
national languages and motivate their standardization were already at hand 
in the 16th century. The advent of the Reformation meant that religious 
activities (such as sermons) were to be conducted in the vernaculars instead 
of Latin, and together with the invention of printing this stimulated a 
process of homogenization and spread of ‘national languages’. This dictated 
a selection process whereby a certain variety came to be chosen, and later 
‘elevated’ into a standardized form. And thus, “W hen dialects were 
incorporated or submerged with the great print-languages, a foundation 
was laid for modern nationalism” (ibid:63). Why, then, did nationalism 
wait another 200-300 years? Of several possible factors, Hammar points to 
industrialization as one of the most important. Nationalism can be linked to 
the transition from agrarian society to an industrialized one, and in its 
wake, a sociocultural restructuring and an expansion of popular education 
began. In the agrarian society, significant sociocultural lines of division were 
not readily of a national, ‘ethnic’ kind, but rather based on social stratifica
tion and regional delineation. The peasantry was bound to local, sub
national socioeconomic communities, while the upper strata (the ruling 
estates) were rather more supra-nationally orientated. And in this context, 
it was in the interest of the upper classes that the deep sociocultural cleft 
between them and the peasantry remained rather than aiming at cultural 
homogeneity on ‘national’ grounds. Gellner holds that

A m ong the higher strata of agro-literate society it is clearly advantageous to stress, 
sharpen, and accentuate the diacritical, differential, and monopolizable traits o f the 
priviliged groups. The tendency of liturgical languages to become distinct from the 
vernacular is very strong: it is as if  literacy alone did not create enough of a barrier 
betw een cleric and laym an, as if the chasm betw een them  had to be deepened, by 
m aking the language not merely recorded in an inaccessible script, bu t also incom 
prehensible when articulated. (Gellner 1983:11).

Thus, the social stratification is upheld partly by means of linguistic 
(register) differentiation, serving the interest of the groups in power.

The prerequisites for an emerging nationalism came with the shift 
towards industrialization, with its concomitant cultural and socioeconomic



restructurings, and in which a promotion of a homogenous culture linked to 
the ‘nation’ and to the state began. In this process, general education and 
literacy came to be important agents, and as Hammar (1990:65) states, 
“[...] the economy of the industrial society depended on mobile and 
exchangeable individuals, able to communicate in a standardized way. This 
in turn presupposed a fairly monolithic educational system.” Such a system 
requires a great amount of resources and organization, and therefore the 
responsibility for it falls on the state, the only entity with sufficient 
resources to manage it. In this way, the link between a unified culture and 
the state is promoted, and according to Gellner, it is actually unavoidable 
( 1983:38).

Thus, nationalism gives rise to an emphasis on cultural homogeneity, 
and consequently linguistic unity. As a matter of facts, the significant role 
of language in the ideology of nationalism and its historical relativity is 
widely recognized -  Woolard & Schieffelin (1994) even claim that

[i]t is a truism  tha t the equation of language and nation is a historical, ideological 
construct [...}, conventionally dated to H erder and the eighteenth century G erm an 
rom anticism , although the famous characterization o f language as the genius of a 
people can be traced back to the French enlightem m ent and specifically Condillac 
[...]. Exported through colonialism to become a dom inant m odel around the world 
today, the nationalist ideology of language structures state politics, challenges 
m ultilingual states, and underpins ethnic struggles to such an extent tha t the 
abssence of a distinct language can cast doubt on the legitimacy to nationhood [...]. 
(W oolard & Schieffelin 1994:60)

Evidently, while nationalism and language is explained in more societal- 
structural terms by Hammar above, Woolard & Schieffelin point rather to 
the historical developments of ‘ideologies’, such as German romanticism 
and the Enlightenment.

The importance of language as a determinant in defining ‘nations’ and 
its general acceptance within the Western cultural sphere is further pointed 
out by Inglehart & Woodward (1972), who claim that

[i]n the W estern  world o f the m id-nineteenth century, language became accepted 
as the m ost im portan t single defining characteristic of nationality. Fichte sum m ed 
up a widely influential a ttitude when he asserted: “W herever a separate language is 
found, there is also a separate nation which has the right to m anage its affairs...and 
to rule itse lf’ [...]. In the tw entieth  century, this notion has had continued prom i
nence. The peacem akers of Versailles tended to define national boundaries on the 
basis o f language zone (with appropriate exceptions in favor o f the victor powers), 
and showed an unprecented respect for the rights of linguistic minorités. This



general attitude was also reflected in the subsequent transfers o f population [...]. 
Mussolini seemed to feel th a t his claim to the south Tyrol would be valid only if the 
region were populated by Italian-speaking people, and urged Italians to m igrate 
there [...]· H itler later invoked the same principle against the W estern  allies when, 
in  the 1930s, he claimed the righ t o f all G erm an-speaking peoples — o f Austria, the 
Sudetenland, Alsace and Poland — to be united; and im portan t elem ents o f public 
opinion in  the W est found it difficult to deny his claim, at least in the first two 
instances. (Inglehart & W oodw ard 1972:358-9)16

1.4.3.2 Main features of Western language ideology

Roughly speaking two hundred years ago, language issues began to assume 
greater importance in European society. Prior to this, the governing classes 
were concerned relatively little with the linguistic behaviors of the large 
masses of the population. W ith the emerging socio-economic restructurings 
and the formation of nation-states, there was an increase in the need for 
administrative centralization and national unity -  factual and ideological -  
which in turn dictated the (perceived) need for a common and unifying 
language. In this context, language questions came to be an important 
factor, and consequently in the focus of the ideological, political and 
scientific discourse of the power elite. Thus language became a way of 
creating a sense of unity, by being projected as something we all share. A 
strong connection between language and nation -  and even state -  is 
created.17 Language is regarded as an important expression of (national) 
identity, and the necessity of a standard language (earlier of interest only to 
the elite of the state bureaucracy), which every citizen is expected to 
acquire, is presented as an unquestionable fact.

In the development of a nationalistic ideology of language, the predomi
nance of the idea of a nation-state with one (dominant) language also 
involves the implicit disregard of multi-faceted, even multilingual, linguis-

16 It should be m ade clear tha t the m ain point, however, of Inglehart & W oodw ard (1972) 
is th a t the existence of linguistic diversity does not inherently entail political separatism, 
bu t th a t “the centrifugal force” exerted by linguistic plurality depends largely on the 
country’s level o f economic and political developm ent and to w hat degree social m obility is 
blocked because of m em bership in  a given language group.

17 U sing K elm an’s (1972) notions of instrumental attachment and sentimental attachment, it 
could be said tha t sentim ental attachm ent, as one source of attachm ent/loyalty  to the 
system, becomes more pronounced. In this process, the notion o f language as a national 
symbol is b rought forward.



tic realities.18 A ‘monolingualist’ perspective develops: multilingualism and 
linguistic heterogeneity are ignored, or discussed in terms of the problems 
assumed to result from them (except, of course, at an elite level: cf. ‘elite 
bilingualism’).19 On the other hand, monolingualism and linguistic homo
geneity is seen as the desirable, normal, and even natural, state-of-affairs, 
on both the individual and the societal level (cf. Crowley 1989; Grillo 
1989; Stroud & Wingstedt 1989).

It may seem like a paradox that this era, with its emphasis on linguistic 
unity and homogeneity, actually also saw a parallel growing consciousness -  
and construction — of differentiation of language varieties along the parame
ter of status, for example class and power. Language comes then to have the 
dual function of on the one hand unifying the nation, and on the other 
serving as a major differentiating criterion (Grillo 1989: If) within the 
nation. Language thus becomes an object of conscious evaluation and regu
lation.

In this period, along with the development of the sciences and an 
emphasis on rationality and rational thought, ideas about language as an 
encoding of cognition were articulated more fully. The type of language most 
highly valued in this context (and perhaps extended to other sociolinguistic 
contexts and domains) is language in its referential and informative 
functions, and foremost the “abstract” and “explicit” code of the literate 
standard language. The emphasis on the referential and informative 
functions of language goes hand in hand with a conception of language as 
ideally a transparent and context-independent tool for the expression of 
thought and the transmission of messages. Language is thus intimately 
connected to individual cognition -  in fact the connection between

^  Since any (nation-) state normally is reluctant to give up parts of their territory or to 
g ran t ‘home rule’ (i.e. local autonom y) to the minorities, the existence of factual hetero
geneity is problem atic and m ust either be totally ignored (i.e. denying tha t the minorités 
exist, thereby ‘invisibilizing’ them ) or overtly fought or controlled, e.g. via assimilatory 
measures. In addition, in the construction of a sense of nationhood and cohesiveness, the 
existence of m arked internal (linguistic) diversity is down-played, and the standard 
language is prom oted ideologically. (Compare further chapter 2 on the historical m inority 
policy strategies in Sweden.)

W hen  bilingualism is a feature o f the elite, problematization appears to be rare. Elite 
bilingualism is seldom — if ever — questioned in the way it is in the lower strata  of society. 
Certain notions are rarely called upon when the linguistic preferences o f the upper strata 
are concerned, e.g. notions such as “semilingualism", “disruptive for the nation”, “practical 
and economic burden to  society if  too m uch heterogeneity is allowed”, “bilingualism may 
im pair the child’s language developm ent", etc.



language and thought is perceived as direct and unambiguous. Conse
quently, language is believed to be an important independent variable -  or 
even causal factor — in the intellectual development and abilities of an 
individual. In this context, the standard language is held up as the 
embodiment of rationality -  sometimes even one particular language, e.g. 
standard French, is claimed to be the rational language -  and as a prerequi
site for abstract, substantial exchange of information. Conceptions of this 
kind, often coupled with purist arguments and ideas on the correlation 
between logic (logical thought) and language, are perhaps most striking in 
18th century France. For instance, there were claims that French was the 
most ‘logical’ language of all, at least the language whose structure was 
most similar to the structure of logic.20 However, a similar development, 
probably under the influence of French culture, also appears in Sweden 
towards the end of the 18th century. For example, when the Swedish 
Academy was founded, notions of “the purity, strength and loftiness” of the 
Swedish language were evoked (Loman 1986:5).21

I believe it is defensible to claim that conceptions of language such as 
the above constitute a language ideology which has dominated the West 
European arena for centuries, and continues to do so, to a certain extent 
even in the linguistic sciences. Although alternative viewpoints continue to 
be put forward, reflections of this ideology can often be found in discourse 
on language in the public and the private spheres.

Some of these quite general conceptions of language can be found in 
scientific formulations, especially in the structuralist approach to language 
which has dominated linguistics, e.g. in what is sometimes called 
‘theoretical linguistics’. (The term ‘structuralist’ is here to be taken in its 
broader sense, including the generativist approach within linguistics.) Here 
one can find the idea of language as a stable and self-contained system, and 
notions such as ‘the ideal speaker-listener’ and ‘invariant speech commu
nity’ become axiomatic. Linguistics is then very much an exercise in 
delimiting, categorizing and ‘explaining’ such systems, and this necessitates 
analyses of linguistic behaviors as belonging to one or another of various

26 For a discussion of assumptions on the ‘clarity’ and ‘logic’ o f the French language, see 
e.g. Swiggers (1990).

21 “Vid Svenska Akademiens instiftelse, i stora börssalen den 5 april 1786, upplästes på 
kunglig  befallning dess stadgar. D äri angavs som Akademiens yppersta och angelägnaste 
görom ål ‘a tt arbeta uppå Svenska Språkets renhet, styrka och höghet’ inom vetenskap, 
skaldekonst och vältalighet.” (Loman 1986:5)



clear-cut and non-overlapping categories. That is, it requires the description 
of continuous phenomena as discrete entities, and actually even as dichoto
mies. One implication of this is that it is difficult to envisage mixtures of 
systems; it is not coincidental that perfect bilingualism is often seen as two 
fully monolingual separate systems. Considering the complexities of linguis
tic realities with their continua, variation and heterogeneity, such a system- 
oriented approach is difficult to uphold on the basis of a data-driven 
research tradition. Consequently, within a structuralist framework, an 
idealized treatment of language is invoked. (For a discussion of the tenets of 
the structuralist paradigm, see e.g. Newmeyer 1986.)

After this highly condensed description of some fundamental features of 
a Western European language ideology, we will focus on a specific sphere 
where ideologies of language are manifested, namely that of language policies. 
In what ways and to what extent language ideologies may influence the 
making and implementation of policy decisions remains an open question. 
One way of investigating this issue would be to describe and analyze 
language policy-making in different communities and in different eras. In 
the following chapter, I will discuss language policies in Sweden from a 
historical perspective, focusing on how the authorities have treated the 
Saami population, and for purposes of comparison, the Tornedalians as well. 
One obvious way of implementing policies — as well as imposing ideologies 
-  is via the educational system (a long-standing strategy in Western 
Europe, cf. e.g. Grillo 1989: passim). In order to limit the scope of this 
particular study, attention will therefore be paid primarily to language 
issues related to the education of minorities, particularly the Saami.



Chapter Two

A H istory o f Sweden’s Educational 
Policies tow ards the Saami, w ith  a 

C om parison to  the T ornedalians

2.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the history of Sweden’s minority language policies 
towards the Saami,22 and for purposes of comparison, towards the Torneda
lians, i.e. the Finnish-speaking population in the area of the Torne Valley 
(Sw. Tornedalen) in the north of Sweden. Primary consideration will be given 
to language questions in relation to educational policies, and the measures 
taken at various times will be related to the concept of ‘language ideology’, 
i.e. attitudes and beliefs pertaining to linguistic phenomena. The main

22 The names for this ethnic group — indigenous to Sweden (as well as N orway, Finland 
and Russia) — have varied. In Swedish, the term  is samer (plur.), and the language samiska. 
In earlier days, they were called lappar and their language lap(p)ska. In English, I have 
noted several designations in the literature; Lapps/Lapplanders and Lapp/Lappish, as well as 
the m ore m odern (the) Same, Sami, or Saami.

Nowadays, the total num ber o f Saami is estim ated at 60,000, o f which 40 ,000  live in 
N orway, 15,000 in Sweden, 4 ,000 in Finland and 1,500-2,000 in Russia (Svonni 1993:34). 
The Saami language belongs to the Finno-Ugric language family and is m ost closely related 
to the Baltic-Finnic languages, e.g. Finnish and Estonian. The structural differences 
betw een the various Saami dialects can be considerable. The estim ates o f the to tal num ber 
o f speakers o f Saami vary, b u t an often cited num ber is 30 ,000-35,000, of w hich 5,000- 
9 ,000 live in  Sweden (cf. Svonni 1993:34; SOU 1990:62).



purpose is to investigate language ideologies, and how these ideologies may 
have interacted with the treatment of minority languages by the Swedish 
authorities, both historically and in modern times.23 The historical accounts 
provide a background to studies on ideologies of language involved in 
contemporary policies, as well as in public discourse on minority language 
issues, such as the recent debates on mother tongue education for 
immigrant children and language questions in general. Needless to say, an 
important issue concerns the dependence of language ideologies upon 
specific social, cultural, political and historical circumstances. It would seem 
uncontroversial to claim that language policy decisions have always been 
dependent on, or co-variant with, specific social, cultural, politico-economic 
and historical conditions in a given society. As will be discussed below, the 
goals and the means of language policies, and the interest and importance 
accorded them appear to have differed in different periods. However, their 
connection to other structural processes, and the utilization of language 
planning as a means of achieving other goals (such as the distribution of 
power and control), may not be transparent, but rather quite complex and 
opaque, possibly to a varying degree in different eras.

2.2 Educational policies towards the Saami24

It was in the seventeenth century that the interest the Swedish Church and 
State had in controlling the Lappish lands (‘lappmarkerna’) took on a 
stronger and more organized character, and an awareness of the linguistic 
conditions in the area evolved. According to Forsgren (1987:2), Saami was

23 T hat is, the focus is on only one side of the relationship between the authorities and the 
minorities, namely the behavior o f the Swedish authorities in their treatm ent o f m inority 
language issues. Reactions from the Saami or the Finns themselves to the language policies 
affecting them  will not be dealt w ith here. Evidently, a full account of these problems 
would have to include the actions and responses o f both parties.

24 In w hat follows, a brief overview of the history of educational policies towards the Saami 
will be given. Then, in the following paragraphs, a more detailed account will be presented. 
In line w ith  the often used convention in historical accounts, I have m ade a subdivision 
prim arily into centuries. Needless to say, such a chronological classification is arbitrary, 
since the relevant processes do not necessarily follow such dimensions.

In the collection of data for the present study, I have relied on secondary sources and 
m ade a selection of data  on the basis o f w hat may be relevant to the aim o f the present 
study, i.e. an investigation into language policies in  connection w ith the notion of 
‘language ideology’.



then the dominant language in the area, and non-Saamis often learned it.25 
In this era, the readiness to recognize the Saami language (including the 
‘problem’ of dialect differentiation) and its use, e.g. in mission work, 
recruiting speakers of Saami for training as priests and teachers, producing 
translations of religious literature into Saami, etc., seems to have been quite

25 Forsgren does not specify w hat the term  ‘dom inant’ denotes in this context. O n  the one 
hand, I would suppose th a t the word ‘dom inant’ here could probably m ean “m ost used”. 
T hat Saami could have been ‘dom inant’ in the sense “of higher social sta tus” or the like, 
may be less likely in view of its position as a vernacular. However, on the other hand, it 
m ay be possible tha t Saami actually was dom inant in terms of status and power vis-à-vis 
neighboring languages in the local arena. I f  it is true th a t non-Saamis often learned the 
language, this may constitute a sign of its social dominance. In a local ‘speech com m unity’ 
in the periphery which is more or less isolated from the centre o f authority, a dom inant 
position m ay possibly be filled by a locally influential group, and hence its language. In 
addition, in a m onograph on the languages in the “N orrbotten  Finnish area” (the region 
w ithin the Swedish province o f N orrbo tten  where the population has spoken Finnish for a 
long tim e past), H ansegård (1988:39ff) discusses language profiency historically in the 
area. The linguistic ecology regarding individual bilingualism /m ultilingualism  seems to 
have been quite complex. Both the Saami and the Finns probably learned each other's 
language to a certain extent, and later, when Swedish began to penetrate the area more 
markedly (in the 20 th  century), alm ost all the Saami were bilingual in Saami and Finnish, 
later adding also Swedish to their repertoire. However, the possible dominance of Saami is 
not explicitly adressed, except w hen Hansegård claims tha t “D à de, som m an förmoda, i 
stort sett enspråkiga finnarna en gång i tiden ankom  till och fram trängde i det norr- 
bottensfinska om rådet, m ötte  de samer, vilka (som m an likaledes får förmoda) var i stort 
sett enspråkiga. D e båda grupperna m åste kom m unicera m ed varandra. M an kan gissa, a tt 
samiskan till a tt börja m ed dom inerande i kontakten, bl a på grund  av samernas större 
an tal.” (H ansegård 1988:46). Thus, in  the beginning o f interaction betw een the Saami and 
the Finns of the area, it is possible th a t Saami was the language m ost used, and some o f the 
Finns attained a Finnish-Saami bilingualism, although towards the 20 th  century not to the 
same extent as am ong the Saami. There were also a certain bilingualism (or even trilingual- 
ism) am ong some of the Swedes, although mainly before the 20 th  century (cf. H ansegård 
1988:46-47). It should be pointed out tha t in the northern areas o f the Lappish lands, such 
as in Torne lappm ark, Finnish became a lingua sacra for the Saami, and thus was dom inant 
as a Church and school language there. “Ö verhuvudtaget tycks omvändelsen av samerna 
till kristendom en och stabiliserandet av deras kristna tro i viss u tsträckning ha kopplats 
ihop m ed inlärandet av finska. Finskans ställning som religiöst språk stärktes ytterligare 
genom  læstadianism en, vilket språk dominerade också i kontak ten  m ed sam erna.” 
(H ansegård 1988:33). (Cf. also footnote 69 in H ansegård, chapter I, p. 52, where it is said 
th a t in Sweden, there seems to have been no hostility towards the Saami language o f the 
k ind which is reported to have occurred in Finland. “I Finland berättas det om blint hat 
från prästerskapets sida m ot samiskan. U nder 1700-talets senare hälft hotade en präst t  o 
m  a tt slå en same som talat samiska m ed sina barn för a tt  han använde detta  
‘djävulsspråk’".)



substantial. Ideologically, questions of language appear not to have been 
accorded any significant symbolic-ideological meaning during these early 
days. The attitude of the authorities could rather be taken as one of 
“indifferent tolerance” or as a strongly pragmatic one; in the endeavor to 
missionize, educate, and organize taxation, the use of Saami language for 
communicative functions was called upon to a certain degree. Later on, 
there emerges an increasing ambivalence regarding linguistic issues. 
Generally, the position of the Swedish language and assimilationist policies 
become more and more pronounced, although interspersed with periods 
where markedly segregationist measures have dominated (cf. below the so- 
called “lapp ska vara lapp”-ideologin/ ‘Lapps should be Lapps’-ideology). 
Beginning in the 1950s, the official language policy has taken on a more 
‘pluralistic’ character, although in practice, the domains of Swedish have 
tended to expand more and more.

2.2.1 The 11th century

In the seventeenth century, the efforts of the Swedish government to 
control the Saami lands (‘lappmarkerna’) took on a more pronounced 
character. According to Uppman (1978:61), the motives were missionary 
zeal, combined with economic and political interests -  the aim was to gain 
Swedish supremacy of an area where the frontiers were yet to be adjusted. 
For these purposes, questions of language became of relevance, and the 
Church and the Crown joined ‘forces’ (the Church being the openly most 
active part?) in more deliberate attempts at linguistic policy measures 
towards the Saami. At the beginning of the century, the Swedish king 
Charles IX commanded that churches be built and priests placed in the 
area. In view of the long-standing policy that preferred to convey the 
Christian message to the ‘heathens’ in their own language, priests with 
knowledge of the Saami language were needed, as well as religious and 
instructional literature (e.g. primers, i.e. “ABC-books”) in Saami.26 One 
obvious way of satisfying the need for Saami-speaking priests was to recruit 
young Saamis and put them into training. One of the first attempts to do so 
failed, however. In 1606, an attempt was made to force 16 Saami boys to 
go to Uppsala for training as priests. It is said that some of them actually

26 I would like to point out that this is my own conclusion. Forsgren (1987) does not 
explicitly adress the question of why they chose to missionize, etc., in the Saami language. 
Cf. however a quote o f Nicolaus Andreae in Forsgren (1987:6): ...“som them  best kunna 
tiena till Euangelij wplysning och lärdom  på the ras tungom åål..”



escaped on the journey there, and none of them appears ever to have 
completed their education (E.W.B. (in Historisk tidskrift) 1891: 215. 
Compare also the following characterization: “I en uppsats om de lappska 
förhållandena från det följande århundradet uttalas ock såsom en allmän
nare erfarenhet att de lappgossar, som sändts till akademien i Upsala, oftast 
velat bibehålla ‘sitt vilda uppfostringssätt och större delen af dem varit 
mycket benägna till fylleri och bränvinssupande, så att genom dem mycket 
ringa i kristendomens fortplantande uträttas kunnat’.” [In an essay about 
the situation of the Lapps in the following century, it was also noted as a 
relatively general experience that the Lapp lads who were sent to the 
academy in Uppsala usually wished to retain “their wild manners and the 
majority of them were greatly given to the bottle and habitual drunkenness, 
so that through them but little could be done to achieve the spread of 
Christianity”.}) (Cf. also Ruong 1982:59-) However, these endeavors 
continued. The seventeenth century saw the establishment of schools in the 
Saami area, although on a minor scale and with an ‘elitist’ profile, 
principally for the purpose of producing Saami-speaking priests. In 1619, 
the vicar and rector (‘kyrkoherde’) in Piteå, Nicolaus Andreae, started 
instruction for a number of local Saami boys. W ith ample support for this 
program from King Gustav II Adolf, the boys were taught reading skills 
(but not writing?) in Saami, Swedish and Latin. The outcome of this first 
attempt at organized schooling is said not to have been very successful, 
however (cf. SOU 1990:73).

The first permanent/stationary school for Saamis -  Skytteanska 
lappskolan in Lycksele -  was founded in 1632, and for two hundred years it 
provided education for young Saamis, with free board and lodging (Ruong 
1982:59). The aim of this school was to educate future priests, especially so- 
called ‘kateketer’, a kind of travelling or peripatetic indigenous teachers 
with the purpose of teaching first and foremost Christianity (cf. the early 
American institution of ‘circuit-riders’). They were to move about among 
the Saami population with the intent to Christianize them. According to 
Ruong (in SOU 1975:386) the founders of the school believed that the 
training of Saami children into priests would be the most effective way of 
Christianizing the Saami, because non-Saami priests would not be able to 
put up with travelling among the Saami, since there were not yet any 
settlers there. Uppman (1978:61) states that shortly after the foundation of 
the school, it was decided that fifteen schools were to be established in the 
Lappmark area. However, the decision was never implemented.



2.2.1.1 Publication of literature in Saami

During this era, there began efforts to translate and publish religious 
literature as well as e.g. primers in the Saami language. According to 
Forsgren (1987:5), the Swedes were actually the first to provide books in 
Saami. The differences between Saami ‘dialects’ were probably substantial 
even in these early days,27 and the problems concerning choice of variety for 
translation as well of creating an adequate orthography were obvious and 
continued to be debated in the centuries to come. At various times in the 
history of Saami publication efforts, attempts have been made to overcome 
the problem of dialect differentiation by creating a literary standard which 
would encompass as many dialects as possible. For example the Manuale 
Lapponiaan by Tornaeus in 1648 is based on Torne Saami, a North Saami 
dialect. However, Tornaeus attempted to create a type of intermediary 
standard, a “dialectum maximam communem”, which was to be compre
hensible for as many of the Saami as possible. For this purpose, he had 
Saamis from different dialect areas brought to him, to get a picture of the 
dialect differentiations (Forsgren 1987:13). A relevant question is whether 
such attempts, including some later ones to try to “simplify” emerging 
written varieties, have had any influence on later standardizations of the 
language(s), and in extension even the norms of spoken varieties, i.e. 
language change. How frequent was or is the situation where ‘out-group’ 
members, with more or less imperfect mastery of the language, have acted 
as linguistic innovators and regulators? To what extent have anomalies, 
errors and misconceptions been brought into the language, and ultimately -  
because of the status of the “standardizer” -  been accepted by the language 
users as the “correct” forms?

In spite of these obvious problems of graphization and choice of code, 
books in Saami began to be published at an early date. In 1619, two books 
translated into some sort of Saami were published. (The linguistic quality of 
these translations, as well as of several later ones, has been severely

22 T hat the dialect differentiation probably was substantial at this early date is at least 
w hat Forsgren claims, albeit w ithout references. Hansegård (1988) claims th a t the dialect 
split m ay be assumed to have begun in the period 700-800 A .D., and tha t dialect 
differentiation posed a problem  in the domains of preaching, education and the creation of 
a w ritten  language (ibid.: 33, 70, 75). Nevertheless, an interesting question concerns the 
m etalinguistic awareness of the Saami themselves -  was there for example any “laym an’s” 
categorization o f the dialects, or was the perceived differentiation a kind of ‘linguistic- 
theoretical construct', one made by scholars of tha t time?



criticized. For long periods, most translations seem to have been done by 
Swedes with varying proficiency in Saami.) One of the books was a primer, 
the other a small “sång- och mässbok” (song- and massbook). In this second 
book, the major part of the text is in Saami. However, the title, index, 
headings, and a long dedication to the King are in Swedish. This feature 
runs counter to more modern conventions of translation, and it is 
interesting to speculate about the reasons for this. I would think that 
perhaps the Swedish interspersions reflect a type of ambivalence regarding 
the appropriateness of using a low-status language in High domains such as 
written work. Swedish may be thought of as the appropriate language for 
addressing the King, and by mixing in Swedish, perhaps the book is 
accorded status and respectability because of the association of the language 
with the elite and the High domains. That is, Swedish is there for symbolic 
reasons. Another possible explanation might be that the Swedish in the 
title, etc., has been chosen for more ‘referential’ reasons in that it gives non- 
Saami speakers information about the contents of the book, a prerequisite 
for possible control and censorship. In later books (e.g. primers in 1638 and 
1667), another unusual translation technique was sometimes used. These 
books were truly bilingual in that both Swedish and Saami are used 
alternately in the running texts by means of ‘doubling’, either page-wise or 
even interlinearly. Perhaps this was used for purely ‘pedagogical’ reasons, as 
a means to facilitate the acquisition of reading skills in both languages, and 
to make the learning of Swedish quicker. In any case, the readiness to 
publish books in Saami as well as the mixing of codes points to a rather 
relaxed attitude to the language. In spite of the fact that Swedish is the 
language of higher prestige, Saami is used in High domains. (Note that 
Finnish books were also published, and that Swedish did not occupy a 
unique position as a High language -  in this era, Latin was a common 
language of literary works.) Furthermore, ideas related to ‘linguistic purity’ 
and the conscious differentiation of languages in relation to functions and 
domains, fear of “language mixing”, etc., do not seem pronounced in this 
period.

Thus, the first period of publication was a bit of a halting process. The 
initiatives were of a relatively sporadic character and usually taken by 
individuals (translators, priests, etc.) rather than through central authorities. 
The linguistic quality of the translations was often quite poor -  perhaps to 
the extent that some were incomprehensible to the Saami speakers -  and 
many translators were probably not particularly proficient in the language. 
The problem of choice of varieties for translation was a major concern -  the



publications of this period were dialectically quite diverse, albeit with a 
preference for the southern dialect areas.

To my mind, even modern researchers often seem to regard e.g. 
vernaculars as 'problematic’ -  there appears to be a strong tendency to 
‘problematize’ linguistic heterogeneity, especially in the context of language 
planning measures. Although one can debate whether this is done on good 
grounds or not, it is still significant ideologically, i.e. as a possible reflection 
of language ideology. An example of this is a statement by Forsgren 
(1987:32): “Towards the end of this period of publication” [i.e. 1619- 
1726], “the authorities were beginning to realize that the different Saami 
dialects really were an almost insurmountable problem.” (My translation of 
the following: “Mot slutet av denna utgivningsperiod började myn
digheterna inse att de skilda samiska dialekterna verkligen var ett nästan 
oöverstigligt problem.”) Note the presupposition entailed by the verb 
“realize” i.e. that the following proposition is true.

2.2.2 The 18th century

The pietist currents at the beginning of the eighteenth century, stressing 
the importance of a personal, individual religiousness and the need for 
popular education, gave new strength to missionary zeal (Uppman 
1978:62; SOU 1990:73f). Although the Church still played a major role in 
the education system of the realm, the responsibility for policies concerning 
the Saami now lay in parliament, and this period saw the beginning of more 
organized and systematic linguistic and educational policies.

In the Royal Ordinance of 1723 on the Christian education of the Lapps 
and the establishment of schools in the area (‘1723 års kungliga förordning 
om “lappländarnes flitiga undervisning i kristendom och skolors inrättande 
där i orten’”), linguistic issues are clearly addressed. Besides stating that new 
churches and chapels were to be built, the duty of priests to travel about 
among the Saami as well as to master the Saami language was prescribed. 
Also, “ABC Böcker och Catecheser på bägge språken nu genast skola 
uppläggas och tryckas”, which according to Forsgren (1987:23) is likely to 
mean that bilingual books would be provided. Seven so-called “lappskolor” 
(‘Lapp schools’) were to be established, and in these schools (with a 
predominantly religious curriculum), the language of instruction should be 
Saami, although children who wanted to learn Swedish would be allowed to. 
According to Uppman (1978:62), bilingualism seems to have been aimed 
at, since the books in use were printed in the two languages in parallel. 
However, it is not clear whether bilingualism as an aim was ever clearly



stated anywhere. I would think it is very likely that bilingualism was (still) 
used and looked upon as a means (to communicate for the purpose of 
Christianizing and controlling the Saami) rather than an end in itself, i.e. 
bilingualism is seen as a necessary, but problematic and preferably transient, 
vehicle for interaction, and not as an appreciated and ‘natural’ component of 
human life.28 However, the implementation of this language policy varied -  
e.g. in the province of Jämtland, only Swedish was used as a language of 
instruction, while in Jukkasjärvi and Karesuando, a transition from Saami to 
Finnish as the school language took place later on (Uppman 1978: 62). Not 
only Saami children were enrolled in the new schools. In fact, in the 
beginning, the schoolmaster (‘skolmästaren’) was obliged to select and 
enroll bilingual (non-Saami) children of settlers, with the overt purpose of 
facilitating the teacher’s learning of the Saami language if he did not master 
it already. (Cf. Forsgren 1987:32: “I 1723 års skolförordning ålägges 
skolmästaren att i början taga in tvåspråkiga nybyggarbarn i lappskolan 
‘som någorlunda uti bägge språken kunna hafwa kunskap, på det han utaf 
dem måtte hafwa hielpreda at giöra sig sielf i Lappskan så mycket bättre 
verserad;’ (Haller 1896:152).”) This interesting strategy of facilitating the 
teacher’s language learning does, however raise a number of questions. For 
example, how did it turn out in reality? Nowhere have I yet found any 
accounts of how successful this measure was, nor how long it was 
maintained. And to what extent did the non-Saami children actually master 
Saami? The question of what constitutes ‘bilingual competence’ is highly 
interesting ideologically, although certainly difficult to discern in various 
historical accounts. Another relevant question is whether there were any 
other, covert motives behind bringing in settler children. Perhaps these 
latter were to function as some kind of cultural mediators, aiding in the 
non-linguistic socialization of the Saami children, or maybe there was some 
type of practical or economic reason underlying the decision?

The Lapp schools (‘lappskolorna’) aimed at teaching skills in reading 
religious literature in both Swedish and Saami. The curriculum was thus 
directed towards religion and reading, but hardly towards e.g. writing and 
arithmetic (SOU 1990:74). Not many of the Saami children (aged 12 and 
older) were to be educated in the schools. Only six pupils at a time were 
enrolled in the two year training at each school. My assumption is that it 
was because of the meagre outcome of the program, coupled with the

28 O n the o ther hand, it has been pointed ou t to me th a t in those early days, it m ust have 
been hard to believe tha t the Saami actually would ever shift languages.



ultimate aim of educating and Christianizing the Saami, that it was decreed 
in 1735 that those children who had attended the schools were obliged to 
conduct teaching in their home villages for a period of three years, 
subsidized by the parents in the villages. It was subsequently decided that 
‘kateketskolor’ should be established -  special travelling teachers were 
appointed, an educational model which was to last until 1913- However, 
the permanent schools continued to exist in parallel with the peripatetic 
teachers (SOU 1975:399).

The interest shown by the authorities in organizing Saami issues 
continued to grow, and in 1739, a directorate/board for handling education 
and religious issues among the Saami was set up (‘Direktionen för 
Lappmarkens Eclesiastikverk’) and money was plentiful. However, towards 
the end of the century, policy activities concerning the Saamis were reduced. 
According to Uppman, during the era of King Gustav III (“under den 
gustavianska tiden”) this decreasing interest could be connected to the new 
religious currents of the times. Pietist missionary zeal was being down
played; instead, ‘Neology’29 and the Enlightenment with their rational and 
utilitarian approach were gaining ground. (“Vissa inskränkningar i tidigare 
beviljade förmåner för arbetet bland samerna gjordes. Prästerna var 
försumliga.” Uppman 1978: 62. [Certain reductions were made in 
emoluments previously granted for work among the Saami. The priests 
were neglectful of their duties.]) Ruong (in SOU 1975:402) draws a similar 
conclusion. The Swedish language was gradually expanding, e.g. as the 
church language (language of sermons) where Saami often had been used 
previously, and the colonization by settlers had increased. A deputy 
assistant under-secretary of this time, ‘kanslirådet’ Kökeritz, was critical of 
the schools and the linguistic conditions of the classroom; because of their 
nomadic way of life, the Saami children enter school in the roughest of 
conditions (‘i det mest råa tillstånd’) and their language is “det från vaggan 
inhämtade Hem- eller så kallade kojspråket” [the language learned in the 
cradle -  their home or so-called cot language}. Kökeritz claimed this 
vernacular to be so different from the Saami used in the schools that serious 
communication problems arose between the pupils and the schoolmaster, 
and persisted throughout almost the first half of their schooling. Sometimes

29 Neology, or Neologism, refers to a theological direction within G erm an and 
Scandinavian Protestantism  during the E nlightenm ent era, aim ing at com bining faith and 
reason. (A lthough the notion was known to English theologians, it failed to leave any traces 
in English.)



Swedish had to be employed as a type of lingua franca: It happened that the 
children could not understand the tuition in religion until they had learnt 
Swedish to such an extent that the schoolmaster could use this language to 
conduct the lessons (“kan göra begripligt för dem vad han icke kan uttrycka 
på deras hemspråk.”). However, according to Ruong, it seems likely that 
the communication problems really were caused by the schoolmaster’s 
ignorance of Saami on the whole, and that the criticism by Kökeritz reflects 
a certain change of attitude as compared to the earlier days. (“De omdömen 
Kökeritz faller skulle inte ha varit möjliga på Sundelinarnas, Fjellströmarnas 
och Ohrlingarnas tid.”) Ruong also points to the evaluation of the literary 
language -  which had been created by non-Saamis -  as somewhat better 
than the children’s home language, ‘kojlapskan’ (SOU 1975:402), which 
evidently is highly interesting ideologically. Ruong does not examine what 
competence Kökeritz may have had to draw such conclusions. It is not clear 
whether Kökeritz actually knew the Saami language to such a degree as to 
allow him to put forward such categorical claims regarding the linguistic 
differences between varieties. However, it would not be surprising to find 
that Kökeritz’ knowledge of such matters was rather superficial, and that 
his claims are an overt manifestation of an emerging ideological standpoint, 
using alleged ‘facts’ as motivations. The perceived need for Saami language 
schooling was rendered less important, and in its wake, conceptions of the 
lesser character of vernaculars were articulated. I would think that the 
differential value accorded different varieties, as well as blaming the 
minority (in this case the uneducated vernacular children) for school failures, 
were not necessarily novel as language-ideological embodiments. They 
simply had not been evoked earlier within the context of Saami education.

2.2.2.1 Publication of literature in Saami

As mentioned earlier, the Royal Ordinance of 1723 also brought about 
further activities concerning the production of books in Saami; “ABC 
Böcker och Catecheser på bägge språken nu genast skola uppläggas och 
tryckas”, a statement which could be taken as a directive that bilingual 
(Saami and Swedish) books were to be produced. The problems of 
considering the Saami dialect differentiation in translation continued — it 
was now thought necessary to publish books in three different Saami 
dialects. However, due to insufficient financial resources, this period of 
publication ended in 1726 with new books being published in the Urne 
Saami dialect only.



As regards publication of books in Saami, the eighteenth century is 
characterized by more systematic activities and improvements in the 
linguistic quality of the translations. The content of the literature was still 
predominantly religious, although also some more profane texts begin to 
emerge (‘almanackor’ and ‘bondepraktikan’ in the Högström variant of the 
Southern Lappish literary language) (Forsgren 1987). The issue of 
standardizations of viable orthographies and literary language was 
accentuated -  there seemed to be a strong preference for attempting to 
create one literary language in common for all Saamis irrespective of dialect. 
In 1743 and 1744, two ‘linguistic’ conferences addressing these questions 
were arranged, on command from the central authorities -  ‘Direktionen 
öfver Lappmarkens ecklesiastikverk’. The official purpose of the conferences 
was to regulate the Saami language (Forsgren 1987:38), and the discussions 
were primarily oriented towards an agreement on a standard for Saami 
literary language, optimally usable in the entire Saami area within the 
Swedish realm. Although a type of standard -  later called ‘det sydlapska 
bokspråket’ [the Southern Lappish book language] (which had begun to 
emerge earlier) — did result from the conferences, there was some 
disagreement during the negotiations. ‘Sydlapska bokspråket’ was 
linguistically influenced mostly by the southern dialects and not compre
hensible to all Saami speakers. According to Ruong (in SOU 1975:396, 
399), this southern bias of the literary language had to do with the fact that 
most Saami priests were actually South Saamis. However, the final 
standardization was conducted by non-Saamis, especially Pehr Fjellström, 
the schoolmaster in Lycksele who translated the New Testament, published 
a Saami grammar, and taught Saami to prospective missionaries.

Thus, the goal of creating one pan-variety of literary Saami was never 
completely reached. For example, Laestadius, the vicar of Arjeplog, was of 
the opinion that the literary language should be based on the Pite Saami 
dialect, which he claimed to be the most distinct/clear (“tydligaste”) and 
best variety of Saami. However, while the conference of 1743 indeed 
admitted that the Pite Saami was clear, they also stated: “Men har han 
avseende på sielwa orden, och deras grammaticaliska böjelser, såwil whar 
och en, i sådant afseende påstå sin Dialect wara mäst regulier och den bästa; 
och man lärer i en sådan twist näpligen finan någon skiljesman; som ock 
troligt är, at ena Dialecten lärer i sig sjelf ej wara stort bättre elr rättare, än 
den andra” (cited in Forsgren 1987:39). [Yet if he should regard the words 
in themselves, and their grammatical inflections, each man will then in such 
respects claim his Dialect as the most well-regulated and best-suited; and in



such a controversy it would be hard indeed to find an adjucator; nor is it 
probable that one Dialect in itself is notably better or more correct than 
another]. This statement on the linguistic equivalence of the different 
dialects (one dialect is not likely to be better or more correct than another) 
may strike us as surprisingly ‘enlighted’, ‘egalitarian’, and in line with 
modern linguistic theory. Perhaps it can be explained by the above 
observations on language ideology; in this era (the mid-eighteenth century), 
the ideological differentiation of language varieties in terms of value and 
inherent qualities had not yet gained strength. However, it is questionable 
whether the same attitudes would have been manifested in a discussion on 
the value and qualities of other varieties -  e.g. of standard/elite Swedish vs. 
the Swedish vernaculars or other Low languages, such as Saami or Finnish.

Another ideologically interesting statement from the conference regards 
the bilingual character of the literature: “Som man nu aktar onödigt, at 
hädanefter wid Scholorne läsa swänska har man ej welat, som förr skjedt, 
införa swänska Texten brede wid den lappska uti a.b.c. Boken och Lutheri 
Cateches”. Thus, it seems that Swedish is claimed to be unnecessary in 
Saami schooling and that the former policy of arranging texts bilingually 
could be dropped in favor of texts entirely in Saami. Forsgren interprets the 
reasons for this standpoint, which runs counter to the Ordinance of 1723, as 
possibly being that they believed that the need for knowledge of Swedish 
would be minimized with a working Saami literary language -  at least 
concerning religious tuition. In addition, in the Saami area of the mid- 
1700s, there were quite a number of able priests who mastered Saami, and 
the Saami themselves had began acquiring Swedish to a greater extent 
(though in the north Finnish predominated instead). And possibly, there 
were economic motives behind the decision (Forsgren 1987:39). Whatever 
the reasons for the change of policy were, it is important to note that 
assimilationist stances regarding language were not pronounced in this era. 
W hat probably mattered to the authorities was above all religious 
homogeneity and political-economic control of the lands, and not linguistic 
assimilation. However, as we shall see below, language policies were later to 
take other directions.

2.2.3 The 19th century

The nineteenth century saw more pronounced, although periodically 
ambivalent, ideologies of linguistic and educational policy-making towards 
the Saami. The various measures taken, and the increasing variety of Saami



schooling, could well be interpreted as more marked reflections of 
segregationist (rather than pluralist) and assimilationist stances.30

As pointed out by e.g. Ruong (in SOU 1975:408ff), during this century, 
colonisation by settlers increases to the extent that they actually come to 
outnumber the Saami. However, the severest cultural and structural 
pressure is represented by the beginnings of industrialization in the area, 
with its growing exploitation of the natural resources and influx of labor.

In the first decades of the 19th century, ideas appeared concerning the 
dangers of civilization for the Saami, ideas that were to turn up again a 
century later. Permanent/stationary schools for the Saami were thought to 
lure or entice the children away from the reindeer breeding and nomadism 
considered to be the appropriate way of life for the Saami. (Compare, 
however, the inference made by Uppman (1978:62): The removal of 
permanent schools was motivated by their being considered expensive and 
of little use.) In 1818, it was decided to replace the permanent schools with 
28 ‘kateketer’ (i.e. peripatetic teachers). Three of the schools remained, 
however. As Uppman (ibid.) states, the implementation of the decision was 
a compromise between the old and the newly decided order. I would like to 
add that this is but one of many examples of the scattered and unsystematic 
picture one perceives in the earlier policies regarding language and 
education. As mentioned before, although it is possible to discern some 
general trends, policies -  or at least their implementations -  do not seem to 
have been very coherent or systematic in times past, perhaps in part for 
administrative reasons. On the other hand, this state of affairs is also a 
reflection of the ideological concerns of the time.

30 I would like to point out tha t the terms segregationist, pluralist and assimilationist as they 
are used here denote policy approaches. Assimilationist policies aim at assimilating the 
minority, i.e. m aking them  conform to the dom inant (majority) culture, and possibly 
ultim ately to completely merge into it, thus ceasing to exist as a minority. Pluralist 
policies, on the o ther hand, are directed towards enabling (cultural) pluralism, i.e. allowing 
groups to retain their culture and way of life, possibly w ith political influence and political 
structures o f their own. I would like to emphasize th a t segregationist approaches may 
superficially be confused w ith pluralist ones, in tha t they often proclaim (or allow for) 
separate developm ent for the different groups, not seldom w ith “protectionistic" and 
“benevolent” motivations. In this context however, ‘segregationist’ should be taken to 
m ean a desire from above to impose segregation on other, less powerful groups, irrespective 
of w hat the affected groups m ight th ink of it. (There exist numerous definitions and 
discussions of concepts such as assimilation and pluralism. For brief overviews, see e.g. 
H yltenstam  & Stroud 1991:27ff, Edwards 1985:103ff.)



There were, however, viewpoints opposed to the then order of things. 
Ruong (in SOU 1975:409ff) particularly notes the voice of Petrus 
Laestadius, a missionary and learned scholar of the time. Although 
Laestadius was not of Saami descent, he had been born and raised in the 
Lappish lands and had knowledge of the Saami language from childhood.31 
Laestadius was much concerned with education and the position of the 
Saami language, as well as with the economic and social conditions of the 
Saami. He was critical of the way in which the ‘kateket’ system functioned, 
at least certainly as regards what the teachers themselves were like, 
contemptuously describing them as “uppklädda Lappdrängar, desto mer 
dumhögfärdiga och flärdfulla ju större lön de hafwa” (quoted in Ruong 
ibid., p. 410) [tricked-out Lapp crofters, whose stupid arrogance and 
ostentatiousness increases even as their income increases]. As for the Saami 
language, Laestadius was of the conviction that knowledge of Saami was 
necessary in the clerical, educational as well as the judicial32 system in the 
Lappish lands. He was in favor of permanent Lapp schools and saw Saami as

Petrus Laestadius is perhaps best known for his Journal for forstå året a f  hans tjenstgøring 
såsom Missionaire i Lappmarken (1832), w ith a continuation published in 1833. These 
‘journals’ provide a vivid picture o f w hat the conditions were like in the Lappish lands at 
the beginning of the nineteenth century, and some quotes will be given below.

32 As Ruong (ib id .:411-2) notes, Laestadius thought it necessary for judges to know the 
Saami language, bu t had found only one w ith sufficient competence. In the courts, there 
was access to interpreters (although how often?) bu t Laestadius was very critical to this 
order o f things. H e gives an enlightening description of the intricacies and difficulties of 
(bad) interpretation in  such contexts (the following quote is long, bu t I find it  informative 
and surprisingly perceptive as regards Laestadius’ m etalinguistic awareness and understand
ing of the problem s of in terpretation  in general): “Först 1723 blef det förordnadt a tt inga 
andra skulle befordras till församlingarna i Lappm arken än de som kunde Lappska språket. 
I afseende på  de civila tjänstem ännen har sådant aldrig blivit föreskrifvit, det bedrövliga 
tolkväsendet står der ännu qvar, onekligen till stort m ehn. M an m å nu vara huru  hem m a 
som helst i tvenne språk så blir en extem porerad öfversättning, isynnerhet der ord och 
begrepp i det ena språket icke hafva någon m otsvarighet i det andra, ganska öm kelig, ofta 
oredig, någon gång alldeles förvillande. M an föreställde sig e tt vidlyftigt utslag i den 
särdeles besynnerliga juridiska stilen, m ed dess stundom  arkslånga m eningar, som av 
dom aren skall afkunnas och af tolken på stående fot öfversättas. Afven för den kunnigaste 
och m est bildade m änniska m åste deraf stundom  blifva en ren galim athias, ty ho kan ana 
den hiskeliga meningens slut? och när m an saknar ord a tt tolka verbotim  hvad utväg skall 
m an då taga? M an föreställe sig en kinkig brottsm ålsransakning, der dom aren genom  de 
subtilaste anledningar m åste leta sig fram, och får endast en sum marisk, ofullständig, 
kanske icke ens rä tt uppfattad  tolkning af hvad den lagförde säger.” (As quoted  in Ruong 
ibid. :4 11-2).



a natural ingredient, at least in higher education.33 The fact that the priests’ 
knowledge of Saami had diminished, possibly as a result of the increasing 
influx of settlers and the growing skills in Swedish among the Saami, was 
something that Laestadius strongly opposed, and he even reported on ways 
of bending the requirement that priests should speak the language.34

The 1840s saw a reversal of policies — the permanent school model was 
reinstated while the ‘kateket’ model was removed, perhaps due to its 
ineffectiveness, although it was actually revived in the province of Jämtland 
in 1850. Some linguistic issues in education were now overtly regulated: In 
parishes where the majority spoke Saami, the language of instruction could 
(or should?) be Saami in permanent ‘lappskolor’ (5-6 years of schooling), 
while in parishes where the Saami spoke (had shifted to?) Swedish or 
Finnish, the Saami children would be enrolled in the general public school 
system (allmänna folkskolor), with board and lodging at local households. 
However, as Uppman (1978:63) claims, the reform did not function 
without problems -  only a few Saami children attended the ‘lappskolor’, 
and the general public schools for the children who spoke Swedish or

33 Cf. Ruong (ib id .:410): “O m  m an nu vid lappskolorna kunde börja lärdom sstudier kunde 
även samiskan behandlas i dessa skolor, ty sitt modersmål är ingen hem m a i som ej bildat 
sig vetenskapligt, säger han .” [i.e. Laestadius], This claim tha t no one who has not 
educated him self “scientifically” can be “familiar w ith"/“at home w ith” his language, does 
appear som ewhat ‘elitist’ and prejudicial as compared to more m odern conceptions of 
language competence, at least am ong linguists. Nevertheless, such a ‘strong’ and elitist 
conception was m ost likely prevalent am ong the educated persons o f tha t time, and, I 
would suppose, very m uch still is.

34 As Ruong points out, there were ways of getting  around the O rdinance of 1723 (i.e. 
th a t priests in the Lappish lands were required to know Saami), as is evident from R uong’s 
citation of Laestadius: “N u  var här ock en annan om ständighet, näm ligen Lappska språket, 
som sannolikt skulle anses för e tt oeftergifwligt villkor för ifrågavarande befordran. Men 
m ånga ansåg detta  ganska onödigt för en pastor i Lycksele, emedan, enligt hvad som 
påstods, G udstjenst på detta  språk under flera år i Lycksele ej blifvit hållen, ock em edan 
inom  Lycksele verkeligen ingen lapp num er är bosatt eller har lappskatteland. För a tt vara 
säkra om  saken, hade likväl tvänne landsprester, för sin ansökan till Lycksele pastorat, 
skaffat sig betyg av var sin Lappmarksprest, a tt de kunde Lappska. D en ene hade fått sitt 
betyg på det sättet, a tt han gjort en resa till Lycksele, hvarest han trak tera t en derstädes 
varande, i Lappska språket kunnig prestm an och under den synnerliga vänskap, som vid ett 
g la tt dryckeslag vanligen existerar mellan värd och gäst, öfvertalat honom  a tt gifva sig e tt 
betyg uppå det han kunde Lappska, hvilket betyg han ock erhöll, ändock han troligen ej 
kände det språket m er än jag Chinesiska eller det språk, folket i m ånen talar.” (Petrus 
Laestadius, as quoted in Ruong, in SOU 1975:411.)



Finnish were lacking.35 Other types of schools also emerged. Missionary 
societies founded the so-called mission schools (missionsskolor), where Saami 
children could obtain tuition and board and lodging free of charge, a not 
uncommon alternative for a number of children in certain areas. According 
to e.g. Uppman, these schools seemed more successful than the other types 
in providing education for the Saami children. As time went by, ambiva
lence regarding acculturation of the Saami increased in strength, however. 
For example Bishop Israel Bergman, one of the figures who were concerned 
about the worsening conditions for the livelihood of the Saami and the 
maintenance of their way of life, mentions the mission schools as providers 
of a Swedish socialization, whereby the children become “införlifvade med 
Svenskar till språk, seder och lefnadssätt och finner så lättare sin 
bergning”,36 [incorporated with Swedes in language, customs and way of 
life, and thus more easily find their livelihood]. Thus, the schools are seen as 
something beneficial to the Saami. The mission societies, such as Svenska 
Missionssällskapet, also appear to have worried about how ‘civilization’ might 
affect Saami culture, and there were some criticisms regarding the possible 
effects on the schooling of the children (i.e. whether ‘acculturation’ would 
be a hindrance to the children when they returned to their nomad families). 
These concerns were often associated with racial conceptions (often with a 
chauvinistic bias) of the Saami as adapted to nomadization physiologically 
and mentally, and hardly able to succeed in any other life-style. Compare a 
quote from the annual report of Svenska Missionssällskapet in 1896: “Att 
lapparna skola kunna blifva jordbrukare och amalgameras med svenska 
folket är af flera skäl föga tänkbart. Ett folk, odugligt till annat än

35 As will be brought up in the next chapter on the policies towards the Tornedalians, the 
im plem entation of the im portant ‘elem entary school regulation’ (folkskolestadgan) o f 1842 
varied in  different areas o f the country. The regulation stated th a t obligatory elem entary 
education was to be provided for all children in Sweden, bu t in the north, it took quite 
some tim e before it was im plem ented, primarily due to economic and practical problems.

In the special school forms for Saami children, it was only in 1896 tha t it was decreed 
tha t one of the forms, lappfolkskolan (before 1896 lappskolan), w ould obtain greater equiva
lency in duration  (5 years) and contents to the general school form (allmänna folkskolan), 
albeit ‘dom kapitle t’ [the diocese] could perm it a shorter school year than the usual 36 
weeks (cf. U ppm an 1978:121-2; Svonni 1993:50).

36 The quote is from a bill (‘m otion’) in the clerical estate o f parliam ent (‘prästerståndet’) 
in 1850, where Bergm an seeks to draw  attention  to the poverty and distress o f the Saami 
population, and he asks for governm ental financial backing for the Lappish areas. (The 
quote of this m otion, which Ruong characterizes as ‘pro-Saam i’, is taken from Ruong, in 
SOU 1975:416.)



nomadlifvet, men som genom förminskningar af sina hjordar förlorar 
förmåga att fortsätta detta liv, blir ett utdöende folk” (as quoted in 
Uppman 1978:109) [It is for numerous reasons quite inconceivable that the 
Lapps could take up agriculture and become amalgamated with the Swedish 
people. A people unsuitable to any life but that of the nomad, yet who, as 
their herds shrink, lose the ability to continue such a nomadic life, are a 
dying people].37 Nevertheless, as Uppman notes, the socializing effects of 
the mission schools were viewed as positive (at least by the mission societies 
themselves). Besides the curriculum, the children were to become used to 
e.g. cleanliness and order and to working in foster homes or orphanages, 
and such matters, coupled with the interaction with Swedish children, were 
considered important from a national and patriotic perspective by Svenska 
Missionssällskapet (ibid.: 110).

In the years to follow, decisions concerning the language of instruction in 
schools continued to be taken. A regulation of 1870 prescribed that 
teaching was to be conducted in Saami, and -  to the extent the children 
learned Swedish — also in Swedish.38 (Cf. Uppman 1978:134f; SOU 
1990:75-76). However, a notable change of policy occurred in 1896. It was 
now decided that if it was possible, Swedish ought to be the language of 
instruction. In the event that Saami or Finnish had to be used initially,39 
Swedish would be taught as a subject, but should be the language of 
instruction during the last two years. This policy is similar to the not 
uncommon modern transitional programmes of bilingual education and clearly 
reflects an assimilationist approach where the majority language is stressed

37 Cf. a similar quote from 1906 (in Lappska Missionens Vänners berättelse 1906, quoted 
in  U ppm an 1978:110): “För den lappska befolkningen torde också det nomadiserande 
lefnadssättet i dessa nordliga trak ter vara det m est fördelaktiga och läm pliga utan 
jämförelse på  grund  af de tta  folks både kroppsliga och andliga läggning öfverhufvud. 
O taliga föregående generationers levnadssätt har forberedt dem  härtill. O ch en tvungen 
förändring af de tta  deras urgam la lefvnadssätt skulle icke kunna försiggå u tan a tt häm m a 
sig på dem  som en själfständig folkstam ”.

38 It is not clear exactly w hat was m eant by the regulation. To m y m ind, there is am bigu
ity regarding w hether it applied to Saami children only or w hether “bilingual” settler 
children were also included. Furtherm ore, the precondition for including Swedish is fuzzy — 
w hat level o f linguistic competence is aimed at? A nd w hat were the proportions o f the two 
languages in the curriculum  and in classroom situations? U nfortunately, I have not found 
any accounts o f how the regulation actually turned out in practice.

39 ...for comm unicative reasons, I would suppose. T hat is, the use of Saami or Finnish as a 
m edium  of instruction was rendered necessary until some Swedish had been acquired, so as 
not to hinder learning of other subjects.



as the appropriate medium of education. And as will be evident below, the 
dominance of Swedish would become increasingly strong.

The declining position of the Saami language in school (as well as in 
other domains) would continue. As Ruong puts it, “the fatal blow” 
(“dödsstöten”) was given by Bishop Lars Landgren when (in an official 
opinion concerning an 1877 change in regulations, as suggested by the vicar 
Johan Laestadius) he stated that it was not possible to conduct full teaching 
in Saami because there were no textbooks available, and that it would be 
unnecessary waste by the state to throw away money on printing such 
books, since many younger Lapps already comprehended Swedish. He 
claimed that the Saami would shift from a nomad life to other sources of 
livelihood, and therefore it was apparent that they were to have the best 
Swedish education possible. Landgren’s position was that the ‘lappskolor’ 
should be transformed into general elementary schools, employing 
‘folkskollärare’, i.e. “ordinary” elementary school teachers (Ruong,40 in SOU 
1975:414). The arguments for an all-Swedish schooling are interesting in 
that they characterize as an inevitable fact the ongoing and predicted shift 
to Swedish culture. The development is portrayed as necessary and as a 
natural process, as it were, and what society can do is to adapt to the 
process and make the best of it, also as an aid to the unfortunate minority 
itself. I recognize this line of reasoning from debates in more modern times, 
as well. Assimilation is seen as an inevitable process, and the role of society 
in inducing and enhancing such processes is ignored. As is the case with the 
Saami, the socio-cultural and politico-economic conditions of a minority 
may most considerably be affected by the majority, and the policies directed 
towards them naturally reflect the aspirations of the groups in power. (For a

40 Cf. quotes o f Bishop Landgren, interspersed w ith com m ents by Ruong (ibid.): “'På 
lapska kan m an inte m eddela fullständig undervisning’, säger han, em edan både andlig 
och verldslig facklitteratur är honom  tillsluten’. D et fanns inte läroböcker. O c h  en onödig 
slöseri vore d e t av staten  a tt kasta bort penningsum m or på tryckning av dylik materiel, 
enär hela det yngre Lappslägtet förstår svenska redan i Sorsele, Arvidsjaur och Arjeplog och 
detsam m a torde älven blifva förhållandet i Jokkm okk .’ H an  anför även andra skäl. 
‘Renhjordarna sam m ansm älta inte bara i Arjeplog där nybyggarna narra åt sig rendjuren 
genom  vin och brännvin’ u tan  även på andra håll. ‘Lapparna u tby ta  sm åningom  nom ad- 
lifvet m ot andra sysselsättningar och näringsfång, hvarunder de sam m ansm älta m ed 
svenskar och norrmän. N ödvändigheten av den bästa m öjliga svenska bildning för sådant 
öfvergångsfolk är ju iögonenfallande, så fram t de ej tillfölje av o tym plighet och råhet skola 
falla com m unerna till last. I m ånga socknar hafva flera Lapphushåll “k läd t om ” och stå i 
kyrkböckerna inte som lappar utan som svenskar. Lapparne, ehuru lä tta  till lynnet, saknar 
icke intelligens och duglighet till m ånga handtverk — slöjdskolor vore der på  sin p la ts .”’



discussion of factors influencing a minority’s maintenance and shift of its 
language, focusing particularly on the Saami, see Hyltenstam & Stroud 
1991). Proponents of this approach (similar to the “survival-of-the-fittest” 
tenet) may admit to the fact that earlier, historical policies of past 
governments have had an effect, but seldom do they see an ongoing process 
as anything but unstoppable. In this way, the responsibility of the majority 
is obscured.

2.2.Ą Ehe 20th century

At the beginning of the twentieth century, four different special school 
forms for Saami children were at hand: lappfolkskolor (former ‘lappskolor’, i. 
e. permanent/stationary schools for Saami children), kateketskolor (i.e. 
peripatetic teachers), missionsskolor, and vinterkurser (winter courses of 
approx. 10 weeks in Karesuando and Jukkasjärvi). In addition, Saami 
children could attend allmänna folkskolor (general elementary schools). In all 
of these schools, Swedish was the language of instruction, except for 
Karesuando and Jukkasjärvi, where Finnish was used. Even if it was 
permitted to use Saami transitionally at school, the dominance of Swedish 
was by now massive. This ideological stance continued to shape language 
policies towards Sweden’s minorities until the 1950s, when a change in 
attitude began to gain ground (see further below).

Vis-à-vis the Saami, however, the assimilationist ideology was inter
spersed with certain segregationist lines of reasoning. The so-called “Lapps 
should be Lapps” tenet was invoked (again) and influenced the policies 
towards the Saami during the 1910s and 1920s. The Saami were thought 
not to benefit from (or be able to handle) the fruits of modern life, but 
would fall into poverty, drunkenness and the like. This ideology, embodied 
in the statement of Bishop Olof Bergqvist in 1907 that “lapp skall vara 
lapp”, is clearly expressed in a magazine (Dagny 1905), where one of the 
experts (‘sakkunniga’) of an official report preceeding the so-called ‘nomad 
school reform’ of 1913 (see below), the vicar of Karesuando, Vitalis Kameli, 
states: “Gynna gärna lapparna på allt sätt, gör dem till sedliga, nyktra och 
nödtorftigt bildade människor, men låt dem inte läppja på civilisationens 
bägare i övrigt, det blir i alla fall bara ett läppjande, men det har aldrig och 
skall aldrig bli till välsignelse. Lapp skall vara lapp.” (cited in Ruong 
1982:190). [Support the Lapps in all ways possible, turn them into moral 
and sober people with the rudiments of education, but permit them no 
further taste from the chalice of civilization: it can only be a mere taste, one



that has never been and may never be a blessing. Lapps they are and Lapps 
they should remain.] The children were not to be lured away from the 
nomadic way of life, and therefore the permanent, full-year schools were 
considered inappropriate. Needless to say, the Saami themselves had no say 
in the matter.

These segregationist thoughts were embodied in the nomad school 
reform of 1913 {nomadskolereformen). Children of nomad Saami were to 
receive tuition from peripatetic teachers/schools (‘kateketskolor’, later 
‘vistesskolor’) and those children who would attend permanent 
‘lappfolkskolor’ were to have a substantially diminished school year. They 
would attend school for at least three months but at the most four and a 
half months, and were to be lodged in special household cots (Lapp tents) so 
as not to get used to the comfort of living in houses. (Cf. Ruong 1982: 135: 
“Jämför härmed vad som stadgas i renbeteslagen att en same ska bo i kåta.” 
[Cf. what is decreed in the ‘reindeer pasturage law’: a Lapp shall live in a 
Lapp tent.]) Thus, the reform involved a significant deterioration of the 
Saami children’s access to education and constitutes an overt example of 
how ideologies of the elite may shape the lives of those below. In this case, 
the dominant attitude was overtly one of “paternal superiority”, where the 
authorities like a benevolent but authoritarian father, as it were, saw 
themselves as protectors and beneficiaries of the unfortunate underdogs. 
Compare also the conclusion of Roung (1982):

191З års nom adskolordning var liksom renbeteslagstiftningen uttryck för en 
beskyddarattityd gentem ot samerna, vars m est fram trädande ingrediens var en 
självsäker, m an skulle vilja säga, stupid övertygelse om  a tt m yndigheterna i allt 
visste bäst hur samefolkets liv och ku ltu r läm pligen skulle gestalta  sig. 'Lyckligast 
blir de om  de kunna just så m ycket som fordras för a tt de skola kunna u tn y ttja  de 
livets förhållanden under vilka de leva, och då bliva de också till största ny tta  för 
andra’, sade en ledande gestalt bland dem  som i största välm ening styrde och 
ställde för samerna. Enstaka kritiska röster i riksdagen från förnuftiga och förut
seende personer förklingade ohörda. (Roung 1982:134-5)

[The nom ad school regulation of 1913, like the reindeer pasturage law, was an 
expression of a protective attitude towards the Saami, and the m ost salient ingredi
en t o f this a ttitude was a self-assured, one would like to say, stupid conviction tha t 
the authorities in all respects knew best about how the life and culture of the Saami 
people should be. ‘They will be happiest if they know just as m uch as is required to 
be able to utilize the conditions in which they live, and then they will also be of 
greatest use to others’, said a leading figure am ong those who were controlling 
Saami m atters w ith the best o f intentions. Various critical voices in  the parliam ent 
from sensible and foresighted persons remained unheard.]



In the decree of 1913, the question of school language was not 
addressed, yet in practice, not Saami, but Swedish came to be used as the 
language of instruction. This may seem like a paradox in view of the 
segregationist motivations for the reform, but might be taken as 
exemplifying ambivalent or contradictory elements in policies aiming at 
controlling minority groups. The idea of separation of the Saami from other 
groups in society was probably in competition with the growing late 19th 
century ideology of nationalism/nation-state, where the idea of adherence to 
one national language as a means of symbolic cohesion is central. I would 
claim, however, that segregationism and assimilationism may be regarded as 
opposite sides of the same coin. They can be used as strategies of control -  
to control the population by means of the principle of “divide and rule” and 
“unite and rule”, respectively. (See also footnote 30 above.)

Uppman claims that since there was no Saami language tuition for the 
peripatetic teachers, nor any requirements that teachers learn the language, 
it is possible to infer that Swedish was believed to be the appropriate school 
language. In a teacher’s guide to teaching Swedish in the nomad schools 
from 1917, it is actually claimed that Swedish is necessary as the language 
of instruction because of the Saami dialect differences (see Uppman 
1978:134). Here it seems that ideologically, the linguistic conditions of the 
minorities are problematized to be used as an argument against minority 
language education. The dominant language is validated and its position 
strengthened for “practical” -  or even “natural” -  reasons, as it were.

A few years later -  in a regulation of 1925 -  Swedish is officially 
prescribed as the language of instruction in Saami schooling, except where 
special circumstances occasion other measures (“..där ej särskilda förhål
landen annat föranleda.”). According to Uppman (1978:134), the exception 
probably aimed at the Finnish-speaking areas rather than the Saami- 
speaking ones. Thus, it is evident that Swedish as a language of instruction 
becomes increasingly institutionalized and overtly regulated.

The school reform of 1913 came to be strongly opposed, also among the 
Saami themselves (e.g. at the first ‘landsmöte’/national meeting of the 
Saami in 1918), which, however, did not entail any immediate policy 
changes. The order of things was to change later, though. In the decades to 
come, there was a gradual shift to the model of permanent schools. During 
the 1940s and 50s, the unsanitary household tents (‘hushållskåtor’) for 
Saami children at the permanent schools were replaced by modern boarding 
houses, and the school attendance time was gradually lengthened (Ruong



1982:135). (Vistesskolorna, formerly kateketskolor, had completely ceased in 
the 1950s.)

In the 1950s, a certain change of attitude emerged, with more pluralist 
views gaining ground in policy-making. In the Nomadskoleutredningen of 
1957 (i.e. an official report on nomad schools), it was recommended that a 
special form of schooling should remain for the Saami children, but the 
overt reasons for it were different. No longer were nomadization and the 
earlier segregationist claims put forward. Instead, the line of reasoning was 
more “humanitarian”: Considering the cultural and national situation of the 
Saami, special schooling could have psychological and pedagogical benefits 
for the Saami children. A Riksdag (parliamentary) resolution of 1962 
prescribed changes in the organization and proportions of the nomad school 
model. The choice of school form (nomad school41 or general comprehensive 
school) would be entirely up to the Saami themselves and the compulsory 
school attendance for Saami children was lengthened to nine years, i.e. the 
same attendance requirement as for other children in Sweden by this time. 
(SOU 1990:77f). These more pluralist orientations were also expressed in 
the curriculum for education of Saami children in 1969 (Lgr 69 II: Same).

M ed hänsyn till samebarnens speciella språkliga situation, framför allt under de 
tidiga skolåren, m åste m an inom grundskolans ram erbjuda en undervisning som, 
såväl i fråga om  innehåll som m etodisk uppläggning, är särskilt anpassad för dessa 
barn. De bör beredas m öjlighet a tt använda sitt samiska m odersm ål i avsikt a tt 
grundlägga en positiv inställning för samiska (språket) och samisk kultur, (cited in 
SO U  1990:77-78).

[G iven the particular language situation of Saami children, above all during their 
early yeras at school, the comprehensive school m ust provide an education tha t in 
both  content and methodology is specifically adjusted to these children. They 
should be given the opportunity  to use their native Saami, so th a t they m ay form a 
positive a ttitude towards the Saami language and Saami culture.]

Thus, the motivation for special school forms is geared towards the 
perceived needs of the Saami children as a linguistic and ethnic minority. 
However, the formulations seem quite vague; what is recommended are 
some policies enabling the Saami-speaking children to develop positive 
attitudes towards their language and culture, i.e. the language is seen as an 
important symbol of identity and thereby personality development.

4 !  The nomadskolan was later re nam ned sameskolan (the ‘Saami school’), which, as Svonni 
(1993:52) observes, is a more adequate designation.



However, it is not stated that substantive measures ought to be taken to 
enable language maintenance per se. Instead, the use of Saami in education 
-  to a certain, limited extent -  is recommended with the purpose of positive 
identity development. The teaching of Saami as a subject in the nomad 
school was obligatory, but restricted to at most two hours per week in each 
grade.42 Thus, although a certain recognition of the importance of the 
language had emerged, the authorities still appeared unwilling to actually 
take effective measures concerning minority language rights. That is, there 
were no really substantial ‘egalitarian’, or ‘language maintenance’, policies 
implemented to counteract the massive domination of Swedish and thereby 
help to reverse the ongoing language shift among the Saami, a process 
accelerated by the long-standing earlier language policies.43

As of today, no considerable changes have occurred in the education of 
Saami children. The Saami school model (sameskolan) still exists, and there 
are presently such schools (from grade 1-6) in Karesuando, Kiruna, 
Lannavaara, Gällivare, Jokkmokk and Tärnaby (for data concerning the 
school year 92/93, cf. Svonni 1993:52). There also used to be a 
‘samehögstadium’ (i.e. grades 7-9) in Gällivare, but since 82/83 it has been 
replaced by so-called ‘integrated education’, (Svonni, ibid.). The integrated 
Saami education (den integrerade sameundervisningen) exists in a few 
municipalities and means that the Saami children are integrated in the 
ordinary elementary school but that they receive tuition in some subjects 
from a Saami perspective. The Saami language teaching is provided for in 
the form of so-called ‘home language instruction’ (hemspraksundervisning), 
(see further below). Records from the school year 1989/90 show that 52 
children attended this particular ‘integrated’ model (Cf. SOU 1990:80.)

The majority of those Saami children who receive instruction in Saami 
consist of those participating in hemspråksundervisningen, i. e. the aforemen
tioned ‘home language instruction’, which may be offered within the 
elementary school system as well as in the optional gymnasieskolan, i.e. the 
optional complementary upper secondary model. This is an interesting fact

42 Besides the Saami language, the ordinary general school curriculum  was to be provided, 
although there were to be elem ents of Saami culture in some of the content subjects. 
Compare the description given in SOU 1990:78: “U ndervisningen i sam ekulturen skulle 
avse en ‘åldersanpassad orientering om samernas kultur, historia och religion’ och under
visningen i andra äm nen skulle anknytas och anpassas till undervisningen i samiska och 
sam ekulturen. ”(Cf. also Svonni 1993:52.)

43 i t  has, however, been pointed out to me tha t the problem  of language shift was proba
bly not identified at th a t point in time.



in light of the motivations behind the home language instruction reform.44 
In fact, the home language reform, which was decided on in 1976 and 
implemented from 1977/78, was designed foremost to cater for immigrant 
children rather than the indigenous minorities of Sweden. (Starting in the 
late 1950s, immigration of foreign labor to Sweden increased massively 
during the following decades.) The regulation stated that every child for 
whom another language than Swedish constitutes a living ingredient in its 
home environment had a right to receive home language instruction (which 
is termed home language ‘training’ ([hemspråksträning) in the pre-school and 
home language ‘instruction’ Chemspråksundervisning) in ‘grundskolan’ and 
‘gymnasieskolan’) if the child’s parent(s)/caretaker(s) so demanded. In 1985, 
however, the regulation was revised. Only if the home language was the 
child’s daily language of interaction in the home, did he/she have the right 
to receive home language instruction. (See e.g. Wande 1989:44-45.) There 
are, however, certain exceptions to this regulation for the indigenous 
minorities. A Saami, Tornedalian or Gypsy pupil may enjoy home language 
tuition even if the language is not a language used daily in the home. (The 
same exception applies to adopted children with a mother tongue other 
than Swedish. In addition, a Gypsy pupil of foreign origin may receive 
tuition in two home languages if there are special reasons for it.) For Saami 
children, home language instruction usually amounts to 1-2 hours weekly 
(Svonni 1993:52). As from July 1st, 1994, restrictions have been added to 
the regulation.45 A pupil may receive home language instruction at most for 
7 years during his/her entire education within the public school system. 
However, this restriction does not apply to the indigenous minorities, nor 
adopted children or children whose home language is Finnish or a

44 The home language reform was in line w ith the more general directions of the im m i
gran t and m inority policies o f Sweden decided on in 1975, the aims o f which were sum m a
rized in the tenets of "jäm likhet, valfrihet och samverkan" [eqality, freedom of choice and 
co-operation]. As M unicio (1993:116) states, these guidelines were to offer the im m igrants 
and the m inorities living conditions equal to Swedes, equal rights as the m ajority popula
tion to  their own language and culture, and the participation in decisions as “likvärdiga 
parter i sam hället ” [equal parties in society]. The home language reform stated  bilingual
ism as a goal for im m igrant and m inority children in the Swedish educational system, the 
means of which would be to give them  the righ t to tu ition according to  their needs, e.g. 
through bilingual education (ibid.: 122f). For a further discussion, see M unicio (1993).

45 I would like to point out th a t the am ount o f Swedish home language instruction overall 
has decreased considerably during the last couple of years, above all because of radical cuts 
in  financial resources.



Scandinavian (official) language, i.e. Danish, Norwegian or Icelandic. (See 
Svensk författningssamling 1994:621.) Thus, although the indigenous 
minorities do enjoy some minor advantages in the home language 
regulation, they are incorporated within the model as such, and they do not 
have any other major special rights linguistically as compared to newly 
arrived immigrant groups.46

As we have seen, the educational policies towards the Saami have varied 
over time, reflecting different ideological stances. For comparison, we will 
now turn to the Tornedalians, i.e. the Finnish-speaking population of the 
Tome Valley in the north of Sweden.

2.3 Educational policies towards the Tornedalians

Like the Saami, the Finnish-speaking Tornedalians are a truly indigenous 
territorial linguistic minority in Sweden.47 Since ancient times, a predomi
nantly Finnish-speaking population has inhabited an area around the Tome, 
Muonio and Könkämä Rivers, north of the Gulf of Bothnia. This area, 
considered to have been quite homogenous linguistically and culturally 
(Wande 1988:438), has throughout its history seen a fate not uncommon to 
minority territories throughout the world.48

2.3.1 Before the 19th century

From the 13th century to 1809, the Tome Valley raised no unique 
linguistic-political issues, since not only the Tome Valley, but also the vast 
lands and Finnish-speaking populations of what is approximately the state

46 For more inform ation and discussions on the home language reform in Sweden, the 
reader is referred to e.g. Municio 1987; Municio 1993; Garefalakis 1994; Invandrarunder- 
visningen i grundskolan (a report from Riksrevisionsverket)\ H yltenstam  & Tuom ela 1996; 
H yltenstam  & Arnberg 1988 (this la tter text is in English).

42 O ther “old" minorities, such as the Jews, the Gypsies, and the Finns of Bergslagen 
(m idwest Sweden) are not considered ‘indigenous’ here, since they are im m igrants and have 
dispersed, although at an early date in the history of Sweden. O f these groups, at least the 
Jews and the Bergslagen Finns have completely assimilated linguistically.

The variety of Finnish spoken by the Tornedalians is considered to be quite different 
from e.g. standard Finnish, and is often referred to as tomedalsfinska in Swedish, or as 
meänkieli (lit. ‘our language’) in their own variety.

48 For more substantial accounts of language policies and attitudes towards the Torneda
lians, the reader is referred to e.g. H ansegård (1968), H ansegård (1990) and references 
therein.



of Finland today were included in the Swedish realm.49 (As Jonsson and 
many historians point out, “Sweden” and “Finland” are historically speaking 
relative concepts. The borderline between the ‘nations’ (not states) was 
never clearly defined, and from a political point of view, “Sweden” and 
“Finland” formed one united whole, together constituting the Swedish 
realm. Cf. Jonsson 1991: 18, 34 (footnote 1), Huovinen (red.) 1986: 
passim.) That is, a situation where Finnish was spoken by the common 
people was certainly not a feature of the Torne Valley alone, and does not 
appear to have worried the elite very much, either ideologically or 
practically. A type of diglossia evolved, where Swedish (or Latin) was used in 
the High domains, and the vernaculars, such as Finnish, dominated the Low 
domains. There was a certain readiness of the authorities to provide 
translations and interpreters when communication with the people was 
considered of importance (cf. e.g. Huovinen 1986), such as for proclama
tions and notices, as well as in the religious activities directed towards the 
peasantry. The willingness of the Church to use the vernaculars in 
missionary enterprises was strengthened with the advent of the reformation 
(i.e. the shift from Catholicism to Lutheran Protestantism in the 16th 
century), and activities of translating religious literature into Finnish began. 
Naturally, the type of ‘diglossia’ (or functional allocation of the languages) 
of that time included a quite stable sociolinguistic stratification: The elite 
knew the High language(-s), and to a certain extent sometimes also the

49 Evidently, Sweden was linguistically quite diverse. According to H uovinen (1986:66f), 
the linguistic conditions of the Medieval Swedish realm were generally the following: 
Swedish was spoken as a vernacular (‘folkspråk’) w ith substantial dialectal differentiation. In 
the towns, however, the influence of Low German (Sw. ‘p lattyska’) was considerable, and the 
variety spoken there was almost some kind of m ixture betw een Swedish and G erm an. From 
the 12th century, the H ansa began dom inating the Baltic Sea area, and in the centers of 
commerce which evolved, (Low) G erm an was dom inant as a lingua franca. M any of the 
m erchants and the burghers spoke G erm an, and its influence on Swedish was considerable, 
both gram m atically and lexically — as m uch as 75%  of the m odern Swedish lexicon is 
estim ated as being o f G erm an origin. (“N är exempelvis Esaias Tegnér i d ik ten  ‘Språken’ 
kallar svenskan för Arans och hjältarnas språk, är det bara ordet och i satsen som är u rsprung
lig svenska.”, ibid.:67 [ 'W hen  for example Esaias Tegnér, in his poem  ‘The Languages’, calls 
Swedish The language o f glory and heroes, it is only the word and  which is original Swedish.’]) 
O ther languages w ithin the Swedish realm were Finnish and Lappish I Saami. Danish also 
came to be used w ithin the adm inistration during ‘unionstiden’, i.e. the period of the 
K alm ar U nion (between Sweden, D enm ark and N orway) 1397-1523. A nd naturally, Latin 
was the dom inant language w ithin the church, education, elite culture and the adm inistra
tion. O f these languages, Swedish, G erm an and Latin were used as w ritten  languages.



vernaculars, while the great masses of the population spoke only their 
vernacular, which considerably limited their access to the High domains, 
thus rendering them at the mercy of the linguistic policies of the authorities. 
Thus, the attitude of the elite was rather relaxed and pragmatic -  linguistic 
issues evoked no strong symbolic-ideological concerns. As mentioned 
earlier, linguistic or cultural homogeneity was not regarded as important to 
the state from a symbolic and cohesive perspective. As pointed out by e.g. 
Huovinen (1986), what mattered above all was religious unity and loyalty 
to the ruler.50

Thus, the general attitude concerning linguistic heterogeneity was on the 
whole pragmatic-instrumental. I would like to add, however, that there 
actually were certain instances of assimilationist policies at an early date in 
Sweden. As Jonsson (1991) notes, the treatment of the immigrated Finns of 
Bergslagen (in the midwest of Sweden) changed over time. Finns from 
Finland had been encouraged to settle in certain uninhabitated areas, the 
purpose of the men in power being to expand the nation’s tax base. In the 
beginning, i.e. towards the middle of the 17th century, the authorities were 
quite generous in their willingness to provide services in Finnish. Some 
decades later, however, the policy approach shifted, as symbolized by a 
letter by King Charles XI in 1692, which stated that those Finns who did 
not want to learn Swedish could go back where they came from (“sig tädan 
och till Finland, tädan de komne äro, måge förfoga” as quoted in Jonsson 
1991:8). Jonsson draws a parallel to the efforts at Swedification of 
‘Skånelandskapen’ i.e. Scania and the adjacent southern provinces acquired 
from Denmark in this era, and he regards these assimilationist policies as 
one building-block in the construction of a strong centralized power 
structure. According to Jonsson, the difference between Bergslagen and 
Skånelandskapen lies primarily in the motives; The treatment of Skåneland
skapen was primarily for political reasons, the aim being to tie the 
population more firmly to the Swedish realm (thus, I suppose, to “de-

56 Cf. the quote from 1634 års regeringsform (the C onstitution of 1634) in Huovinen 
1986:80: “M edan enigheten i Religionen och then rätta  G udstiensten är then kraftigaste 
grundw al til e tt lofligit, sam drächtigt och w arachtigt Regemente, så skal här efter så wäl 
K onunger som alle Em betsm än och undersåtar här i Rijket först och främst blifva wid 
Guds rena och klara O rd." In this era -  ‘storm aktstiden’, i.e. the 17th century period when 
Sweden was a G reat Power, and widening its empire via m ilitary trium phs -  approximately 
20 languages (the num ber depends on the classification of varieties into languages’) were 
spoken w ithin the Swedish empire, with, as Huovinen claims, Swedish and G erm an being 
the m ost im portan t languages of the state.



Danify” them). The Finns of Bergslagen, however, were not suspected of 
misdirected loyalties -  the reasons for the language policy were economic 
rather than political. The type of economy represented by these Finns — 
mainly burn-beating (‘svedjebruk’), a form of clearing of woodlands for 
agriculture -  was not rendered desirable any longer, since the consumption 
of woodlands competed with the mining industry’s increasing needs for 
wood. (I would like to add, however, that these alleged reasons could be 
seen as identical in nature, in that they both concern the control of assets, 
i.e. of power.) For an extensive account of the linguistic efforts to Swedify 
Skåne, see Ohlsson (1978).

2.3.2 The 19th century

However, Sweden’s war against Russia in 1808-1809 was to alter the 
situation. As a result of the war, Sweden lost the entire area of “Finland” to 
the Russian Empire, the border now being drawn along the Torne, Muonio 
and Könkämä Rivers. Thus the population of the Torne Valley was now 
split, with the two sides now being under the supremacy of two mutually 
hostile states. This politically highly significant event was to have marked 
effects on the language policies towards the Tornedalians -  although 
actually not immediately, but several decades later.

In the first half of the 19th century, the language-ideological orienta
tions of the authorities remained on the whole unchanged. Finnish was still 
recognized as an indigenous language. (In Finland, Swedish remained an 
official language. Finnish gained official status (together with Swedish) at a 
later date.) One might note a private bill (‘motion’) in the parliament in 
1844, where the linguistic rights of the Finns of the north were stressed: 
“Att tvinga invånare att övergiva sitt modersmål innebure tanken på ett 
förtryck det hårdaste som ett folk kan undergå.” (Cited in Jonsson 
1991:20.) That is, to force people to give up their mother tongue would 
mean the hardest form of oppression. As regards the written domain, the 
authorities maintained a positive attitude to translations and publications in 
Finnish, e.g. official records and statements, religious literature and certain 
educational textbooks. The language situation of the Tome Valley was still 
that of a stratified type of societal bilingualism, the upper strata using 
Swedish in all or most domains, while the common people were predomi
nantly Finnish-speaking.

The interaction across the border continued to be almost as lively as 
before 1809, although overt economic transactions were restricted (Wande 
1989:32). Having lost the town of Torneå, a center of commerce as well as



schooling in the area, the authorities seemed to focus on the village of 
Haparanda, situated just across the border from Tornea, as a replacement. 
In 1833, a ‘lägre apologistskola’ (“lower apologist school”) was established, 
a form of schooling aiming at practical skills in the commercial professions 
(literacy and arithmetic being focused on, Wande 1989:32). In the 
beginning, the language of instruction appears to have been Finnish 
(Wande 1988:441), although the picture is not entirely clear. According to 
Wande (1989:33), it was stressed that the focus was to be on “Svenska 
språkets lärande” [the learning of Swedish] in accordance with the so-called 
‘riksspråksprincipen’ dating back to 1649 (which concerned a standard 
pronunciation and “ren och vacker svenska” [pure and beautiful Swedish] to 
be taught in all the schools of Sweden). Some scholars nevertheless pointed 
out the need for Finnish-speaking officials in the area, a need recognized by 
the authorities, as well. The school principal wanted to set up a type of 
‘home language class’ for (near-) monolingual Finnish-speaking children 
(presumably of the transitional type?) (Heikkilä 1989:109), while the school 
inspector was of the opinion that knowledge of Swedish should be an 
entrance requirement (Wande 1989:33). In any case, although such policy 
issues seem to have been treated in somewhat ambivalent and unsystematic 
fashions, with individual officials having a potentially decisive role (as 
appears to be the case in many of the policy attempts in Sweden in earlier 
periods, cf. the intricacies of Saami schooling above), the Finnish language 
at least gained status as a school subject in this particular Haparanda school, 
albeit only between 1840 and 1847.

The issue of language and education was further evoked in the north 
when the general ‘elementary school regulation’ (folkskolestadgan) of 1842 
was to be implemented. It was now ruled that all children in Sweden were 
to receive obligatory elementary schooling. According to Norborg 
(1988:159), the regulation prescribed that each parish should have at least 
one school, with the vicar as the ex-officio chairman of the school council. 
The teachers were to be trained at special seminars, where the Church 
would have the privilege of supervision; the curriculum was to focus on the 
Catechism and Biblical history as well as elementary reading, writing and 
mathematical skills.51

51 Cf. N orborg  1988:159: “G enom  1842 års folkskolestadga fick landet för första gången 
en obligatorisk folkundervisning. Redan tidigare fanns dock skolor på frivillighetens grund 
i ca hälften av landets församlingar, och en m ajoritet av befolkningen torde ha varit 
läskunnig (Egil Johanssson). G enom  reformen tillmötesgicks e tt gam m alt krav från den



For economic and practical reasons (lack of money, Finnish-speaking 
teachers and textbooks), it took a decade for the regulation to be imple
mented in the Torne Valley. In the beginning, the role of Finnish as a 
school language (at least for pedagogical reasons in a monolingual 
environment) was not questioned. According to Hansegård (1990:19), there 
was no indication that the language of instruction would be anything but 
the mother tongue of the Finns. In most of the elementary schools, it was 
used as a language of instruction. However, as time went by, Swedish 
strengthened its position. At the teacher training college 
(‘småskoleseminariet’) in Haparanda — established in 1875, mainly to 
supply the Finnish-speaking parishes with teachers -  Finnish was an 
entrance requirement and was used as a language of instruction.52 Swedish 
was taught as a subject, albeit regarded as the most important one (Wande 
1989:35). Gradually, Swedish was used more and more, and in the 1890s, 
knowledge of Swedish (at least to the degree that pupils could understand 
the classes) was included in the entrance requirements while Finnish was 
excluded. The position of the languages was by now reversed; Swedish was 
the language of instruction while Finnish became a subject only (though 
disappearing in 1912, only to reappear as an optional subject a few decades 
later; see Wande 1989:35).

In the elementary schools, the expansion of Swedish was likewise 
gradual. Initially, it was mostly taught as a subject, although actually not 
obligatory and only for “mera begåvade elever och med föräldrarnas 
samtycke” [more talented pupils and with their parents’ consent] (Wande 
1989:36). However, by the 1880s, Swedish was taught in almost all the 
schools in the area. As a language of instruction, Swedish was also 
subsequently to dominate matters more and more. A while after the turn of

liberala oppositionen, särskilt inom  bondeståndet där bl.a. Anders Danielsson arbeta t för en 
sådan reform i förhoppningen a tt den skulle öka böndernas bildningsnivå och därm ed deras 
samhällsinflytande. M en lagen innehöll också betryggande garantier för de konservativa, 
som fruk tat a tt en undervisningsreform bara skulle leda till ytlig och samhällsfarlig 
halvbildning.” (N orborg does not say exactly w hat guarantees were actually given to the 
conservatives. Perhaps one of the dem ands was th a t the Church w ould have a strong influ
ence in the reform, both centrally and in local contexts?)

52 However, as Jonsson (1991:22) notes, the parliam entary decision to establish the 
teacher training college was not unopposed. For example, one parliam entary m em ber 
claimed tha t a Finnish language college would be equivalent to prom oting the im m igration 
of a Finnish nationality into Sweden (“befordra inflyttningen av finsk nationalitet i vårt 
land”, quoted in Jonsson 1991:22). Evidently, nationalistic sentim ents had already become 
firmly established.



the century, Finnish had completely disappeared from elementary schooling 
(Heikkilä 1989:110), although it was in practice sometimes used by the 
teachers as an aid to monolingual beginners.

From having been of no great interest to the authorities earlier, the 
language question was increasingly emphasized and ‘ideologized’ in the 
latter part of the 19th century. The dominance of Finnish in the north was 
rendered problematic, and the emerging Swedification efforts gradually 
took on a more systematic character. “Språkskillnaden, som var ett socialt 
faktum, blev nu ett socialt problem.” [The language difference, which was a 
social fact, now became a social problem.] (Arnstberg & Ehn 1976:99). 
According to e.g. Wande (1989:46), the most important measure taken to 
implement the policy was the establishment of the so-called ‘state schools’ 
in 1888. Many of the parishes were financially poor and not able to carry 
out the elementary school regulation. The Swedish government decided to 
help out by offering subsidies from the state, but an important condition for 
receiving them was that Swedish only was to be the language of instruction. 
As Wande puts it, the special state subsidies and their condition of an all- 
Swedish tuition in the schools enabled a relatively rapid expansion of the 
general school system in the area, but they also promoted a policy of 
Swedification motivated by nationalistic and defense policy concerns. 
(“Genom de speciella statsbidragen, och det med dem förknippade villkoret 
att undervisningen i folkskolan skulle ske uteslutande på svenska, fick man 
till stånd en relativt snabb acceleration i utbyggnadstakten vad gäller det 
allmänna skolväsendet, men också av en i tongivande kretsar försvarspoli
tiskt och nationalistiskt motiverad försvenskningspolitik.” Wande 
1989:46.) It would thus appear that one important method of implement
ing the increasingly nationalistic and ‘monolingualistic’ ideology was in the 
form of “black-mad”, rather than “brutal force” such as outright prohibition 
by law of Finnish language use. (Prohibitive measures were, however, also 
taken, such as forbidding children to speak Finnish even during the breaks 
at school and at ‘arbetsstugorna’ [‘work cottages’], with various forms of 
punishment if they did not obey.) Economic disadvantage and financial 
dependence appear to permit strategies of a less overtly coercive type than 
brutal force, and are possibly more effective in ‘manufacturing consent’ and 
thereby avoiding opposition among those affected by them. In any case, 
whatever methods were used, realization of the language ideology of the 
state proved successful. Although language shift was slow, the people 
seemed to accommodate, increasingly adopting a functional bilingualism,



which in itself became highly stigmatized. That is, being bilingual -  a 
necessity only for the lower strata -  became a social stigma.53

The most obvious reasons for the assimilatory attempts in the Tome 
Valley in the latter part of the 1800s appear primarily to be political54 and 
ideological. The attitudinal change is often explained as primarily an effect 
of “rysshat” (hostility towards Russia, mainly motivated by defense policy 
concerns) and growing ideological nationalism, not seldom spiced with 
racial and racist considerations.

According to Jonsson (1991:25f), Swedish defense policy issues towards 
the end of the 19th century were characterized by nationalistic sentiments 
coupled with increasing antagonism towards Russia. As is well-known, 
nationalism was an ideology affecting all of Europe, one of its most central

53 A similar stigm atization of bilingualism is described in D orian’s (1981) extensive study 
on the language shift of the speakers o f East Sutherland Gaelic in Scotland. This group -  
socially inferior and stigm atized in the com m unity — became bilingual in English and 
Gaelic, a bilingualism which in itself was to carry a stigm a...

According to  A rnstberg & Ehn (1976:98ff), the inferior status and social value of 
Finnish in the Tom e Valley have tended to become internalized by the population itself. 
They claim that in m odern times, the efforts made to reinstate Finnish have caused 
language conflicts, and the Torne Valley people have thus fought against support o f w hat is 
often their own m other tongue. “I N orrländska Socialdemokraten fanns t. ex. följande 
insändare i november 1965, som en kom m entar till försöken a tt genom föra finska i skolan: 
Till dessa ärkefinnreaktionärer vill jag säga: Packa kappsäckarna och stick över till Finland, 
så slipper de uppväxande m änniskorna skadeverkningarna av er verksam het...Ska 
Tornedalen på ny tt förmörkas från landet det tillhör em otionellt och ku ltu re llt.” (However, 
A rnstberg & Ehn do not com m ent on w hether the w riter was of Swedish or Finnish 
linguistic origin...) The stigm atization took m any expressions. For example, a woman 
declared as a cause for divorce th a t her husband had not told her th a t he could speak 
Finnish, younger persons often speak Swedish to older people (which, I m ight add, is often 
a possible sign of on-going language shift), children are given Swedish names while the 
animals are given Finnish ones, etc. (Arnstberg & Ehn 1976:98). See also H ansegård 
1990 :19f.

U nfortunately, the internalization by a m inority of the cultural values of the majority, 
including the stigm atization of the m inority language, is not unique to the Tornedalians. 
Developing a type of ‘self-contem pt’ and adopting negative evaluations towards one’s own 
group is a fate not uncom m on to minorities th roughout the world. (Cf. e.g. H yltenstam  & 
Stroud 1991:95, 124f.)

54 A m inority which inhabits areas on both sides of a political (state) border appears often 
to be treated  w ith more suspicion and repression, especially if its language and/or culture 
can be associated w ith  the majority o f the neighboring, possibly hostile state. For instance, 
several minorities in the Balkan area constitute examples of this situation. (Cf. e.g. 
H yltenstam  & Stroud 1991:92.)



tenets being one language -  one people -  one nation, where ‘nation’ could be 
construed as entailing one state. (Cf. the discussion on nationalism in the 
Chapter 1.) Municio (1993:117) claims that the idea of the nation-state is 
often traced to two sources: One is the French Revolution, where the 
‘nation’ united the bourgeoisie against the autocratic monarch and the 
power of the aristocracy. The other source is the romantic nationalistic 
ideology primarily associated with 19th-century Germany, which 
emphasized linguistic and cultural solidarity in the nation-building process. 
According to Municio, Swedish nationalism was probably based more on 
the tenet of a common culture and language rather than a given territory, 
partly due to the strong influence from Germany, and partly due to the fact 
that Sweden’s state-political borders have varied in the past.55 However, in 
line with the discussion of the roots of nationalism in the first chapter, I 
would like to point out that industrialization is often claimed to be one of 
the most important sources. It appears that nationalism was rather late in 
Sweden (i.e. gaining strength towards the end of the 19th century), and this 
can be related to the industrialization process, which in Sweden occurred 
approx. between 1850 and 1920. That is, industrialization began relatively 
late compared to e.g. Great Britain, and this might be a reason for the 
lateness of Swedish nationalism.

Jonsson claims that in both Sweden and Finland, nationalism was 
adopted foremost by the growing bourgeoisie as well as the land-owners. In 
Finland, this ideology led to Finnish gaining official status and to language 
conflicts, while in Sweden, the energetic Swedification efforts in the north 
started and Finnish ceased to be acknowledged as an indigenous language 
(Jonsson 1991:22).

The fear of the Russians entailed targeting the Tornedalians as a ‘security 
risk’. (For a brief discussion on possible reasons for this “Russiophobia”, see 
Jonsson 1991:26f.). Since 1809, Finland had been part of the Russian 
Empire, and the Finnish-speaking population in the north of Sweden was

55 Compare further Municio (1993:117): “Språkets betydelse i byggandet av den svenska 
nationen fram går också av a tt relationen till Finland i de tta  avseende närm ast gavs en 
kolonial utform ning. D en m aktbärande klassen där var svensktalande under vår 650-åriga 
gem ensam m a historia. Svenska var det enda officiella språket fram till 1863, då de ryska 
m akthavarna jäm ställde det finska språket m ed det svenska. A tt just språket var en viktig 
grund för delaktighet i den svenska nationen, fram går dessutom av a tt finlandssvenskar 
som invandrade till Sverige under 1900-talets första årtionden inte registrerades som 
invandrare m ed utländskt medborgarskap, vilket därem ot gjordes för finsktalande 
invandrare från Finland."



seen as a potential link to Russian aggression. In a pamphlet from 1890, a 
Swedish officer claimed that the Russian plan appeared to be to let the 
Finnish language expand further west and south, allowing the ‘Fennomans’ 
to follow with their agitation, and then the Russians could easily set the fuel 
on fire.56 Thus, the very language of the Finns was rendered dangerous. The 
protectionistic approach of the authorities could even be used when arguing 
for acknowledging Finnish within the educational system: In 1898, when it 
was suggested that a teaching position in Finno-Ugric languages be 
established at Uppsala University, a motivation advanced by the minister 
was that Sweden had a not inconsiderable number of citizens who spoke 
Lappish or Finnish and that “Vi måste lära denna folkgrupps språk, för att 
vi måtte i tid vidtaga de åtgärder, som kunde finnas nödiga och lämpliga för 
att hindra deras framtida utveckling att taga mindre önskvärda riktningar” 
(quoted in Jonsson 1991:26). [‘We must learn the language of this people, 
so that we in time may take those measures which are necessary and 
appropriate to hinder their future development from taking less desirable 
directions’] Thus, this line of reasoning appears as some kind of “know thy 
enemy” tenet.

As mentioned above, certain racial and racist lines of thinking were 
emerging in the late 1800s (cf. Jonsson 1991:23f, 27f). It was claimed that 
Swedes and Finns were separate races with different characteristics, the 
Swedes belonging to the Germanic race while the Finns were rather of East 
European or Slavic origin. For instance, one liberal parliamentary member 
argued that it would prove difficult to get the Finns to learn Swedish, 
because it was a peculiarity of the nature of the Finns that they adhere so 
strongly to their heritage (“ty det hör just till egendomligheten i den finska 
naturen, att den håller så hårt på det fäderneärvda", quoted in Jonsson 
1991:23-24). Interestingly, there was however some ambivalence regarding 
the race of the Finns in north Sweden. Some thought they were of a separate 
race, while others actually claimed them to be racially pure Swedes, albeit 
Finnish-speaking (Jonsson 1991:27). Another assumption was that the 
population in the north was of mixed racial origin. I find these opposing

56 Cf. Jonsson (1991:25): “En svensk officer, G ustav Björlin, publicerade 1890 broschyren 
N ågra ord om  vår försvarsfråga. D är heter det: ‘Ryssarnas plan synes vara a tt låta det finska 
språket sm åningom  utbreda sig allt längre väster- och söderut, a tt lå ta  fennom anerna följa 
efter m ed sina agitationer, för a tt sedan själv vid lägligt tillfälle tända  eld på  det hopade 
brännstoffet.’ Enligt Björlin har språkgränsen flyttats allt längre ner för varje årtionde. D et 
stäm de nu in te .”



views interesting because I would think they are rooted in a contradiction 
between racist and assimilationist approaches. For instance, in Sweden, the 
general aim of the authorities was to assimilate the Finns linguistically and 
culturally, thus turning them into Swedes and eliminating the alleged 
security risk they were thought to pose, and at the same time uniting the 
nation symbolically (cf. the tenet of nationalism above). One of the 
building-blocks of assimilationist strategies is to downgrade and stigmatize 
the targeted group. In this era, racist arguments -  as one way of depreciat
ing the Other -  were readily at hand, and it is not surprising that they 
turned up in the debates on linguistic conditions. However, if the Finns 
were of another, inferior race -  would the nation really become one even if 
they were assimilated? This complication fostered, I believe, the other 
assumptions: The Finns were really of Swedish race and therefore, linguistic 
assimilation would solve the problem. W hat would happen would simply be 
to “restore” the natural, original order of things. As a “compromise”, 
however, the ambivalence was reflected in the third position, that of 'mixed 
racial origin’.

2.3.3 The 20th century

The assimilationist language policies towards the Tornedalians continued 
past the turn of the century. In 1899, a 'folk high school’ (Tornedalens 
folkhögskola) was established in Matarengi (Overtorneå) with the purpose of 
being “ett bålverk för svensk odling och kultur vid vår östra gräns” 
(Kronlund, quoted in Wände 1989:37). That is, Swedish language and 
culture were to be strengthened in the Torne Valley, and this school would 
function as a bulwark in this endeavor57 (cf. also Wande 1988:442). The 
first decades of the 20th century saw a continuation of Swedification 
policies. Swedish was to be the language (of instruction as well as a subject) 
in all forms of schooling in the Torne Valley. According to Jonsson

?7 Compare also the notes o f the king, Oscar II, introduced w ith com m ents by W ande 
(1989:37): “En av de drivande krafterna i försvenskningsprocessen var Oscar II, som 
påverkade både regering och riksdag. I en dagboksanteckning år 1897 skriver kungen: 
‘D et gällde näm ligen a tt på allt sätt m otarbeta den av fennom anerna på  andra sidan 
gränsen alltför länge ohejdat bedrivna utbredningen av finskt tungom ål även i N orrbottens 
län. I förra tiden hade en liberalt patriarkalisk regeringspolitik, en sådan som i vårt goda 
Sverige oftast rått, något lä ttsinningt underskatta t vådorna av en dylik språkinriktning. Jag  
blundade ingalunda för dem , och åtskilliga åtgärder, som sem inariums försvenskning, nya 
svenska folkskolor i Tornedalen, vägar, svensk volontärskola för finsktalande, m .m . v ittnar 
därom ’.”



(1991:28f), the policy was twofold, as evident from the expert opinions in 
an official report of 1921.58 On the one hand, Finnish is claimed to ‘bull its 
way through’ (“tränga igenom”) at the expense of Swedish because of its 
very nature and construction, and most children are monolingual when they 
start school. On the other hand it is claimed that the Finnish language is 
disappearing and thus there exists no ‘language issue’ in the north. As 
Jonsson observes, this concealing of the existence of the language appears to 
be a tendency also seen in e.g. the famous textbook Nils Holgerssons 
underbara resa (by Selma Lagerlöf), where the Lapps are described while the 
Finns are not even mentioned, as well as in the so-called Tornedalsutredningen 
of 1958, where nothing is said on the linguistic conditions of the area.

The ambivalence noted by Jonsson appears to my mind to be a typical 
feature of many assimilationist approaches. On the one hand, aims at 
changing non-desirable behavior entail pin-pointing and denigrating it, 
thus making it visible. Visibility might, on the contrary, actually have the 
opposite effect -  an ethnically relatively ‘unaware’ group (cf. the notion of 
'unreflected ethnicity’) may react to this and raise its ethnic consciousness, 
possibly manifesting it as opposition against the oppressors. Some majority 
members may also be awakened to support the minority. Thus, assimila
tionist strategies may function as a two-edged sword for the groups in 
power. So, if visibility can have a mobilizing effect, perhaps denial of 
ethnicity is a safer strategy for the authorities. However, when denial is 
used, overt assimilatory attempts do not seem logical. Perhaps this 
contradiction of strategies could be regarded as an inherent feature of 
assimilationism, or at least not an uncommon one.

In 1919, an official investigation of the elementary school system in 
Norrbotten was initiated (the so-called Finnbygdsutredningen), with one of its 
purposes being to evaluate whether the teaching of Swedish could be 
improved and whether there was a need for Finnish tuition in the subject of 
‘kristendomskunskap’ [Christianity] (Wande 1988:442; Wande 1989:37ff). 
Although the guide-lines for the parliamentary commission actually stressed 
that a more energetic teaching of Swedish should not aim at suppressing the

58 Jonsson (1991:28) refers to  Betänkande ... rörande folkskoleväsendet i  de finsktalande delarna 
av Norrbottens län 1921, s 105 ff, which, I would assume, m ust be associated w ith  the so- 
called Finnbygdsutredningen, an official investigation institu ted  in 1919, which is discussed at 
length  in W ande 1989:37-40, where the title Betänkande och förslag rörande folkskoleväsendet i 
de fnsktalande delarna av Norrbottens län (Avg. den 25/11 1921. Stockholm 1921) is referred 
to. (See further below.)



Finnish language, and that bilingualism would be a possibility for the 
population, the resulting report came to another conclusion. The experts’ 
report concluded that the situation ought to remain as before -  tuition in 
Swedish only, and no reason to teach Finnish. One of the claims was that 
the people themselves wanted to learn Swedish. However, one of the 
experts, W.L. Wanhainen, filed a lengthy reservation to the majority 
decision and argued for bilingualism as an aim to be strived for in the 
schools of the area (see further Wande 1989:40). Nevertheless, the result of 
the report was in line with the by this time longstanding policies towards 
the Finns.59

Although the assimilationist policy approach continued much as before, 
a certain change in attitude began to emerge in the 1930s. The political 
relationship between Sweden and Finland had begun to improve, and the 
Scandinavian Social Democratic parties had initiated mutual cooperation by 
the 1920s. In 1935, a meeting was held in Helsinki, where the Finnish 
delegates described the language conflict in Finland and declared that they 
were against all forms of national oppression (Jonsson 1991:31). In the 
same year, the Swedish government (Social Democrats) initiated the

59 W ande 1989:37ff provides a great deal of interesting inform ation on Finnbygdsutred- 
ningen. A m ong other things, the experts provided quite extensive descriptions o f various 
background inform ation, and actually also arranged some m eetings w ith locals to assess the 
local opinion. These m eetings were, however, dom inated by priests, teachers and others 
who spoke Swedish, w ith the opinions of the peasantry probably very m uch obscured. The 
m eetings were m uch in favor of the Swedish doctrine, and tuition of Finnish was regarded 
w ith hostility or as unnecessary because the people already knew the language. There were 
also inquiries conducted am ong chairm en of school councils. Different opinions were 
expressed, bu t the m ajority did not see fit to allow Finnish as an additional language of 
instruction. (N ote the question, “Anser N i det läm pligt, a tt undervisning m eddelas också 
på det finska språket?’’) Inquiries were also directed towards the teachers, one th ird  of 
w hom  actually were in favor of allowing Finnish at school, bu t only one o f w hom  believed 
that Finnish should be taugh t as a subject. W ande cites some of the typical argum ents 
against using Finnish (my translation): "None of the childrens’ parents wish th a t the 
children should learn Finnish", “W hy teach the children Finnish, when they already know 
this language?”, “I t would become a new language, H igh Finnish [‘högfinskan’], because 
the Tom e Valley Finnish is only a dialect”, “W e the teachers o f later times are not com pe
ten t to teach in Finnish”, “The children would not then m ake an effort, not think, and 
would not therefore learn Swedish." I find these remarks highly interesting from a 
language-ideological perspective, and cannot help bu t notice how similar to some more 
m odern debates they appear. A nother interesting fact is that according to the teacher 
inquiry, approximately 38% of the teachers actually used Finnish as an aid (‘hjälpspråk’) in 
their teaching, which only goes to prove tha t policies and im plem entations are separate 
dimensions.



launching of a different language policy for the north (Norrbotten): A 
governmental bill suggested that Finnish would be available as an optional 
subject in the so-called fortsättningsskolan (a form of secondary education) in 
the area.60 In 1937, it was regulated that this would be so, but according to 
Wande (1989:41), the reform was not very successful in practice, probably 
in part due to negative attitudes among large portions of the the Tome 
Valley population and among teachers and administrators. In addition, 
fortsättningsskolan would soon disappear because of the lengthening of 
obligatory schooling from 6 to 7 years.

A slight improvement in the Finnish language issue occurred in 1944, 
when it became possible to study Finnish as an optional subject in the upper 
secondary education {gymnasieskolan) in Haparanda. Also, in 1958, the 
prohibition about speaking Finnish at school breaks was lifted. However, in 
some places they did not follow the new rule, and a decade later, the 
national board of education {Skolöverstyrelsen) felt obliged officially to call 
attention to the fact that the old prohibition was not to be applied.

In the decades to follow, more pluralist orientations were emerging in 
society generally. The Tornedalians, however, were not to benefit from the 
new trends instantly. As compared to the Saami, there were no attempts to 
offer special educational models for the Finns. In 1970, experimental work 
with ‘home language instruction’ in Finnish began, which was later to be 
institutionalized within the general framework of the home language

40 According to Jonsson (1991:31), the bill was debated in the parliam ent. The still active 
nationalistic sentim ents were represented by e.g. an officer called Meyerhöffer, who claimed 
th a t linguistic rights to the Finns w ould sow the seed of division (“utså splittringens frö”) in 
the north, and th a t “D e t kom m er andra krafter och tar vid” ['o ther powers/forces will come 
and take charge’]. O n the other hand, one of the proponents o f the proposition, the 
com m unist H ilding H agberg, though t it was too modest. H e claimed th a t it entailed 
starting  at the wrong end — the natural thing would be tha t one first learned one’s own 
m other tongue, and only after th a t was taugh t the Swedish language. This assum ption 
strikes me as "m odern” in  the sense tha t it is som ewhat similar to some o f the current 
approaches to bilingual education and bilingual learning in  childhood, cf. e.g. some o f the 
‘language shelter’ or ‘language m aintenance’ models o f bilingual education.

The proposition came from the educational m inister (‘ecklesiastikm inistern’) A rthur 
Engberg, who expressed the opinion th a t it was a “riktig grundsats, a tt bland en tvåspråkig 
befolkning skolans undervisning så ordnas, a tt var och en får m öjlighet a tt lära sig läsa och 
skriva sitt m odersm ål” (quoted in W ande 1989:41), th a t is, he though t it right for schools 
to teach reading and w riting of each person’s m other tongue am ong a bilingual population. 
This sta tem ent m ight be regarded as an embryo of the less ‘m onolingualist’ approaches 
which w ould emerge in official policies some decades later.



reform, starting in 1977. As mentioned earlier, the indigenous minority 
languages were now to be treated largely as any other minority language, 
regardless of their status as ‘indigenous’ or ‘immigrant’. (See the paragraphs 
on home language instruction, above.) In this era, the immigration of labor 
from Finland increased enormously, and the Finnish language issues no 
longer concerned only the indigenous group. Jonsson (1991:33) points to 
the fact that in the official guide-lines to Statens invandrarverk (the Swedish 
Immigration Board), the phrasings place immigrants and linguistic 
minorities on a par. In addition, during a visit to Finland in 1984, the then 
minister of immigration Anita Gradin stated that Sweden could never 
become bilingual like Finland, since “Det strider mot vår invandrarpolitik 
att ha särskilda regler för finskspråkiga” {‘It goes against our immigrant 
policy to have special rules for speakers of Finnish’], (quoted in Jonsson 
1991:33). Jonsson is critical of such an approach, which he interprets as 
viewing Swedish as a language which has been spoken in Finland since 
ancient times, while Finnish in Sweden was to be compared to (or on a par 
with) Serbo-Croatian, Greek, Syrian, etc.61 I would agree to the fact that 
there has been a strong tendency in modern Sweden to aim at placing the 
minorities on a next to equal footing, at least as far as linguistic and cultural 
rights are concerned, but I would also like to remind the reader that the 
indigenous minorities (the Saami, Tornedalians, Gypsies) do enjoy some 
minor advantages linguistically, such as the exceptions to the home 
language instruction regulations (see above).62 However, it is interesting to 
note that indigenous minorities could gain an advantage from regulations 
designed for the immigrants, at least in the beginning.

6^ Cf. Jonsson (1991:33): “Sådana u ttalanden vittnar om e tt inskränkt historiskt perspek
tiv och tycks verifiera den definition, som någon g e tt åt u ttrycket ‘nation’: e tt samhälle 
som förenas av gem ensam m a vanföreställningar om sitt ursprung."

62 Compare also the conclusion o f W ände (1989:47): “D en snart sagt enda åtgärd  som på 
senare år vidtagits till förmån för tornedalingarna och de andra inhem ska m inoriteterna, 
sam erna och zigenarna, innebär i realiteten vidm akthållande av status quo vad gäller 
hemspråksreform en för dessa grupper i relation till 1976 års reform och försämrade villkor 
för de efterkrigstida invandrarna.” (The home language reform was first restricted in 1985, 
when the original requirem ent for receiving it was altered. From  1976, ‘all children for 
w hom another language than Swedish constitutes a living ingredient in their home 
environm ent’ could enjoy home language instruction, if their caretakers so dem anded (“alia 
barn för vilka e tt annat språk än svenska utgör e tt levande inslag i deras hem m iljö”). In 
1985, this requirem ent was revised. A ‘home language’ was then defined as the child's daily 
language of interaction in the home. As pointed out above, the indigenous m inorities were 
excepted from the restriction.)



Furthermore, the more pluralist approaches of recent decades can also be 
related to the overall movement of ‘ethnic revival’ (or ‘new ethnicity’), 
which entailed a sort of raising of ethnic ‘consciousness’ and of intentionally 
making ethnicity more visible. Beginning in the 1960s, this movement has 
obviously challenged some of the former assimilationistic stances of Western 
governments. (For a discussion of the notion of ‘ethnic revival’, see e.g. 
Edwards 1985 :ch.4.)

In recent years, no major changes in policy approaches or ideologies 
appear to have occurred. The opportunity to use other languages of 
instruction in education has increased for administrative reasons. A few 
years back, the former (non-Social Democratic) government decided to 
change the organization of school financing, and more of decision-making 
was delegated to the municipalities. Private schools may now obtain 
subsidies to a much greater extent than earlier. Numerous so-called ‘free 
schools’ (friskolor), which to some extent can specialize the curriculum (e.g. 
ethnically, religiously, linguistically), have been established. Altogether, this 
has increased the variety of bilingual education, e.g. schools aiming at 
Swedish-Finnish bilingualism and culture.63

Wande (1989) maintains that the ‘ethnic’ awareness of the Tornedalians 
has increased in recent years. Linguistic and cultural issues are more clearly 
articulated, and embodied in organizational structures, although he finds it 
difficult to assess what influence this may have on public opinion or the 
authorities.

2.4 Conclusion

Although some language policy measures may appear quite unsystematic in 
the earlier days of Sweden’s treatment of minority language issues, it is 
certainly possible to discern some general trends. In the history of the 
relationships between the Swedish authorities and the northern minorities, 
several policy changes and ideological fluctuations have occurred. In what 
follows, I will briefly summarize and discuss similarities and differences in 
the treatments of the Saami issues as compared to the Tornedalians, and I

63 į  would, however, like to point out tha t bilingual models have been and still are avail
able in the general school system to a certain extent. In addition, the ‘free schools’-system is 
not unopposed, and it is still an open question exactly how the Social D em ocratic govern
m ent will handle the issue in the future. In 1995, it was decided th a t the system would 
remain, albeit w ith a reduction of ten percentage units in  financial support (from 85%  to 
75%  of the standard state school subsidy per pupil).



will conclude by outlining a more generalized description of the historical 
development of language policies and ideologies within such a context.

2.4.1 Similarities and differences in Sweden’s minority language treatment: a 
summary

During the period approximately before the second half of the 19th century, 
the general attitude regarding the ideological nature of minority language 
issues was rather relaxed, as it were, and this influenced the policy measures 
towards both the Saami and the Tornedalians. Linguistic heterogeneity was 
of no major concern except for practical-communicative reasons. Although 
Swedish came to be the primary and official language of High domains, 
such as in administration, the authorities saw fit to make efforts to provide 
interpreters and translators, e.g. in the courts, and support for translations 
of religious texts into Saami and Finnish. In addition, there were some 
scholars of minority origin. It should be kept in mind, however, that such 
measures were at the mercy of the authorities. The interests and wishes of 
the minorities were not necessarily taken into account. (As a point of 
clarification, I might add that this type of dominance relationship, i.e. that 
of being in a position of oppression, was not unique to minorities only, but 
applied to the entire ‘peasantry’.)

In schools, minority languages could be used without evoking any major 
anxieties concerning threats to a symbolic unity of the nation and the 
primary position of Swedish. It was taken as quite natural that the language 
of instruction could be the pupils’ mother tongue, although mastery of 
Swedish was also of interest. The Church readily employed the minority 
languages when aiming at the religious socialization of the people. (Note, 
however, the aforementioned early interspersions of more assimilationis tic 
stances vis-à-vis other ‘minorities’ such as the efforts at Swedification in 
‘Skånelandskapen’ after 1658, as well as the shift in policies towards the 
Bergslagen Finns.) The desire to maintain an effective control of the 
periphery was naturally strong in these early days, as well, but the strategies 
were directed rather towards ensuring loyalty to religion (Christianity), the 
state and the ruler. The peasantry was to abide by the laws and provide 
taxes without resistance.

At the end of the 19th century, however, the approach began to change. 
The growing nationalistic as well as racist concerns were to influence the 
authorities’ language policies towards the northern minorities. The role of 
language and culture as a symbolic-cohesive factor was increasingly 
emphasized, and assimilationist stances came to place Swedish in focus as



the appropriate medium of instruction in schools. The position of the Saami 
and Finnish languages was declining and Swedish was gaining strength, 
expanding across domains in the local contexts, as well. According to 
Hansegård (1990:19) racist ideas concerned both the Saami and the 
Tornedalians, but they affected primarily the Saami, while the Tornedalians 
were mainly subjected to nationalistic sentiments. (For example, Finnish 
was denoted as a “foreign” language, and Swedish as the real mother tongue 
of the northern Finns.) Here we find the main reasons for the emerging 
differential treatments of the two minority groups. The Tornedalians were 
subjected to a more consistent assimilation policy, primarily due to the 
nationalistic ideas coupled with the fear of them being a ‘security risk’. 
Their proximity geographically and culturally to Finland (since 1809 a part 
of the Russian empire) increased the anxieties of the authorities. The 
assimilationism was to continue relatively untouched until the 1960s, when 
the ban on speaking Finnish in schools was finally removed. The policies 
played an obvious part in producing assimilatory effects: Finnish became 
stigmatized, and a process of language shift had started and progressed.

The Saami, however, experienced a more ambivalent approach from the 
Swedish authorities. Mainly racial-biological lines of thinking, often with a 
chauvinistic bias, motivated recurrent deviations from the Swedification 
efforts. The Saami were thought not to profit from modern civilization, and 
therefore they were to retain their traditional culture and economy, 
especially nomad life and reindeer-breeding. Although there were also racial 
ideas regarding the Tornedalians as possibly of another race, inferior to the 
Germanic/Swedish, no claims were to my knowledge made regarding their 
suitability for modern life. However, the Finnish way of life was seen as 
inferior to the Swedish one, and therefore the spread of the language and 
culture of ‘the fatherland’ (“fäderneslandet”) among them would raise their 
cultural level (cf. Hansegård 1990:20).

The idea that the Saami would benefit from segregation popped up time 
and time again. Obviously, there were probably also economic reasons 
behind this stance. The Saami would continue to fill an economic niche not 
readily interchangeable with that of the settlers, and thereby keep on 
providing incomes to the state by means of taxation. However, such an 
approach was complicated by the increasing influx of industries and settlers 
into the Saami area.

The contradiction between segregationist and assimilationist approaches 
produced fluctuations in the educational policies, the “Lapps should be 
Lapps” tenet being invoked now and again, e.g. in the first decades of the



20th century. There were differing policies concerning the appropriate 
school forms for Saami children, and inconsistencies regarding the extent to 
which Saami was to be used in schools. However, the dominant tendency 
was assimilationism, perhaps most strikingly between 1925 and the 1950s, 
when Swedish was officially prescribed as the language of instruction in 
Saami schooling, and more systematically implemented. Like the 
Tornedalians, Saami pupils were not even allowed to speak their mother 
tongue during breaks, and punished if they did so. Some Saamis have even 
experienced how e.g. relatives have tried to conceal the fact that they were 
of Saami origin and that they actually spoke the language. Thus, stigmati
zation and ongoing language shift have also affected the Saami.

In recent times, both the Saami and the Tornedalians have been affected 
by the change of policies from assimilationistic to more pluralistic ones, and 
they enjoy a slightly more privileged position regarding language issues 
than the newly immigrated, non-Nordic minorities. The awareness of e.g. 
accelerating language shift has increased, and there have been some 
concessions from the authorities to provide opportunities to expand the use 
of the minority languages. However, what effects this will have in practice 
remains an open question.

2.4.2 Developments of language policies and language ideologies: a general account

To conclude, I will account for the historical development of language 
policies and language ideologies in more generalized terms. The processes 
described are applicable to the Swedish context, but may probably be 
extrapolated to other historical socio-political contexts as well. The main 
features of the relevant processes are summarized in Table 1, and developed 
in more detail in the text to follow. (In Table 1 below, the processes have 
been classified into three stages, the first row below the table head denoting 
the first stage, the second row the second stage, etc.)64

^ It has been pointed out to me (Tomas H am m ar, personal com m unication) th a t the 
processes sum marized in Table 1 could well be p u t into the context o f more general socio
political factors, e.g. those of the more general objectives o f the State and the overall power 
structure o f  governm ent. For example, in the first stage, the general objective o f the State 
would be first and foremost religious unity, whereas in Stage II, national unity becomes 
emphasized. In the th ird  stage, the general aim would be participatory unity by consensus. As 
for the power structure, it moves from being that of hierarchy (monarchy) w ith division lines 
betw een four estates, through a second stage of a parliamentary representative constitutional 
regime and an em erging developm ent towards democracy. Characteristic o f the th ird  stage is 
democracy (both representative and corporativistic) and pluralism. However, the reason why I



The endeavors of the state to gain and maintain control over minority 
territories and/or populations could be described as changing over time and 
comprising separate, albeit overlapping stages.

1. In the first stage, mechanisms of control do not primarily include 
language. Language is not accorded any symbolic-ideological importance, 
and assimilationist language policies are not systematically aimed at. 
Instead, the primary means of control may rather be strategies to ensure 
loyalty to the ruler, the state and religion, e.g. by means of legislation, 
missionary activities, administrative control of taxation and order (e.g. via 
the establishment of local representatives of the state), and the encourage
ment of immigration by settlers and new economies into the area. Thus, 
structural and ideological control is implemented primarily through the 
Church and the local state representatives (the administrative officials, the 
police, the military, etc.) Language issues are dealt with in a highly 
pragmatic and instrumental (rather than symbolic) way. The attitudes of 
the authorities take on a character o f ‘indifferent tolerance’.

Meanwhile, to ensure channels of communication with the local 
population and to implement ideology (such as religion), there is a certain 
readiness to use the minority language in a variety of contexts. That is, the 
acknowledgement of minority language use is present for instrumental- 
communicative reasons. Some of the majority members of the elite may be 
encouraged to learn the language in order to aid in the management of 
control. In addition, certain minority members are selected and educated, 
being spurred to attain a functional bilingualism to fulfill the role of 
mediators or implementation agents, foremost in the local arena (cf. e.g. the 
attempts at educating Saami boys into the priesthood). Also, efforts at 
corpus planning may engage members of both the elite and the minority 
(cf. e.g. the graphization endeavors regarding the Saami language). Thus, 
linguistic heterogeneity is seen as a natural state of affairs, and interpreters 
and translators may be provided in the public spheres -  where the 
authorities see fit -  such as in the courts and councils. However, the 
authorities show little interest in more widespread language learning. 
Popular bilingualism or language shift is not explicitly aimed at, nor is it

choose not to com plem ent Table 1 w ith such factors is m y aim  to generalize the processes 
beyond one particular context in tim e and space (e.g. tha t o f the history of W estern  
European societies). Consequently, it is hypothesized th a t Table 1 could possibly be valid 
for other sociopolitical contexts, as well, such as colonial and post-colonial societies in the 
T hird W orld.
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discouraged (which could be the case in assimilationism and segregationism, 
respectively). A type of diglossia develops, where the language of the elite is 
used in the High domains (although sometimes interpretation is employed), 
and where the minority language is dominant in the Low domains. The 
implementation of policy measures is sometimes unsystematic, partly due to 
administrative difficulties.

2. In the second stage, when supremacy is established ideologically and 
administratively, the order of things may remain relatively unchanged for 
long periods of time. Alternatively, the authorities begin to lose interest in 
making efforts to ensure linguistic rights for the minority. This process may 
be associated with a shift of focus in the mechanisms to maintain control: 
Strategies of ‘coercion’ are reinforced by additional strategies of manifactur- 
ing ‘consent’. The maintenance of loyalty and control is to be ensured, even 
when structural conditions may change, e.g. when new economies arise and 
there is an increase or decrease in the exploitation of natural resources in the 
peripheral regions. The power relationships between different groups, or 
even within the elite, may be turbulent. Coercive strategies, such as brute 
force, are costly and administratively complex when vast lands of the 
peripheral regions are involved. A strengthening of 'sentimental attach
ments’ of the popular masses to the system gains in importance. In this 
process, cultural and linguistic homogeneity is considered desirable. 
Language issues take on a more symbolic character, and linguistic 
assimilation becomes a way of ensuring symbolic unity and loyalty to the 
(nation-) state (cf. nationalism). Language now becomes an object of 
conscious evaluation and regulation in a more pronounced manner, and the 
standard language may be put forward as the obvious representative of the 
nation’s glorious past and present.

In this process, the linguistic behavior of the large masses of the 
population becomes of interest. Popular bilingualism can be encouraged, 
but is primarily desirable only as a transitory state towards majority 
language monolinguaiism. If it is feared that a minority might direct its 
loyalties towards another state, it will be subjected to stronger assimilatory 
pressures (cf. the Tornedalians after 1809, when ‘Finland’ was lost to 
Russia). The peasantry increasingly gains access to education, one of the 
principal means of implementing the new policies (cf. e.g. the popular 
education reform,folkskolestadgan, of 1842).

By now, language issues are increasingly discussed in terms of the 
drawbacks and advantages of different scenarios. Ideas and claims



concerning the problems of linguistic plurality -  for both society and the 
individual -  become more pronounced. In this context, the elite and its 
scholars may provide ‘facts’ and arguments, e.g. via scientific endeavors, to 
that effect. (Cf. the discourse on racial biological issues concerning the 
Saami and the Tornedalians during the 1800s and early 1900s.)

Although assimilationist strategies dominate this era, a certain 
ambivalence may arise. As an alternative control strategy, segregationist 
measures may be used. Separation of groups may prevent them from 
gaining strength and access to the center of power, and as is likely in the 
case of the Saami, economic motives may lie behind such a policy. However, 
in practice, the inherent contradiction between national cohesion and 
separate development can be confusing, as is exemplified by the erratic 
character of the treatment of the Saami in different periods.

3. In the third stage, overt assimilationist pressures may lighten. Once the 
processes of language shift are in motion, the official policies might become 
liberalized. The status quo (and also even earlier conditions) is seen as the 
product of ‘natural processes’, inevitable in the development of modern 
society, possibly “to the benefit for all”. The minority itself is blamed for 
inducing and propagating its language shift (“See, that’s what they 
themselves want!”). However, partly due to conflicts of interest between the 
different groups and classes, coupled with “new” groups gaining more 
power (education and assimilation being a two-edged sword...), alternative 
ideologies emerge, and policies may be affected by them. The authorities 
cease to regard more liberal and pluralistic linguistic rights as detrimental to 
society (perhaps because they are not expected to have any profound 
effects?). Cultural and linguistic pluralism becomes officially advocated. 
However, in practice, the readiness to ensure pluralism is limited, especially 
if pluralism is to be of a more structural character and if it is considered too 
expensive.

At the same time, the former ‘monolingualist’ ideology of language 
lingers on among large segments of the population, including many 
individual teachers, officials and politicians. However, alternative viewpoints 
are more frequently debated, especially in the media, and they attract 
public interest to a much greater degree than earlier. Nevertheless, the basic 
assumptions seem to hold. The connection between language and nation is 
not questioned, and linguistic plurality is problematized and considered too 
costly and even potentially dangerous to a positive development of society 
and individuals. There is little sympathy for allowing minority languages in



the public arena, such as in the media and the educational system. Some 
varieties are assumed to be more ‘suitable’ for Higher domains or abstract 
thought, and the relationship between language and cognitive development 
is perceived as quite straightforward. For instance, certain types of language 
are seen as a sign of underlying cognitive limitations. (Cf. e.g. “the language 
of these children seems indicative of deficits in their conceptual develop
ment”; “these children have no language!”; “swearing is a sign of a small 
vocabulary”, etc.) Major sociopolitical issues are sometimes confused with, 
or reduced to, language problems (cf. e.g. the perceived relationship 
between immigrant adolescent criminality and Swedish language 
learning).65 Language as a problem is repeatedly emphasized, and seen as a 
cause of many different conflicts and difficulties in the management of social 
relations, thus reflecting the anxieties and attitudes of the Self towards the 
Other.66

In conclusion, I would thus claim that although alternative viewpoints 
regarding language matters have become more articulated in recent times, 
and more ‘pluralist’ policies have become officially proclaimed, the 
‘monolingualist’, nationalistic ideology still holds a firm grip on Western 
societies. As mentioned in the beginning, ideologies may be hegemonic, and 
hegemony certainly applies to the ‘monolingualist’ ideology. It is hegemonic 
in the sense that it is dominant and common-sensical, and nowadays it is

65 I would th ink  tha t such reductions of sociopolitical issues to language problem s in part 
may be related to legal circumstances. (Compare also factors such as social inequality and 
the legitim ization of stratification.) N aturally, law is a reflection of ideology and power 
relationships. Sonntag & Pool (1987) point out th a t e.g. in the USA, there are certain forms 
of discrim ination which are prohibited by law, such as discrim ination related to race, 
ethnicity or sex. D iscrim ination on linguistic grounds is, however, not legally regulated. 
This means tha t w hen one tries to rationalize the unequal trea tm en t of languages and 
language varieties, while condem ning racial and ethnic discrim ination, one has to deny the 
obvious link betw een language and the other categories (race, ethnicity). In addition, 
“Denials under siege are explicitly defended. Denials accepted by all are typically im plicit.” 
(1987:62) I would claim th a t the Swedish context is very similar to this. Racial, ethnic and 
to some extent sexual discrim ination is legally condemned, while linguistic discrim ination 
is not. This entails the fact that by reducing some m ajor sociopolitical issues to linguistic 
ones, legal concerns are excluded, and the solution to a complex problem  m ay appear 
simpler and less threatening to segm ents o f the population.

66 For a discussion on language issues as ‘m etaphors’ for socio-cultural group relationships, 
see e.g. Stroud & W ingsted t 1989.



upheld through consent rather than coercion. And it represents and 
the interests of the dominant groups.



Chapter Three

Controversial Language Issues I: 
N aturalization  and  Language 

R equirem ents

This chapter is devoted to the issue of naturalization, i.e. the acquisition of 
citizenship by aliens in a host country. All states pose certain requirements 
for naturalization, some of which may include competence in a specific 
language.

The reason for including the question on citizenship and naturalization 
in the present thesis is twofold. Firstly, citizenship in relation to language is 
an issue which has not received much attention in studies on ideology, 
although it is evidently highly relevant (see further below). Secondly, in the 
large-scale language ideology survey which is accounted for in subsequent 
chapters, items on naturalization and language requirements were included. 
The issue as such is, however, quite complex — the present discussion is 
therefore intended to serve as an explanatory precursor to the survey inves
tigation.

3.1 Introduction

The meanings and practices of citizenship and language requirements carry 
obvious ideological implications. The general problem of naturalization is 
related to broader issues of human (language) rights, changing notions of 
citizenship and hence the question of what is considered as necessary and



sufficient conditions for membership in a state, as well as in a nation. Thus, 
the issue actually touches upon the notion of the nation state and its 
possible continuance, revision or demise in today’s world. According to 
Gérard de Rahm (1990:158), “[d]eciding the rules of citizenship acquisition 
is fundamentally important as it involves questions of political rights as well 
as identity: the composition and membership of the nation state.” The issue 
thus reflects official -  and possibly also covert -  attitudes on what criteria 
ought to be met for a person to be accepted as a full member of a state, 
thus rendered capable of enjoying the rights and fulfilling the obligations 
associated with that. In other words, the question concerns what the 
‘necessary and sufficient conditions’ are for qualifying as a member of a 
state -  and/or a nation. For example, what is the difference between 
qualifying as a Swedish citizen and as a “Swede”? W hat is meant by being 
“Swedish”? Since there is a strong inclination to confound the notion of 
state with the notion of ‘nation’, the issue has a bearing on the discourse on 
Self vs. Other, i.e. the relationship between societal groups, especially in the 
Western hemisphere. (Cf. the discussion of nationalism and the emergence 
of the ideal of the nation state in chapter 1 and 2.)

In these processes, what role does language and language competence 
play? If a person wishes to become a citizen in the new country, is it reason
able or unreasonable to require at least some knowledge of (at least one of) 
the official or majority language(s)? In other words, should language com
petence be a condition for naturalization? If so, what are the arguments 
brought forward? In these respects, the issue may reflect how the question 
of language is utilized -  or functions metaphorically -  in processes of defin
ing membership as well as including or excluding Other from the commu
nity. Further problems concern possible conflicts between official and 
‘popular’ values: Is there a discrepancy between the official ideology -  as 
reflected in the citizenship legislation and praxis -  and the attitudes of 'the 
common man’, or even individual administrators or politicians? And if atti
tudes differ -  what rationales lie behind them?

It is in this context that I find it surprising that linguists have not dealt 
with the question extensively. It should be of interest not only to theoreti
cal sociolinguists concerned with the interplay between language, culture 
and society, but also to linguists of other subdisciplines such as applied 
linguistics: the problem lies not only in whether (and why) a state makes 
linguistic demands on its citizens-to-be and whether such demands could be 
rendered reasonable or not (e.g. from a moral/ethical perspective, or as 
regards general human rights, etc.). The problem lies also in evaluating the



level of language competence required for different functions, as well as the 
problem of validating it. That is, how is language competence tested in this 
context? (For example, are judgements based on an official language test, 
school certificates, credentials from some trustworthy citizen, etc.?) And, is 
it fair to exempt certain people from the requirements, such as dyslectics, 
aphasies, the mentally retarded, illiterates, the elderly, etc.? Consequently, 
a related question concerns whether the requirements are based upon a 
“scientific” consideration of what a functional language competence should 
encompass from the perspective of an individual’s civil, social and political 
participation in society. That is, are the requirements geared towards an 
aim, for example that an individual should be able to meet the rights and 
duties of citizenship in the state in question? Or are they rather (or simulta
neously) of ‘symbolic’ significance, such as evidence that a person is able 
and willing to integrate not only into the state, but also into the nation?

As noted by de Varennes (1996) for example, matters of language and 
citizenship can be a highly sensitive issue, not least in the context of some 
former Soviet states such as Estonia and Latvia. The conditions for granting 
citizenship to the Russian-speaking population in these states is a contro
versial question (see further below), commented on even in the Swedish 
press occasionally. However, in Sweden, the Swedish regulations have not 
been discussed publically very much. Apart from the occasional ‘letter to 
the editor’, the issue does not appear to occur in public discourse. Needless 
to say, this does not mean that it would not be of interest or concern for 
‘the common man’.67 Furthermore, the issue arose a few years ago when 
Statens invandrarverk (the Swedish Immigration Board) suggested that 
Swedish language requirements for naturalization should be reinstated. 
(The former requirements were removed two decades ago.) However, apart 
from such occasional instances, the issue is seldom raised in Sweden. On the 
other hand, it is quite possible that it could become a heated topic in public

67 There are instances o f letters o f the editor which dem onstrate negative attitudes towards 
the alleged “leniency” of current naturalization regulations as regards language (cf. e.g. 
Dagens N yheter of January  19 and 28, 1994.) In addition, I have personally heard people 
complain about such m atters. For example, a few years ago, I overheard a person at a party 
who expressed his firm opinion tha t Swedish regulations were ridiculously lax. Instead, the 
hard rules o f Switzerland (see further below) were held up as an example. It is impossible to 
say to w hat extent such opionions are shared by the m ajority o f people in Sweden, bu t I 
would assume th a t there are quite a num ber o f people who find current Swedish law on 
im m igration and naturalization m uch too generous. This assum ption will be explored in 
chapter 5, i.e. the survey investigation.



discourse: since it touches upon broader sociopolitical and historical-cultural 
aspects of a controversial nature, it may actually constitute an example of a 
‘tacit’, covert component of language ideology, but one which does not 
necessarily comprise an unquestioned consensus.

Before turning in more detail to the problem of language and naturali
zation, it is necessary to develop a framework. In what follows, I will 
account for some basic aspects of the concept of citizenship and citizenship 
acquisition in general.68 This will include some brief examples of naturali
zation requirements in a few countries.

68 For the purpose of clarification, some concepts concerning the status of individuals in 
these contexts, such as “aliens”, “m igrants”, etc., require a brief explanation. The post-w ar 
era has seen a large influx of im m igrants in the W estern  hemisphere. The diversity o f these 
m igrants (regarding e.g. reasons for m igration and formal status in the country of im m i
gration) is considerable, yielding a variety and confusion in the term inology used to denote 
them . Nevertheless, the term  alien (cf. de Rahm 1990:159) may be used for all non-citizens 
in a country (regardless o f the length  of residence or purpose) while the term  migrant 
denotes non-citizen m igrants. (Cf. also Layton-H enry 1990a:5, who defines m igrant as a 
person m oving from one country to another.) A migrant worker is someone who moves 
specifically to find work. Some m igrants gain access to a more secure position and to bene
fits from the com m unity, specifically if they manage to obtain perm anent residence. 
However, they are not equal to citizens in terms of rights and obligations. In several 
countries nowadays, the difference lies prim arly in access to political (rather than e.g. social 
or economic) rights, such as the right to vote in local and national elections. (However, in 
Sweden they are allowed to vote in local bu t not national elections.) There is thus a 
difference in status betw een different kinds of “aliens”, and this has led several researchers 
(am ong them  Tomas H am m ar) to propose a new term  for the category of m igrants who 
enjoy perm anent residence: denizens, i.e. “legal alien residents” (cf. Reinans & H am m ar 
1993: Foreword, p. xiii). As Layton-H enry (1990a: 13) holds, "[t]his new term  is m eant to 
emphasise th a t the traditional sharp distinction between foreigner and citizen has been 
eroded and tha t large num bers o f foreign citizens have established close, intensive, secure 
and long-standing relations w ith their country of residence. They are m em bers o f these 
countries even though they are legally foreigners and have not wished, or may not wish, to 
become naturalised citizens. If  the status o f denizenship became widely recognised it would 
provide an additional alternative to the sharp choice between being a citizen or non-citizen 
of a state (H am m ar, 1990).” Some people are of the opinion th a t the status o f denizens 
should be extended to include full rights, also politically. It is vital for democracy and for a 
harm onious co-existence tha t denizens are treated equally in terms of societal participation, 
etc. In term s o f rights and security for aliens, there is thus a type of scale, ranging from 
very few rights to full rights (including political rights). Layton-H enry (ibid: 14) outlines a 
kind of typology, ranging from illegal entrants or illegal workers, seasonal or tem porary 
workers, workers recruited under bilateral agreements, denizens, and, finally, post-colonial 
workers w ith  citizenship, naturalized citizens and native-born second-generation 
“im m igrants” w ith citizenship, who thus enjoy full rights.



Secondly, the question of language will be brought to the fore. In this 
context, I will touch upon the more ‘moral’ or philosophical/ethical aspects 
of it. Following de Varennes (1996), I will discuss whether language 
competence may be an “unreasonable” and/or “disproportionate” require
ment for citizenship acquisition. In addition, I will speculate on possible 
motivations for differing attitudes towards the matter.

Finally, I will briefly comment on the problem of the contents and 
measurement of language requirements. That is, since language require
ments entail both nominal and operational difficulties, it is important to 
highlight possible problems attached to them. Most significantly, such 
factors seem never to be considered by those who advocate language 
requirements, at least not in the Swedish arena.

3.2 M eanings o f  citizenship

In strict terms, citizenship may be defined as the formal relationship 
between a state and the individual (Jägerskiöld 1986). It is recognized as 
the legally acknowledged membership in a state, basically usually entailing 
the right to enter and reside in the country and to enjoy diplomatic protec
tion when abroad (Hammar 1990:30). Specific rights associated with 
citizenship may vary from state to state, but often include dimensions such 
as the right to protection of the law, freedom of speech, personal security, 
political participation (e.g. by means of voting) and to participate in the 
labor and business markets (cf. Layton-Henry 1990a). Attached to the 
status of being a citizen are, however, also various duties such as demon
strating loyalty to the state when called upon, e.g. participation in military 
enterprises.69

69 An alien (i.e. non-citizen) residing in the country may thus lack such rights and obliga
tions. Earlier, apart from an alien having no right to political participation, m any countries 
had various restrictions on e.g. occupying public offices, the right to form associations and 
to own property as well as having the police m onitor their m ovem ents. Also, political 
neutrality  could be dem anded o f them . Nowadays, such restrictions have been abolished by 
many countries, bu t the right to vote is still very m uch restricted, except for some countries 
such as Sweden, N orway and the N etherlands, where ‘denizens’ (see the above footnote) 
m ay vote in elections at the local level (Layton-Henry 1990b: 190). However, in  e.g. 
Switzerland and G erm any (characterized as ‘protectionistic’ in term s of naturalization 
policies, etc., see below), the extension of rights to denizens has not gone very far, and 
Layton-H enry suggests tha t this may because these particular two countries are “less secure 
about their national identity” (cf. ibid: 192 for explications o f this claim).



The question of citizenship and citizenship acquisition has become more 
complex as to what it symbolizes and what it actually entails in practice. 
Modern times have seen changing notions in the meanings of citizenship, in 
both formal as well as more extended respects, for instance the socio
cultural. The question has turned more problematic, particularly due to the 
development of democracy and the welfare state (cf. Hammar 1990; de 
Rahm 1990). Complete equality in terms of basic rights and obligations in 
society is closely tied to citizenship, and the emergence of the welfare state 
has increased its importance to the individual: the advantages of being a 
member of a particular state may be considerable if this is a condition for 
enjoying all the services which are offered by the welfare system. Conse
quently, the modern individual has another attachment and involvement 
with state authorities than earlier -  the individual is dependent on public 
services to be able to cope with his/her daily life as well as general life pros
pects and welfare. (That is, it may concern aspects such as those of housing, 
work, reproduction, education, etc.) The state thus offers protection and 
services to an extent not seen in earlier eras. (For example, for an 18th 
century farmer, it did not matter much what state he belonged to in order 
to manage his daily existence.) Furthermore, because of increased opportu
nities for political influence for all members of society (e.g. voting rights and 
possibilités of electing one’s leaders), it becomes more important that the 
state can determine exactly who should obtain those rights, i.e. who is a 
citizen or not. In former times, it was not the ‘citizenship’ (attachment to a 
certain territory or sovereign) that determined an individual’s prospects of 
political participation.

3.2.1 The notion of citizenship : historical aspects

Citizenship as we normally regard it is a relatively recent phenomenon. 
Nowadays, in a time when we expect most matters to be explicitly regu
lated in judicial terms, it may be difficult to envisage other forms of organi
zation for human communities. Perhaps we take it for granted that the 
world should be divided into sovereign, autonomuos states with defined 
territorial borders, and we expect clearcut delineations of citizenship, i.e. of 
formal belongingness/membership in one or another state.

However, as Hammar (1990) writes:

M odern citizenship is only about 200 years old. It em erged after the Revolution in
France and the Napoleonic wars, at the tim e when constitutional states were estab
lished in Europe, and when nationalism started to  become one of the m ajor social



m ovem ents o f our time. The new concept o f citizenship was accepted both  in  states 
where one nation and language dom inated, and in states where there were several 
nations and languages. I t reflected in some states traditional religious institutions, 
and in other states an  ongoing secularization of public life and som etimes also a 
separation o f church from state. The various combinations o f citizenship and 
nationalism and the different chronological order in which they attained signifi
cance, have had effects o f long duration on citizenship and nationality legislation in 
Europe, effects th a t have lasted into the late 1980s. (H am m ar 1990:46)

Prior to this, individuals were involved in a relationship of a rather more 
personal character, namely that of being a subject to one particular sover
eign, e.g. a king or a duke, or also even a free city (ibid:47). Such an 
attachment was thus more of a specific and locally based relationship as 
compared to the more abstract and apersonal relation to a state which char
acterizes the modern ‘citizen’. While the subjects would expect the sover
eign to uphold the peace and offer protection, they were obliged to demon
strate allegiance to the sovereign, e.g. to obey, be loyal, pay taxes, etc. 
Although the division of power in this relationship could vary, it was the 
sovereign who decided who were his subjects (mainly according to the terri- 
torial/'soli’ principle, cf. below). However, one should bear in mind that 
these were the times when territorial borders between states or sovereign
ties could be rather fuzzy. Such an indistinctness also applied to decisions 
about exactly who were the subjects of a certain sovereign.

Thus, in the beginning of the 1800s, this order of things began to 
change. The new type of ‘state’ which was emerging entailed that the 
attachment to this entity developed into something of a more general and 
abstract relationship to the state itself (ibid:53). Modern citizenship legisla
tion regulates distinctly the conditions for membership of a clearly defined 
political entity -  the autonomous state. Even if such legislation does not 
specify all possible rights associated with citizenship, the requirements for 
acquiring or losing it is clearly defined (ibid:47).

Nevertheless, although the modern notion of citizenship began to 
emerge from approximately the beginning of the 19th century, it is the 
20th century which has seen considerable changes in what it may mean for 
the individual. Along with the development of democracy and political 
rights, increasing social benefits within the system of the welfare-state, as 
well as the restrictions of migration (after the First World War, cf. 
ibid:42ff), the significance of citizenship has increased considerably.



3.2.2 The notion of citizenship: state and nation

Another aspect of citizenship concerns its connection to the state in relation 
to the ‘nation’. As Layton-Henry (1990b: 186) points out, the notion of the 
nation state in Western Europe has been challenged in recent years, partly 
due to the extensive post-war immigration -  turning the traditional nation 
states (in which the ‘mono-national’ sense of community has been consid
ered the “natural" fundamental principle for sovereign statehood) into more 
differentiated, truly multi-national societies. Another cause for questioning 
the traditional ideology of the nation state is the emergence of serious 
supra-national constellations, such as the Nordic Union and the European 
Community. This evidently renders the issue of citizenship (as membership 
of a state and/or of a nation) much more problematic. And related to this is 
the problem of upholding democratic principles and values, as many of the 
permanently settled immigrants (cf. ‘denizens’) are excluded from the 
sphere of political participation.70

Earlier, the relationship between citizenship and national identity -  and 
hence perceived national unity -  was evidently more straightforward.

70 Obviously, this poses a democratic dilemma: Is it reasonable to expect im m i
grants/denizens to have to naturalize to enjoy political rights in the state in which they 
reside perm anently? (Consider also the requirem ents and m onetary costs tha t some states 
pu t on naturalization procedures.) As Layton-H enry formulates it: “The democratic precept 
‘N o taxation w ithout representation’ did not apply to them . The precept for foreign citizens 
was ‘N o representation w ithout naturalisation’.” (1990b: 189). In addition, w hat will this 
m ean for the relationship and sense of ‘com m unity’ between im m igrants and non
im m igrants in the future to come, if millions o f perm anent settlers are actually alienated 
from a fundam ental part o f society? Layton-H enry warns us of a possibly very dark future 
developm ent when he holds tha t “[u]nless strong and positive steps are taken to suppress 
racism and to accept the fact tha t denizens are members of W est European states and have 
the right to be treated as full and equal members o f their countries o f residence, then  there 
is the danger th a t an alienated, disenfranchised m inority will be created. This is particularly 
true for the second generation born and bred in W estern  Europe. If such positive initiatives 
are not taken, the the inner-city riots in Britain m ight be a foretaste o f greater uprisings in 
the future throughout W estern  Europe.” (ibid: 195) Layton-H enry suggests that we should 
allow an extension of the rights associated w ith  denizenship which corresponds to the 
political rights o f citizenship, we should accept dual citizenship, facilitate naturalization 
procedures, give those born or educated in the country autom atic right to citizenship if 
they wish it. However, one problem  concerns the attitudes o f the m ajority population. 
They m ay th ink  tha t there m ust be limits to how far we can go in g ranting  im m igrants 
various rights, if the im m igrants in turn  will not have to show “positive com m itm ent to 
their new country of residence through naturalisation.” (ibid: 194).



Citizenship [...] im plied a sense of m utual solidarity not only betw een citizens bu t 
also between the governors and the governed, because of this com m on m em bership 
o f the national com m unity. In democracies, national unity and the legitim acy of the 
rulers were reinforced by citizen participation in elections. The relationship between 
the state and the citizens was seen as reciprocal, and this reciprocity has been 
strengthened by the rise of the m odern welfare state. (Layton-Henry 1990b: 186-7).

Furthermore, in earlier days (before WWI), passport laws and migration 
was much less regulated. That is, immigration was more or less free, but as 
we know, it is now strictly regulated in First World countries. This means 
that “{i]n recent times, citizenship has grown in importance as the world 
has become more dominated by sovereign states.” And in such a situation, 
“to be without citizenship or stateless is to be in a nightmare situation 
without the right to permanent residence, work or sustenance and entirely 
at the mercy of arbitrary authority.” (ibid: 187).

As for what citizenship means from a more symbolic or ideological 
aspect, the tendency of confounding membership in a state with member
ship in a nation constitutes a complicated problem.

Even if citizenship in a legal sense implies m em bership of the state, it is often 
viewed to be just as m uch m em bership of a nation, especially in states where nation 
and state largely coincide. [...] As the claim of m ost nation states is th a t there is a 
congruence betw een state and nation, m em bership in one is taken to m ean m em 
bership in the other as well. (H am m ar 1990:37)

Thus, the formal relationship (often specified in terms of rights and obliga
tions) between an individual and the state may be mixed up with the more 
complex and fuzzy relationship that national “belongingness’Vattachment 
may entail. W hat is, then, a nation? As Hammar (ibid) holds, the notion is 
notoriuosly difficult to define clearly and unambiguosly. Included in the 
notion are often criteria pertaining to e.g. a common history and descent, 
claims on a certain territory, cultural traits such as language, customs and 
values, reproductive patterns (including socialization patterns and kinship 
organization), religion and sometimes also ‘race’ or physical characteristics. 
An important dimension is also the subjective conceptions of belonging
ness: It may be the feelings of attachment and solidarity which constitute 
the core o f ‘nationhood’, and such perceptions may be the most vital factor, 
more or less irrespective of different ‘objective’ features such as those 
mentioned above. Thus, definitions o f ‘nation’ resembles attempts at defin
ing ‘ethnicity’.



Consequently, this complicates the question of naturalization. W hat is 
expected of a naturalized citizen in terms of ‘attachment’ to not only the 
state, but also to the nation? And how will the naturalized ‘alien’ be viewed 
by the nationals by descent? To put it crudely: Will we really let him in, 
and acknowledge him as truly “one of us”? In other words, there is a certain 
paradox in this process, as is so often the case with majority-minority 
relationships. The majority may wish for -  and even demand — complete 
assimilation of the minority, but is simultaneously reluctant to accept 
aspiring ‘nationals’ as full members of the nation. (For example as “a 
proper/real Swede”.) This reluctance has, I believe, in part to do with the 
preoccupation of ‘blood’, or heritage, that seems to be a fundamental 
feature of many ‘nationalisms’. That is, what is emphasized is historical 
descent rather than the contemporary ‘objective’ characteristics which 
differentiate one nation from another. Consequently, ‘blood’ (compare ‘jus 
sanguinis’ below) overrides ‘soil’ (‘jus soli’). (Hammar, 1990:38f, approaches 
this question by pointing out the differences in obstacles that the first 
generation of immigrants may meet when aspiring to membership of the 
nation of the host country, as compared to the second generation of immi
grants. The latter is more likely to be accepted as ‘nationals’, in that they 
are born and educated in the new country and is more likely to master its 
language and culture fully, and perhaps also more strongly identify them
selves with this nation -  sometimes including even dissociating themselves 
from their original national heritage, i.e. that of their parents.)

As already mentioned, all countries allow naturalization. In some states, 
there appears to be a significant striving to encourage immigrants to natu
ralize. A reason may be that

[s]everal countries w ant to avoid a long term  situation in which a large part o f their 
population are denizens or resident non-citizens. They w ant to achieve a gradual 
long term  integration of im m igrants and they see naturalisation as the term inal of 
this long journey. The traditional prohibition of o f dual citizenship has become an 
im pedim ent to this developm ent.71 (Reinans & H am m ar 1993:24-5).

In other words, unless a pronounced guest worker policy is advocated, 
many states regard naturalization as a symbolic act of integration for those 
who reside permanently in the country.

The problem s and advantages o f dual citizenship are a m atter o f debate, some countries 
allow it, and some do not.



W hat, then, is possibly required of an immigrant who wishes to natural
ize? The following section will account for fundamental distinctions of 
citizenship acquisition and some examples of typical requirements, focusing 
primarily on European countries.

3.3 Acquisition o f  citizenship: basic distinctions, and legislation in 
different countries

All autonomous states in the world have citizenship legislations where the 
conditions for citizienship are specified, i.e. who will be regarded as a citizen 
from birth. Every state also regards naturalization as an option (Hammar 
1990). According to international law, every individual has the right to 
belongingness to a state in the form of citizenship (Jägerskiöld 1986:146). 
However, the individual has no absolute right to change citizenship, since 
this is totally at the discretion of the authorities in the country in 
question.72

Thus, every state has the right to decide who is to be recognized as a 
member of that state (Reinans & Hammar 1993:1), and the requirements 
for it may vary from state to state, as is the case with different countries in 
Europe. While most individuals in the world acquire their citizenship at 
birth and remain so for the rest of their lives, a growing number of people 
change (or add one more) citizenship as adults. In spite of the differences in 
legislation between different countries, there are a few fundamental princi
ples and distinctions underlying them.

As regards attribution of citizenship at birth, there are two basic princi
ples, which may be applied in various combinations: jus soli (or ¿us soli) and 
jus sanguinis. These principles emphasize either territorially based member

72 Allowing for a possible m isinterpretation on m y part, it appears th a t naturalization is 
not regarded as a fundam ental hum an right. However, as stated above, from an in terna
tional hum an rights perspective, every person is entitled to one citizenship, bu t the acquisi
tion of another one is subject to conditions which the specific state is entirely at liberty to 
decide on. (Cf. de Rahm 1990:159: “Moreover, there is generally no right to change 
citizenship. The granting  o f citizenship is entirely at the discretion of the nation state, 
according to international law (the H ague Convention of 12 April 1930).") Therefore, we 
see a considerable variation in naturalization requirem ents for different states, even w ithin 
Europe. In addition, there is consequently a certain disagreem ent on how international law 
m igh t be applied in debates on the justness and reasonability o f such requirem ents. For 
example, some people hold tha t certain general international conventions could be applied, 
e.g. antidiscrim ination statutes. Cf. de Varennes (1996) below on the ethical and judicial 
aspects o f language requirem ents.



ship or membership based on ‘blood’, i.e. descent. Jus soli means that the 
place of birth is decisive for citizenship. That is, if you are born within the 
territory of a certain state, you are regarded as a citizen of it. Although 
most states actually mix these two principles in various ways, it is possible 
to discern some general trends in the biases towards one or the other. For 
example has jus soli traditionally dominated in e.g. the United Kingdom 
and the USA, and to varying degrees also in e.g. France, Belgium and the 
Netherlands (Reinans & Hammar 1993:2).

The hereditary principle, jus sanguinis, focuses descent rather than birth 
place as the prime condition for membership in a state. If you descend from 
citizens, you automatically acquire the same citizenship, irrespective of your 
place of birth. (Typically, you acquire the citizenship of your father, or 
sometimes of your mother.) This principle has dominated in countries such 
as Sweden, Germany and Switzerland (see further below). Thus, as 
concluded by de Rahm (1990):

O ne could argue tha t jus soli gives pre-eminence to the territorial dim ension in the 
definition of the nation state and jus sanguinis to the population dimension. Consid
ered historically, jus soli was a feudal and monarchical rule, which stated tha t those 
born in the territory of a lord or a king were his subjects. The contrary tradition, 
tha t of the republican nation states, sought their basic legitimacy in the national 
com m unity: citizenship according to jus sanguinis means hereditary m em bership of 
this co m m u n ity U  (de Rahm 1990:159)

For adults’ acquisition of citizenship (which thus involves changing 
citizenship since most countries normally require that one must give up the 
earlier one, to avoid dual citizenship), there are different possibilities:

25 Thus, historically, jus soli arouse from feudal law, where one principle was th a t it is the 
place of b irth  th a t determ ines a “troskapsförhållande” [a relationship of loyalty] between 
subject and sovereign (Jägersköld 1986). This principle was superseded by the principle of 
jus sanguinis during the 19th century, which entailed tha t it was a m atte r o f “blood”, (i.e. 
the citizenship of one’s parents), irrespective of residence. This hereditary principle was later 
to become established foremost on the European continent, such as in France, bu t not in 
England and its colonies, or the US. The principle was supported by the ideology of the 
French revolution, which “skapade en känsla av sam hörighet, broderskap och nationalism. I 
Sverige motiverade 1851 års konstitutionsutskott a tt vi godtagit principen m ed ‘en högre, 
m ed blodförvantskapen i naturen grundande ordning, och samhällenas självbestånd m era 
övertygande åsikt’.” (Jägerskiöld 1986:144). T hat is, the ideology “created a feeling of 
affinity, brotherhood and nationalism ”, and the standing com m ittee on the constitution of 
1851 m otivated the adoption of the ‘sanguinis’ principle w ith claims of it being in line w ith 
a higher order of nature, as it were.



Citizenship may be either automatic, or by means of registration, or by 
naturalization (cf. Reinans & Hammar 1993:2f; de Rahm 1990:160):

Automatic. Citizenship is acquired automatically, without the individual 
having to actively apply for or request it. The individual may not even be 
notified, and it may even be impossible to abstain from it (as can be the 
case when national borders change, such as when annexation takes place, 
etc.). For example, a child born in France whose parents (one or both) were 
themselves born in France (even if not French citizens) receive French 
citizenship automatically. (If both parents were born abroad, the child 
acquires citizenship automatically at majority if he/she has no serious 
criminal record.) It is however possible to refuse such an automatic attribu
tion, but very few do.

Registration. Citizenship acquisition by registration resembles the above 
procedure, the main difference being that the individual actively has to take 
the initiative to register as a citizen. Registration is a matter of individual 
choice, and of right, pending on certain conditions. For example in Sweden, 
Nordic citizens who have resided in the country for at least five years may 
register as citizens only by notifying the authorities. It is their absolute 
right to acquire Swedish citizenship. Registration is an option also for 
persons born in Sweden although of foreign descent, i.e. when both parents 
are foreign citizens. Germany applies the principle of ‘blood’ as regards 
registration: persons of ethnic German descent, notably from earlier 
German territories such as parts of Eastern Europe, have the right to claim 
German citizenship. Thus, while registration is a matter of right for an 
individual, the process of naturalization usually is not, but at the discretion 
of the authorities:

Naturalization. For those who do not qualify for registration or automatic 
acquisition of citizenship, naturalization may be an option. As far as I 
know, naturalization is possible in all states, but the qualifications for 
applying for it vary considerably, usually including a minimum length of 
residence and some sort of good conduct’ requirement. Some countries also 
require evidence of ‘integration’ as well as language competence. In 
addition, certain countries require the individual to pledge an oath of 
loyalty to the new country.

Examples of the naturalization requirements of certain First World 
countries are presented in the following section.



3.3.1 Examples of general requirements

Differences in naturalization requirements may be exemplified by a 
condensed account of the rules in a number of countries. (Unless otherwise 
stated, the following is based on de Rahm’s, 1990, comparison of seven 
West European countries: Sweden, Germany, Britain, France, the Nether- 
land, Belgium and Switzerland. Additional information is primarily taken 
from Lundvall, 1984. Table 2 is an adaptation and simplification of tables
8.2 and 8.4 plus information in the running text of de Rahm 1990:16Iff. 
The table will be briefly commented on below, focusing primarily on the 
question of language.)

Obviously, there is some variation in the naturalization qualifications in 
the different countries. The residence requirement is relatively modest in 
Sweden, Britain, France and the Netherlands, while about twice as long in 
Germany, Belgium and Switzerland. However, as for the criteria of ‘good 
conduct’, the differences seem small. According to de Rahm (1990:174), 
‘good conduct’ usually is defined as absence of criminal convictions. For 
example in Sweden, ‘good conduct’ (“hederlig vandel”) means principally 
that “sökanden under senare år inte bör ha begått brott eller visat ovilja att 
fullgöra sina skyldigheter, t.ex. skyldighet att betala skatt eller underhåll. 
Dispens från detta krav kan ges t.ex. om vederbörande har vistats mycket 
lång tid i Sverige eller tidigare varit svensk medborgare.” (DsA 1986:33). 
That is, the applicant should not recently have committed crimes or failed 
to fulfill certain obligations, e.g. to pay taxes or allimony, but dispensation 
may be given to those who have been resident a very long time or been 
Swedish citizens before . Most often, countries also require some kind of 
“positive commitment” or loyalty to the new country, for example what is 
expressed under the headings ‘integration’ and ‘language’ in Table 2. While 
Sweden for example does not require any tokens of integration, neither 
socioculturally nor linguistically, countries like Germany and Switzerland 
demand proof of integration (or even assimilation) and “positive commit
ment” to society. (Unfortunately, none of the references that I have 
consulted discuss the question of how the various qualifications are actually 
examined or substantiated explicitly. That is, exactly how an individual is 
expected to prove matters such as sufficient ‘integration’ and language 
competence is actually not commented upon at all.)

Such differences in requirements for naturalization, together with other 
factors such as the fees (for the individual) and the administrative proce
dures for it, have led some researchers to distinguish two types of naturali
zation policies: liberal vs. protectionistic (cf. Reinans & Hammar 1993:5; de



Table 2: Requirements for naturalization in seven European countries.

Country Residence
(normally)*

'Good conduct’ ‘Integration’ Language competence

Sweden 5 years No recent or seri
ous criminal con
viction

None required None required

Germany 10 years No convictions, 
impeccable living, 
own accommo
dation, maintain
ing one’s family

Positive orientation 
towards Germany and 
loyalty to democracy, 
knowledge of FRG's 
political system

Mastery of German, 
spoken and written

Britain 3-5 years No serious convic
tions (‘of good 
character’)

Oath of loyalty to the 
Crown, intention to 
reside principally in UK

Sufficient knowledge 
of English, Welsh, or 
Scottish Gaelic

France 5 years No serious convic
tions, ‘good behav
ior’

None (However, ibid: 
165 states that assimila
tion to the French com
munity is required, inch 
language knowledge

Sufficient knowledge 
of French (Lundvall 
1984)

Nether
lands

5 years Absence of regis
tered convictions

Minimal solidarity/ 
integration with society

Ability to converse in 
simple Dutch

Belgium 10 years 
(for full 
naturali
zation)

Good morality Will to integrate Not specified

Switzer
land

12 years 
(additional 
require
ments pos
sible from 
cantones or 
communes)

‘Aptitude for natu
ralisation’ (ibid: 168), 
good character.
(Also variable in 
different cantons)

Good integration, ap
proval of Swiss political 
institutions and way of 
life. (Cantons can make 
additional conditions.)

Variable

Special conditions may hold: Requirements may be relaxed under certain conditions, e.g. for 
persons married to citizens, born in the country, refugees, etc. In Sweden, the residence 
requirements for Nordic citizens is 2 years, for refugees 4 years and for spouses 4 years.

Rahm 1990:177). Liberal policies, which we find in e.g. Sweden, Britain 
and France, aim at encouraging naturalization by keeping the fees low, the 
procedures simple and the conditions modest. Sweden appears to stand out



Table 3: Requirements for naturalization in eight countries (based on Lundvall 
1984)

Country Residence
(normally)

‘Good conduct’ ‘Integration’ Language competence

Denmark 7 years No recent or seri
ous criminal 
conviction

(not specified)* As a rule, knowledge in 
Danish sufficient to 
cope in Danish society

Finland 5 years “Good conduct”, 
secured family 
income.

(not specified)* Knowledge of Finnish or 
Swedish (according to 
practice)

Iceland 10 years (not specified)* (not specified)* Knowledge of Icelandic

Norway 7 years “Good conduct”, 
ability to main
tain one’s family

(not specified)* (not specified)*

Australia 3 years “Good conduct” Knowledge of rights 
and duties associated 
with Australian citizen
ship

Sufficient knowledge of 
English

Canada 3 years (not specified)* Knowledge of Canadian 
conditions

Sufficient knowledge of 
English or French

New
Zealand

3 years "Good conduct” Knowledge of rights and 
duties associated with NZ 
citizenship

Knowledge of English

USA 5 years “Good conduct” Certain knowledge of the 
constitution of the USA, 
etc.

Knowledge of English

* The requirement is not specified in Lundvall 1984:77

as the most liberal, in that neither integration, ‘loyalty’, nor language 
knowledge is required. At the other end of the scale we find countries like 
Germany and Switzerland with a ‘protectionistic’ naturalization policy. 
Individuals may have to pay high fees and are required to undergo 
thorough examinations by the authorities to prove their degree of integra
tion and language skills. In addition, there is no facilitation of requirements 
for descendants of migrants, even if they are born and raised in the country.



They must submit to the same complex naturalization procedures as anyone 
else, thus being put on a par with first generation immigrants.

To the above may be added some condensed information about a 
number of additional First World countries, as shown in Table 3. (Table 3 
is an interpretation of information in Lundvall 1984 (my translation), with 
reservations for possible legislative changes more recently.)

3.3-2 The language requirements

As for language requirements, it seems that only Sweden and Belgium lack 
such conditions, while the other countries in the account above require at 
least some functional competence in (one of) the official or national 
language(s). However, also in this case, it is difficult to interpret what the 
succinctly formulated requirements actually mean in practice and how they 
are substantiated. While Germany, for example, specifies that language 
competence should include both spoken and written mastery of German, 
other countries require “sufficient” knowledge of the language, whatever 
that means.

I would, however, like to point out that one should also consider 
possible differences between rights and obligations de jure, or according to 
practice, or de facto. For example, in the citizenship legislation of Sweden, 
there has never been an absolute requirement that language competence 
would be a condition for naturalization. However, at least in the post-war 
period, procedural practice included a check on the applicant’s knowledge 
of Swedish. This usually meant that the applicant would present some sort 
of certificate or testimonial on his language competence written by e.g. a 
teacher or a priest, or that the police, when the application was submitted, 
would talk with the applicant and write a recommendation to that effect. 
But since this order of things resulted in a lot of careless and slipshod 
“certificates” being produced, Statens invandrarverk [the Swedish Immi
gration Board] later abandoned this practice altogether. (Prof. Tomas 
Hammar, personal communication.)

However, a few years ago, Statens invandrarverk actually suggested that 
a language requirement ought to be reinstated. In addition, in the recent 
final report of Invandrarpolitiska kommittén, a governmental committe on 
immigrant policies, the language question is invoked (English translation 
immediately below):

I flertalet länder anses det önskvärt a tt den som söker och beviljas m edborgarskap
också har elem entära kunskaper om sitt nya hem land inklusive dess språk.



K unskaperna i det nya hem landets språk brukar dokum enteras m ed intyg eller 
betyg. I Sverige fordras inga kunskaper i svenska för a tt bli svensk medborgare. 
D enna fråga diskuteras ibland i den offentliga debatten. Tidigare ingick e tt språk
intyg som obligatorisk bilaga till ansökningform uläret. O m  den sökande inte 
behärskade svenska kunde personen i fråga få gå i svenskutbildning. K unskaper i 
svenska var dock inget krav, ansökan om svenskt m edborgarskap kunde inte avslås 
på g rund  av a tt kunskaper i svenska saknades. Språkintyget togs bort i början av 
1980-talet. För a tt bli svensk medborgare fordras således i dag inga kunskaper i 
svenska språket eller om det samhälle m an lever i. Sam tidigt är kunskaper i svenska 
viktiga för a tt m an ska kunna integreras i det svenska sam hället och känna till sina 
rättigheter och skyldigheter. E nligt Statens invandrarverk är d e t rim ligt a tt för 
svenskt m edborgarskap kräva vissa kunskaper i landets språk, e tt krav som finns i 
de flesta andra länder. Förslag a tt godkänd sfi-nivå skall vara e tt krav för a tt f l  bli 
svensk m edborgare har också framförts bl.a. från lärarhåll. K om m ittén har 
diskuterat frågan m en återkom m er inte m ed förslag om a tt ändra den nuvarande 
ordningen. (SOU 1996:197)74

[In m any countries it  is seen as desirable th a t a person who applies for and is 
granted  citizenship also has elem entary knowledge about his or her new country, 
including its language. This knowledge of the new country’s language is usually 
docum ented w ith certification or course results. In Sweden no knowledge of 
Swedish is required in order to become a Swedish citizen. This question is some
times discussed in the public debate. Earlier, certification of language proficiency 
was a compulsory supplem ent to the application form. If the applicant was not 
proficient in Swedish, the person in question could make a request to a ttend 
Swedish classes. Knowledge o f Swedish was, nevertheless, not a requirem ent; an 
application for Swedish citizenship could not be rejected because the applicant did 
not know Swedish. Proficiency certification was abolished in the beginning of the 
1980s. Thus, the process of becoming a Swedish citizen today requires knowledge 
neither o f the Swedish language nor o f the society in which one lives. A t the same 
tim e knowledge of Swedish is im portant if one is going to be able to integrate into 
the Swedish society and be aware o f one’s rights and obligations. According to the 
Swedish Im m igration Board [Statens invandrarverk], it is reasonable tha t Swedish 
citizenship should require a certain knowledge of the country’s language, a 
requirem ent th a t exists in m ost other countries.The suggestion tha t a pass m ark in 
Swedish for Im m igrants [an introductory course in Swedish as a second language] 
should be a requirem ent for Swedish citizenship has also been advocated by

74 It is interesting to note tha t the quoted passage is the only part o f the 511 page report 
where the issue of language requirem ents is discussed. In addition, in three other, earlier 
governm ental reports on various aspects of citizenship and naturalization in Sweden, the 
question is only m entioned in one of them , merely stating (in two sentences) tha t Swedish 
legislation used to include a language requirem ent. A lthough these reports are not aim ed at 
focusing on language issues per se, it is ideologically relevant to observe tha t the language 
question receives so little attention  in Sweden, even in official reports.



teachers, am ong others. The Com m ittee has discussed the question bu t is not
suggesting a change in the current procedure.]

Consequently, the issue has been raised, but the committe chose to abstain 
from any recommendations. However, the quote indicates a positive 
approach to a reinstatement, and the argumentation seems to lean towards 
a ‘rationalistic’ motivation for it. That is, language proficiency is deemed 
important for ‘pragmatic-instrumental’ reasons, i.e. that the individual is to 
be able to cope well in modern society. The question of how language 
requirements might be motivated will be explored below, especially in the 
concluding section. In what follows, the justification of language require
ments will be discussed from a rather more judicial perspective, namely in 
terms of general human rights and international conventions.

3.4 Language requirements: judicial and ethical aspects

As mentioned above, there has been surprisingly little research into the 
question of citizenship and language. An exception to this is, however, 
Fernand de Varennes’ discussion of such matters. In his extensive book 
(1996) on language and human rights, a subchapter is devoted to the 
problem of language requirements in citizenship acquisition and its relation 
to general fundamental human rights, as established by the international 
community (ibid:236-47). The general purpose of the book is to investigate 
how well-established human rights may be used to protect linguistic rights, 
notably concerning minority issues. As pointed out by de Varennes, 
“human rights are not and have never been concerned with safeguarding 
languages. Their very raison d ’etre is the treatment of human beings at the 
hands of the state authorities, of providing safeguards against certain types 
of conduct deemed unacceptable.” (ibid:275) However, de Varennes 
attempts to show how certain human rights may actually be called upon in 
evaluating the linguistic policies that the authorities subject people to. 
Specifically, the general human rights brought forward by the author are 
freedom of expression, the right to non-discrimination on the ground of language, and 
the right of individuals belonging to linguistic minorités to use their language with 
other members of their groups.

In what follows, I will refer to parts of de Varennes’ lines of reasoning 
regarding the issue of language and naturalization. It will serve the purpose 
of exemplifying the complexity of the issue and will reflect how it may be 
viewed in the context of international law and human rights, i.e. from a 
judicial and ethical perspective. As mentioned above, although the issue has



not received much attention in Sweden, it constitutes a recognized and 
complicated problem within certain contexts of the international commu
nity.

3.4.1 Are language requirements discriminatory?

As regards naturalization, de Varen nes notes that language requirements 
are a relatively common practice in the countries of the world, but they are 
nevertheless sometimes hotly debated and tend to raise sensitive issues, not 
least in the context of states formerly belonging to the Soviet Union. 
Although jurists do not consider the right to a certain citizenship a “right” 
in the technical sense, such as a fundamental human right, de Varennes 
holds that

once a governm ent decides to g ran t citizenship to individuals, it m ust abide by 
hum an rights principles [such as ‘non-discrim ination’]: a “W hite-only” citizenship 
policy w ould clearly be in breach of the prohibition of discrim ination. T hough 
citizenship is clearly a prerogative o f the state in the sense th a t the state is not 
obligated to g ran t it to anyone, once it has initiated a naturalisation process it m ust 
respect the hum an right to equality and non-discrimination in its policies. 
(ibid:237-8).75

Thus, any governmental measure must be evaluated in terms of the 
consequences it may have concerning possible discrimination or unfair 
treatment of the individual, and examined as to whether it can be deemed 
reasonable and proportionate when considering various factors such as the 
sociolinguistic ecology, demography, history, etc. of the country in 
question.

[T]he requirem ent o f a degree of fluency in an official or m ajority language consti
tutes a distinction or preference tha t will have the effect of not allowing all people 
to enjoy, on an equal footing, the benefits or acquisition of citizenship. Since not 
everyone speaks the official or majority language fluently, in the same way as not 
everyone shares the same religion or is of the same colour, some people are not 
being treated on an equal footing when the law favours a specific race, religion or

75 I would however like to add that, as was stated in a footnote above, the international 
com m unity does seem to regard citizenship as a m atter of right in the sense tha t an 
individual has the right to one citizenship (cf. Jägerskiöld 1986:146), bu t tha t it is up to a 
certain state to decide exactly who are and who are not mem bers o f it. T hat is, w hen it 
comes to naturalization, or other forms of changing citizenship, an autonom ous state cannot 
be forced to g ran t citizenship to aliens who reside w ithin its borders.



language. Any “W hite-only”, “Christian-only”, or “English-only” state policy, be it 
in public education, em ploym ent practices or naturalisation decisions, m ust be 
assessed as to its reasonability and proportionality in the balancing act o f individual 
and societal rights, obligations and interests. (ibid:239).

For example, the language requirement for naturalization in the United 
States includes English literacy skills76 (which are also a requirement for 
admission/immigration to the USA). Some commentators are of the opinion 
that this is unreasonable, at least concerning speakers of Spanish; Spanish 
has been spoken in America even longer than English and is a truly indige
nous minority language with millions of inhabitants using it widely. 
According to de Varennes, in the light of such sociolinguistic circumstances, 
it would be more proportionate and reasonable to require linguistic skills in 
English or Spanish, as an acknowledgement of the factual language ecology 
as well as the sociocultural history of the country. Some countries, such as 
the United Kingdom, does indeed acknowledge the status of the indigenous 
minority languages in the citizenship legislation. In the UK, knowledge is 
required in either English, Welsh or Scottish Gaelic, in spite of the fact that 
the number of actual LI speakers of Gaelic is only approximately one 
percent. Similarly, in Switzerland, Italian may be sufficient for naturaliza
tion, and in Canada, competence in either French or English is required 
(ibid:241-2). I would like to point out, however, that these languages have 
either official or at least ‘national’ status. Fernand de Varennes does not 
address the issue of whether it would be reasonable to allow certain other 
languages to qualify, such as a more or less established, widely spoken 
immigrant language.

Another example of the problem of language requirements concerns the 
naturalization legislation of Costa Rica which was examined by the Inter- 
American Court of Human Rights in 1984. The requirement that an appli
cant is able to speak, write and read Spanish was evaluated by the judges of 
the courts from a human rights perspective, and the majority of these

76 Cf. de W itte  (1985:86-87, quoted in de Varennes 1996:237, footnote 188): “Such 
conditions [i.e. language requirem ents for naturalization] exist in m any Third W orld , but 
also in some W estern  countries. In  the U nited States, section 304 of the N ationality  Act 
holds that: ‘N o person...shall be naturalised as a citizen of the U nited States upon his own 
petition  who cannot dem onstrate: (1) an understanding of the English language, including 
an ability to  read, write and speak words in ordinary usage in the English language...’ 
Article 69 o f the Cock de la Nationalité française also holds th a t ‘no one can be naturalised if 
he does not justify his assimilation to the French com m unity, notably by sufficient know l
edge, depending on his condition, of the French language.’ ”



judges concluded that although language requirements could in some 
circumstances be judged discriminatory, since they de facto result in 
treating individuals differently, states have a right to impose requirements 
which are appropriate from a sociocultural and historical perspective, i.e. 
when considering the history and contemporary social and cultural compo
sition of that state. The Costa Rican requirements (plus its condition that 
the applicant is to pass an examination on the history and cultural values of 
the country) was rendered reasonable and proportionate:

These conditions can be deemed, prima facie, to fall w ithin the m argin of apprecia
tion reserved to the state as far as concerns the enactm ent and assessment o f the 
requirem ents designed to ensure the existence of real and effective links upon which 
to base the acquisition of the new nationality. So viewed, it cannot be said to be 
unreasonable or unjustified to require proof of the ability to com m unicate in the 
language of the country or, although this is less clear, to require the applicant to 
“speak, w rite and read” the language. (Case N o. O C-4/84, quoted  in de Varennes 
1993:240-1)

However, one of the judges was partly of a different opinion in that he 
wanted to bring forward the matter of linguistic-cultural factors which a 
state should take into consideration:

[E jquality  and non-discrim ination cannot function in a vacuum  nor, therefore, 
w ithout the specific conditions of the society in which people live. In this regard, 
m y concern comes from the fact tha t there are among the country’s own native- 
born people persons and substantial comm unities tha t do not know the Spanish 
language or tha t do not know it well, and tha t do not even speak th a t language as 
their native language [...].(ibid).

Fernand de Varennes interprets such comments as suggesting “that a 
reasonable and non-discriminatory naturalisation policy must reflect in a 
balanced way the population of a state: it cannot simply operate in 
complete disregard of the languages in actual use in the country. A direct 
corollary of this is that the presence of [a] substantial [number of) speakers 
of a minority or non-official language must be acknowledged, especially if 
many of them are not fluent in the official/majority language.” (ibid:241) A 
substantial number of speakers of other languages is thus an important 
factor to consider: the author suggests that if a minority constitutes at least 
approximately 30% or more of the population, it could be deemed 
discriminatory for a state to require knowledge in the official/majority 
language for citizenship acquisition. Consequently, factors such as the size



and circumstances (socioculturally, historically, etc.) of a minority -  and not 
least its de facto possibilities to learn the language sufficiently — are impor
tant to consider when evaluating state practices regarding citizenship 
matters and other (language) policy measures. Such a line of reasoning is 
evidently immediately relevant to the possibly most controversial cases 
nowadays: the citizenship legislations in parts of the former Soviet Union, 
notably in countries such as Estonia and Latvia, to which we will now turn.

3.4.2 Language requirements as a ‘corrective’ instrument

The author discusses this situation under the headline “Naturalisation as a 
Corrective Process?”. W hat de Varennes is aiming at is the more general, 
and highly sensitive issue of whether contemporary policies such as 
decisions on membership in a state should be used as a corrective instru
ment, i.e. as a means to correct for past events. To put it bluntly: are 
naturalization policies today a fair way of ‘putting things back in order’, as 
it were, i.e. to attempt to protect or even reconstruct a state which is based 
on ethnicity rather than the factual demography? Understandable as it may 
seem, do past injustices (such as former Stalinist politics), which have been 
forced upon a community, justify possibly discriminatory policies once this 
community has become an autonomous state?

During the era of the Soviet Union, relatively substantial demographic 
changes followed from a systematic policy motivated by a number of 
factors. For reasons of economic development, strategics as well as of 
ideology -  particularly in the Stalinist epoque -  large numbers of Russian- 
or Ukrainian-speaking people were ordered to move to other republics of 
the Union as military personnel, or to construct and run industrial enter
prises, handle administration, etc. This was also part of a conscious 
ambition to ‘de-ethnify’ the Soviet Union, which according to many 
scholars actually entailed a systematic Russification policy (see also Rannut 
1995).

These events has thus left several countries -  nowadays independent 
states -  with substantial portions of its inhabitants being predominantly 
Russian-speaking and of Russian descent, although many of them born and 
bred locally. As de Varennes points out, these states have chosen either one 
of roughly speaking two kinds of naturalization policies: the “zero option” 
vs. the “indigenous option”. The first type, which is preferred by Lithuania, 
Moldova and Kazakhstan, entails that all people who are normally resident 
in the state are granted citizenship if they wish so. (It seems, then, that 
citizenship acquisition for those who were residents before independence is



a matter of simple ‘registration’, cf. above.) The “indigenous option”, repre
sented by Estonia and Latvia, means that “quasi-automatic” citizenship is 
granted to those (and their descendants) who were residing originally in the 
country before it was incorporated into the Soviet Union, i.e. before 1940. 
Other inhabitants must go through the process of naturalization with 
specified conditions on language competence (in the now official language) 
and length of residence (ibid:244). (This means, as far as I am told, that 
children of Estonian refugees, for example, who left Estonia in 1940 are 
entitled to citizenship even if they have never resided in the country or 
speak the language, while people of Russian descent born in Estonia may 
have to qualify for citizenship via naturalization requirements.)

In other words, the two types of options evidently corresponds to the 
above mentioned dimensions of jus soli and jus sanguinis respectively. As 
noted by de Varennes, the indigenous option is controversial and has 
complicated relations between Russia and the countries in question. And 
some are of the opinion that it is unreasonable, especially when considering 
the fate of those affected: most of the Russians who moved to these 
countries during the Soviet period had no choice and no longer have any 
kind of home or occupation to return to in Russia. However, those who 
defend the indigenous option often refer to its necessity as a ‘corrective’ 
measure in light of the history of these countries: de Varennes cites a UN 
report from 1993: “Since the national identity of Estonians is intimately 
linked to their language, which is not spoken anywhere else in the world, it 
is important and legitimate for Estonians to give a high priority to the 
active use of the Estonian language in all spheres of activity in Estonia.” 
(ibid:245). This approach is described further by de Varennes: “According 
to this point of view, steps must be taken to correct the legacy of the Soviet 
era and to preserve and strengthen Latvian and Estonian identity, especially 
its linguistic requirements. Therefore, individuals seeking citizenship must 
show an interest in becoming integrated into Latvian and Estonian society 
by acquiring a basic knowledge of the language of the original majority.” 
(ibid:245). Evidently, language is deemed especially important in terms of 
national identity and membership in the state in these countries.

More specifically, what is required from someone who apply for citizen
ship? A summary of what aspects of linguistic competence that Estonia 
demands is given by de Varennes (ibid:245). However, as it is interesting 
for my purposes, I will quote parts of the more extensive account given by 
Mart Rannut (1995:206-7). W ith the independence of Estonia, the Law of 
Citizenship of 1938 was reaffirmed. According to Rannut, this law was in



1938 the most liberal in Europe, and based on the principle of jus sanguinis. 
The requirements for naturalization include:

a residence requirem ent of 2 +  1 years and basic profiency in Estonian [which entails 
the following: ]1) have a listening comprehension of everyday texts, such as broad
casts, announcem ents and statem ents; 2) be able to hold a conversation on a given 
topic, such as the family, work, leisure activities and shopping. Some topics require 
a basic knowledge of Estonian geography, im portan t historical events, culture, 
national holidays and national symbols; 3) read and provide a short sum m ary of 
announcem ents, news reports, newspaper articles, regulations, etc.; 4) be able to 
complete simple w ritten  exercises, such as filling ou t personal applications, com pos
ing a curriculum  vitae, w riting an address on an envelope, w riting an application for 
study or em ploym ent, w riting a letter o f authorization and filling ou t standard 
forms. I t [i.e. the law] also provides for special exam ination guidelines for persons 
born before January  1, 1930, and persons who are considered to be perm anently  
disabled or who are unable to complete an exam ination in  the usual way due to 
their disability. Persons born prior to 1930 are exem pt from the w ritten  require
m ents, they are however required to converse on topics such as the family, work, 
leisure activities, shopping, places in Estonia and Estonian history, culture and 
national symbols. Specific guidelines for the disabled vary, taking into consideration 
the different forms of disability (i.e. hearing, visual, speech im pairm ent). G raduates 
of public secondary schools, who have com pleted a final Estonian language exam i
nation in accordance w ith standards established by the M inistry of Culture and 
Education m ay apply for citizenship by naturalization w ithout com pleting further 
examination. The current Estonian language curriculum  in Russian-language 
schools, as approved by the M inistry of Culture and Education, fully covers the 
Estonian language requirem ents established for citizenship applicants. (R annut 
1995:207)

Is, then, such a policy in breach of fundamental human rights such as 
non-discrimination? Could the policy be deemed reasonable or unreason
able, proportionate or disproportionate? On the one hand, “[n]on-discrimi- 
nation does not signify that a state must in the allocation of its resources 
treat everyone in the same way in every situation.” (de Varennes 1996:95). 
It must be considered reasonable that a state may treat citizens and non
citizens differently and that a state lays down certain conditions on the 
acquisition of citizenship. As for language, it may be reasonable to 
acknowledge a society’s need for a lingua franca, and to expect its members 
to be able to communicate in that language. On the other hand, it is 
imperative to consider the consequences of such principles. “Any decision as 
to citizenship and naturalisation must reflect a proportionate and reason
able outcome in light of a state’s interest and goals, the linguistic composi
tion of its population, and the interests, rights and impact on the individ-



ual(s) affected.” (ibid:249) Thus, one must weigh different factors against 
one another. Factors speaking against the reasonability of Estonian natu
ralization policies are the factual demography and recent history of the 
country. For example, many Russians live rather concentratedly in certain 
areas, predominantly in the northeast of Estonia. (For instance, in the town 
of Narva in Estonia, only about 8% are Estonian citizens. In Latvia, only 
approximately 52% of the population are first language speakers of 
Latvian.) Consequently, the size of the minorities may be considerable, and 
in some parts of the country they constitute an overwhelming majority. 
This in turn affects the actual opportunities and prospects for an individual 
to learn the new language rapidly. Many of these minority speakers live in a 
virtually monolingual environment, perhaps with few chances to practice 
the other language extensively. (One may imagine for example a 60-year- 
old manual worker who is to take language classes and who hardly ever has 
a chance to interact with LI speakers of Estonian. In addition, the language 
learning task is certainly not facilitated by the great typological-structural 
difference between the Russian language and Estonian.) Thus, even if the 
government offers language tuition to anyone who wants it, it will probably 
take a long time before many have reached the level of proficiency required 
for naturalization.

Irrespective of what one may think of the former Soviet occupation of 
the country, it is unquestionably a fact that the victims in this process are 
the common people, who were, as de Varennes puts it, mere pawns in the 
process. Consequently, considering factors such as the current demography 
and the history behind it, the naturalization policies could be deemed 
unreasonable and disproportionate. And, may I add, apart from human 
rights considerations, there is consequently a question of what effects this 
may have in the future. As discussed above, the exclusion from full 
membership in a society may have serious effects on democratic order and 
may lead to disenfranchment and aggrevation on the part of the minority. 
That is, to be excluded from political participation for instance because of 
non-citizenship is a disadvantage not only for the individual, but also for a 
harmonious development of society in general. If, as is the case in Estonia 
and Latvia, substantial portions of the permanent population is denied 
citizenship because of strict naturalization requirements, a dark future is 
certainly not out of the question and it will possibly increase the friction 
between these countries and Russia.

Another point to be made, brought forward by de Varennes, is the fact 
that the Russian language presence is not entirely a recent phenomenon:



Before the Soviet invasion, Russian-speakers constituted about eigh t percent o f the 
total population in Latvia, and 10.5 percent in Estonia. W hether one looks at the 
situation in 1940, or at the situation as it is today, the Estonian- and Latvian-only 
language requirem ents appear disproportionate since they do not take into account 
“the specific conditions o f the society in which people live” or the presence “am ong 
the country’s own native-born people persons and substantial com m unities th a t do 
not know the...language or do not know it w ell” as was suggested necessary in order 
to avoid a discrim inatory naturalization policy in the Costa Rican Naturalisation Case. 
(ibid: 246).

Finally, citing a statement of the Permanent Court of International 
Justice in 1923, de Varennes concludes his discussion of the issue by claim
ing that

[i]n a situation where individuals have established some type of perm anence in a 
country tha t subsequently underw ent territorial changes (or arguably a change of 
status), it was deem ed reasonable to accom modate their presence instead o f penalis
ing them  because they were not o f the right language (or religion). Individuals who 
habitually reside in a country thus probably dem onstrate the type of bond th a t may 
be sufficient to w arrant the acquisition of citizenship. A t the very least, this suggests 
tha t in some regards the linguistic requirem ents for naturalisation in countries such 
as the US, Estonia and Latvia may be too restrictive and in breach o f the prohibition 
of discrimination. (ibid:247).

It appears, then, that de Varennes adheres to principles geared more 
towards soli than sanguinis. That is, the right to citizenship should be based 
on residence and territorial attachment rather than on (ethnic) descent. Or 
at least, the possibility of territorially based citizenship acquisition should 
be an option.

Based on the argumentation of de Varennes, I would think that there 
are convincing reasons for allowing a generous policy on naturalization 
requirements generally. If we accept that citizenship should -  formally -  be 
a matter of membership of a state rather than a nation, then it seems more 
reasonable to move away from nationalistically based principles, which is 
essentially how I interpret the ‘sanguinis’ dimension. In light of the fact 
that modern states, especially ‘welfare-states’, entail an involvement and 
interdependence with the individual to a great extent, citizenship should be 
accessible to individuals actually living there permanently. That is, in 
setting conditions for citizenship acquisition, ‘acheived’ features ought to be



given precedence to ‘ascribed’ features.77 Furthermore, accessibility must be 
evaluated in terms of the factual opportunities that a person may have for 
achieving the naturalization requirements.

However, a problem that de Varennes does not address in this particular 
context is how naturalization requirements should be judged when it 
concerns immigrants, especially those who do not represent a large or 
historically established minority. The cases brought forward by de Varennes 
in his discussion of citizenship acquisition all refer to groups which in some 
respects can be seen as “indigenous” (i.e. Hispanics in the US, minorities in 
Costa Rica, Russians in Estonia). From the point of view of discrimination 
(setting aspects of international law aside) it could possibly be argued that 
the consequences of exclusion may actually be greater for a person who does 
not have the advantage of belonging to a large and established minority. At 
least in a democratic state, the possibilities of power and influence evidently 
may be greater for a large minority, and from such a perspective, the impli
cations of citizenship or ‘denizenship’ might not be as significant to its 
members. That is, some political influence (as well as concessions from the 
authorities) may possibly be excercized even if they lack the formal rights of 
political participation such as voting in general elections. Needless to say, 
this does not mean that I would suggest that immigrants ought to be 
granted citizenship more unconditionally than indigenous minorities, or 
that members of large minorities would not benefit from it. I merely wish 
to point to the fact that the problem concerns both types of minority 
status, and should consequently not be reduced to an issue which exclu
sively is discussed as a concern for ‘indigenous’ minorities.

3.5 The problematic nature o f  language assessments

The problems of validity and reliability of language tests are constantly 
discussed among linguists, most notably within the discipline of ‘applied 
linguistics’. Apart from the more technical aspects of valid and reliable 
assessment procedures, some scholars also point to the crucial question of 
the social aspects of testing: W hat functions do language assessments 
actually have, and to what extent should we be wary of their social conse
quences? Usually, this debate concerns testing within the context of educa

77 Cf. the sociological notions of ‘achieved’ status vs. ‘ascribed’ status, the former referring 
to “a position in society tha t can be gained by an individual’s own achievements", whereas 
the la tter concerns “a position in society to which mem bers are assigned by criteria beyond 
their control, usually parentage, age, sex” (Popenoe 1977:565).



tion; tests may be used diagnostically or, more importantly, for purposes of 
‘streaming’, and for exclusion and inclusion in different forms of education. 
Needless to say, in the Western context, how well we do on formal tests at 
school may influence our lives most decidedly, and, therefore, the entire 
collectivity, i.e. society. Outside the educational context, language assess
ment may be used for other forms of inclusion or exclusion. Substantiated 
language competence may be required for certain jobs, or, as is relevant for 
the present theme, for inclusion into a state such as in naturalization proc
esses or even as a condition for residence permits of various kinds. It is in 
these latter areas that I find problematizations rare, both in the scholarly 
community as well as among the authorities and decision-makers. In my 
opinion, it is vital that experts on language and language assessment take 
an interest in the social and societal aspects of testing as they are in a good 
position to bring forward viewpoints on not only the complexities of 
language and the intricacies of valid testing, but also how this relates to the 
wider contexts in which testing is put to use. I have already argued that 
language and language issues tends to be ‘objectified’ in modern society at 
the expense of acknowledging their social and ideological nature. Bearing 
this in mind, it is even more important, I would claim, that linguists do not 
enhance the objectifying perspective on language by focusing only on 
narrowly linguistic aspects. (Linguistic scholars may otherwise be exploited 
by interest groups to legitimize their preferred perspective. In other words, 
to call in an “expert” may objectify ideologically charged issues even more.) 
Consequently, the linguists should also shed light on the uses to which 
language assessment may be put and how this might determine the fate of 
individuals as well as sociétés.

There are exceptions to the relative lack of interest from linguists vis-à- 
vis these issues. For example, Wilfried Stölting (1985) discusses “the social 
responsibility of language testing and the possibility of test abuse” 
(ibid:381), in his case within the context of education and immigration 
policies in (former West) Germany. “Here, a restrictive policy regarding the 
so-called “foreigners” makes use of language tests for the purpose of decid
ing about the right to permanent residence and about school careers.” 
(ibid). Apart from Stöltings discussion of testing within the educational 
system (which will not be taken into concern here), he brings up the ques
tion of language assessment when adult migrants apply for residence 
permits. Evidently, in Germany, an immigrant may apply for an ‘unlimited 
residence permit’ after 5 years of residence and a permanent residence 
permit after 8 years. (Stölting does not comment on the difference between



the two types of permits. Nor does he approach the question of naturaliza
tion and its accompanying requirements.) For both types, there are 
requirements concerning the applicants knowledge of German: The first 
type of permit requires an ability to “make oneself understood in German 
in a simple way”, while the permanent residence permit lays down a some
what harder language condition -  in this case, the applicant must have a 
“sufficient command of German”. Needless to say, such phrasings allow for 
considerable variation and interpretation as to what type of competence is 
actually required, and the specific criteria are in practice decided by local 
authorities in the different Länder (administrative regions). Stölting points 
to the variability in practices and refers one case which certainly stands out 
as quite outrageous, at least in the eye of a linguist:

Assessment o f sufficient com m and of G erm an ranges from “simple questions about 
personal circumstances" to w ritten  dictations; sometimes, a certificate of a language 
school is required. In one spectacular case, where a 15-m inute dictation was given 
to a Turkish worker after 14 years of residence, the application for the right to 
perm anent residence was dismissed on the grounds o f missing dots over the i’s, non
application of capital letters to nouns and insecurity in the handling of inflected 
pronouns. The district authorities justified the dictation by referring to “latest 
(scientific) knowledge" (Kandel, 1983). A fter this publication the governm ent of 
Lower Saxony revoked language assessment by means of dictation and ordered the 
local authorities to conduct detailed conversations (“vertiefende G espräche”) 
instead. The dependency of the m igrant applicant on the individual official’s 
impressionistic views on w hat sufficient com m and of G erm an means, and how it 
can be assessed, remains unchanged. (Stoking 1985:383)

I find this example, albeit an extreme one perhaps, interesting from several 
angles. Firstly, it is an illustrative example of what may happen when 
language assessment is put into the hands of laymen, in this instance 
bureaucratic officials. This case leads one to suspect that some officials may 
demonstrate a great ignorance and naivety regarding the complexities of 
language use, and when this is coupled with a good portion of self- 
assurance, the consequences for an applicant are evidently considerable.

Secondly, the fact that the authorities justified the procedure by refer
ring to “scientific knowledge” is, I would think, symptomatic. That is, it 
illustrates the tendency nowadays to seek justification not (only) in things 
such as values and (unquestionable) morals or ideology. Instead, at least in 
official contexts, one is expected to back it up with ‘objective’ and factual 
evidence, even if done on false grounds or completely taken out of context.



It is here that we should be wary about the role played by linguistis as 
‘experts’.

Thirdly, it is interesting to note what type of linguistic features that the 
layperson (i.e. non-linguist) uses indicatively, i.e. as symptoms or markers 
of sufficient/insufficient language skills. Obviously, in this case, highly 
structural, and from a communicative point of view non-complex and quite 
redundant features where noted as indicative. I believe this is quite 
common among laypeople: Certain features, which linguists usually regard 
as more ‘cosmetic’ in nature (which nevertheless may have important 
‘schibboleth’-effects) because they do not seem to affect the content in any 
serious way, are the very ones singled out by the layperson. This is probably 
because of their visibility and because the layperson is less aware of the 
complexities of communication. Such features are typically ‘low-level’ ones 
(cf. the notions of generative grammar), i.e. notably phonetic-phonological 
features, features of graphonomy/orthography, inflectional morphology, etc. 
For example, it is certainly much more difficult (especially in assessment 
procedures), even for the trained eye, to discover features with a potentially 
high communicative load, such as lexical deficits, semantic anomalies, 
deviating discourse structures and erroneous implicatures or presupposi
tions, misapplications of interaction rules, etc. In addition, the tendency to 
treat ‘low-level’ features indicatively may have to do with the fact that they 
are easily ‘objectifiable’ and quantifiable. That is, apart from their visibility 
-  which partly is related to their high frequency of occurrence in linguistic 
performance and which makes it easy for a layperson to detect errors -  they 
make it is less complicated to justify the assessment decisions. The layperson 
probably feels that he/she can justify and substantiate the evaluation of the 
testee’s language by pointing to “x number of errors”, etc. (Also, ad hoc 
cut-off points for passing the examination may in time tend to be regarded 
as significant and valid, thereby giving the examination a quality of preci
sion or even ‘scientificity’.) Evidently, this is much simpler than referring to 
more complex and fuzzy features of language, especially when the layperson 
finds it difficult to identify them precisely. Judgements in the line of “I 
really don’t know why, but it was difficult to make sense out of what he 
said” appears much more personal, subjective and even emotive, and, I 
would presume, consequently are less preferred in bureaucratic or judicial 
contexts (such as in naturalization procedures, etc.).

The case summarized above also illustrates that among the ‘low-level’ 
features, perhaps orthographic errors are especially attractive to the lay
person examinator. Orthographic errors, such as spelling mistakes, are



certainly very visible and salient, thus easily detected. Also, they are easy to 
verify since the evidence is put into writing (by the testee himself) and easy 
to check for anyone. Perhaps this is why dictation is used as an assessment 
technique at all. W ritten language is probably given disproportionate 
weight in these contexts, which in turn reflects the overall language ideol
ogy in the community in question (cf. chapter 5). In the Western commu
nities, literacy and the written language is given an importance which is not 
related to its frequency of use, nor, I would claim, to its communicative 
load. To master the written language is considered extremely important 
and functions as a gateway for social mobility in the most profound 
manner. In light of this fact, it is not surprising if immigration officials 
would prefer to concentrate on literacy skills of the applicants. In addition, 
the written language is normally much more standardized and is hence 
heavily subjected to normative attitudes. There is a relatively invariant 
norm of which many are aware or which is easy to check (in grammars, 
dictionary’s, etc.) in case of uncertainty. Consequently, an official may rest 
assured that his evaluations are not conducted on purely subjective grounds.

On the other hand, when assessment procedures go to the other 
extreme, e.g. testing language competence by asking some “simple 
questions about personal circumstances”, one might also question the 
validity of the procedure. Here there is certainly room for extremely 
variable evaluations of the testee’s language skills, which in turn allow for 
differential treatment -  and even discrimination. As mentioned earlier, this 
seemed to be the case in Sweden when naturalization requirements in 
practice included language skills. The assessment procedures could be very 
variable and very sloppy: everything from certificates from passed language 
programs to short conversations with a policeman or some sort of 
‘testimonials’ from ‘trustworthy’ persons could be met with approval from 
the authorities.

Which type of procedure of those mentioned above is to be preferred? 
(For the moment, we will leave aside the important issue as to whether 
language should be a requirement at all.) The advantage of using more or 
less standardized tests or at least focusing on the written language and ‘low 
level’ features is that it reduces the risk of haphardous variability and differ
ential (unjust) treatment. One can instruct officials to stick to certain 
standards of evaluation, thus minimizing personally biased decisions. 
Global impressions of “sufficient command”, etc. may be influenced by a 
number of factors other than linguistic ones. On the other hand, focusing 
on such linguistic features cannot be a valid assessment of a person’s actual



language competence -  if this is what is actually aimed at in the require
ments. The fundamental problem in the first place is evidently the lack of 
specificity in the official definitions of the requirements. If no one is able to 
define what “sufficient command”, for example, exactly comprises, it is 
impossible to construct valid and reliable assessment procedures. As I have 
mentioned before, it is very interesting from the point of language ideology 
that so few politicians, officials and scholars seemed to have realized that 
this is problematic. Here again we find one paradox of language ideology: 
although language is given great importance -  even disproportionate 
weight, one could argue -  in many different contexts, there is a striking 
lack of awareness of, and even interest in, what language and language 
competence actually comprises. For example, if language skills are regarded 
as an absolute requirement for something as important as inclusion into the 
state (via naturalization, etc.), why is the problem of defining and assessing 
this requirement not even brought to light?

W hat, then, is the opinion of the academic community? According to 
Stölting (ibid), procedures such as those in the case cited above (i.e. the 
residence permit examination) have indeed provoked reactions from 
German applied linguists and language teachers. These reactions are of two 
types. On the one hand, some believe that the assessment problem may be 
solved by developing standardized test procedures in order to avoid 
variability and subjectivity in the examiners’ evaluations. On the other 
hand, others think that “irreversible decisions” (regarding residence 
permits, school careers, etc.) should never be based on tests because -  at 
least when it concerns communicative competence — language skills cannot 
be tested in a valid way. However, while it seems that the first stance does 
acknowledge the appropriateness and legitimacy of using language tests 
and allowing language requirements per se, both viewpoints hold that, 
nevertheless, “language testing must remain a secondary concern, and that 
attention should be focussed on improving social communication between 
migrants and the majority population as well as language learning condi
tions in schools and courses.” (ibid:384)

I would wish to add that while this sounds well-intentioned enough, it 
certainly illustrates the problem of the responsibilities of the scholarly 
community. That is, even if we do not adhere to the ‘premises’, such as the 
legitimacy of imposing language requirements for inclusion into different 
contexts, we may be slightly confused as to whether we nevertheless should 
try to make the best of the situation by aiding in developing better 
methods for those very procedures. Needless to say, this constitutes an



eternal problem for scientists generally, and I do not wish to moralize over 
the fact that we may find ourselves forced to function as 'agents’ in systems 
we may not agree with in the first place, and try to help the underdogs by 
‘working within the system’ to at least improve their chances to a fair and 
thorough treatment. However, I would merely like to point to the danger 
that in this way, we may actually enforce and legitimize the practices in 
place by granting them a type of supposed ‘scientificity’ and thereby 
legitimacy. This dilemma is difficult to solve but important to discuss so 
that the question of assessment is not reduced merely to technical aspects, 
as it were. And in my opinion, it is a bit too easy to be satisfied with some 
general reservations or ‘saving clauses’ to mark one’s stance, such as stating 
that assessment must be “a secondary concern”.

Thus, while it appears that some scholars question the validity and even 
the legitimacy of language tests in contexts such as the ones mentioned 
above, an opposing view is probably held by ‘the common man’, i.e. public 
opinion and popular belief. First and foremost, I would hypothesize that 
many people do find language requirements necessary and fair. Considering 
the ideology of the nation-state, coupled with the alleged increased impor
tance of language competence in modern society (and adding some people’s 
fears that foreigners are being treated “too leniently”) it would actually 
surprise me to find massive support for not laying down language conditions 
on aspiring members of the country. In addition, as Stölting points out, 
popular belief includes a trust in tests as being objective, i.e. that formal 
tests validly measures something which is real and relevant. While Stölting 
himself (following David Ingram 1985) adheres to the following claims on 
language testing, he states that “their general acceptance is still being 
awaited”:

-  G eneral ability to com m unicate in a language cannot be tested as such,
-  language com m and is more than the sum of its parts and m ust not be judged by 
one o f its components,
-  the sheer complexity and redundancy of language and its developm ent m ake a 
single test for all purposes impossible; instead, the purpose of testing influences the 
choice o f the test (and even the underlying linguistic theory?) and limits the in ter
pretation  of the test results,
-  objective (indirect) tests rest on a series of subjective decisions,
-  academic success is also determ ined by non-language factors and cannot be 
predicted by language tests. (Stölting 1985:384)

I would like to add that the last point above would probably also hold 
for circumstances other than educational. In terms o f ‘integrative success’ or



the like, factors other than language influence the process, and language 
competence — as measured by language tests -  cannot be used to predict 
integration processes.

Other problems of assessment that Stölting discusses include the social 
meanings and circumstances of the test situation. This usually involves an 
extremely assymmetrical relationship between tester and testee, which, I 
would presume, is taken for granted by most people. That is, many find it 
hard to conceptualize alternative methods. As Stölting points out, our 
Western culture does not accept ‘self-assessment’ as a reliable method. This 
thus necessitates ‘other-assessment’ based on unequal relationships where 
one person judges the competence and performance of another and where 
there is little room for negotiation of 'competence ascription’. “In peer- 
groups, as Auer [1981} shows in detail, assessed persons can react to other- 
assessment, making the ascription of competence negotiable”, (ibid:385). 
But since this is most often not the case in test situations, discrimination 
can occur: “Discrimination arising from subjective, uninformed and inaccu
rate assessment of another’s language skills presupposes unequal relation
ships, and it is in these relationships that the concept of “judging” becomes 
appropriate”, (ibid) I would wish to comment that this is exactly the type of 
situation we may expect in contexts such as citizenship examinations if the 
criteria for assessment are vague and the examination is conducted by more 
or less ‘uninformed’ officials.

Can we, then, expect the problems to decrease if we let language experts 
construct and perform such language tests? Well, the question of validity 
and reliability is not necessarily solved by this. Apart from the complicating 
fact that different scholars may adhere to different linguistic theories and 
hence definitions of ‘language proficiency’, we must take into account the 
fact that a controlled situation of measurement may influence the validity. 
W e are all familiar with “the observer’s paradox” and similar dilemmas that 
the empiricist faces in his/her attempt to increase reliability.78 “How can we 
know to what extent the utterances of the testees are a product of the 
experimental procedure?” (ibid:386) That is, the effort to control for various 
(intervening or “irrelevant”) factors creates a socially abnormal situation to 
which the testee may react in different -  perhaps unpredictable -  ways.

78 The so-called O bserver’s Paradox was form ulated by W illiam  Labov in the context of 
his investigations into sociolinguistic variation: “the aim of linguistic research in the 
com m unity m ust be to find ou t how people talk  w hen they are not being systematically 
observed; yet we can only obtain these data  by systematic observation.” (1972b:209)



This would mean that, basically, it is important to clarify and define 
what kind of ‘proficiency’ is tested for. And further, once this has been 
specified (which is exactly what is not done in official formulations such as 
“sufficient command of language X”), assessment procedures must be 
developed which are valid and reliable operationalizations of the conceptu
alizations. Then, in turn, it is necessary to have skilled people interpreting 
and evaluating the test results. As I mentioned above, it is not enough -  
and possibly even dangerous because it renders a scientific and ‘objective’ 
quality to the procedure -  to put highly standardized tests in the hands of 
laypersons (such as immigration bureucrats) and leave it to them to evalu
ate the results.

3.6 Conclusion

Evidently, the issue of requirements for naturalization is highly complex, 
and this chapter has merely served the purpose of introducing and explor
ing the problem very briefly. Obviously, the issue may be discussed from 
several different angles. As mentioned in the introduction, it has a bearing 
on studies of language ideology, and in particular, on the survey of 
language ideologies presented in chapter 5, in which some items on 
naturalization and language are included.79

How, then, would the lines of reasoning discussed above be relevant to 
the Swedish context? As mentioned earlier, the issue of reinstating a 
language requirement has been raised by Statens invandrarverk [the 
Swedish Immigration Board}. I am not entirely confident, however, that 
such a proposal is thoroughly based in an awareness of the complexities of 
the issue, not least as regards the problems of implementation. Thus, at an 
official level, an informed discussion of the rationale behind a reinstatement 
appears to be needed.

As for attitudes towards the issue among the general public in Sweden, I 
would hypothesize that many people -  perhaps the majority of the popula
tion — would find it feasible to require Swedish language proficiency of 
those who wish to naturalize. As stated above, Sweden is one of the 
countries which apply quite liberal naturalization policies. There are no 
formal requirements either for language competence or some type of

79 Furtherm ore, I intend to elaborate extensively on the issue of language and citizenship 
in  a future investigation, focusing particularly on the symbolic as well as pragm atic 
m eanings of language requirem ents and w hat such aspects may im ply for a general theory 
of language ideology.



‘sociocultural integration’, and the residency requirements are relatively 
modest. I would conjecture that many Swedes, influenced by a nationalisti- 
cally biased ‘monolingualist’ ideology, feel that the current requirements 
are too generous, and the reason for that may be a confounding of the 
notions of ‘nation’ and ‘state’, which is typical of nationalistic (nation state) 
belief systems. It is conceivable that many people expect the applicant to be 
required to display a willingness to become “Swedish”, or at least as 
Swedish as possible in some respects, possibly of a symbolic character. This 
could include an effort not only to learn the language proficiently, but also 
to acquire knowledge about the culture, e.g. the history of Sweden and its 
alleged contemporary customs and traditions. In addition, such knowledge 
would be expected to be assessed in some ‘objective’ way such as via exami
nations or school certificates.

However, it may not necessarily be the case that people would expect or 
require the naturalizing citizen to assimilate totally in the sense that he/she 
abandons all of his/her original language and culture. On the other hand, 
some people probably conceive of the notion of ‘integration’ as basically 
meaning near-assimilation. In addition, the catchword “bicultural identity” 
is interpreted as implying a type of Swedishness spiced with some more or 
less superficial traits of an additional ethnicity. That is, biculturalism is 
accepted as long as the Swedish part becomes dominant — or at least, if 
conflicts arise (e.g. between fundamental cultural values), the “integrated” 
citizen is expected to favor the Swedish ideology as well as language. (Cf. 
crucial and potentially contradictory aspects of culture such as reproductive 
patterns, the freedom of the individual vs. the interests of the collective 
(e.g. the family), the meanings of equality and democracy, etc.) It is also 
possible that some people feel that gaining membership in a First World 
welfare state like Sweden is so advantageous that immigrants ought to 
make more of an effort to acculturate than they are belived to do. The 
economic differences between the First World and other countries which 
begun to develop rapidly from W W I and onwards, coupled with the 
restrictions on immigration generally, entailed that “(mļembership of an 
advanced industrial welfare state became an even more attractive prize for 
those who could achieve it” (Layton-Henry 1990b: 187). Consequently, we 
may expect immigrants to show their willingness to invest a lot of effort ‘to 
win the prize’, as it were, and such efforts would most likely include 
language learning.



The issue thus encompasses the meanings that are given the notion of 
citizenship. Gérard de Rahm (1990:158) brings forward this issue and 
points to different dimensions:

The transform ation of m ost post-w ar m igrants from tem porary residents to perm a
nent settlers challenges the ideas and procedures for integration w hich had worked 
for previous waves of im m igrants. Traditionally integration m eant cultural assimi
lation and the acquisition of citizenship. N ow the situation is m ore com plicated due 
to the scale o f im m igration, the reluctance of m any m igrants to naturalise, the 
unwillingness of some European countries to accept tha t perm anent settlem ent has 
taken  place and the refusal o f some sending countries to give up their claims on 
their citizens (temporarily abroad). The problem  is tha t in the m odern world 
citizenship and complete equality of rights are closely tied together. O n the socio
economic level, citizenship means the guarantee to fair access to the benefits o f the 
m odern welfare state (Freeman, 1986). Culturally, citizenship is often defined as 
sharing the dom inant values of the host society. The political dim ension of citizen
ship is the right to participate fully in the governm ent o f society, usually through 
voting. These three dimensions -  namely, socio-economic m em bership, cultural 
belonging and political participation -  can all be found in the concept of citizenship 
(H am m ar, 1986). (ibid)

How, then, does language fit into such dimensions? Gerard de Rahm 
does not discuss the question of language in this particular context, but I 
would hypothesize that language could be construed as an important aspect 
of all three dimensions. It could be argued that language proficiency is 
deemed vital for instrumental reasons in the socio-economic and political 
arena: in order to be able to gain access to the welfare system and to 
excercise one’s political rights, sufficient competence in the official language 
is a necessity. On the other hand, the cultural dimension may dominate in 
certain contexts. Language becomes the cultural expression for what it 
means to be a member of the (nation) state, i.e. to “share the dominant 
values of the host society”. Language is thus accorded a symbolic signifi
cance and becomes a metaphor for a willingness to integrate and show 
solidarity with the nation. In this sense, to learn or not to learn the 
language will function ‘indexically’, i.e. as a sign of the will to integrate — or 
even totally assimilate. As discussed in chapter 2, language is a powerful 
candidate to function as such a metaphor because of its visibility. In 
addition, language is an obvious candidate due to the fact that it may be 
granted an ‘objectivity’, that is, it may be motivated by allegedly instru
mental reasons. At present, it is not ‘politically correct’ -  that is, it is socio- 
politically marked -  to openly advocate conformity in certain other cultural 
aspects, e.g. religious denomination, political ideology, or to use racial



criteria as naturalization requirements. Language, on the other hand, may 
be portrayed as strictly instrumentally motivated. Even if there is a ‘hidden 
agenda’, as it were, which entails that cultural assimilation is expected, it 
goes against the official pluralistic ideology as it is embodied in Swedish 
immigrant polices and discrimination legislation. It is consequently possible 
to utilize the language issue ‘metaphorically’ to obscure the symbolic 
nationalistic/assimilatory dimensions, and to ‘rationalize’ the issue. A line of 
argumentation could be that “we do not expect you to become as Swedish 
as possible, but you must learn the language for practical reasons, and for 
your own good...” Furthermore, it is easier to use language as a criterion of 
integration because it is more complicated to assess an individual’s alleged 
unwillingness to integrate from other, social and psychological dimensions 
(in terms of attitudes, separatism, etc.)

Thus, to summarize and clarify: It is conceivable that language require
ments would be met with great support from the majority population. 
W hat, then, would be the rationale for arguing for such requirements? In 
the light of the discussion on such aspects above, it is possible to discern at 
least two general standpoints. (Needless to say, these may be overtly 
expressed or possibly constitute covert motives, partly depending on the 
general ideology and official policy of immigration in a particular country):

1. Pragmatic-instrumental reasons (‘rationalistic approach'). This line of reason
ing claims that a certain amount of linguistic skills is necessary for 
communication between citizens/members of the state. Thus, there is a 
need for knowledge of at least one common language, usually the official 
language or the majority language. For a person to function well as a 
member (in terms of full rights and obligations as a citizen), communicative 
skills are necessary. Just as conditions of ‘good conduct’ are seen as impor
tant, so should language skills. It is consequently also a question of democ
racy. The functioning of a truly democratic society is dependent on the 
active participation (in civil, social and political terms) of its citizens. How 
would a person be expected to excercise her political rights if she cannot 
communicate in the language of political discourse? In addition, in the 
modern, complex ‘information society’ (“informationssamhället”) where the 
individual has become increasingly involved in the administrative system of 
the state (contacts with the authorities, etc.) and where formal education is 
rendered absolutely necessary, the importance of linguistic skills has grown 
considerably.



This line of reasoning is, I would expect, prevalent in ‘liberal’ (regarding 
immigration policies) or ‘pluralistic’ countries where openly nationalistic 
and ‘ethnocentric’ types of discourse have become more marked or even 
stigmatized in public or official domains. That is, the language issue is 
discussed in seemingly more objective, rationalistic ways. And it could be 
argued that a language requirement is of the greatest advantage to the 
individual herself. To be able to enjoy the privileges of citizenship, such a 
naturalization condition is for one’s own good. (That is, it resembles the 
type of ‘benevolent paternalistic approach’ of the authorites vis-à-vis the 
Saami historically, cf. chapter 2.) Furthermore, this type of argumentation 
does not include an expectation that knowledge of the lingua franca would 
entail a process of language shift. Thus, monolingualism is not necessarily 
aimed at. The symbolic and nationalistic aspects of language are not openly 
brought out.

2. Nationalistic-symbolic reasons (‘emotive’/ 1'sentimental' approach). The national
istic type of reasoning encompasses the confounding of the distinction 
between nation and state. Naturalization should include proving one’s 
willingness and ability to integrate, not only as ‘an administrative being’ 
entering the formal relationship between the state and the individual, but 
also as an act of solidarity with the dominant sociocultural values of the 
society in question. That is, learning the nation’s language may symbolize a 
desire to become “one of us”. Perhaps tacitly, not only integration is 
expected to accompany naturalization, but even the greatest possible assimi
lation. And as language evidently is one of the most visible and powerful 
markers of sociocultural identity, it is an obvious candidate for membership 
requirements. Advocating the notions of Kelman (1972), it could be said 
that not only ‘instrumental attachment’ but also ‘sentimental attachment’ 
to the (nation-) state is expected. This nationalistic-symbolic aspect conse
quently highlights the problem of dual citizenship. Is it really possible to 
adhere to two nations simultaneuosly, without being torn between loyalties 
to each one of them?

It is conceivable that these types of motives would be openly displayed 
in countries where ‘protectionistic’ or assimilatory policies are advocated. 
However, although a nationalistically biased argumentation would not be 
expected to occur officially in a ‘liberal’ or ‘pluralist’ country such as 
Sweden, it may nevertheless meet with support among a substantial portion 
of the population. In chapter 5, the results of the aforementioned survey 
which included such aspects will be presented.



Chapter Four

Controversial Language Issues II: 
T he M edia D ebate on H om e 

Language T eaching

4.1 Introduction

In every society, the educational system is an obvious site of ideological 
significance. The structure and contents of education constitute one of the 
most salient arenas of dominant ideology and practice, and hence reflect 
what is considered important or even indispensible knowledge and funda
mental values in the socialization of the younger generation of the popula
tion. And in as much as the actual contents of education indicate what 
society considers necessary ‘social capital’ for an individual, the absence of 
certain aspects of human practices and knowledge is equally significant. 
That is, in investigating dominant ideologies, what is missing from the 
school curricula is just as relevant as what is actually overtly exercisized, 
perhaps even more so, since what is covert, hidden or significantly absent 
may provide even more potent indicators of mainstream ideology. (Cf. also 
Sonntag & Pool, 1987, on certain aspects of the nature of consensus, e. g. 
that “[djenials accepted by all are typically implicit”, while “[dieniais under 
siege are explicitly defended”, ibid:62). However, while that which is 
obscured, unreflected or invisible is highly significant, it simultaneously 
poses more problems in research into ideologies of language. That is, what 
is not at all “under siege” constitutes a type of negative evidence, and it is



more difficult to draw conclusions from absent data, as it were. Further
more, the language issues that are hotly debated are evidently of great 
importance in language ideologies, and it is one such issue which will be the 
topic of the present chapter.

In what follows, I will focus on one of the most controversial issues of 
language in Sweden: home language teaching, i.e. mother tongue instruc
tion for linguistic minorities in the the public school system. In actual facts, 
the question of home language teaching probably constitutes the most 
controversial of all language issues in recent years. As I have argued earlier, 
the most obvious reason for this is its role as a ‘metaphor’ for broader socio
political issues of a conflictual nature (cf. also below). In studies of language 
ideologies, such metaphorical components are, needless to say, of prime 
significance. In this chapter, home language teaching will be approached 
from one specific angle, namely the popular public debate on the issue, 
especially in the form of laypeople’s letters to the press. Other aspects of the 
issue, such as the complicated question of the determinants and effects of 
‘bilingual education’, research into first and second language learning by 
minority children, etc., will not be considered more than very briefly for the 
purpose of placing the popular conceptions in perspective. In addition, I 
will refrain from accounting for the history and organization of home 
language teaching in Sweden, but will refer the reader to the basic accounts 
on such aspects in the historical overview of chapter 2, as well as the refer
ences therein.

A secondary reason for my focusing on the home language debate -  and 
devoting a separate chapter to the question -  is that it constitutes a vital 
component of the attitude survey which is accounted for in chapter 5. This 
questionnaire survey comprises many items on minority language matters, 
most notably arguments for and against home language teaching. In the 
preliminary stages of planning the survey, I turned to actual instances of 
popular discourse for exploratory purposes; the intention was to employ 
thematically diverse but frequently occurring examples of arguments, and 
to subject these arguments to a representative sample of survey respon
dents. For this reason, I chose to focus on the media debate, particularly 
arenas where ‘the common man’ may express an opinion, and the most 
obvious of those are letters to the press. As it turned out, the lines of 
reasoning in such contexts are quite varied and complex, and in order to set 
the grounds for a discussion of the results of the questionnaire survey, my 
findings from the pilot study on the media debate will be accounted for 
here.



4.1.1 Home language teaching as a metaphor

The debate on home language teaching has recurred in various sectors of 
the public arena, most apparently in the media, but also in other fora of 
debate, such as at political meetings. (For example, one of the issues 
emphasized by the formerly quite popular “populist” political party Ny 
Demokrati was the abolishment of publically financed home language 
instruction). In addition, there are evidently countless unrecorded discus
sions on this controversial issue in entirely non-public contexts. People talk 
amongst themselves, and it would be reasonable to assume that it is 
actually in those contexts we would find the most direct, honest, blatant 
and unadulterated opinions and arguments expressed. Needless to say, the 
“observer’s paradox” renders studies of such highly relevant data almost 
impossible -  that is, for methodological reasons, investigations into popular 
ideologies of language are usually restricted to public or formal domains, 
which in turn poses fundamental problems of validity. (For a discussion on 
methodological problems in surveying language ideology, see chapter 5.)

As mentioned above, the controversial nature of the issue is largely 
dependent on its function as a type of ‘metaphor’, i.e. as a symbol or 
marker of ideologies and practices on a larger scale, e.g. as an agent in the 
construction and negotiation of identities and power in the relationships 
between different social groupings, most notably those of the majority and 
the minorities. In the more general discourse on immigration, minority- 
majority relations, the nature of Other in relation to Self, what is considered 
‘deviant’, ‘alien’, or ‘normal’, language issues may take on a symbolic 
function and become metaphors for more fundamental differences in the 
attitudes towards Other. Language issues may be conceived of as less 
‘delicate’, conflictual or provoking than opinions on Other per se. Conse
quently, in the general debate on immigrants and minority issues, the home 
language debate appears to have received a disproportional amount of 
attention and space, and emotions may run high on both sides of the 
defense line, as it were. (On the nature of ‘metaphors’ in relation to some 
other linguistic issues, see Stroud & Wingstedt 1989.) In their thorough 
and recent account of home language teaching in Sweden, Hyltenstam & 
Tuomela (1996) bring forward a similar concept. Here, it is stated that 
home language teaching has acquired the role of a “ställföreträdande 
markör” [vicarious marker] (ibid: 11) in discourse on immigrant issues in 
general; when it is not opportune to oppose to plurality and heterogeneity, 
the ‘marker’ functions as a symbol which is more readily criticizable.



4.2 The media debate on hom e language teaching

As mentioned above, the controversial nature of home language teaching is 
evident from its magnitude in public debates, specifically the media. 
Hyltenstam & Tuomela (ibid: 14ff) comment on how the issue has been 
treated in the media, focusing on three different types of actors/figures: 
researchers, well-known public persons (‘celebrities’), and letters to the 
editor.

4.2.1 The researchers

As for the researchers, a few decades ago, the issue was debated not only 
internally within the academic arena, but also in more public spheres such 
as the daily press. Especially during the 1970s, there were a number of 
researchers who discussed the problem publically, and different, opposing 
viewpoints emerged. As noted by Hyltenstam & Tuomela, while the issue 
actually concerned what model of education would be the best for immi
grant children, the debate narrowed its focus mainly to concern a few 
specific models, which -  ironically -  have not been practiced very much, 
while the most frequent organizational model — mother tongue instruction 
for a few hours per week -  was not in focus of the debate. One side in the 
debate (most notably represented by Tove Skutnabb-Kangas) argued for 
the model of ‘hemspråksklasser’ (mother tongue classes where every pupil 
shares the same ‘home’ language, with a bilingual curricula). That is, the 
point was that mother tongue development and maintenance must be 
‘sheltered’ and that the majority language should be introduced at a later 
stage, i.e. not as early as at the beginning of schooling. Other forms of 
bilingual education could function as 'transitional models’, i.e as merely a 
mechanism to facilitate and promote a transition to the majority 
language.The other position in the debate (led especially by Lars Henrik 
Ekstrand) advocated ‘sammansatta klasser’, i.e. school classes where 
approximately half of the pupils have Swedish as LI and the other half 
shares another LI, for whom tuition in Swedish progresses with time. The 
main arguments were that early bilingual acquisition is both possible and 
preferable and that school ought to incorporate both languages to a consid
erable extent from the very start. However, what was especially interesting 
was the heatedness and dogmatism that seemed to evolve in the media 
context, and which resulted in extensive simplifications of the complexities 
of the issue itself and of the research results that was used as arguments by 
the opponents. As Hyltenstam & Toumela remark, the effects on the



general public was negative. Either the debate added to the confusion felt 
by laypersons and teachers alike, or provided simplistic ammunition for 
either side of the battle. Ironically, while it probably appeared that the 
researchers were of totally opposing opinions, they were actually all in favor 
of the most important issue, namely that the schools ought to encompass 
mother tongue instruction for minority children. The differing viewpoints 
concerned how this should be organized as well as the motivations for it. 
But unfortunately, in spite of the restricted focus of this particular debate, 
it probably added to a suspicious and negative attitude towards the issue 
(ibid: 15).80

4-2.2 Research on minority language education

W hat, then, are the main arguments for minority mother tongue instruc
tion from the research community today? For the purpose of placing the 
popular conceptions of home language teaching in some perspective, I will 
make a short detour into the main conclusions that can be drawn from 
research on minority education over the years. Hyltenstam & Tuomela 
(ibid:36ff) provide a clarifying summary of the general inferences from 
international research, which I will account for briefly:

Firstly, mother tongue instruction supports the development of the mother 
tongue in significant respects. Evidently, the need for instruction in order to 
learn certain aspects of the LI -  such as literacy and other CALP-related 
skills (‘cognitive academic language proficiency’, cf. Cummins 1980) -  is 
seldom questioned when dominant languages are at stake. Minority 
languages -  because of their position in competition or suppression vis-à-vis 
the dominant language -  face further difficulties as regards their learning 
by the younger generation. The language learning minority child may lack 
many opportunities to use the language in a variety of contexts and func
tions, not least various public or formal ones, but possibly also in some 
informal spheres. Some minority children may be exposed to the language

80 “Trots a tt debatten  om m odeller i slu tet av 70-talet och början av 80-talet endast 
handlade om  en begränsad del av undervisningen för invandrar- och m inoritetsbarn, kom 
den för lång tid  fram åt a tt m isskreditera både forskningen och hem språksundervisningen 
generellt. A tt debatten  fick e tt så betydande utrym m e i pressen kan säkert förklaras m ed 
‘massmediernas behov av dram atisering, konflikt och okomplicerade lösningar’ (Tingbjörn, 
1986a: 12), sam tidigt som journalister och redaktörer i de flesta fall har bristande 
kunskaper om språkinlärning, tvåspråkighet, och utbildningsalternativ för invandrarbarn." 
(H yltenstam  & Tuom ela 1996:15)



in very restricted contexts such as in the home only, and possibly only from 
the parent(s), while siblings or friends use the majority language. This may 
also result in an impoverished learning of ‘basic interpersonal communi
cation skills’ (‘BIGS’, cf. Cummins 1980), and the variability in proficiency 
levels among minority children may be considerable. In this case, school 
could function compensatorily. Furthermore, the incentive to develop 
minority language skills is enhanced for attitudinal reasons: the fact that 
the minority language is included in the curriculum raises its status and 
possibly affects the attitudes of others — minority language speakers as well 
as majority members will be more prone to regard the language less 
pejoratively.

Secondly, there is considerable consensus that mother tongue instruction 
supports the learning of the L2, notably the majority language. Although this 
constitues a more controversial question than the first claim, there is 
research evidence indicating that the development of the second language is 
facilitated when the language learner has a satisfactory mastery of his/her 
first language. The controversiality of this claim notably concerns some 
‘strong’ hypotheses on the interdependence of LI and L2 learning, such as 
the ‘developmental interdependence hypothesis’ as formulated by James 
Cummins, which claims that an impoverished or delayed development of 
the LI hinders an adequate learning of the second language. If such a claim 
(in its simplifed form) is correct, it carries considerable implications for 
pedagogical praxis; in the debate, it has sometimes been assumed that this 
means that a minority child should not be exposed to the majority language 
within the educational context until LI development has reached a certain 
stage, otherwise, both LI and L2 learning might be in jeopardy. (This also 
has a bearing on mainstream society practices: even if majority members are 
completely indifferent -  or even hostile — to minority language main
tenance, they will have to acknowledge the need for minority language 
education -  if nothing else to promote the learning of the majority 
language.) Most contemporary researchers, however, do not subscribe to 
such simplistic assumptions, but claim that early exposure to both 
languages is both possible and beneficial, although we should be attentive 
to supporting the language in a subordinate position, which in most cases is 
the minority language. The development of the LI does support the L2, 
especially as concerns the acquisition of concepts and meanings, and the 
verbal expressions for them. If LI development is delayed or stopped, it 
may entail a disruption in the conceptual and cognitive development for the 
language learning child. And since it takes a long time before the other



language may function well in such respects, a sudden language shift may 
result in a disrupted conceptual and communicative development. If, 
however, LI acquisition progresses satisfactorily, the learning of the new 
language is much easier -  a large number of the learning tasks then merely 
consist of learning new forms or ‘etiquettes’ for concepts already acquired.

Thirdly, mother tongue instruction supports the acquisition of knowledge. 
Needless to say, it is difficult to acquire knowledge, especially in the school 
context, in a language you do not know well -  or even know at all. And as 
Hyltenstam & Tuomela note (ibid:42), in spite of this truism, many 
children throughout the world are faced with exactly that type of learning 
situations. Furthermore, the learning of a language is not as clearcut as the 
layperson might envisage it. Certain aspects and functions may take longer 
than others. For the L2 learning child, the difference may be substantial 
between learning communicative skills and skills related to cognitive 
development and the acquisition of knowledge within the educational 
context. Research results indicate that for a child who begins to learn the L2 
in the early years of his/hers school career, it may take five to seven years 
before he/she has reached a language proficiency level compatible with that 
of the majority language children. That is, to learn the L2 regarding aspects 
related to cognitively demanding situations, such as those of school, takes a 
long time, and during this period, the minority children are at an obvious 
disadvantage. Therefore, the development of such language skills in the 
first language is important: until the L2 works well as an instrument of 
acquiring knowledge, the first language should occupy that function.

Fourthly, mother tongue instruction may support the development of an 
ethnic identity. Although there is no one-to-one relationship between 
language and ethnic identity — and the issue is frequently debated among 
researchers -  for certain ethnic groups, their language is of ‘core value’ in 
the composition and reproduction of their ethnicity. Consequently, mother 
tongue acquisition may be a significant ingredient in the socialization 
process, and school may therefore aid in that development. Furthermore, 
mother tongue learning may be crucial for other sociocultural reasons: to be 
able to interact with members of the ethnic group, language may be a 
necessity. That is, participation in the culture and activities of the particular 
group may be highly dependent on language proficiency. Such aspects also 
connect to the final point of support for the teaching of minority languages:

Fifthly, mother tongue instruction may support socialization and family 
interaction. In processes of pending language shift, the younger generation 
often orients itself towards the dominant (majority) language, and tends to



use it more and more at the expense of the minority language. If the minor
ity language development is not supported in other contexts than the 
family domain, there is the risk of an abrupt language shift for the individ
ual. If the child’s parents do not speak the majority language (at all, or 
speak it very poorly), this may in turn be disastrous for family interaction 
and communication, and hence the process of socialization. Hyltenstam & 
Toumela quote Wong Fillmore’s (1991:343) remarks on these matters: 
“W hat is lost is no less than the means by which parents socialize their 
children: When parents are unable to talk to their children, they cannot 
easily convey to them their values, beliefs, understandings, or wisdom about 
how to cope with their experiences. [...] Talk is a crucial link between 
parents and children: It is how parents impart their culture to their children 
and enable them to become the kind of men and women they want them to 
be. W hen parents lose the means for socializing and influencing their 
children, rifts develop and families lose the intimacy that comes from shared 
beliefs and understanding.” Consequently, mother tongue development and 
maintenance can be motivated for serious psychosocial reasons -  an impor
tant aspect which many members of the majority group are quite unaware 
of, I would assume.

4-2.3 ‘The celebrities’

Returning to the Swedish media debate on home language teaching, apart 
from researchers, other prominent actors have been ‘the celebrities’ 
(“kändisarna”), in this case well-known public persons of various immigrant 
origins. There have been a number of well-situated people with fame and 
success e.g. within the spheres of culture, politics or science who have 
argued against home language teaching, particularly with reference to the 
fact that they did not participate in anything of that kind themselves. This 
is very much in line with a category to which I will return later in my 
discussion of letters to the editor, namely “the witnesses”, i.e the rhetorical 
technique of invoking one’s own special status, either as an in-group 
member with (or significantly without) first-hand experience of the 
phenomenon, or as an ‘expert’ of some sort (see category 9 below). W hat is 
particularly important is that when such alleged “witnesses” not only allude 
to in-group status (i.e. as immigrants, even if second generation and/or of 
high status origins), but also are well-known persons of high and respected 
positions, they possess an enormous potential for opinion-moulding. 
Common to most of these celebrities is the general claim that home 
language teaching -  although possibly once established for well-meaning,



but misguided, reasons -  prevents the process of integration among immi
grants. That is, it may have segregatory effects, imposed from above onto 
the misled new-comers, as it were. Hyltenstam & Tuomela (ibid: 16) quote 
some extracts from articles written by the celebrities.81 For example, a 
publically well-known ‘docent’ [associate professor] of political economy, 
Marian Radetzki (a first generation immigrant from Poland) expresses such 
thoughts under the heading “Tack och lov att jag slapp läsa hemspråk” 
[Thank Heavens that I was spared from home language instruction], 
continues with reflecting on his own successful integration into Swedish 
society, and concludes his article by stating the following:

V ar och en ska självklart ha rä tt a tt utform a sitt liv som han eller hon behagar och 
a tt välja sam hörighet, tradition och språk efter eget skön. M en de som uppm untrar 
invandrarna a tt  behålla sitt ursprungsspråk och sin ursprungskultur och som fram 
gångsrik t kräver offentligt stöd för ändam ålet ska veta a tt de därm ed perm anent 
förpassar gruppen till sam hällets marginal. D e tta  tycker jag är en ogärning. 
(Dagens N yheter, Feb. 27, 1991.)

[N aturally  everyone should have the right to shape his or her own life, just as he or 
she pleases and to choose affinities, tradition and language a t their own discretion.
B ut those who encourage im m igrants to keep their original language and original 
culture and who successfully seek public funding to tha t end should know th a t they 
are thereby perm anently  consigning tha t group to the m argins o f society. I th ink 
this is an outrage.]

That is, Radetzki appears to acknowledge an individual’s right to “a free 
choice”, as it were, but to encourage cultural maintenance processes is a 
misdeed, resulting in the permanent marginalization of the immigrants.

Another argumentation technique is to exemplify with a ‘common 
person’ of some sorts. For example, the author Ana Martinez, a first 
generation immigrant of Latin American origin, brings forward the 
daughter of a Chilean friend of hers. Sixteen-year-old Claudia is angry, very 
angry:

O h, G ud. Jag  är utled på alltihopa! Rinkeby Svenska är "Analfabeternas Förenta 
N ationer” och ni i pressen gullar m ed detta! m edan byråkraterna tjatar om  utopier 
som ‘andra generation’ och ‘hem språk’. Vilken andra generation? Jag  är ta  m ig fan

8 ! Incidentally, I have access to the very same collection of articles by ‘the celebrities’ as 
H yltenstam  & Tuom ela, and therefore, I will also quote o ther extracts from the same 
articles than  H yltenstam  & Tuom ela do.



svenska och vad folk ska p rata  här i landet är svenska! (A ftonbladet, M arch 6, 
1990.)

[O h God! I am fed up w ith all o f this! Rinkeby Swedish is "the U nited  N ations of 
Illiterates” and you people from the press kiss up to that! while the bureaucrats go 
on about utopias like ‘second generation’ and ‘home language’. W h a t second 
generation? I am bloody well Swedish and w hat people ought to speak in this 
country is Swedish!}

Ana Martinez continues by telling us that this girl is “one of the few 
immigrant children who grew up with compensatory tuition in Swedish 
instead of home language instruction” [my translation} and her parents 
even paid for private Swedish lessons for her. And consequently, her mother 
smiles proudly, knowing that she has given her child “what a child ought to 
have in this life. The language and a strong self-esteem.” [my translation}. 
Needless to say, that language is Swedish, and Martinez concludes by 
stating that the case of Claudia confirms what she has long suspected; 
W hat the children of immigrants really need is the Swedish language, and 
not until a mastery of that language is achieved is there space to “think of 
one’s heritage. Then one can be proud of the cultural background of one’s 
parents.” [my translation}. W hat a contribution such as Martinez’s 
exemplifies is the frequent technique of invoking one single person or 
instance (oneself, or someone else -  then preferably from the ranks of ‘the 
man on the street’) as evidence that what you are arguing for is correct and 
hence generalizable to all others. Furthermore, an assumed competitive 
nature of bilingual acquisition is brought forward: it is rendered difficult, 
almost impossible to learn (or be taught) two languages simultaneously, 
and therefore, a choice has to be made. In addition, the metaphorical 
character is evident. W hat basically are contributions to the debate on 
integration or marginalization of immigrants and the responsibility of the 
authorities and politicians in such matters, are turned into a question of 
home language teaching. At the very least, when exemplifying misguided 
policies, home language teaching is dredged up. Consequently, home 
language teaching is turned into a symbol and a scapegoat for all forms of 
opinions on integration strategies and policies. Another point of interest is 
the fact that ‘the celebrities’ provide yet another example of the situation 
where some minority group members struggle to succeed, and if they do so, 
they frequently will argue that it was because they did not adhere to their 
roots, but uncompromisingly became acculturated into mainstream society



and managed to cope with mainstream education -  in spite of the hardships 
(cf. 4.3.2.9 below).

The types of arguments mentioned here recur in other contexts as well -  
notably in letters to the press, to which we will now turn.

4.3 The media debate on hom e language teaching: ‘letters to the 
editor’

In the media debate on the position of minority languages in the educa
tional system, ‘letters to the editor’ published in newspapers or magazines 
constitute an obvious arena for “ordinary people” to express their view
points. Needless to say, an investigation into what is stated in such letters 
does not necessarily reflect neither the types nor tokens (frequencies) of 
what attitudes are prevalent among the people of Sweden. Obviously, not 
all of us express our opinions by writing to the press. In addition, since the 
editors usually make a selection of what letters are to be published in the 
paper, it is impossible to draw conclusions about what ‘the common man’ 
actually is likely to think about an issue such as home language teaching. 
However, in light of the fact that mass media constitute an important 
source of information as well as influential moulders of opinion in modern 
society, data on what is stated in the media are clearly relevant for investi
gations into ideologies of language.

As mentioned above, as a precursor to the questionnaire survey, a 
modest explorative study was performed on the types of arguments used for 
and against home language teaching in letters to the press. In what follows, 
the main findings of this study will be accounted for, which in turn will 
serve to clarify some aspects discussed later in the context of the survey 
investigation results.

4.3.1 The present study

A representative account of the arguments in the media debates on home 
language teaching would obviously require a systematic collection of data, 
such as a complete search of newspaper/magazine articles and 'letters to the 
editor’, a survey of TV and radio programs where the issue might have been 
brought up, etc. However, since such an endeavor appeared much too time- 
consuming for the basically exploratory aims of the present investigation, I 
have limited the study to examples and thematic classifications of primarily 
newspaper material, unsystematically gathered over the years by myself and 
colleagues. That is, the data are not statistically representative. The corpus



consists of 56 letters to the editor of varying lengths, primarily from the 
1990’s and primarily from larger city daily newspapers. Of these 56 letters, 
33 have been judged as basically representing proponents of home language 
teaching, and 23 are letters with a negative bias.

I would, however, wish to add that after having studied the present 
corpus, and comparing it with my own earlier impressions of the debates on 
home language teaching, it appears that approximately the same types of 
arguments actually occur time and time again.82 That is, I am inclined to 
suspect that an extensive data collection with representativeness (regarding 
all media during a certain period) as an important objective would produce 
roughly the same types of arguments and argumentation. However, it would 
obviously be interesting to obtain truly representative statistical accounts of 
the debate, as well as more detailed and sophisticated analyses of the 
rhetoric of ‘the politics of language’ in the public arena (as e.g. scholars of 
‘critical linguistics’, such as Fairclough 1989, perhaps would approach the 
problem).

4.З.2 Types of arguments: a categorization

In studying the material, I found it possible to discern a limited number of 
types of propositional content, and I performed a classification of the 
arguments in terms of some broad categories of human practices and 
societal structure, referring to e.g. aspects of social intergroup interaction 
and other macro-level social processes (cf. sociological arguments below) or the 
national economy of the country, etc. (cf. economic arguments below). It 
should be pointed out that in some instances, the distinctions between 
certain categories are not clear-cut, especially as regards the categorization

82 Over the years, I have acquired quite a lot o f ‘unsubstantiated’ inform ation on w hat 
people m igh t th ink about various language issues. Both in the private arena -  for example 
when talking to people (or even overhearing conversations) -  and in my professional role as 
a lecturer -  I have encountered viewpoints which often tu rn  up in the published m aterial at 
hand. (For example, when giving beginners’ courses on subjects such as linguistics and 
bilingualism, I have experienced recurring popular ‘m onolingualist’ attitudes towards e.g. 
the home language issue, m inority language rights and normativism. Sometimes I have 
even found this a bit surprising, given the fact tha t the students of such university courses 
probably often represent portions o f society where more ‘p luralist’ beliefs are comm on.) 
Obviously, m y impressions m ight be skewed due to my own biases and m em ory lapses, but 
it is interesting to note tha t the current data corpus on the whole did not go against my 
earlier impressions of contem porary attitudes.



of concrete examples of arguments. For example, the distinction between 
‘sociological’ and ‘nationalistic’ arguments is not always unambiguous.

For each category, a brief explanation is provided, and actual examples 
of arguments — taken from the corpus material -  are illustrated (in English 
translation) and briefly commented upon. (Note, however, that some 
propositions used to explain the categories more concretely in the running 
text may be those that I have encountered elsewhere, not least in oral, non
public contexts.) For reasons of space, the original Swedish versions of the 
extracts will not be represented, and I have reduced the number of 
examples to an absolute minimum.83

All the letters to the editor have been judged as belonging to one of two 
basic standpoints vis-à-vis home language teaching: On the one hand, we 
find those who are in favor of it, that is, the proponents (henceforth labelled 
“the Pros”), and on the other hand those who express contrary opinions, i.e. 
the opponents (labelled “the Cons”).

The categories of arguments are as follows (explanations will follow 
below):

• “Language learning” arguments,
• “Cognitive-semantic” and other “psycholinguistic” arguments
• “Psychological” arguments,
• “Sociological” arguments,
• “Nationalistic” arguments,
• “Economic” arguments,
• “Organizational” arguments,
• “Analogy” or comparisons to other phenomena,
• “The witnesses”, or claims invoking ingroup status.

4.3.2.1 “Language learning” arguments

This category refer to claims regarding the role of home language teaching 
(henceforth called HLT) in the development of the mother tongue of 
minority children, but often also in the learning of the majority language,

Needless to say, quoting  extracts instead o f the entire letters raises the inherent 
problem s of quotation  — tha t is, in extracting small quotes from a coherent text, it is 
difficult to give true justice to the author in th a t one always looses the cohesion and the 
‘am biance’ of the lines o f reasoning in the entire text. However, the restricted space 
rendered extracting necessary.



i.e. Swedish. The Pros often claim that HLT is necessary for developing a 
high degree of proficiency in the minority language, not least concerning 
literacy-related features. In addition, Swedish language learning is alleged 
to be promoted by a high mother tongue proficiency -  that is, irrespective 
of whether one is interested in supporting minority languages or not, a 
positive development of Swedish for immigrant cildren is dependent on the 
mother tongue competence, as supported by HLT.

Contrary to this, the Cons tend to regard HLT as something which may 
hinder the learning of Swedish in that HLT takes time and effort which 
should be directed towards Swedish language learning instead. Even when 
the Cons do not explicitly address the alleged competitive nature of 
bilingual learning, they often seem to think that mother tongue develop
ment should be confined to the home. If mother tongue learning is really 
that important for the immigrant children, then it is the responsibility of 
the parents to see to it that the children learn the mother tongue -  the 
school should have nothing to do with that.

Examples from the corpus are as follows,84 beginning with a statement 
on the alleged ‘competitive’ nature on bilingual learning:

Con: My personal view is tha t if an im m igrant receives instruction in his m other 
tongue, it keeps him  from learning Swedish as quickly as possible. (G .v.d.M ., D N  
1991-10-29)

A response to this particular claim followed a week later in the same news
paper:

Pro: H ow  can a home language lesson once a week keep a child from learning 
Swedish? Because th a t is how m uch we are talking about. Studying G erm an or 
English is never considered an obstacle to the acquisition of Swedish. (O .M ., D N  
1991-11-05)

Other typical “Con”-type arguments are seen in the following:

Con: I have never heard of other im m igrant countries where im m igrants receive 
instruction in their own language instead o f increasing their knowledge of that 
country’s language. (G .H .-H ., D N  1994-01-19, my emphasis)

84 p  is quite com m on th a t the authors of the letters to the editor in my corpus sign w ith 
their full name. However, for reasons of discretion, I have chosen to refer to them  by their 
initials in the the extracts given below. In addition, abbreviations for some of the daily 
newpapers (e.g. D N ) are explained at the end of this chapter.



Con: W hen  it comes to language teaching for im m igrants, it certainly m ust be m ost 
im portant in any case tha t they learn Swedish properly in order to function in 
Swedish society. (“509”, Enköpingsposten 1992-01-22)

That is, the signature “509” attempts to argue that there has been an 
emphasis on HLT rather than -  and in competition with, as it were -  the 
learning of Swedish. The opposite standpoint (sometimes referring to 
research findings in a somewhat simplified manner) is exemplified by the 
following:

Pro: M odern research on bilingualism clearly shows the im portance of being able to 
com m and your home language in order to be able to learn the new language, 
Swedish, as an im m igrant pupil. (M.A., D N  1992-06-27)

Pro: More quickly than  one expected, there are signs o f a change in a ttitude am ong 
the general public on the issue o f monolingual classrooms [i.e.m other tongue 
classes]. In  reality a child’s linguistic developm ent is seriously threatened if  tha t 
developm ent doesn’t take place in  the base language =  the m other tongue. I 
th ink this is self-evident. (S.P., Lärartid ninge n/S ve nsk skoltidning 3/1981)

Pro: Good knowledge of the m other tongue is really a prerequisite for being able to 
learn a new language. (M .A., Lärarnas tidning 4/1994)

Pro: C urrent research into bilingualism shows tha t the best pa th  to Swedish is through 
the m other tongue. The reason for this is partially linguistic, bu t it is also psycho
logical and social.[...} The goal of home language teaching is to develop an active 
bilingualism, thus com bating semti inguai ism, which m ight otherwise develop, [...] 
(M .A., U N T  1991-01-09, my emphasis)

However, a Con-letter to the same newspaper opposed to the concept of 
semilingualism:

Con: In the Swedish debate, the specter o f semilingualism is constantly being evoked.
It is said tha t the consequences will be catastrophic for young people of Turkish, 
Greek, Eritrean, Pakistani, etc. descent if they are not trained in one o f the over 
80 languages now being spoken in Rinkeby, for example. (P.P., U N T  1991-01- 
02)

And finally, a politician (Agneta Rehnvall) wrote the following, concern
ing “skolpengen” (i.e. the financial administration of schools), segregation 
and the learning of Swedish among immigrant children in the suburbs 
which have a high immigrant population in Järvafåltet, northwest of 
Stockholm:



Con: M y experience of the Järva schools is tha t they run a very good program . The 
school inspectors confirm this. However, there are shortcomings in  the Swedish 
language. This is understandable w hen only one or two pupils per class have 
Swedish as their m other tongue. What children in Järvafältet need is more Swedish and  
less home language teaching. (A.R., D N  1993-09-18, my emphasis)

Evidently, this politician brings forward the assumed opposition between 
HLT and the learning of Swedish. An increase in Swedish language tuition 
is to entail a decrease in HLT.

W e will now turn to the second type of arguments, namely those 
alluding to various cognitive or psycholinguistic factors.

4.3.2.2 “Cognitive-semantic” or other “psycholinguistic” arguments

These constitute the most infrequent type of all in the corpus -  actually to 
my surprise, since claims regarding cognition and language seem quite 
common in laypeople’s -  or teachers’ -  statements on the “problem” of 
(immigrant) children’s linguistic development, at least from my own 
experience. (Cf. the statement “Dessa barn har ju inget språk!” [These 
children don’t have a language!], which has later been reformulated more 
’cognitively’ as e.g. “Dessa barn har inga begrepp!” [These children have no 
concepts!}.) The category concerns e.g. the role played by language in the 
conceptual development of children, or claims regarding the organization of 
languages in the brain (such as more or less crude variants of the 
Weinreichean notions of ‘compound’ and ‘coordinate’ bilingualism.) As for 
conceptual development, in those days when ‘semilingualism’ was a popular 
notion, anxieties concerning the immigrant child (cf. Cummins ‘threshold 
hypothesis’) seemed confounded with ‘Language learning arguments’ of a 
‘balance hypothesis’ nature: The immigrant child runs the risk of not 
learning either language “properly”, which in turn impacts on overall 
(subject) learning and conceptual-cognitive development. Nowadays, 
however, it appears that the worries are focused more towards deficient 
Swedish language learning, without mention of HLT or mother tongue 
development. Conceptual learning appears to be dependent upon the 
acquisition of Swedish, which may be compared to the “older” arguments of 
the 70s when proponents of HLT tended to draw upon the importance of 
the mother tongue for cognitive growth.

Some examples of cognitive-semantic/psycholinguistic arguments from 
the corpus are as follows:



Con: I th ink  tha t we should concentrate on teaching im m igrants Swedish. Their own 
m other tongue is stored in each of their brains and it can easily be revived. 
(G .v.d.M , D N  1991-10-21).

In response to these statements, another person posed the following 
questions:

Pro: A nd w hat does she m ean [i.e. G .v.d.M ] in saying th a t im m igrants store their 
m other tongues in their brain? Does she th ink tha t it is people who have come 
here as adults and who can revive their language at will th a t receive home 
language teaching? O r does she th ink tha t the children who are born here or 
come here very young are born w ith their m other tongue em bedded in their 
brains and need simply to reflect a little to be able to speak fluently? W hatever it 
is th a t she thinks, it is deplorable tha t a person can refer to her own experience 
w hen she does not know w hat she is talking about. (O .M ., D N  1991-11-05)

An example of cognitive arguments in connection with the increasing 
emphasis on the learning of Swedish is found in a letter by three local 
politicians from the much discussed Stockholm neighborhood of Rinkeby, 
well-known for its high immigrant population:85

Pro: If 95 percent o f the children have an im m igrant background, the developm ent of 
the Swedish language will be exceptional. People in Rinkeby can in fact speak 
Swedish, the children better than the adults, bu t the absence o f a natural Swedish 
linguistic environm ent empoverishes the vocabulary of tha t speech and creates 
difficulty in the construction o f abstract concepts. Language developm ent there
fore rests ultim ately on w hat the schools and the pre-schools can provide for the 
children. (J.F, K .G . & J .J , D N  1993-09-18)

85 I w ould like to  add th a t Rinkeby seems to have a reputation th roughout alm ost all o f 
Sweden, strange as it seems, considering tha t Rinkeby is certainly not the only area in 
Stockholm — not to m ention other Swedish cities — which has a high proportion o f inhabi
tants w ith an im m igrant background. However, the m edia have contributed to a ttribu ting  
Rinkeby a type of iconic status, tha t is, appointing Rinkeby as the problem -burdened, 
segregated, im m igrant ‘g h e tto ’. A lthough other areas (typically suburbs o f m ajor cities) are 
som etimes m entioned (and increasingly so in  recent times), Rinkeby has m aintained its 
‘m etaphorical’ character, and is still often subjected to  all kinds of ‘exotist’ news stories in 
the media, or brought up as an example of the 'problem s’ of im m igration for Sweden. (For 
example, when TV news program s com m ent on some kind of im m igrant-related issue, they 
are bound to  send a cam era team  to Rinkeby, accompanied by a reporter exemplifying the 
issue w ith  the Rinkeby scene.)



Psycholinguistic arguments along the lines of the Weinreichean notions 
of ‘compound’ and ‘coordinate’ bilingualism may also be used (the letter 
concerns language use in bilingual kindergartens, from as early as 1982):

Pro: In the preschool where I work, we don’t allow the children to work and listen to 
music at the same tim e because we feel tha t it disrupts their concentration. Is 
language really any different? Has anyone thought about how work in two 
languages will be organized, simply in practical terms? W hen  would we choose 
one language and when the other? H ow will a child, who is learning the 
language, know w hen to p u t new words, concepts and sentences into the Finnish 
or the Swedish box in her brain? I think we dem and too m uch of the children. I 
believe in the “one-person-one-language-m ethod”, i.e. th a t every employee keeps 
to one language as m uch as possible. T hat helps the children keep the languages 
apart. T hen I th ink  you can achieve coordinate bilingualism; the m eaning systems 
are kep t entirely apart. (K.B., Förskolan 5/82, 1982).

As Grosjean (1982:244) points out, the original notions of W einreich 
(1953, 1968), which received considerable attention within the academic 
community, have often been misunderstood, sometimes to the extent that 
e.g. some teachers have stated that bilingualism is confusing because one 
has to translate from one language to another. But also in textbooks the 
notions have been adulterated or oversimplified to the extent that quite 
peculiar statements regarding the nature of the bilingual appear. Grosjean 
mentions e.g. López’ (1977) observation that Saville & Troike’s Handbook of 
Bilingual Education (1971) claims that ‘compound’ bilinguals formulate their 
thoughts first in one language and then to go through a high-speed trans
lation process into the second language. The Weinreichean distinctions 
seem nowadays to have fallen out of use, but it is interesting to see that 
they penetrated even the Swedish layperson’s scene, as shown by the above 
statement by a Swedish-Finnish-speaking preschool teacher in the early 
80s.

4.3.2.3 “Psychological” arguments

These arguments involve claims regarding the psychological development 
of the immigrant child (including largely social psychological dimensions), 
and are mostly utilized by the Pros. Typically, HLT and mother tongue 
development are rendered necessary for the childs feelings of “trygghet” 
[security/confidence] and self-assertion, that is, a positive identity develop
ment. A knowledge of one’s cultural heritage is important for everyone, 
Swedes as well as minorities, and it is therefore vital in building a



harmonious pluralistic society. There are also claims that HLT is necessary 
in preventing accelerated language shift, thus promoting family interaction -  
the child must be encouraged to develop the minority language in order to 
be able to interact efficiently with relatives and other minority group 
members, otherwise the child’s attitudes towards its parents, for example, 
may develop in negative directions. In addition, the HLT teacher is 
sometimes portrayed as an important ‘cultural mediator’, bridging the gap 
between the school on the one hand, and the parents’ minority position on 
the other.

The Cons seldom engage in arguments of a social psychological kind, 
except when they point to other immigrant groups, e.g. earlier immigration 
into Sweden (such as the Balts in the 1940s) or the historical large-scale 
emigration of Swedes to America. Such groups are claimed to have become 
integrated very well both psychologically and sociologically — without any 
kind of (public) mother tongue instruction.

An example of social psychological arguments directed towards the 
importance of family interaction is the following:

Pro: The goal for home language teaching in its current incarnation has been to 
facilitate the child’s com m unication w ith his or her relatives -  including such 
close relatives as their parents. There are clear and present social reasons for home 
language teaching in its current form. (E.S., D N  1994-01-09)

Quite frequently, the Pros refer to HLT as a contribution to the immi
grant child’s feelings of “trygghet” [security], self-assertion and identity 
development:

Pro: Few people dispute the fact th a t their m other tongue is trem endously im portan t 
for a person's developm ent and identity. (B.L. & B.S, U N T  1991-02-08)

Pro: K eeping their m other tongue alive is im portant for a person’s self-esteem and a 
sense o f identity  — and also for being able to m aintain contact w ith their family.
(P.T ., N e rikes A llehanda 1994-04-16)

Pro: Children need self-confidence, security and an identity  in  order to  be able to 
develop. Therefore it is im portant to affirm their roots. To th a t end it is necessary 
to develop an active home language. (E.F., et al, Skolvärlden 13/1994)

Furthermore, the role of the HLT teacher as a “cultural bridge” is some
times brought forward:



Pro: The home language teachers’ role m ust be enhanced. They are im portant not only 
as language teachers, bu t also as an im portant link between the parents and the 
school. In tha t way, ignorance and culture clash can be alleviated. (M.S. & N .B .,
AB 1993-09-16)

Although rare, the following is an example of Cons using psychological 
arguments, here an attack on the “identity”-type of arguments:

Con: People readily point ou t tha t young people’s "identity” is in danger if they do not 
receive home language teaching. O ne can sometimes w onder if the people in 
question really even understand w hat the word identity means. I am me — th a t is 
the basic form ula for identity, w hether I was born in  V ienna or V'immerby, in 
Beirut or Borlänge. W hether I have Swedish or G erm an or Arabic as my m other 
tongue. All this identity  talk seem to be m isunderstood psychology. (P.P., U N T  
1991-01-02)

4.3.2.4 “Sociological” arguments

This category pertains to more macro-level social phenomena such as 
societal structure and the relationship between different groups, especially 
the position of minorities vis-à-vis the majority. It concerns issues of 
language and social change, such as the role of language in processes of 
integration, assimilation, segregation, marginalization, and ethnic conflicts. 
Here we may find HLT as a type of ‘metaphor’ for fears or hopes of more 
general future scenarios. On the one hand, some people seem to fear that 
linguistic (or cultural) plurality will have a divisive effect in society, in that 
it may hinder the learning of Swedish (thereby marginalizing immigrant 
groups) or that the special treatment of immigrants encourages 
segregationism and antagonizes the majority population in relation to the 
minorities. (In short, it concerns “how much of plurality little Sweden really 
can take” [“Hur mycket mångfald tål lilla Sverige egentligen?!”]) On the 
other hand, the proponents of HLT may claim plurality and multicultural- 
ism as something enriching (“berikande”) -  or merely a fact we just have to 
accept (“They are here.”). They may argue that Sweden has evolved into a 
much more multicultural society in recent years, largely because of immi
gration, and from a democratic point of view, societal institutions should 
reflect this. The key to integration is a policy of pluralism. In conjunction 
with some language learning and psychological arguments (cf. above), there 
are claims that school is responsible for ensuring good language competence 
and personal development, and this can only be achieved through HLT and



the instruction of Swedish as a second language (“Sv2”, Svenska som 
andraspråk). Otherwise, it is claimed, immigrants will become marginal
ized, which in turn may lead to massive unemployment, nonexistant social 
mobility, poverty and (youth) crime in these groups.

Another aspect concerns the structure of the educational system. It is 
not uncommon that some people, albeit principally in favor of cultural 
pluralism, regard differentiation of forms of education (e.g. in terms of 
ethnic schools or classes) for children as something which goes against the 
principle o f ‘equality’, at least with respect to the ‘equal opportunity’ for all 
children irrespective of their socioeconomic or ethnic descent. One of the 
foundations of the Swedish comprehensive school system, grundskolan 
(established in the 1950s), was precisely that of standardizing education to 
give each child the same basic obligatory education for nine years, with no 
‘entrance exams’ as gateways during that period. In view of this, even some 
‘pluralists’ may exhibit ambivalent viewpoints regarding HLT, at least 
when it comes to more radical forms such as home language classes or 
minority 'free schools’.

Examples of sociological arguments are as follows:

Con: W hen I came here in the beginning of the 80s, priority was place on home 
language teaching instead of Swedish, and they tried to m ake sure th a t we 
w ouldn’t forget our culture and background, bu t no one though t about our not 
learning Swedish. [...] Therefore society has to focus now on language teaching 
[i.e. Swedish], W ithou t a good knowledge of the Swedish language, there can be 
no integration  into Swedish society. T hat leads to segregation in neighborhoods 
like N orsborg, Alby and Fittja, where we find reverse racism instead o f in teg ra
tion all because of ignorance. (I.B., D N  1995-10-27)

Con: There is no reason for home language teaching in any form if im m igrants are 
going to  be in tegrated  and do well for themselves in our society. (G .H .-H ., D N  
1994-01-19)

Some writers stress that HLT is something which should not involve the 
public sector, such as school; instead, the immigrants themselves should 
take care of it:

Con: A refugee also wants to build up a life and future in a new country on his or her 
own, naturally being grateful for any help tha t can be given, especially help in 
learning the language of new country. Still, home language teaching is super
fluous. Their m other tongue is som ething th a t refugees can teach their children 
themselves, w ith help from an ethnic association or refugee’s self-help center. 
(J.N ., D N  1992-01-02)



Con: If home language teaching is needed there are surely m any people w ithin the 
im m igrants’ own com m unity, who can provide this knowledge ou t o f solidarity. 
The children can use some of their leisure time. I don’t th ink  this will lead to 
more troublem akers, bank robbers and alcoholics, as Salih [another letter w riter] 
has w ritten, if children w ith an im m igrant background do not receive home 
language instruction in the schools. (Pensionär m ed språkbehov, G öteborgsposten 
1994-04-17)

Others, typically proponents of HLT, point to the responsibility of the 
state to cater for all:

Pro: A lternatively, one can claim, as I do, tha t in order to show solidarity, be fair and 
act even handedly in linguistic m atters too, society has to support parents and 
children in their efforts to find and m aintain their own identities.[...] If  on the 
other hand, they are forced just to become “Swedish”, it will m ean a denial of 
basic hum an identity  and therefore an affront. (R.B., V ästerbottens Folkblad 
1994-04-22)

Pro: O f all the countries o f the world, Sweden has shown the best intentions to in te
grate its minorities by preparing a safe haven for their cultures w ithin the state 
school system. Instead of letting  this activity deteriorate, its developm ent ought 
to be prom oted so th a t it spreads into larger contexts. The advantages o f this are 
obvious. (M .N ., U N T  1990-09-29)

A related line of reasoning concerns the advantages of state supervision 
of HLT in order to avoid segregationist developments:

Pro: Paul Patera [i.e. another letter writer] thinks tha t im m igrants should arrange 
their own teaching, and they certainly can be called upon to start their own 
classes. The risk, though, is tha t centers are created for national extrem ism  and 
the basis is established for group conflicts in the future in Sweden. If home 
language instead remains in the school system, w ith the same status as other 
subjects, developm ents can be directed down a more constructive path. (M .N ., 
U N T  1991-02-04)

Pro: If the school does not provide home language teaching, it will be privatized, and 
pupils will be left to various religious, political and private interests, over which 
society has no control. This developm ent could be dangerous. (M .A., U N T  1991- 
01-09)

4.3.2.5 “Nationalistic” arguments

This type of argumentation may typically concern matters of defining what 
constitutes the nation’s -  as well as the country’s -  cultural composition,



such as its perceived distinctive and defining characteristics, both past and 
present. That is, it may touch upon what type of culture and cultural 
behavior (such as language) is expected or acceptable within Sweden as a 
country. (Note that this category is related to, and possibly overlapping 
with, some ‘sociological’ arguments.) The explicit propositions may 
function as metaphors for certain anxieties concerning the adulteration or 
loss of the Swedish cultural heritage, or simply an irritation over the fact 
that languages other than Swedish have forced their way through and have 
penetrated even the public arena. (The arguments expressed -  although 
usually orally, seldom in writing -  may range from someone finding it 
disturbing to hear a foreign language spoken in the subway, to fears that 
the Swedish language may be affected by the minority languages. For 
example, in a letter to the editor concerning a series of articles on the 
suburb Rinkeby (in DN in 1987), the writer expresses a concern that 
linguistic diversity is being taken too far: “But in Rinkeby it has gone too 
far. Everywhere you hear the buzzing of foreign, for us Swedes wholly 
incomprehensible, languages. (Which is understandable -  one would 
probably do the same as an immigrant to, say, Turkey...) The confusion of 
languages is huge and Swedes flee the area. We read graffiti on walls and 
fences that says ‘deport the Swedes’. Talk about discrimination!” 
(Rinkebybo, DN 1987-06-11)).

Examples from the corpus are the following:

Con: An im m igrants’ cultural identity  does not mean th a t the im m igran t will rem ain a 
T urk, a Bosnian, a Chilean or an Iranian just as he had been in his home country 
(tha t is an impossibility) bu t rather tha t he creates an entirely new identity  by 
com bining by part o f his original cultural experience w ith his new Swedish experi
ence. H e will never be a Swede — but a true “new Swede”. This is not som ething 
you achieve by first of all learning to read and write your Eritrean, Spanish, 
Rum anian, Croatian or Swahili. (G .H .-H ., D N  1994-01-19)

That is, the immigrant ought to internalize a good proportion of the 
Swedish culture in order to become integrated, and the promotion of HLT 
may prevent his process.

Another position is evident in the following Pro-letters, which challenge 
the perceived ‘monolingualist’ problematization of multilingualism.

Pro: M ultilingualism  is seen by many people in Sweden as som ething unnatural, bu t 
the fact is th a t large sections of the w orld’s population are bilingual or m u lti
lingual. It ought to be the case then tha t m ultilingualism  is the natural thing. 
(E.F. et al., Skolvärlden 13/1994)



Pro: H ow  does society show its respect for citizens who are born abroad or have 
children who speak another language? Should children be punished because they 
happen to be born to parents who speak a language other than  Swedish, punished 
by forcing them  to judge their parents’ identity and m anner o f expression as less 
valuable, unsatisfactory in Swedish society? (R.B., V ästerbottens Folkblad 1994- 
04-22)

Another theme which pops up now and again is that immigrants put 
unreasonable demands on society and that “det daltas för mycket med 
invandrarna”, a quite frequent, stereotypical statement meaning that the 
immigrants are pampered too much. A typical argument is also that “man 
får ta seden dit man kommer!” [when in Rome, you must do as the Romans 
do] or [you have to settle into the place you come to}. That is, the immi
grants should accept and adjust to the alleged ‘Swedish’ culture, and should 
not enjoy any special privileges, even if these were intentionally designed to 
enable precisely that of speeding up the process of integration. The reason I 
regard those types of motivations as “nationalistic” is that I interpret such a 
position to reflect an attitude where one takes it for granted that ‘native’ 
Swedes are the ones who naturally should have the privilege to ‘set the 
agenda’, as it were. (Such a position may possibly surface in the guise of 
“equality”-claims, i.e. that the immigrants should be treated simply as any 
other person (i.e. a Swede), and not being accorded any special ‘privileges’.) 
Consequently, it is taken for granted that it is the prerogative of the major
ity to define exactly what the minorities are supposed to conform to, 
irrespective of whether this corresponds to factual ‘customs’ of the nation’s 
cultural heritage. More crudely, I would claim that this has to do with 
dimensions of xenophobia, or some kind of intolerance generally. And the 
intolerance towards the “foreigners” evokes a kind of national conscious
ness, involving a sudden claim as to what may constitute ‘Swedishness’, 
which in turn gives rise to an apparent consensus as to what Swedishness is.

Examples o f ‘nationalistic’ types of standpoints are the following:

Con: B ut today's im m igrants have go tten  so accustom m aking dem and after dem and 
after dem and on their host country tha t it is now seen as self-evident tha t home 
language teaching should be paid for w ith the tax payers’ money. (P.P., U N T
1991-01-26)

Con: I am neither xenophobic nor a Conservative. B ut I th ink  tha t we all have to give 
som ething of ourselves and not just m ake demands. (Pensionär m ed språkbehov, 
G öteborgsposten 1994-04-17)



Con: I am profoundly tired of the pam pering (yes, I use the word pam pering 
consciously) tha t the authorities insist on when it comes to satisfying every 
possible im m igrant group. If someone comes to Sweden, it m ust be in his or her 
best interest to learn Swedish! [...] I cannot go to N ew  Zealand and dem and to be 
allowed to take my driving test in Swedish. In a case like th a t I have to do as they 
do [ta  seden d it jag kom m er], and I really cannot see why it should be any 
different here. (L.S., D N  1992-10-29)

4.3.2.6 “Economic” arguments

This type refers to the economic aspects of HLT, often from a macro- 
economic, national point of view, such as what is rendered feasible or not in 
relation to the concurrent overall national budget. Financial concerns of 
some kind seem to be one of the favorite arguments of the Cons; none
theless, economic arguments appear increasingly to have become quite 
frequent also in the Pros’ argumentation. I would suspect that this has 
occurred as a response to the Cons, but perhaps also due to the increasing 
focus on economical matters in political debates generally. (I would like to 
add that the Cons never, as far as I have experienced, respond directly to 
the Pro-type of economic argumentation.)

The Cons often point to the factual costs of HLT as too high, especially 
in view of recessions and the cuts in public expenditures in recent years. 
The financing of HLT is a waste of tax-payers money, which instead should 
be directed towards more deserving causes such as health care and the 
elderly. If the immigrants wish for HLT, they should pay for it themselves.

The Pros, on the other hand, often use economic arguments of a rather 
more abstract nature. Bilingualism as such is a valuable asset to society, 
increasingly so in the future. HLT fosters proficient bilinguals in many 
languages, and this is a profitable investment for the future. Both for 
business and overall international relations, language competence is an 
important societal resource. Thus, we simply should not waste the 
(national-economic) potential that our minority language speakers consti
tute. HLT is inexpensive and effective compared to arduous efforts at 
educating Swedes by means of foreign language teaching.

Some examples of economic arguments typical of the Cons in the corpus, 
are as follows:

Con: O f course all im m igrant children can learn the language of their hom e country 
here in our country. If they pay for it themselves. A t a tim e w hen our country is



alm ost on its knees, we cannot afford a luxury like that. (“509", Enköpingsposten
1992-01-22)

Con: I would nevertheless w ant to m aintain my right to decide for m yself if I w ant to 
help pay for this form of language instruction. [...] Let the im m igrants themselves 
finance language courses o f this kind if they w ant them . (M .B., SvD 1991-09-26)

Con: If they are interested in having their children keep their m other tongue alive or 
learn to read and write, it should be som ething they arrange on their own or 
th rough  their own organizations. Swedish tax payers should not have to pick up 
the tab. (L.B., D N  1944-01-28)

The Pros typically respond (although not necessarily to a specific earlier 
Con-letter) by pointing to immigrants’ language competence as a national 
resource:

Pro: Even if we set aside the im m igrant children’s needs [i.e. the need of developing 
their m other tongue for e.g. social psychological reasons] it is indisputable tha t 
foreign languages, theirs too, are always a potential resource for society. (M .N. 
U N T  1991-02-04)

Pro: M any of the pupils who have a home language speak an EU language or a world 
language. W e need people who are good at languages at every level w ithin the 
education system, business & industry and for international cooperation in many 
different areas. (M .H ., Lärarnas tidning, 4/1994)

Pro: W e m ust see th a t it is inexpensive to teach a child to read and write a language 
th a t she or he already hears, understands and speaks at hom e, if  we compare it to 
the cost o f teaching a foreign language. (E.S., D N  1994-01-09)

Pro: H om e language teaching is an investm ent in Sweden’s economic future. (M .A.,
D N  1990-11-08)

4.3.2.7 “Organizational” arguments

Some components of the debate have centred around how HLT is organized 
and administered. Pros as well as Cons have had complaints regarding, for 
example, the allocation of HLT classes within the overall school schedule. 
Some have thought it important for HLT to be incorporated within the 
general school day, i.e. not to be relegated to late afternoon hours after the 
ordinary classes, considering the disadvantages this may entail for the 
children as well as the often “peripatetic” HLT teachers. Some letter-writers 
also point out that the status of HLT as a school subject in its own right



may be degraded if HLT cannot be incorporated within the general school 
curriculum. However, it is often complained (also by some Pros) that HLT 
classes sometimes compete with other important lessons, so that children 
miss out on classes which the rest of the children attend -  it has even been 
claimed that HLT children may leave Swedish language classes to attend 
the HLT. However, some Pros say that this is quite unusual, and that the 
problems can be solved with careful planning and teacher cooperation. 
They thus maintain that organizational problems should thus not be used 
as an argument against HLT per se.

Some examples of Pro-argumentation pointing to organizational prob
lems are the following:

Pro: H om e language has never been provided w ith a proper curricula and schedules, 
and it is segregated administratively. [...] M ost schools plan  the school year 
w ithout taking the existence of home language teaching into consideration at all, 
not for class composition, not for scheduling, not for room allocation. N o efforts 
are m ade to establish suitable conditions for effective w ork w ithin the framework 
o f the school day; instead, after everything else has been accom m odated, the 
home language teacher has to piece together their jobs at different schools. If they 
don’t succeed in  tha t w ithout scheduling clashes, they are blam ed for arranging it 
to their own advantage. Always on the way to work, they are seldom seen in the 
staff room, and no one asks about how they are doing. U nder these circumstances, 
it is obvious tha t there are serious shortcomings in  the enterprise. (M .N ., U N T  
1991-02-04)

Pro: O ne of the problem s is the inadequate education am ong home language teachers, 
a problem  th a t is solved by providing more education. (M .A., Skolvärlden 
26/1990)

The following extract is from a Con who adds organizational arguments 
to his overall attack on HLT :

Con: Since I wrote my article, m any people have pointed out to m e that in order to 
participate in home language teaching, im m igrant children leave their ordinary 
lessons. Thus, they miss out on these hours of instruction, which just makes their 
school start even worse. (P.P., U N T  1991-01-26)

4.3.2.8 “Analogy” or comparisons to other phenomena

Quite frequently, arguments for or against HLT involve comparisons to 
other phenomena, such as the conditions of other countries or historical eras 
(e.g. earlier periods of immigration.) This is often accompanied by some



kind of ‘equality’ or ‘equivalence’ implications (‘rättviseaspekter’); for 
example, HLT may be questioned on the grounds that it is claimed to be 
unique: Why should Sweden be any different from other (Western) 
countries? And, considering migrants of earlier days (such as the Swedes 
emigrating to the U.S., or pre- and post-war Baltic and East European 
immigrants in Sweden) why is it that today’s immigrants cannot deal with 
the language issue themselves, without ample public support? On the other 
hand, Pros may compare immigrant children with “native” Swedish 
children and point to HLT as a means of striving for equality in terms of 
increased ‘equal opportunity’: Swedish children enjoy the privilege of 
receiving a substantial and constant amount of mother tongue instruction 
throughout their entire schooling (i.e. in primary and secondary education). 
The responsibility of the school system for mother tongue development of 
these Swedish children -  privileged as they already are with their majority 
status position -  is never questioned, so why should immigrant children not 
be given at least similar (if not equal) opportunities?

It also occurs that (the cost of) HLT is weighed against causes rendered 
more deserving (cf. also the “economic” category above). For instance, the 
Cons may point to the poor financial state of the nation and emphasize that 
the schools in general, health care, and the care of the elderly are areas 
which could profit if HLT is reduced or even completely abolished. The 
following quotes exemplify this particular line of reasoning:

Con: W e simply ask ‘candidate’ Bildt [i.e the then Prime M inister] to slaughter our 
“holy cow” — home language teaching. U nfortunately, it appears though  no 
responsible politician dares to “fiddle w ith” the home language teaching depart
m ent. Child care, school teaching and care for the elderly can “run on three 
cylinders” while home language teaching chugs along like an old diesel m otor. If 
in spite o f all this the candidate could manage to change this, it would be a 
change m uch appreciated by many taxpayers. (“509”, Enköpingsposten 1992-01- 
22)

Con: T hat 300 m illion could be used instead to help prevent the increasing violence 
am ong young people. T hat is so m uch more im portant for Sweden’s future than 
home language is. (M.B., SvD 1991-09-26)

As mentioned above, another portion of “analogy”-type arguments 
involves comparisons to other countries:



Con: I have not heard of other im m igrant countries where im m igrants receive instruc
tion in their own languages instead o f im proving their proficiency in the language 
of the country. (G .H .-H ., D N  1994-01-19)

Responses from the Pros to this type of argumentation vary -  some 
accept the alleged 'uniqueness’ of HLT rights in Sweden as compared to 
other countries, while others claim that Sweden is not alone in providing 
mother tongue instruction for linguistic minorities:

Pro: Gonzalo H errero-H ack says th a t there are no other im m igrant countries where a 
person receives instruction in his or her own language. Sweden certainly is still 
fantastic. I’m  not ashamed of that! (E.S., D N  1994-01-28)

Pro: Sweden is not unique at all when it comes to home language instruction, bu t we 
do seem to be unique in having all-party support for the establishm ent o f 
ambitious goals for im m igrant policy and bilingualism for im m igrant pupils in 
the Swedish school. This is som ething we have every reason to be proud of. (B.L.
& B.S., U N T  1991-02-08)

Another type of “analogy” arguments is to refer to other eras such as the 
conditions of immigration historically:

Con: I cannot rem em ber tha t home language was ever a problem  am ong these groups 
o f im m igrants [i.e. refugees before or during W orld  W ar II]. There people real
ized tha t as soon as possible children should learn the language of the country 
th a t granted  them  asylum .[...] I have never heard of a single case of these G er
m an-speaking or a Baltic-language-speaking children becoming “sem ilinguai”. 
(P.P., U N T  1991-01-02)

Con: D uring the 1800s and up to about the m iddle o f the 1920s, about one and a half 
m illion Swedes em igrated to the U nited States. D id they suffer from "loss of 
iden tity” in their new country? No. I advise Alassaad to read V ilhelm M oberg’s 
grandiose em igration epic. There he will search in vain for “loss o f identity”. (P.P., 
U N T  1991-01-26)

Another line of argumentation, mostly favored by Pros, is to refer to 
values such as equality and human rights, or HLT as a means of ensuring 
that immigrant children may get as fair a chance in the educational system 
as Swedish children:

Pro: It strikes me as odd th a t money would be allowed to determ ine such an elem en
tary th ing  as the child’s right to its m other tongue [...] There is no way to  in ter
p re t these two measures [i.e. reductions of H LT and Sv2] except as a sign tha t 
those in power w ant to lim it im m igrant children’s possibilities for obtaining as



equivalent an education as native Swedish children obtain. (M.L.F., D N  1994-01- 
28)

Pro: Furtherm ore children who belong to a m inority group have the right to their own 
language and their own culture and religion according to Article 30 of the U nited 
N ations Convention on the Rights of Children. In Swedish society today, the 
reality looks very different indeed. (M .H ., Lärarnas tidning 4/94)

Pro: The worst opponents o f instruction th a t is adapted for im m igrant pupils are often 
“o ld” im m igrants: “Look at me, I managed just fine w ithout home language 
teaching and instruction in Swedish as a second language". O f course there are 
m any more examples than you; there are also examples of people who d idn ’t 
m anage so well. A rtur Lundkvist [i.e. a Swedish renowned author] is rem arkably 
good at languages and became a m em ber of the Swedish Academy w ithout any 
form education to speak of. N o one has considers abolishing the compulsory 
school system because o f that. (B.L.& B.S., U N T  1991-02-08)

Pro: The reason th a t parents can never wholly replace organized teaching is obvious 
and basically the same would apply to any Swedish family. There is too little 
tim e, too few possibilities, perhaps not enough will or simply insufficient 
knowledge or pedagogical competence. (J.M .N ., I D ag G T/Kvällsposren 1994- 
08-29)

However, the ‘equality’ argument seems to be counteracted in a some
what ironic manner in the following Con-letter (written by a Swede living 
in France, arguing that the home language should be a family affair without 
the intervention of bureaucrats):

Con: O f course this applies not only to im m igration between countries, it also applies 
to m ovem ent betw een regions and cultures w ithin a country. Has anyone con
sidered giving home language teaching to people from Stockholm who move to 
the Alv Valley [Älvdalen] or people from Karuna who move to Malmö? O r to 
electricians who become politicians? (M.L., SvD 1991-09-26)

In addition, some Cons may refer to their own, comparedly non
privileged situation:

Con: Salih wonders if all Swedes know Swedish gram m ar. No, we don’t. But we have 
had to m anage anyway. I belong to the generation tha t d idn’t receive any English 
instruction in school, and over the years I have seen that as a real shortcoming. 
N ow, w ith m y own funds I have paid for the teaching I have needed in order to 
know a little som ething in tha t subject. (Pensionär m ed språkbehov, G öteborgs
posten 1994-04-17)



Con: W hen  I found a safe haven in  Sweden as a refugee from N azism  in the 30s, I had 
to m anage on m y own -  and I am happy and grateful for th a t — and I succeeded 
in integrating w ithout any social benefits. Like m any other refugees from H itle r’s 
persecution! (J .N ., D N  1992-01-02)

This last extract also represents another type of argument -  or perhaps 
rather another way of validating one’s arguments — which occurs quite 
often, namely that of referring to one’s own status as either an in-group 
member or someone with special insights into to the problem at hand. I 
have chosen to refer to this type of validation as “witness-claims”:

4.3.2.9 “The witnesses”

One way of giving emphasis or authority to arguments concerning HLT is 
to invoke one’s own status. Most commonly, this involves a reference to in
group status in terms of minority or immigrant origin, but also other signs 
of ‘expertise’ are called upon, such as being a teacher (e.g. HLT teacher) or 
school administrator, or having another position allowing frequent contacts 
with the problem in question. For lack of a better notion, I have chosen to 
call this type of people “witnesses”, by analogy with the self-assurance often 
displayed by people who themselves have witnessed an event, thereby 
giving them a special privilege to form an opinion about it. (“Believe me -  I 
was there, I saw it with my own eyes...”) This type of authorization is used 
by Cons as well as Pros, often in terms of statements in line with “I am an 
immigrant myself...”, “I have received HLT myself...”, “I, for one, never 
received HLT, and I nevertheless got on very well...” I would add that 
sometimes, a kind of authorization may be induced implicitly by the reader 
in that it is not stated by the letter-writer herself, but may be inferred from 
the addition of a title in the signature (such as “home language teacher”) or 
even from a strikingly “foreign”, non-Swedish name of the writer.

It is not uncommon for “witnesses” of immigrant origin who are 
opposed to HLT to claim that the earlier lack of institutional support (such 
as HLT) never harmed them -  on the contrary, it sometimes seems as if 
they have benefitted from the fact that they did not receive the amount of 
support available to more recent immigrants. (Cf. e.g. the last quotation in
4.3.2.8 above.) Certainly, this observation is not unique to the Swedish 
arena. As Grosjean (1982) and others have noted, some minority group 
members who have succeeded in spite of hardship and lack of encourage
ment may take on a strict and unforgiving -  perhaps even grudging -  
attitude towards their less fortunate peers:



In  conclusion, I m ust stress once again tha t educating the m inority child in  the 
m ajority language can have m any problems. A dm ittedly, m any children do m ake it 
through the system, bu t at w hat cost! They often lose their native language and 
culture in the process. Many turn  their backs on the m inority group (they have 
gone ‘up and o u t’) and assimilate themselves into the m ajority, often becoming the 
strongest proponents of the argum ent, “I m ade it through, why can’t you?”. B ut 
m any other children are left by the wayside: [...] (Grosjean 1982:212).

Some examples of “witness”-type arguments are as follows:

Pro: As someone who has been involved in the politics of education for more than  ten 
years, I have learned a great deal about w hat im portance home language has for 
im m igrants being able to develop an active bilingualism. (L.A., A rbetet 1993-10- 
14)

Con: T he distinguishing feature of the current debate on home languages teaching is 
th a t no one has consulted those of us who came in  the 30s and 40s w ith G erm an 
or Czech or one of the Baltic languages as our m other tongues. Are our 
experiences, our insights and opinions on language acquisition and home language 
and ethnic identify, etc., of no value? (P.P., U N T  1991-02-01)

Sometimes Swedes who have lived abroad invoke their own experiences 
as “immigrants”:

Con: My personal view is tha t if an im m igrant receives instruction in his own m other 
tongue, it interferes w ith him  learning Swedish as quickly as possible. I am really 
not a racist bu t someone speaking from my own experience. W hen  m y five 
children were betw een the ages of eight and fourteen, we w ent to H olland {...] In 
the first year it was not so easy for them  to follow the lessons in school, bu t after a 
year they m astered the language and eventually they all graduated  w ith good 
grades. (G .v.d.M ., D N  1991-10-29)

Another writer responded to this:

Pro: I came to Sweden from Greece at the age o f 13, and even though  I had several 
hours o f home language teaching a week (it was seen as im portan t then  when 
Sweden was rich), I learned Swedish in six m onths. And I mean fluent Swedish. I 
finished secondary school w ith good marks and studied at the university [...] So I 
have never noticed any adverse effects. (O .M ., D N  1991-11-05)

Another type of ‘authorization’ involves reference to unnamed sympa
thizers -  often in the form “jag och många med mig...” [I and many with 
me...]. That is, a writer may claim that he/she certainly is not alone in 
holding an opinion. On the contrary, he is backed by a kind of ‘silent



majority’, as it were, who themselves do not dare to speak up on the 
matter:

Con: It is an open secret — and I had it confirmed since my first article was published — 
th a t m any, m any Swedes share m y opinions. B ut they do not dare to back them  
up publicly and m uch less write about questions like this. O u t o f fear. Fear of 
im m ediately being accused of xenophobia and of hating im m igrants. For th a t is 
just how inflamed our climate of debate has become on certain questions. Because 
of m y special background [i.e. im m igrant from Austria, p re-W orld  W ar II (?)], I 
cannot be suspected of anti-foreigner attitudes and/or xenophobia, and I am 
saying w hat m any Swedes would like to say, bu t don’t quite dare. (P.P., U N T  
1991-01-21)

Con: Some readers who see this will surely th ink “th a t’s w hat I th ink  too, bu t I don’t 
dare to say so”. O ther readers will th ink  or literally scream "racist”. To the latter 
group I can simply say th a t my letter to the editor is w ritten  solely as a contribu
tion to the general debate on economic cu t backs. There are no brown shirts in 
m y wardrobe. (“509”, Enköpingsposten 1992-01-22)

4.4 Conclusion

Almost all of the “Pros” and “Cons” seem quite typical of their respective 
kinds. (Note that I have judged as belonging to the Pro group also those 
letters which may criticize HLT on e.g. “organizational” grounds while 
basically being positive towards HLT as such and would not readily accept 
cutbacks, etc.) That is, each group frequently use the same type of 
arguments and motivations for why HLT should be promoted or discarded, 
respectively.

It appears that some of the Pro’s arguments are thematically similar to 
what many researchers bring forward (cf. the short overview in the 
beginning of this chapter). It is difficult to say to what extent Pro letter- 
writers have consulted and “borrowed” certain lines of reasoning from the 
body of research, or whether they merely use arguments that go around, as 
it were, among laypeople’s proponent groups. It deserves to be mentioned 
that it is quite typical of Pro-argumentation to be more simplified, 
exaggerated and ‘crude’ than that of academic discourse. (Needless to say, 
the same applies to the Cons.) However, this is not surprising. The rigour of 
scientific method usually guides academic discourse into a considerable 
degree of cautiousness, complexity and qualification/hedging, whereas 
popular discourse and popular ideologies often are far more simplistic and 
straightforward. Needless to say, laypeople may perceive scientific discourse



as unpenetratable, and they may feel disappointed when turning to 
academic experts for clearcut advice and information. In addition, they may 
conceive of research findings as entirely confusing and amounting to 
nothing -  the impression is that researchers do not find (or can agree about) 
anything relevant.

The Pros tend to bring up the (social) psychological importance of HLT as 
regards positive identity development and feelings of ‘security’ and 
‘confidence’ (Sw. ‘trygghet’) of the immigrant children. Another argument 
frequently brought forward by the Pros concerns language learning, specifi
cally more or less crude variants of the ‘developmental interdependence 
hypothesis’ (cf. Cummins 1980). That is, HLT is rendered beneficial, or 
even necessary, for a successful learning of Swedish, i.e. the majority 
language. In addition, especially in more recent years, the issue of economy 
and societal resources is taken up by the Pros; it is claimed that HLT is an 
important means of promoting societal bilingualism and proficient compe
tence in both ‘world languages’ (i.e. LWC’s, Languages of Wider Commu
nication) and other, more ‘exotic’ languages. Such language competence is 
said to be of considerable relevance to Sweden in view of business relations, 
the interaction within the European Union, and the overall increasing 
‘internationalization’ in terms of e.g. labor migration and intercultural 
communication. (The emergence of “national economical and societal 
resource” lines of reasoning appear to be a direct response to the typical 
Cons’ preoccupation with economy and costs.) In addition, it appears that 
the Pros are more inclined to respond and argue against the arguments 
brought up by Cons, either as direct responses to an earlier letter or implic
itly to challenge common prejudices. The Cons, however, tend not to 
respond directly to Pro-argumentation, but usually bring forward the same 
arguments repeatedly. (An exception to this is, however, a Con-writer (P.P. 
in UNT) whose two published letters argued against the typical ‘social 
psychological’-type Pro arguments.)

The Cons, on the other hand, tend to favor economical arguments; HLT is 
considered too expensive, especially in view of the “economical crisis”, i.e. 
the economic recession and national budget deficit which Sweden has 
experienced during the 90s. A frequent rhetorical strategy is to compare 
HLT costs (as well as other immigrant-related expenditures) to other, 
allegedly more deserving, causes, such as health care, elderly care and the 
worsening conditions of schools generally. That is, as is often the case, one 
“weak” or needing group (in terms of resources) is compared and put 
against another -  for example, the fact that increased funding (or at least a



reduction in the rate of cut-backs) is needed for the elderly is used as an 
argument for reducing or abolishing benefits for minority children. Another 
typical viewpoint of the Cons concerns the risk of HLT in sociological terms; 
to allow for (too strong) minority language rights (such as HLT) may 
eventually lead to segregation and hostility between minorities and the 
majority, potentally leading to marginalization and ethnic conflicts (often 
with reference to major sites of conflict such as the recent wars in former 
Yugoslavia). (Compare also “nationalistic” arguments.) As regards language 
learning, the Cons often bring forward the claim that HLT may affect the 
childs learning of Swedish (compare the 'balance hypothesis’); proficient 
bilingual competence generally seems not to be considered possible, and the 
two languges are learned in competition, as it were, possibly resulting in 
semilingualism. Although the word ‘semilingualism’ is seldom used 
nowadays, equivalent meanings of this notion are often conveyed. Thus, if 
individual bilingualism is rendered unlikely, the conclusion must be that 
Swedish is to be focused on. If HLT hinders the learning of the language of 
the realm, it must be restricted.

As stated earlier, the present chapter has explored the types of argumen
tation used in the media debate on home language teaching. Although the 
letters to the editor provide an account of what types of arguments appears 
to be utilized frequently, they evidently do not indicate to what extent such 
attitudes are represented among the population at large. However, in the 
following chapter, we will focus on the large-scale survey investigation 
where such questions will be approached.

4.5 Abbreviations in the chapter 

HLT: home language teaching
AB: Aftonbladet, a large daily ‘tabloid’ newspaper, based in Stockholm.
DN: Dagens Nyheter, the largest daily newspaper in Sweden, based in 
Stockholm.
SvD: Svenska Dagbladet, a large daily newspaper, based in Stockholm 
UNT: Uppsala Nya Tidning, a daily newspaper, based in the town of 
Uppsala.



Chapter Five

Ideologies o f Language in Sweden: 
A Survey

5.1. Introduction

Public discourse on language issues has tended to switch focus, at least 
when problematization (or the problems of linguistic variation) is concerned. 
A few decades ago, the problematic nature of the linguistic behavior of 
Other was mainly focused on the nation’s lower social strata in terms of the 
working class. The hypotheses proposed by Basil Bernstein in the 1960’s 
(cf. e.g. the notions of ‘restricted’ vs. ‘elaborated code’), and especially the 
conceptions and misconceptions that followed in their wake, concerned the 
possible linguistic ‘déficiences’ or deprivation of working class children, 
especially within the educational context. (This debate is very well-known 
within sociolinguistics. Among the critics of the Bernstein-inspired 
‘linguistic deprivation theories’, see e.g. Labov 1972a; Stubbs 1976.)

In Sweden as in many other European countries, with the massive 
immigration of other nationalities and hence other languages, the focus 
shifted towards the groups that now would occupy the position of the 
lowest (in terms of status, career possibilities, influence, educational success, 
and other socially relevant resources) stratum in society. In addition, the 
learning of Swedish as a second language became an issue. Anxieties 
regarding language deficiencies and what these might entail for an individ
ual’s social and cognitive development were consequently now geared 
towards the immigrant children rather than the indigenous working class.



Although concerns about language “deprivation” and the role of the school 
in mediating such problems continued to be discussed in terms of social 
class differences, it is striking how few comparisons have been made 
between the different types of O therness’ in public discourse on the issues. 
Similarly, the problems of dealing with the immigrants linguistically have 
hardly ever been compared with other types of linguistic variation, e.g. 
speakers of dialects which differ considerably from the standard language. 
Thus, the different categories of O th er’ or O therness’ have not been 
connected. Historical parallells to the current situation have not been 
systematically considered. Consequently, while problematizing and exoti- 
cizing the other nationalities, the factual extent of internal variation is 
down-played. This delineation has contributed to the politicization of 
“immigrant” language issues, whereas the issues regarding ‘internal’ varia
tion (dialects, sociolects, generation gaps, etc.) have become more ‘de
ideologized’. The latter are not seen as delicate questions charged with 
heated ideological and political connotations, but rather a question of ‘taste’ 
or even personal choice, something to discuss at dinner parties to every
body’s amusement.

In what follows, I will account for an investigation attempting to 
connect such different aspects of language ideology, i.e. language issues 
regarding both ‘internal variation’ and ‘external diversity’.

5.2 The aims o f  the survey

Investigations into contemporary ideologies of language can be based on 
different methodologies. I would claim that to get at phenomena as 
complex -  and occasionally also tacit — as ideologies (linguistic or others), a 
variety of methods is needed. In general, sociolinguistic research and the 
behavioral sciences employ various methods depending on the nature of the 
object of inquiry as well as the intra-disciplinary standards (and paradigms) 
of how scientific endeavors are to be undertaken. Language ideologies may 
be studied from different angles and with different procedures, e.g. by 
means of content analysis and discourse analysis (e.g. ‘critical analysis’, cf. 
Fairclough 1989), traditional historiographic methods (see e.g. Lindner 
1986; Tosh 1991), and various ethnographically inspired methods such as 
observations of actions and discourses, and interviews with people, e.g. 
policy-makers and those affected by their decisions. In addition, within 
sociolinguistics, quite a number of studies of language attitudes have 
employed experimental methods, notably the ‘matched guise technique’, 
which is an example of a so-called indirect method of inquiry (cf. e.g. Ryan



& Giles 1982. For a recent Swedish investigation using the matched guise 
method, see Bijvoet 1998.)

Other methods frequently used in attitudinal research are various direct 
methods, notably surveys, especially by means of written questionnaires. It 
could be argued that questionnaires, being a highly standardized instru
ment of inquiry, are not suitable for studying complex phenomena such as 
belief systems/ideologies, and that such a method is more appropriate when 
investigating restricted, particular aspects such as a few, well-defined atti
tudes. For example within sociology, the survey technique has been criti
cized for being a blunt instrument in studying correlations of behavioral 
patterns and allowing predictions to be made. Some would argue that a 
method such as in-depth interviewing is more helpful in understanding 
something as complex as human thinking and behavior. On the other hand, 
survey investigations allow large representative samples of a population to 
be studied, and what may be lost in terms of ‘depth’ and complexity has to 
be weighed against the possibilities of making true generalizations, whether 
for exploratory, descriptive or possibly even explanative purposes. (For a 
further discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the questionnaire 
technique, see the section ‘Method’ below.)

S.2.1 Basic research questions

The present investigation is an attempt to explore and describe certain core 
aspects of contemporary language ideologies in Sweden. The purpose is to 
tap attitudes86 on a variety of language issues, primarily regarding minority 
language questions, among a representative sample of the adult population 
in Sweden, with primary focus on the attitudes of members of the majority 
group, i.e. “native Swedes”. The ultimate aim is to draw inferences on the 
composition of different ideologies of language, i.e. what aspects or compo
nents will co-occur and which ones will not. The method used will probably 
not suffice to produce more than very tentative inferences on the structure 
of particular ideologies and the cohesion or inconsistencies of such value 
systems. However, the basic purposes were the following:

86 Occasionally, I will venture to use the term  'a ttitude ' as a way of referring to the m ental 
constructs under study, regardless of w hether they can be construed as opinions, beliefs or 
emotional states, etc. I am well aware of the complexity of the concept o f a ttitude from a 
theoretical perspective (see chapter 1), but in this context — as in m ost sociolinguistic 
a ttitudinal research -  I will use the term  w ithout speculating as to exactly w hat type of 
m ental state tha t the item s of the questionnaire measure.



1. - To explore and describe what attitudes (or ‘ideological components’) are 
prevalent among the selected population. For this reason, the survey 
method by means of written questionnaires was chosen (see further below). 
Also, although not a primary aim, one original intention was to study the 
distribution of attitudes in different groups with different characteristics, 
e.g. as regards ‘classical’ background variables such as age, sex and educa
tion.

2. - To correlate attitudes/ideological components in order to investigate 
the structure of possible language ideologies. For this reason, the themes 
(i.e. major categories of ideological components) included in the survey are 
quite varied, focusing primarily on two major areas of language issues:

A. Attitudes towards "internal variation” or “internal plurality/diversity”, i.e. 
aspects of linguistic variation within one ‘language’, namely Swedish, 
including aspects of both intra-individual as well as inter-individual varia
tion. Examples of such issues are taboo language (such as swearing), youth 
language, linguistic normativism/prescriptivism, purism, language change, 
etc. Such issues may be both Self- and Other-related, depending on whose 
attitudes are being investigated. For a basically monolingual Swedish
speaking Swede, most issues within this category may be regarded as Self
related, i.e. attitudes towards ones own group, with which one identifies.

B. Attitudes towards “external variation” or “external plurality/diversity”. 
This principally involves aspects of Other-related behavior. In the case of a 
predominantly monolingual majority population, attitudes concerning 
minority languages, for example, can most likely be thought of as reflecting 
attitudes towards Other rather than Self. Examples of such issues are beliefs 
and opinions regarding the status and allocation of minority languages, 
formal minority language rights, bilingualism and L2 learning, language 
and naturalization, languages in competition, etc.

5.2.2 Selected themes of language ideology

The themes with their operationalized variables of the questionnaire are 
described in detail in section 5.4, ‘The questionnaire’. In what follows, I 
will merely list the chosen themes and comment on them in general terms.



A. Internal variation (attitudes to aspects of Swedish language use and 
structure)

1. Inappropriate language (linguistic taboos: swearing)
2. Youth language
3. Language of public spheres (politicians, authorities, mass media)
4. W ritten language (literacy, book-reading)
5. Linguistic correctness (normativism/prescriptivism)
6. Language change (in general)
7. Contact phenomena: borrowing vs. purism (acceptability of loans)
8. Other peoples Swedish language use (open-ended question)

B. External variation

1. Languages in competition: language maintenance and shift (Swedish, 
Saami, immigrant languages); global linguistic ‘singularity’

2. The significance of the ‘mother tongue’ (psychosocial and cognitive 
effects, prerequisites for proficiency)

3. Monolingualism vs. bilingualism (definitions of individual bilingualism, 
advantages and disadvantages of individual and societal bilingualism, 
official bilingualism/official languages)

4. Immigrants’ language use: proficiency in Swedish (appraisal of profi
ciency, conditionality, etc., proficiency and occupational functions); 
language choice and linguistic socialization: Swedish vs. immigrant 
languages

5. Language and citizenship
6. Minority language rights: conditions for interpreting/translation (in 

different domains; other conditions for such rights)
7. Minority language use/allocation: the ‘visibility’ of minority languages 

(in television and in other public spheres)
8. Languages as school subjects
9. Languages of instruction

10. Home language teaching (different types of arguments for or against)

The themes of the questionnaire were selected for several reasons. Apart 
from obvious methodological restrictions governing the selection 
(considering factors such as the heterogeneity of the survey population, 
operationalizability, the length and format of the questionnaire, etc. -  see 
further below in section 5.3 ‘Method’), there were evidently important 
theoretical motives. Primarily, the inclusion of internal as well as external



aspects of language ideology was a fundamental part of the initial hypothe
ses. It is rare to find sociolinguistic investigations which combine and 
compare these two aspects of language issues. Most often, linguists (or 
educationalists, psychologists, sociologists, etc.) seem to deal with either 
‘monolingualism’ in some form or the other (such as intra- and inter-indi
vidual variation within one language), or to study ‘bilingualism’ from 
different angles, often as regards minority language issues. That is, the two 
areas of research are kept apart, in spite of the fact that this constitutes an 
artificial delineation, primarily motivated by academic traditions of discipli
nary boundaries (cf. the sociology of science), and not by inherent features 
of the object of inquiry per se. Actually, an appropriate umbrella term for 
the entire area of research could be linguistic variation, regardless of whether 
the study object concerns one or more ‘dialects’, ‘sociolects’, ‘styles’, 
‘languages’, etc. It appears that in practice, sociolinguistics has been influ
enced by such conventionally based categorization of varieties, and this has 
contributed to an obscuring of the connections between the different 
objects. This may seem somewhat paradoxical in light of the fact that 
sociolinguists usually are the ones who point to the conventionality of such 
categorizations, and to the artificiality of idealized treatments of language 
in structuralist (e.g. Chomskyan) approaches (cf. e.g. Newmeyer 1986).

5.2.3 Ideological profiles

Investigations into ideologies of language, then, ought to focus on all possi
ble aspects of language (compare the list of possible components in chapter 
1), be it “internal” or “external”. An interesting question, which is funda
mental for the present study, is how such aspects correlate with each other. 
For example, to what extent are attitudes on Self-related aspects of 
language interrelated with attitudes towards Other? Would it be possible 
to infer what opinions a person has on, say, minority language education on 
the basis of his/her opinions on language correctness, contact phenomena or 
youth language, for example? In the present survey, an initial hypothesis 
concerned the possibility of ideological profiles, i.e. different structures of 
interrelated ideological components, which in turn could involve certain 
apparent inconsistencies or ‘paradoxes’. Some possible ideological profiles 
are outlined below.



5.2.3.1 The ‘monolingualists’

Primarily, it is conceivable that one may find two groups of people with 
opposite language ideologies -  as the extreme poles on a scale, as it were. 
One group, the absolute monolingualists, are extremely monolingualistically 
orientated and probably negative towards all forms of linguistic variation, 
be it internal or external, especially when it concerns aspects of Other- 
related language use. (This would include other groups within the speech 
community/language such as youngsters, certain social groups, etc.) More 
concretely, this may manifest itself in an intolerance and negative approach 
to minority language rights, for example home language instruction, and a 
suspicious outlook on the co-existence of languages in general, both factual 
and official. They are in favor of linguistic nationalism and find the idea of 
official multilingualism repulsive, possibly partly for emotional reasons, but 
probably overtly motivated by rational arguments (such as economy, prac
ticality, risk of segregation, etc.).

In addition, the monolingualists may react negatively to many different 
forms of ‘visibility’ of Other-language in the public spheres of the commu
nity, and feel estranged when confronted with the existence of ‘foreign’ 
languages on what they feel is their own turf. They are worried that too 
much linguistic liberalism will result in anarchy, as it were, both from a 
social and linguistic point of view. The status and structure of the Swedish 
language is a concern for them, and they fear that other languages -  of high 
status (such as English) or of low status (such as immigrant languages) — 
may influence Swedish negatively, resulting in linguistic “contamination”. 
Contact phenomena are seen as dangerous, corrupting the essence and 
nature of the national language, and language “mixing” (such as code
switching, extensive nonce borrowing, etc.) is regarded with great suspicion 
and as possibly indicating a deficient language competence in the individ
ual. This ‘ideological profile’ could be said to be essentially conservative as 
regards language, which is also reflected in a feeling that language change -  
also of the internal type (such as increased regularity of paradigms, reduc
tions of morphological classes) -  is usually for the worse and that it leads to 
paucity (‘torftighet’) in the expressive power of the language. They are 
basically in favor of linguistic prescriptivism, not only as regards the written 
language, and they are positive towards puristic language cultivation activi
ties. In addition, there may be strong views on the language of many young 
people, “who have a poor and ugly language”, and there is also a great 
sensitivity to ‘inappropriate’ language, which in practice means that infor
mal registers are used in more formal domains, although not necessarily the



other way around. That is, one may accept ‘inappropriateness’ in that too 
formal registers are used in informal contexts, but not vice versa. Along 
with this goes a great intolerance for different forms of linguistic taboos, 
regardless of the circumstances or whether they are used in in-group or out
group communication.

Among the monolingualists, there may also be certain inconsistences. 
For example, there may be a tendency to ‘glorify’ the Swedish language by 
pointing to its uniqueness, and there is the belief that Swedish is an excep
tionally difficult language to learn properly (irrespective of the LI of the 
language learner). Simultaneously, there is an astonishment and unfor
giving attitude towards the fact that some foreigners (i.e. immigrants) do 
not learn Swedish very well. In its most extreme form, the monolingualist 
profile may possess an advanced ‘linguistic xenophobia’, as it were.

5.2.3.2 The ‘pluralists’

At the other end of the scale, we find the full-fledged ‘multilingualists’ or 
pluralists, who in most respects represent opposite view-points as compared 
to the monolingualists in matters of language. This profile is characterized 
by a considerable (even limitless?) amount of tolerance for all types of 
linguistic diversity and may even encourage it as it is regarded as natural 
and enriching for society as well as for the individual. They will have an 
interested and liberal attitude towards both internal and external variation. 
They respect the fact that not all people can be expected to adhere to the 
same norms of language, and they will possibly refer to the increasing 
informality of language in public contexts as something liberating and 
which enhances equal opportunity between members of the speech 
community.

Language change and processes of language contact are seen as inevita
ble and as ‘facts of life’, as it were, and there is therefore no reason to 
employ artificial measures to regulate it, such as normative and puristic 
language planning efforts.Furthemore, the fact that reality displays differ
ences and variability in language (and culture) does not mean that differ
ence equals ‘deviance’ or that Other-related dimensions are construed as 
‘bad’ whereas Self is ‘good’ (or at least ‘better’, compare the notion of 
chauvinism). They advocate linguistic freedom and equality to all segments



of the population, not least the minority groups, for which special legal 
rights may be regarded as necessary and desirable.87

5.2.3-3 Other profiles

Apart from these two opposite poles, there is also the possibility that we 
may find people who, to a varying extent, can be characterized as monolin- 
gualist or pluralist, or perhaps even as something completely different from 
these. That is, it may not simply be a question of dichotomous, bipolar 
ideologies of language, or that other ideologies would simply be a matter of 
points on a uni-dimensional scale. It is possible that some people possess a 
different constellation of ideological components. (And naturally, there may 
be people who have not formed opinions or attitudes on all matters of 
language, or whose ideological ‘system’ is incoherent, unstable or simply 
‘scattered’.) I would hypothesize (drawing both on my personal experience 
as well as the literature) that there are some people who are very positive 
towards pluralism and diversity when it concerns many “external” phenom
ena such as minority language rights, the visibility of minority languages in 
different domains, etc. That is, in these respects they hold similar opinions 
to the full-fledged pluralists. However, they simultaneously have a quite 
intolerant and normativist attitude towards certain aspects of “internal” 
variation, such as young people’s language, language change (when moving 
away from standard or prestige norms) and certain informal language 
usage. An example of this could be some minority language spokesmen or 
others belonging to an elite within the group, or even ‘ordinary’ speakers of 
the older generation. They may, especially when fearing that a process of 
language shift is under way, act intolerantly towards language contact 
phenomena and ‘sloppiness’ in the way the younger generation uses the 
minority language, such as extensive borrowing from the dominant 
language, collapsing and simplifying structural features, etc. (cf. e.g. 
Schmidt 1985:18f; Hyltenstam & Stroud 1991:91f). There may also be 
minority language teachers, for example (such as immigrant ‘home 
language teachers’), who -  because of their social origins and the influence 
of ideology from their academic education in the old country -  have a 
rather ‘elitist’ approach towards the language of their pupils, who speak a

87 I would th ink th a t we have all come across people who m ight represent either o f the 
two extrem e ideological profiles. Am ong the 'pluralists', we m igh t find some of them  
engaged in research on bilingualism, or in other disciplines where issues of ethnicity, 
m igration, m ajority-m inority relations, etc. are dealt with.



dialect or sociolect of the language, considered quite low or ‘impoverished’ 
in the home country. That is, the teachers are influenced by the type of 
Western nation-state monolingualist ideology that we have witnessed 
historically as regards the treatment of the indigenous minorities in Sweden 
(cf. chapter 2), and this results in very confident beliefs that the children’s 
language is poor, deficient and underdeveloped.

Another concrete example of this particular profile would be certain 
majority member Swedish intellectuals, who, while acknowledging minority 
groups rights and other ‘pluralist’ viewpoints, are very concerned about the 
alleged deterioration of young people’s language, i.e. Swedish. They usually 
emphasize the importance of mastering the written language (and who 
would argue with that?), but they draw hasty conclusions about the young
sters’ global language competence from instances of literacy problems. That 
is, they tend to be conservative as to linguistic norms and they are prone to 
ridicule or degrade tokens of youngsters’ in-group language. They are 
worried that school fails to foster the children linguistically, and they seem 
to be convinced that literacy skills are constantly becoming worse. 
Although few of them would confess to reactionary desires for going back 
to old pedagogies, it seems as if they think the present day school system is 
even worse than the old one in assuring literacy skills for all. Thus, these 
intellectuals may show intolerance towards internal variation (though not, 
as they did in the past, towards regional dialects!) and have quite firm 
beliefs on what is “good” and “bad” language, although they would never 
admit that it was for ‘esthetical’ reasons or a question of taste. Quite the 
contrary, these persons can be expected to believe that their opinions are 
based on purely rationalistic grounds. They know what impoverished 
language looks like, something which linguists usually find very difficult to 
identify with certainty. (See further below in section 5.4 ‘The question
naire’.)

5.2.3-4 Paradoxes

Another aspect of ‘ideological profiles’ concerns the existence of contradic
tions, inconsistencies or paradoxes. We may find people who will be less 
predictable as regards attitudes to different specific language issues. That is, 
they may appear less ‘systematic’ in that the different attitudes seem to 
contradict one another. The ideological system is not coherent. However, 
the notion of contradiction or paradox is not unambiguous here. On the one 
hand, some inconsistencies may be due to the fact that a person has a low 
awareness or little knowledge of certain language issues, which in turn may



have empirical effects: When confronted with the issue (such as when 
answering a questionnaire), a response will be produced on-line, without 
being connected to an overall philosophy or another more general mental 
construct from which one may ‘deduce’ a relevant specific attitude. It is also 
possible that inconsistencies may depend on ambivalence. Certain people 
may have an ambivalent and uncertain approach to pluralism -  one may 
want to adhere to a generally humanitarian and tolerant philosophy of life, 
but simultaneously, one is influenced by the linguistic hegemony (dominant 
ideology) that one was brought up with, i.e. more or less consciously inter
nalized during the socialization phases.

On the other hand, some paradoxes may appear as such on the surface, 
but turn out to be quite ‘logical’ or predictable when the distinction 
between ‘Self and O th er’ is taken into account. For example, a monolin- 
gualistic person who is very Self-orientated may be in favor of protective 
measures for language maintenance or language rights as far as his/her own 
language is concerned, but have little understanding for Other’s demands 
for (minority) language rights, etc. A Swede may be very concerned that the 
English language is encroaching on Swedish language domains and would 
find the death of Swedish very deplorable, but he/she may be completely 
bewildered over the fact that minorities struggle to preserve their language, 
and does not want to allow public expenditures in favor of such endeavors. 
In addition, it is not uncommon that Swedes find it natural that Swedish
speaking children who live abroad receive tuition in Swedish (such as in 
schools financed by the Swedish government), while they react negatively to 
all forms of special schooling for immigrants here in Sweden. They will 
think that it goes without saying that Swedish-speaking children in Sweden 
are taught their mother tongue throughout their entire school career, while 
any form o f ‘home language teaching’ for the minorities is frowned upon, or 
at least questioned as to whether it is beneficial for more than purely transi
tional purposes (i.e. as a means of facilitating the transition to instruction 
in, and learning of, Swedish). Considering Self vs. Other, and above all, the 
hegemony that majority groups take for granted, such apparent inconsis
tencies are not at all paradoxical. Hyltenstam (1994) discusses this problem 
in the following words:

In perform ing such analyses of practices, one often finds paradoxes in the data  from 
individuals or groups of people. Someone would, for example, say both x  and y, 
where the tru th  value of x  is the negation or denial of y. In one situation someone 
m igh t say tha t it is a good th ing to learn more than one language. In another situa
tion, the same person may say tha t it is a bad thing to learn more than  one



language. These two utterances are not perceived as contradictory by the person 
who actually utters them , because in reality, they do not appear in the general and 
decontextualized form in which they are presented here, bu t em bedded in a fram e
w ork of conditions where each statem ent is assumed to be valid. For example, the 
contexts could be the following: “I w ant my son to learn French, because learning 
m ore than  language is a good th ing”, u ttered  by a m ajority-speaking Swedish 
woman, and “I th ink  m y im m igrant neighbours's son should learn only Swedish and 
not the fam ily’s m inority language, because learning m ore than  one language is a 
bad thing" u ttered  by the same person. W hen  such paradoxes occur, we are indeed 
on the track of finding ou t or specifying some of the attitudes this person m ay have. 
O ne w ould often find tha t a paradox such as the one in my example can be solved if 
one specific — and widespread -  attitude is in actual fact part o f th a t individual’s 
world view, namely th a t different yardsticks m ust be used for m ajority and m inority 
populations. In this framework, spending money on som ething tha t m ay be 
presum ed to be good for the majority population is taken as a profitable invest
m ent, while w hat is presum ed to be good for minorities is considered to be a mere 
cost for society. (H yltenstam , 1994:300-301)

5.3 M ethod

5.3.1 Survey methods

In surveys, frequently used methods of elicitation/data collection are inter
views (in-person or by telephone) and written questionnaires (such as mail 
questionnaires). The advantages and disadvantages of these techniques are 
often thoroughly discussed in literature on research methodology, especially 
within disciplines such as sociology and psychology, and I will largely 
refrain from elaborating on these well-known facts here. (Cf. e.g. Warneryd 
et al 1990; Kerlinger 1981; Swedner 1978, Zito 1975. For a critical discus
sion, from a sociolinguistic perspective, of interviewing, see Briggs 1986.) 
However, in the context of the present investigation, some issues deserve to 
be mentioned; whereas interviews often encourage higher response rates, 
they usually require much greater resources in terms of time and money 
than written questionnaires do, especially if the sample is large and spread 
over a vast geographical space. Interviews, being on-line communicative 
events, usually allow more flexibility and control for checking whether 
questions are understood correctly and answered in full, and open-ended 
questions may prove viable. (Although that obviously depends on the 
degree of standardization and the skills of the interviewer.) Personal inter
views also usually allow a greater amount of questions because the motiva
tion and patience of the respondent is kept intact. W ritten questionnaires, 
being ‘self-administered’ as opposed to ‘interviewer-administered’ obviously



require much more in terms of active initiatives from the respondent, all the 
way from finding the time to fill out the form to putting it in the envelope 
and actually mailing it. Another advantage of interviews is that literacy is 
not required. However, the presence of the interviewer adds to unwanted 
measurement effects and consequently threatens validity; as it is a highly 
marked and formal social event, interviewing increases the risk of gearing 
answers towards ‘social desirability’, i.e. that the respondent tends to 
produce socially acceptable responses (according to dominant social norms), 
especially when faced with very personal, ‘delicate’ or highly inflammatory 
questions. Even if complete confidentiality is guararanteed and the degree 
of standardization is maximized, this dilemma constitutes a well-known 
major problem in interviewing (cf. also ‘the observer’s paradox’).

W ritten questionnaires, on the other hand, do not allow for much 
control of the actual context of measurement, neither as regards who 
actually responds (the sampled respondent and/or someone else?) nor for 
how the questions are perceived and answered. This, however, enables a 
situation where the respondent can respond entirely in his/her own pace 
which allows more scope for well-considered answers and, possibly, also 
more honest ones -  that is, the factor of social desirability biasing the 
responses decreases. A questionnaire represents a high degree of standardi
zation, which is advantageous from the point of view of (formal) reliability 
and compatibility, but a draw-back when more complex responses are 
sought. Open-ended questions are usually not recommended, partly 
because they usually yield lower response rates and partly because the 
responses may be difficult to categorize and to interpret unambiguously. 
Flexibility is thus at an absolute minimum.

5.3.2 The choice of method

In the present investigation into contemporary ideologies of language, the 
method of mail survey questionnaires to a random sample was chosen for 
the following reasons:

Firstly, as mentioned above, the general purpose of the study was to 
explore and describe some core aspects of language ideology and their 
distribution among the Swedish population (alternatively: among a repre
sentative sample of the majority group, see below). W ithin language atti
tude research on the whole, although questionnaires have frequently been 
used, a truly representative sample of an entire population is seldom inves
tigated (cf. e.g. Nordberg 1982:118). Most often, non-random samples are 
studied, often selected -  or even self-selected -  in terms of a few back



ground variables such as age, sex, ethnicity, etc. The subjects may some
times be picked ‘accidentally’, often dependent on the availability of the 
respondents. For example, it is quite common that entire classes of pupils, 
groups of university students, colleagues, etc. are chosen. Needless to say, 
non-random sampling dramatically reduces the possibility of generaliza
tions from the data, and the most obvious drawback evidently is that some 
kinds of people are seldom selected at all: most notably people who are not 
available or not known to the investigator because they are not enrolled in 
various institutional activities (e.g. education, associations, etc.) or in active 
social networks.This usually results in a striking under-representation or 
even non-representation of people in certain social positions, or people who 
are isolated, deviant or marginalized, whereas well-adjusted, socially 
‘successful’, highly motivated and possibly also urban portions of the popu
lation are over-represented.

However, the problem of bias in the sample is not overcome by resorting 
to random sampling. Since participation in most investigations is entirely 
voluntary, there is always the factor of some sort of ‘self-selection’ to take 
into account. That is, the interest and willingness to respond may be 
unequally distributed in different groups. As a matter of fact, a depressingly 
low response rate is more likely in a random sample than in a non-random 
one. On the other hand, a nation-wide randomly selected sample at least 
increases the likelihood of all segments of the population being confronted 
with the survey, and consequently given a choice as to participate or not.

Secondly, the choice of method was made due to the nature of the topics 
to be studied. However, the questionnaire-technique certainly constrains 
the type of questions one can use, and I am convinced that some highly 
interesting aspects of language ideology cannot be explored more than 
superficially when operationalized as straightforward items in a standard
ized questionnaire. On the other hand, possible interviewer effects could be 
very problematic here. Since the survey is primarily concerned with issues 
regarding majority—minority relations, entailing some quite ‘delicate’ or 
controversial topics (such as minority language rights, the ‘visibility’ of 
immigrant languages, and the home language reform, which in turn touch 
upon broader sociopolitical issues), the aim was to ensure as much as 
possible a neutral and confidential context of elicitation. The risk of social 
desirability affecting the answers is not removed simply because self
administered questionnaires are employed, but it reduces it considerably as 
compared to interviews.



Thirdly, the methodological considerations also had more practical 
dimensions. There is evidently nothing that prevents one from randomly 
selecting respondents if the method of interviewing is chosen, but the 
resources required may be huge, at least if a satisfactorily large and nation
wide sample is aimed at. It should to be mentioned that an alternative to 
in-person interviews is telephone surveys, but they can be quite costly 
(long-distance charges) and above all time-consuming. But most impor
tantly, telephone surveys considerably restrain the length of the survey and 
the type of questions which are possible (as to contents, complexity, the 
number and types of response alternatives, etc.). It is usually recommended 
that telephone interviews should not be longer than 10-15 minutes, and 
the formulation of questions are heavily restrained. As a matter of fact, of 
the methods discussed so far, I would assume that telephone interviews 
would have suited my purposes the worst.

5.3.3 Methodological procedures

The content of the survey questionnaire is thoroughly discussed in section
5.4 below. In what follows, the methodological procedures of the survey 
will be accounted for.

5 .3.3.1 Pre-testing and revising the questionnaire

Earlier versions of the questionnaire were discussed with my colleagues and 
my supervisor, and a preliminary version was handed out to friends and 
relatives (such as my elderly parents) to tap reactions from “ordinary 
people” (i.e. non-academics), which in turn produced further cuts, revisions 
and reformulations, mainly in terms of the content of certain questions, 
their ordering and semantic complexity, as well as the introductory and 
instructional sections preceding each theme in the questionnaire.

In April of 1997, an near final version was then sent to 22 persons 
chosen at random (though with consideration taken to sex, approximately 
estimated age, and location) from the telephone directory of Greater 
Stockholm. A cover letter was included, basically stating the topic and 
purpose of the investigation and that complete anonymity was guaran
teed.88 No incentive (reward) was offered. A self-addressed stamped 
envelope was included. Of the 22 questionnaires, 11 were returned, all of 
them completely filled out. The last item of the questionnaire invited the

88 O n the m ethodological meanings of ‘anonym ity’, see section 5.3.4 below.



respondents to give their viewpoints on it, but only one of them did so 
(with the words “Good questions!”). The results of this pilot questionnaire 
led to some minor revisions, primarily shortening it by cutting out some 
items (largely the ones that had yielded many “Don’t know”-answers) and 
reformulating some of the introductions to each of the themes in the ques
tionnaire.

5.3.3.2 Sampling and data collection

Originally, the aim was to focus on attitudes towards both Self- and Other- 
related aspects of language among the majority population. Consequently, 
the target group for the investigation was ‘native Swedes’ or ‘ethnic Swedes’ 
in some relevant sense of the notion, or at least people who in some respects 
could be hypothesized to identify with the majority group or position it as a 
type of reference group. Needless to say (and as the vast academic literature 
on ‘ethnicity’, etc. demonstrates), Other-based classification of dimensions 
such as ‘ethnic identity’ or ‘nationality’ (in the sociocultural sense) on some 
objective criteria is ambiguous and notoriously difficult to do from a theo
retical point of view. Consequently, it is even more risky to operationalize 
such dimensions for survey purposes. In Sweden, ethnic origin is usually not 
put on public record, and publically accessible data are not readily available. 
Therefore, I chose to gear the operational definition and sampling criteria 
towards crude, hard-core factors such as citizenship and/or country of birth. 
It goes without saying that there is certainly no one-to-one relationship 
between such formal aspects of ‘membership’ and ethnic/national identity 
(especially in a country with quite liberal regulations for naturalization and 
emigration and re-immigration), far from it. However, with such criteria, I 
would at least avoid approaching newly settled immigrants who might not 
even understand the language of the questionnaire, i.e. Swedish. Thereby, 
the expected response rate might be enhanced.

However, the sampling criteria had to be revised for more technical 
reasons. The commercial register from which the sample was drawn no 
longer allows citizenship or country of birth as selection criteria, a change 
made approximately 5 years ago. Consequently, I had no choice but to 
widen the population definition. The survey population was finally defined 
as persons registered!domiciled in Sweden as of April 10 1997, born 1926-1976. 
The sample was to consist of 800 persons, strictly randomly selected (Sw. 
OSU, obundet slumpmässigt urval’) from the survey population (i.e. 
5,503,404 persons). The sample was drawn by the commercial 
agency/register ‘SPAR-registret’ (Sema Group Infodata, Sema Group



Sweden AB) in April 1997, and delivered in the form of 800 self-adhesive 
address labels.89

In May 1997, the questionnaires were sent to the 800 respondents. Each 
questionnaire was accompanied by a cover letter and a stamped return 
envelope (size C4) which was marked with a serial number. Anonymity was 
guaranteed, the procedures for which were explained in the cover letter. A 
reward was offered to those who would answer and return the question
naire. The reward was very modest indeed in that it meant that 25 of the 
respondents would win a lottery ticket (‘Penninglott’, with chances to win 
up to 1,000,000 SEK). The reason for using an incentive like this is obvi
ously to increase the response rate. However, there are different opinions as 
to whether rewards (i.e. material ones, such as gifts) ought to be used in 
scientific research. (Using non-concrete incentives, such as stating how 
participation will contribute to generating various positive effects, etc., is 
completely uncontroversial, given that it is true, of course.) I would assume 
that there is a risk that some people might be encouraged to fill out the 
form in a sloppy manner just to collect the reward. Another factor could 
perhaps be a concern within the academic community that scientific 
research should not be associated with methods used in various commercial 
ventures — the “seriousness” and more noble values of research endeavors 
mean that they should be freed from materialistic attempts at enticing 
people. To feel that one is contributing to the growth of scientific knowl
edge should be sufficient encouragement for a respondent to participate. 
And possibly, prospective respondents might get the impression that the 
investigation is not entirely ‘academic’ if rewards are offered. On the other 
hand -  and bearing in mind the increased unwillingness to be at service for 
all kinds of surveys (see below) -  a modest gift might serve as a sign of 
appreciation for taking the time to participate, and above all, it might 
entice people to at least have a go at the questionnaire, instead of throwing 
it away immediately. (And once one takes a closer look at it, there is a good 
chance that one actually might find it interesting, and once one has begun 
to fill it out, there is an even better chance that one will complete it.)

After two weeks, 221 questionnaires had been returned, which means a 
response rate of 28%. (In addition, the postal services had returned 5

89 SPAR-registret offers correctly drawn selections for all types of purposes, be it scientific 
or commercial, and although it is quite expensive, it is m uch less expensive than e.g. 
employing the state-owned, official bureau of statistics and censuses, Statistiska C entral
byrån (SCB).



unopened envelopes marked “Return to sender” because the addressee was 
unknown. ) After that, the returns slowed down, and approximately one 
month after the mailing, 290 questionnaires (36%) had been returned. 
Then a reminder was sent to all those who had not yet responded. It is 
difficult to specify exactly what effects the reminder had (we do not know 
whether some “slow” respondents would have responded even without it), 
but the final result (by August 18) was 338 questionnaires returned. 
However, as it turned out, seven of these were not filled out at all (three of 
which included motives for not doing so), which yields a final response rate 
of 331, i.e. 41.4%.

As for general effects of reminders, there seems to be varying opinions and 
experiences of how soon reminders ought to be sent, and how many will 
produce optimal results (cf. e.g. Ejlertsson 1996:23ff; Trost 1986:68ff). 
One aspect concerns timing: It is important not to wait too long, partly 
because the conditions of measurement may change in the intervening 
period. Another issue is the optimal number of reminders. Needless to say, 
a reminder may fill somewhat different purposes: simply to remind the 
forgetful (who actually had an intention to respond) or to persuade the 
unwilling. It is this latter category which raises ethical considerations for 
the investigator. Ejlertsson (ibid), for example, holds that two reminders are 
optimal. After that, it is questionable whether it is ethical to continue to 
put pressure on the non-respondents, and the increase in the response rate 
is usually very modest. Others (e.g. Trost, ibid) recommend more remind
ers, sometimes even up to 6 or 7. (Some may take the form of letters, with 
or without an extra copy of the questionnaire, and some may consist in 
approaching people by phone ). However, there is a danger that some 
people may feel aggreived and even systematically harassed by such ener
getic procedures. Evidently, it is important to weigh possible response rate 
effects against negative factors such as annoying respondents (which also 
may have future repercussions), as well as -  matter-of-factual as it may 
seem — the resources available compared to the expected outcomes.

In the present investigation, only one reminder was undertaken. The 
reason for this was mainly economy. Although no new questionnaires were 
sent with the reminder (but a 24-hour telephone number for ordering one if 
the respondent had lost the original one), the time spent arranging it and 
the cost of postage alone was quite substantial. Another reminder would 
probably have resulted in a very small improvement in response rate, espe
cially considering the topic and contents of the questionnaire and the type 
of sample chosen. In addition -  and more importantly -  the decision was



taken in consideration to the main objectives of the investigation, namely 
to focus on co-occurrences of different aspects of language ideology within 
respondents rather than comparing overall tendencies between groups of 
respondents with different background characteristics (such as the classical 
sociological variables of age, sex, socioeconomic strata, etc.)· Missing values 
due to external reduction may be less serious when the analysis is aimed at 
comparing correlations between several variables rather than generaliza
tions about the occurrence of particular variables in the population on 
which the sample is based (cf. Lange & Westin 1993:6f)-90

Furthermore, although a response rate of only 41% may seem poor in 
survey investigations,91 I actually did not expect it to be possible to reach 
“ideal” response rates considering the topic of the investigation, the length 
and contents of the questionnaire, and the extreme heterogenity of the 
population from which the sample was drawn (which evidently might 
include anyone from hospitalized demented persons to yuppies, or newly 
settled immigrants with poor knowledge of Swedish, etc.).

Eventually, when no more questionnaires had been returned for over one 
month, the lottery tickets were bought and drawn at random under the

90 “Vid stickprovsundersökningar av en population måste effekterna av e tt system atiskt fel 
i bortfallet relateras till undersökningens syfte. O m  syftet är a tt uppskatta hur vissa åsikter 
är fördelade i populationen kan e tt system atiskt fel genom  bortfall vara fatalt. D e tta  
sam m anhänger m ed a tt det är en variabel som redovisas och a tt intresset fokuseras på hur 
just denna variabel fördelar sig. O m  syftet em ellertid är a tt undersöka sam banden mellan 
flera variabler finns skäl a tt anta a tt bortfallsfelen inte får så allvarliga konsekvenser. Varje 
variabel som ingår i en sådan komplex analys anger en begränsning i hur bortfallet måste 
vara beskaffat för a tt det ska falsifiera de sam band m ellan variablerna som kom m it fram i 
data. Ju  fler sam band m ellan variabler m an undersöker, desto m indre är sannolikheten att 
bortfallet definitivt kan återverka på de slutsatser m an  drar. D e system atiska fel som ett 
stort bortfall kan innebära slår hårdast i de fall fördelningarna av en variabel ligger till 
g rund  för slutsatser. Effekterna av bortfallsfelen är m indre när tolkningar och slutsatser 
bygger på  analyser av sam banden m ellan flera variabler.” (Lange & W estin  1993:6f)

91 According to Ejlertsson (1996:23), it is “en tum regel, vilket visat sig hålla väl i e tt 
flertal undersökningar” [a rule of thum b, which has proven to hold in several investiga
tions] th a t 70-75%  respond even before reminders have been issued, and tha t after one 
rem inder, more than  90%  m ay have responded. This, however, is not w hat I have learned 
from o ther sources, and I expect tha t it is very m uch dependent on the topic o f the investi
gation and the characteristics of the sample chosen. Compare, for example, the different 
preconditions for success in a survey directed exclusively to persons w ith a personal interest 
in the m atters such as a medical survey for those who suffer from one specific desease, etc., 
as com pared to an a ttitude survey w ith unusual topics directed to all segm ents o f the 
population.



auspices of two of my colleagues, and then sent to 25 of the 331 respon
dents.

The variables and variable values of the questionnaire were coded in the 
computer statistics program SPSS, and the data from the 331 question
naires were then entered. The statistical methods of analysis used will be 
apparent in section 5.5 below, ‘Results and discussion’.

5.3-4 Ethical and legal aspects

According to Swedish law, computerized data bases containing information 
on identifiable individuals are not allowed unless approved by Datainspek
tionen, an official agency issuing licenses/permits to that effect, and super
vising that the law is abided to. (Cf. Trost 1986:23,44ff; Ejlertsson 
1996:25.) However, the present investigation does not involve such a regis
ter as defined by the law.

As mentioned above, the anonymity of the respondents was guaranteed 
in the cover letter of the questionnaire. For the purpose of clarification, I 
would like to point to the fact that the concepts of ‘confidentiality’ and 
‘anonymity’ are sometimes confused. Strictly speaking, anonymity means 
that the identity of the respondent is completely unknown to the investiga
tor or anyone else involved in the survey. That is, there is no way of 
knowing who have filled out which questionnaire form. Confidentiality, on 
the other hand, means that the identity of the respondent is known by the 
investigator but is treated confidentially. It is common that the question
naires are numbered and that the serial numbers correspond to respondents 
via a ‘code-key’, without which it is not possible to identify the respondent 
(see Ejlertsson 1996:36ff). There are different ways to ensure anonymity 
even if the investigator wants to know who has responded and who has not 
(e.g. to avoid sending reminders to those who have). The method I chose in 
the main survey was to number the return envelopes (but not the question
naires) in a way corresponding to the address list. When the envelopes were 
returned, they were opened by a colleague of mine who did not have access 
to the address list, i.e. the “code key”, and who was not involved in the 
investigation. The questionnaires and the empty envelopes were placed in 
separate piles and thoroughly shuffled. I then took the empty envelopes and 
marked the numbers on the adress list. In this way, not even I could 
connect a certain questionnaire with a certain respondent.

Another problem of confidentiality or anonymity concerns reporting the 
results. Evidently, in a small study, especially in a qualitative one where a 
lot of information about the participants are given, it may be possible for



someone to identify a certain respondent. In larger investigations, however, 
there is also a risk that certain pieces of information may be associated with 
a certain person by acquaintances, etc. If all the respondents give the same 
answer and you happen to know someone who have participated, then you 
also know exactly what this person has answered. According to Trost 
(1986:19), it is unethical to publish the data in such a situation.

As for further ethical aspects, I would believe that the method I have 
chosen posits one of the less ‘intrusive’ or face-threatening ways of eliciting 
survey information. Naturally, participation is entirely voluntary (and there 
is no tacit ‘group pressure’ or the like, which may be the case when an 
entire group where people know each other is approached, or when the 
teacher issues a questionnaire in his/her class). In addition, anonymity is 
guaranteed. As mentioned earlier, in the cover letter accompanying the 
questionnaire, the voluntariness of participation is clearly stated and the 
procedures for ensuring anonymity are described in detail. The fact that the 
investigation is conducted for research purposes is also stated. Furthermore, 
the method of mail questionnaires is perhaps less intrusive than approach
ing people directly, either in person or by phone. If one is not interested, 
one can simply throw it away without having to perform the socially 
marked act of saying no. On the other hand, some people might feel 
offended even so, especially if delicate or very personal questions are asked 
or when the reminders to respond are repeated, or are somewhat sternly or 
impolitely phrased. As for the present questionnaire, some people may have 
reacted to some of the more inflammatory questions (and in a few cases 
commented upon that) and feel aggrieved, but it is impossible to know to 
what extent this might have affected the response rate. As I have argued 
elsewhere, some of the language issues are ‘delicate’ precisely because they 
are ‘metaphors’ without completely obscuring the broader issues at stake, 
namely heated majority-minority relations, possible aspects of nationalism 
and xenophobia, etc.

It is also possible that some people may feel bothered simply because 
they are tired of being approached with various requests and offers 
addressed to them personally. From what I have heard, it is more difficult 
for researchers these days to obtain acceptable response rates, partly because 
many people have become weary (and wary) of the floods of information, 
forms to fill out, and advertising in their mailboxes. That is, it may not 
necessarily be the case that people are losing interest in stating their opin
ions or cooperating in research projects, nor that they are uninterested in 
forming opinions as such, but that the serious enterprises get washed away



together with everything else. It goes without saying that if this trend 
increases, it certainly poses a severe problem for survey investigators and 
consequently science in general. Various precautions such as stubborn 
reminders or enticements such as incentives may not be sufficient, but 
rather perhaps even add to the weariness of the respondents.

5.4 T he questionnaire: them es and operationalizations

In this section, the themes and variables of the questionnaire are presented 
in detail. I will account for the different items used and briefly discuss the 
themes which they represent. (The original form of the actual question
naire, as it was presented to the respondents, is displayed in the Appendix.) 
First, however, some general reflections on the construction of the ques
tionnaire will be made.

5.4.1 Selection of themes and items: general methodological considerations

As accounted for above, the themes were chosen partly for theoretical 
reasons and partly due to methodological considerations. The fact that the 
questionnaire would be distributed to a random sample of the general 
public carried with it considerable restrictions both in terms of what topics 
could be investigated as well as how these would be operationalized, i.e. 
realized as specific items. Certain components of language ideology would 
be too complicated to investigate by means of a written questionnaire. 
Another aspect was to avoid themes which could be expected to be too far 
away from most respondents ‘range of experience’. That is, topics which are 
confined solely to academic discussons, for example, would not be suitable 
in this context. Alternatively, such topics would require extensive introduc
tions and explanations, which in turn probably would discourage some of 
the respondents.92

92 For example, in the questionnaire, some them es may appear as being of a rather 
concrete or ‘superficial’ type (e.g. language and TV-program s, swearing, foreign accents 
and occupation, etc.), bu t were chosen partly because they m ay show ideological tendencies 
as such and partly  because they are ‘attractive’ to the respondents in th a t they do not need 
lenghty or complex introductions o f the topic, they are not confined to the internal, 
academic debates only, and they are such tha t the com m on m an m ay be expected to have 
formed an opinion on them  before confronted w ith the questionnaire. O ther them es are 
m ore specialized: It is possible tha t some respondents never have been exposed to the 
problem  at all, and thus have not formed an opinion on them  (e. g. definitions o f individual 
bilingualism, the advantages and disadvantages of official m ultilingualism , etc.). Evidently, 
such item s may be expected to yield a greater num ber of “D on’t know ” responses.



A related problem concerns the attitudinal components, i.e. what aspects of 
the notion of ‘attitude’ are focused on (cf. the theoretical discussion of 
‘attitude’ in chapter 1). Although my purpose actually is to investigate 
ideological aspects regardless of whether they may be construed as either 
‘beliefs’, ‘emotions’ or ‘knowledge’ (though not necessarily 'readiness for 
action’), it is important to consider the ‘knowledge’ aspect when selecting 
themes and items. If the respondents feel that too many items measure 
their factual knowledge of the matter and they feel quite ignorant about it, 
there is the risk that they will not respond at all, or overuse the ‘Do not 
know’ alternative. Usually, it is recommended to avoid such items. 
However, there are quite a few aspects of the questionnaire v/hich could be 
regarded as ‘knowledge questions’, and if it would turn out that many 
people answer that they do not know, I would claim that this is an inter
esting fact in itself from an ideological point of view. It is valuable to study 
not only evaluatory reactions to linguistic phenomena, but also what people 
in general feel that they know and what they think that they do not know. 
Not only what people might consider are ‘opinions’ are included in the 
notion of language ideology, but also what is believed to be ‘true’, i.e. as 
facts of life, unquestioned ‘knowledge’. Furthermore, the delineations 
between mental categorizations such as emotions, beliefs, values and 
knowledge are inherently fuzzy, and I would say that one fundamental 
aspect of ideology is precisely to shift such distinctions: Ideology includes 
the portraying of certain opinions and beliefs as ‘truths’ or facts, and possi
bly vice versa. That is, what one ideology denotes as beliefs, metaphysical 
speculations or irrational emotive reactions may be conceived of as hard 
facts by another ideological system.

5.4.1.1 Ordering of themes

Another aspect of methodology is the ordering of the themes. Thus, I chose 
to begin the language issue section of the questionnaire (immediately after 
the background variables) with the themes of “internal variation”, and only 
later are the “external” aspects presented. The reason for this was twofold: 
Firstly, I assumed that the internal questions would arouse an interest 
among many of the respondents, and I did not wish to risk “provoking” 
respondents by beginning with some of the more ‘politicized’ and delicate

A lternatively, respondents may actually form an opinion based on extrapolation or on 
‘deduction’ from more general attitudinal schem ata in the very m om ent o f responding to 
the questionnaire.



questions. It is possible that some respondents might have disassociated 
themselves from the questionnaire if themes of minority language rights, 
for instance, would have been introduced at the beginning. Some might 
have felt provoked, alienated or simply disinterested if they thought that 
the study principally was concerned with Other-related issues. 
(Furthermore, the very fact that the academic institution where the study is 
carried out is a Centre for research on bilingualism might have biased some 
respondents.) Consequently, the questionnaire begins with some general 
statements on young people’s language, etc. (Incidentally, I deliberately 
chose not to begin the “internal” section with the theme on swearing 
because that is generally regarded as a somewhat more ‘delicate’ matter.) 
Secondly, I wished to tap the reactions on some more neutral or Self-related 
aspects (e.g. the significance of mastering one’s L l/‘mother tongue’) before 
they were possibly colored by items on minority LI aspects (e.g. arguments 
concerning home language teaching). Hopefully, the connections would not 
be entirely transparent to the respondents.

5.4.1.2 Selection and formulation of items

As for the invention, selection and not least formulation of the specific 
items (questions, statements, etc.), I have drawn upon different sources of 
information. One aspect concerns the rather more technical side of 
constructing items. Almost any book on survey methodology provides 
useful advice as to general considerations when formulating the questions, 
such as avoiding complex syntax, ‘difficult’ or infrequent words, ambiguities 
and logical inconsistencies. Furthermore, if fixed response alternatives are 
used, the same guidelines evidently apply there as well. Another important 
point concerns the overall layout, ‘readability’ and hence attractiveness of 
the questionnaire, something which may clash with practical considerations 
such as economic concerns.

Needless to say, the selection and formulation of items has also been 
based on the themes of the inquiry. Much of the operationalization is based, 
in addition to the relevant literature on the topic, upon my own experience 
and knowledge of the issues, especially when it concerns what seems to be 
frequent claims about language in Sweden and the wording of such state
ment. To some scholars, this may not seem to be an entirely ‘objective’ or 
unbiased way of approaching the problems scientifically, but as we all 
know, different academic disciplines may have different perspectives on 
epistemology in science. For example, what may be considered valid and 
legitimate within e.g. ethnology or anthropology may be discarded by a



positivistically oriented sociologist. However, relying on unsubstantiated 
intuitions may seem too haphazardous. Considering my role as a researcher, 
I must admit that some of the statements in the questionnaire are difficult 
to substantiate by reference to sources that others may check, such as mass 
media discourse or other contexts where statements on language are made 
in a visible and recordable manner, e.g. written material or taped oral 
discourse.

Nevertheless, I have partly relied on my own intuitions when choosing 
certain statements, especially those which may be categorized as 
‘stereotypical’. Such statements are typically both frequent and more or less 
fixed as to their wording, and usually quite succinct and hence ambiguous. 
They probably reflect some more complex mental constructs or attitudes, 
but it may be difficult to explicate exactly what these constructs or atti
tudes are. Examples of such statements are the following: “Att svära är ett 
tecken på dåligt ordförråd” [Swearing is a sign of a poor vocabulary}, “Folk 
borde läsa fler böcker” [People ought to read more books}. Such claims are 
seldom questioned by the layperson. Rarely are people asked to explain, 
elaborate and motivate these kinds of propositions. They are accepted “as 
is”, and are thus highly interesting from an ideological point of view. They 
are truly ‘hegemonic’ in the sense that they need not be defended, thus 
representing perhaps the highest level of hegemony or dominance in 
language ideologies. Such stereotypical statements are reproduced and 
reiterated every time they are expressed, and their general acceptance is 
reinforced. Thus, they are part of ‘the collective consciousness’, which 
everyone becomes socialized into. One hears such statements at an early 
age, and incorporates them as facts, or 'truths’, and it is very difficult to 
recall when one first encountered them. As a member of this particular 
community, I myself have naturally been influenced by them, and learned 
them ‘unconsciously.’93 From an ethnographic point of view, I have to 
acknowledge (and be wary of) the fact that I am researching a community 
that I have been socialized into, but this is also an advantage when trying to 
excavate stereotypical instances of language ideologies. I may draw upon 
my experiences of talking to people, overhearing them, teaching courses 
where language issues have been discussed, etc. Needless to say, it is diffi

93 It was particularly when I started to study linguistics tha t some of these attitudes were 
questioned, and I had to revaluate some of my own preconceptions. For example, already at 
a young age, I “knew ” th a t French is a beautiful language, tha t English is rich in vocabu
lary, th a t reading is good for you, etc.



cult to substantiate what has been said in bars, buses and corridors, and this 
constitutes a dilemma for anyone trying to approach hegemonic ideologies. 
Because they are not necessarily challenged, they are not brought under 
discussion in domains where they are easily put on record. For explorative 
reasons, then, it is quite necessary to exploit one’s own intuition and experi
ence of the uncountable encounters in truly informal settings, interacting 
with ‘the man on the street’, as it were.

A possible critique of using stereotypes in a questionnaire is that they 
may appear too generally and imprecisely formulated. It will not be clear 
exactly what the respondents are reacting to. However, it is very much the 
nature of stereotypes that they are simplistic and generalized. If one wants 
to investigate how people respond to them, qualifying and reformulating 
them would violate their very essence, namely that which is recognizable 
and generally accepted without questioning, and which is, I would claim, a 
fundamental feature of the most dominant of ideologies or attitudes. On 
the other hand, it would be interesting to delve into what such statements 
actually mean in the minds of people. However, such an investigation 
would require a completely different set of methods than the current one. 
Perhaps some type of in-depth interviews, where informants are asked to 
reason and argue around certain claims, would be an appropriate way of 
analyzing what is behind such claims. As is well known, survey question
naires do not allow this.

5.4.1.3 Response alternatives

Some items in the questionnaire are formulated as questions, usually with 
fixed response alternatives (see further below). Most of the items, however, 
are in the form of ‘Likert-type’ statements with response alternatives meas
uring the degree of agreement or disagreement. In attitude questionnaire 
research, it is common to use some well-known attitude scales, such as the 
Likert scale or the Guttman scale (cf. e.g. Ejlertsson 1996:80f; Baker 
1992:17ff.) These methods have their own rules and rigour, and one often 
encounters questionnaires using the type of items that the Likert method 
employs. When these have not been constructed and selected according to 
the specific rules layed down by orthodox Likert scaling (which is often the 
case), they are usually called ‘Likert-type’ items (Ejlertsson 1996:80). These 
are usually constructed in such a way that the responses are given on a type 
of scale, measuring the direction and degree of agreement with the state
ment. The response ‘scale’ usually consists of five (or even seven) steps, 
often verbally categorized as “Strongly Agree/Agree/Neither Agree Nor



Disagree/Disagree/Strongly Disagree” (see e.g. Baker 1992:81). An advan
tage with such a categorization is that it allows statistical procedures suit
able for data at the ordinal level to be undertaken.

However, I have chosen to formulate the response alternatives somewhat 
differently. Four steps of agreement/disagreement were chosen: “Instämmer 
helt/instämmer med tvekan/Tar avstånd med tvekan/Tar avstånd helt”. 
(These could be translated literally as “Agree totally/Agree with hesita- 
tion/Disagree with hesitation/Disagree totally”.) Instead of having a 
‘neutral’ middle alternative in the form of e.g. “Neither agree nor disagree”, 
I used a side-ordered alternative “Don’t know”. (The meanings of these 
alternatives where briefly explained to the respondents. For example, the 
“Don’t know” alternative was described as applicable “if you absolutely do 
not know what to answer, for example if you do not have any opinion at 
all”.) I would claim that, theoretically, it is debatable whether a neutral 
middle alternative should actually be validly regarded as one point of the 
response scale. A respondent may choose the ‘neutral’ alternative for a 
number of reasons: when he/she has not formed an opinion at all, or does 
not understand the question, or is hesitant, or tired of answering, etc. That 
is, it is not clear whether this alternative may be conceived of as one point 
on the same scale, i.e. as a matter of degree of the same mental dimension 
as are the other response alternatives. In addition, a disadvantage of placing 
a neutral alternative in the middle may be that some undecisive respon
dents tend to place themselves in the middle too often. On the other hand, 
using a five point response scale is more advantageous from a statistical 
perspective. W hen performing statistical analyses, it is more effective to 
have more numerical values as variable values (cf. section 5.5 ‘Results and 
discussion’).

Other items are in the form of questions or other formats where the 
response alternatives may not be readily transformed into numerical values, 
but are treated as nominal data (e.g. “Yes/Perhaps/No/Don’t know”). This 
is disadvantageous when later statistical analyses are performed. For 
example, certain calculations are not possible such as correlating the Likert- 
type items with other types of items to obtain measures of the strength of 
correlation (using e.g. Spearman’s Rho). However, some aspects of language 
ideology do not readily lend themselves to be formulated into Likert-type 
statements. Furthermore, it would be very repetitious and tiresome for the 
respondents if exactly the same type of elicitation method was used 
throughout the entire questionnaire. In order to help maintain the respon
dents’ interest, then, Likert-type statements are often interspersed with
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other types of questions.

5.4.2 Themes and variables: a detailed account

In what follows, the items of the questionnaire will be presented in detail, 
and I will comment on the thematic areas that they represent. This section 
is extensive, the reason for which is twofold: Firstly, since the survey 
includes a wide variety of ideological themes, it serves the purpose of clarifi
cation to elaborate on certain topics and discuss how they relate to other 
themes and the general aims of the study. This means that those themes 
which are not discussed elsewhere in the thesis (such as in chapter 1) will be 
commented on more extensively than certain other themes. For example, 
the question of attitudes towards young people’s language, swearing, liter
acy, or language shift has not been approached elsewhere. Therefore, for 
introductory purposes, such themes will first be introduced in more general 
terms, and then the individual items of the theme will be commented on 
more specifically. Other themes, such as the issues of naturalization, 
languages of instruction, home language teaching, etc. have been accounted 
for in earlier chapters. For such themes, the comments will mainly be 
restricted to specific items.

Secondly, the extent of this section is motivated by its relation to the 
subsequent results section. The presentation of the results will frequently be 
relatively succinct, relying on the more general discussions in the present 
section.

In the categories below, each item is presented with its variable number 
(e.g. V020), which indicates its order in the questionnaire. (Note that not 
all items within a certain theme occur one after the other. They are some
times interspersed with items belonging to another theme or subtheme.) 
Although the background variables were placed first in the questionnaire, 
they will be presented towards the end of this section. W e will thus begin 
with the most relevant variables, namely the language issues.

5.4.2.1 Internal variation

5.4.2.1.1. Inapproapriate language: swearing

V 020: A tt svära m ycket är e tt tecken på dåligt ordförråd. [Swearing a great deal is a sign 
of a poor vocabulary.}

V 021: D et spelar ingen roll om folk svär eller inte. [It doesn’t m atte r w hether people 
swear or not.]

V 022: D et används för m ycket svordomar i TV  och radio. [Too m uch swearing is used on



TV  and radio.]

V 023: Svordomar berikar språket. [Swearwords enrich the language.]

V 024: D et är alltid onödigt a tt svära. [Swearing is always unnecessary.]

V 025: A tt svära låter obildat, ovårdat och ohyfsat. [Swearing sounds uneducated, careless 
and uncouth .]94

V026: D et är acceptabelt a tt svära om m an blir rik tig t arg. [It is acceptable to swear when 
really angry.]

- Response alternatives to all o f these items: Instäm m er helt/instäm m er m ed tvekan/Tar 
avstånd m ed tvekan/Tar avstånd helt/V et ej. [Agree totally/Agree w ith hesitation/Disagree 
w ith hesitation/Disagree totally.]

In what follows, the issue of swearing as such will be briefly introduced, 
followed by the reasons for including such a theme in the questionnaire. 
Lastly, some of the specific items will be commented upon.

As we all know, swear words are a form of linguistic taboos, and as such 
their usage may upset many people. However, different people may react 
differently to swearing, depending on the motives behind their use, their 
situational context and the way they are expressed, among other things. For 
example, swearing for ‘psychological’ reasons (cf. Andersson 1985:110), i.e. 
as a way of expressing strong emotions (anger, pain, frustration, disap
pointment, etc.), is something that many people seem to accept. W e may 
be indulgent towards someone who forcefully utters a swear word to let off 
steam, as it were, even in an otherwise inappropriate situation (such as 
crying out in pain in a formal context). However, swearing also occurs 
because of various ‘social’ motives, e.g. as a way of insulting someone, as an 
attempt to shock or annoy others, as a marker of your belongingness to a 
certain group (adjusting to their jargon) and perhaps consciously an indica
tion that you oppose the ‘normal’ social conventions for behavioral appro
priateness, or even as a way of indicating intimacy or friendship or turning a 
formal situation or relationship into a more informal one (ibid: 113ff). In 
such cases, other people may not be very forgiving, depending on their own 
sociolinguistic norms for using taboos. Andersson (ibid: 123) distinguishes 
three principally different standpoints: 1. Swearing is completely disallowed 
in all types of speech situations. 2. Swearing is accepted in informal situa
tions but not in formal ones. 3. Swearing is allowed in all types of situa

94 The form ulation of item  V025 has been inspired by an answer to an open-ended 
question “W hy do you like/dislike swearing?” posed in an a ttitude survey on swearing by 
Andersson (1977:35).



tions. O f these stances, Andersson claims the third to be the most infre
quent, often coupled with an attitude that swearing is “ordinary language”, 
i.e. that swear words are just like any other words in the language, and 
their use is quite neutral, as it were. Some people adhere to the first stance 
that swearing is always highly inapproapriate, possibly for religious reasons. 
However, the most common view is the second, that swearing is acceptable 
in certain types of contexts but not in others. W ithin this group though, 
there is quite a wide range of attitudes on what those contexts are. In addi
tion, there may be varying opinions on what words are true swear words.

The reason for including this theme in the questionnaire is twofold. On 
the one hand, it is interesting to tap contemporary opinions on swearing as 
such. Swearing has become more frequent in less informal domains over the 
years, at least in public domains such as in the media. Fewer people are 
shocked if someone swears on a TV talkshow. And, needless to say, certain 
specific swear words have decreased in expressive power -  they have faded, 
a process which is quite typical of linguistic taboos as well as euphemisms. 
On the other hand, attitudes towards swearing may be connected to other 
aspects of language ideology. For example, a lenient view on swearing may 
correlate with a tolerance towards other forms o f ‘bad’ language or Other- 
related language use.95 It could be conceivable that attitudes to swearing 
are indicative of a more global ideology of e.g. ‘linguistic liberalism’ and its 
opposites (such as extreme ‘monolingualism’). It may be possible that a 
strong condemnation of swearing reflects a type of linguistic-ideological 
conservatism and conformity, and this may be associated with a generally 
intolerant and suspicious stance towards Other language and Other behav
ior on the whole, such as that of youngsters, 'enfants terribles’ within the 
spheres of culture and the media, socially deviant persons, lower social 
strata, or people who appear to want to break the social contract by violat
ing social norms. (And as is well known, the reactions to breaking the social

95 However, it deserves to be m entioned tha t (as noted by Andersson ibid: 185) people 
often may possess a som ewhat paradoxical stance towards swearing. As evident from a 
survey in the 1970’s, although m ost people may claim tha t they dislike the use o f svear 
words, m any nevertheless use them  themselves (ibid: 184ff; Andersson 1977). B ut as 
pointed ou t by Andersson, the paradox is perhaps only apparent. The precondition for 
swear words to function as they are supposed to, namely as m arked expressions or 'strong 
language’, is tha t it is necessary th a t a great m any people do react (negatively) to  them . I 
w ould like to add th a t although people may dislike som ething, it does not necessarily entail 
tha t they never indulge in th a t kind of behavior. This “paradox” seems very com m on 
indeed, and is nothing which is confined to language use alone.



code are much stronger towards some categories than others. For example, 
women engaging in socially undesirable behavior, such as swearing, are 
tolerated much less than men behaving in the same way.) It might also be 
the case that such Other-negativism is applied to ethnic minorities as well.

However, there may be alternative reasons for intolerance towards 
swearing. Among factors discussed by Andersson (1985:189), a line of 
reasoning is mentioned which may connect to aspects of Self vs. Other. 
According to two Swedish ethnologists (Frykman & Löfgren, 1979, referred 
to by Andersson, ibid), ‘the cultured Man’ (“den kultiverade människan”) 
adheres to a moral standard which prescribes self-discipline and control. 
Originally, this moral tenet was predominant in the bourgeoisie, but may 
have spread further in society on the whole. (Which is, may I add, typical of 
the ideology of the dominant group, i.e. the building of hegemony.) 
Swearing signifies a lack of self-control and disciplining of emotional 
expressions, which in turn is associated with ‘the savage’, or even with 
animalistic traits. In this sense, swearing may be associated with the distinc
tion of Self vs. Other in some respects. To view Other as something 
beneath us, uncultured, uncivilized and hence of questionable moral quality 
is not at all uncommon in dominant social groups, and when taken far, it 
may be labelled ‘chauvinism’. Linguistic behavior of all kinds which is asso
ciated with (lower) Other is treated with great suspicion, be it the language 
of youngsters, stigmatized social groups or ethnic minorities.

Thus, to summarize: the purpose of this theme is to tap contemporary 
attitudes towards swearing as such. More importantly, another aim is to 
investigate whether such atttides correlate with other language issues, 
which may indicate a generally tolerant or intolerant stance towards Other- 
related linguistic behavior, including external variation.

As for the specific items in this theme, V020 is an example of a classic 
stereotypical statement. The claim that “swearing is a sign of a poor 
vocabulary” is frequently expressed and means that the use of swear words 
is an indication that the language user possesses a restricted, meager 
vocabulary and is therefore more or less unable to vary his/her language 
appropriately. Thus, swearing would be indicative of 'language deficits’, as 
it were. This statement has an almost fixed wording, and is consequently an 
excellent example of a stereotype, the truth value of which is seldom — if 
ever — questioned. It was included to investigate the reactions of the 
respondents. If it is considered too ambiguous or unclear (which some 
stereotypes may be), the frequency of “Don’t know”-responses could be 
expected to be high.



Some of the other items may appear to be logical contradictions, but in 
fact are not because they touch upon somewhat different aspects. Item 
V024 claims that it is always unnecessary to swear, and even if you would 
agree with that, it is possible that you nevertheless also agree with V026, 
that it is acceptable to swear when you are really angry, especially since the 
former statement precedes the latter in the questionnaire. That is, a 
general, global attitude of dislike is displayed, while a statement formulated 
in a more concrete, qualified manner reflects a more tolerant attitude. This 
is not unusual in attitude research. People may agree with general prin
ciples, but when these are transformed to portray more real-life, complex 
situations, there may turn up certain ‘moral dilemmas’ or inconsistencies. 
(Cf. e.g. Wärneryd, et al 1990:122ff.)

5.4.2.1.2 Youth language

V 007: Svenska ungdom ar talar en allt sämre svenska. [The language o f Swedish young 
people is getting  worse and worse.]

V 008: U ngdom ar nuförtiden har e tt u ttrycksfullt språk. [Y oung people today have an 
expressive language.]

V 009: D et är ibland svårt a tt förstå vad ungdom ar säger. [Sometimes it is hard to under
stand w hat young people say.]

V 010: U ngdom ar nuförtiden har e tt torftig t språk. [Young people today have an empov- 
erished language.]

- Response alternatives: Instäm m er helt/instäm m er m ed tvekan/Tar avstånd m ed 
tvekan/Tar avstånd helt/V et ej. [Agree totally/Agree w ith hesitation/Disagree w ith hesita- 
tion/D isagree totally .]96

Critical opionions on the language of the younger generation is some
thing that most of us have come across, and it certainly is not confined to 
the Swedish sociocultural arena alone. As noted by Kotsinas (1994:11), 
complaints about the behavior and life-styles of young people, including 
their language, are not recent phenomena, but seem to recur from one 
generation to the next, and the author illustrates such attitudes with 
examples spanning from the turn of the century up to the 1980’s. The 
linguistic features most often criticized appear to be “bad” articulation and 
a poor vocabulary, allegedly with an abundance of swear words, slang and 
different types of ‘tags’ (cf. Sw. “ba”, “liksom”, “va”). Furthermore, the

96 H enceforth, the response alternatives to such Likert-type statem ents will not be stated, 
as they are always the same throughout the questionnaire.



responsibility of the school is often pointed out; it is the school which 
should rein in such tendencies of deterioration (cf. Kotsinas, ibid). Another 
interesting point is the rhetoric surrounding youth language. According to 
the author, their language is not infrequently portrayed as a threat to the 
Swedish language as such, notably the standard language, and even as 
something ‘contagious’ which may spread and infect other varieties.97

Needless to say, the attitudes towards young people’s language are 
directly dependent on the conflictual nature of inter-generational relation
ships (see further e.g. Kotsinas ibid: 140- The language issue is a token of 
much more complex dimensions of anxieties vs. opposition, but as is often 
the case, such intricacies may be more difficult to pinpoint clearly, and 
language is given the role as a ‘metaphor’. As such, language attitudes may 
include different dimensions. However, in the context of the present inves
tigation, I will largely refrain from elaborating on the question of intergen- 
erational conflicts and their causes, but will narrow the scope to the items 
of the questionnaire and what they may reflect in terms of ideologies of 
language.

The attitudes towards youngsters’ language may be considered Other- 
related among older respondents and Self-related among the younger ones. 
That is, one may expect older persons to tend to agree with claims such as 
“The language of Swedish young people is getting worse and worse.” 
(V007) or “Young people today have an empoverished language” (VO 10), 
whereas younger people “know” that their language is not necessarily defi
cient or deteriorating in comparison to the older generations’. However, it 
may be more complex than that. It is quite possible that some young 
people agree with ‘deficiency theories’ of youth language, simply because 
they do not identify with what is stereotypically pinpointed as examples of 
such language. (It may also be an instance of ‘self-contempt’, which is not 
uncommon in stigmatized minority groups, i.e. when the negative attitudes 
of the dominant group are internalized by the minority as well.) One should 
bear in mind that it may be a matter of social stratification. W hat is often 
criticized are tokens of speech in certain social strata, such as working class 
children or ‘immigrants’. Attitudes may be based on simplified conceptions 
of how young people talk (and write), which in turn reflect a social distance

97 For examples, see ibid: 12. A few o f these are as follows, taken from newspapers or 
journals: “Slangen hotar vår ordskatt" (D N  1918), “Stockholmskan börjar erövra 
riksspråket. G öteborg och Ö rebro redan in tagna” (N D A  1933), “Slangen sm ittar den 
sp råk trö tte” (AT 1943), "Rinkebysvenskan ska bekäm pas!” (Fackläraren 1989).



(both factual and ideological) from these particular social groups. That is, 
the language associated with youth groups with low prestige is what is 
typically referred to as “youth language”. In this sense, youth language may 
very well be Other-related among certain young people, and depreciation of 
Other often involves a process of stereotypification, frequently backed up 
by alleged personal experiences as “evidence”.

In this context, it is interesting to consider whether the language 
referred to constitutes instances of outgroup communication or overheard 
ingroup language. It is quite possible that the features that upset some 
people are those of overheard ingroup conversations, i.e. when youngsters 
talk amongst themselves rather than when they address others, i.e. 
outgroup people (older or younger than themselves, other social groups or 
in other domains than those of informal ingroup talk). For example, in a 
public debate98 on the alleged decline in literacy skills among young 
people, a person from the audience commented on the language in general: 
"... och när man åker tunnelbana så hör man ju hur dom bara säger “ööh, 
äääh, å han ba’, å ja ba”’, och sånt...” [...and when you take the subway you 
just here them saying ‘yo, dis, an’ he goes, an’ I go...’ ya know] From my 
own experience, this is a typical contemporary statement on young people’s 
language, and it is very interesting to observe how some tokens obtain such 
an indexical character and are singled out as signs of a poor or even incom
prehensible language. A few decades ago, it was perhaps often the use of 
slang words or swearing in the language of the younger generation that 
upset people, whereas now, there are a few other linguistic features (such as 
certain 'tags’, etc.) which function as predominant symbols for the deficient 
language of the Other.99 In addition, the director of Svenska språknämnden 
(a Swedish language cultivation agency), Margaretha Westman, has stated 
(in a radio program, Oct. 7, 1992) that some people complain that they no

98 The debate was arranged by a trade union at the restaurant K varnen in Stockholm on 
M arch 9, 1996.

99 There is a point to be made here on the topic o f attitude formation: A  few brief 
instances o f experience are singled out and create a more comprehensive opinion on a wider 
m ental construct around a phenom enon, such as the language o f the youth. O n the other 
hand, such brief encounters m ay not be po ten t enough to construct attitudes from scratch. 
Experiences are given a meaning, and are treated as proofs of a conception of reality only in 
case one is already influenced by constructs already given by the ‘collective consciousness’. 
The preconditions are already set, and for the conception to be confirmed, consolidated and 
spread to others, certain tokens of experience are needed, preferably personal (“I was there, 
I know !”), onto which more complex attitudinal schem ata may be built.



longer understand what youngsters are saying (cf. item V009). However, as 
Westman pointed out, it is quite conceivable that it is probably not at all 
the intention that others should be able to understand everything said when 
e.g. listening in to conversations on the bus, and that she had never come 
across anyone who complained that they do not understand when young
sters are speaking directly to them.

As for ideologies of language and ‘ideological profiles’, an intolerant atti
tude towards youth language may be connected to other aspects of Other- 
related language. It may also reflect a type of conservatism due to a general 
fear that things are currently changing for the worse. (W hat may be at 
stake is a general reaction to the fact that some registers that were formerly 
confined to very informal contexts are now penetrating certain more formal 
domains where strict sociolinguistic codes were earlier adhered to uncom
promisingly.) Such a stance would probably apply to language change in 
general (cf. item VO 19 below) and possibly also a suspicion that too much 
leeway is given overall, not least at school (cf. item VOI l) .100 Consequently, 
an uneasiness vis-á-vis youth language may correlate with aspects of Other- 
related “internal” variation as well as “external” diversity of language, 
which one may feel threatened by, or estranged from, and especially that 
which enjoys very low prestige such as minority languages and their public 
use, the ‘deficient’ Swedish of immigrant language learners, etc. Perhaps 
this also correlates with attitudes in favor of a harsher and clearer prescrip- 
tivism -  a tolerant attitude in this area may otherwise result in linguistic 
anarchy, as it were. On the other hand, it is also quite possible that we may 
find intolerant attitudes towards youth language in other ‘profiles’ that are 
not necessarily of the true ‘monolingualist’ kind. As discussed above (see 
section 5.2.3 on ideological profiles), there may, for instance, be people 
from the cultural elite who, while advocating pluralism and liberalism when 
it concerns the minorities, possess a type of Other-negativism when it 
comes to the younger generation. That is, we may here find the same type 
of generalizations, stereotyping and worrying as that of the

100 item  VO 19 concerns language change: “Swedish is changing for the worse.” It is 
possible tha t such a conception is related to youth language. People may believe th a t youth 
language represents an overall future language change. T hat is, one does not consider the 
the possibility o f ‘age-grading’, i.e. tha t m uch o f youth language is socially bound in tim e 
and space, and will be abandoned when young people age. I t is well know n within 
sociolinguistically oriented research in historical linguistics tha t cross-sectional age differ
ences at a given tim e do not necessarily allow predictions on future change, bu t m ay be an 
instance o f age-grading.
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‘monolingualists’.

5.4.2.1.3 Language of public spheres

- Politicians’ language; the language of the authorities; oral mass media 
language
V 016: Politiker u ttrycker sig ofta onödigt tillkrånglat. [Politician express themselves in 

ways tha t are unnecessarily complicated.]

V 018: M yndigheter använder ofta e tt för svårt språk. [G overnm ent agencies use language 
th a t is too difficult.]

V 017: D et är ibland svårt a tt förstå vad som sägs i TV och radio. [It is sometimes hard to 
understand w hat they say on the television and radio.]

The differences between, and the attitudes towards, public or official 
language vs. ‘everyday’ or ‘private’ language is a complex issue. (See e.g. 
Teleman, 1979, for a discussion on some characteristics of public language.) 
However, there are some aspects of public language use, especially as 
regards ‘power language’ where we may expect to find certain common- 
sensical opinions among most strands of the population. That is, there may 
exist some frequent stereotypes of e.g. the language of bureaucracy, which 
many people disapprove of or even ridicule.

The statements in items V016 och V018 are of a stereotypical character. 
It has become a recognized ‘fact’ that you may expect the authorities and 
politicians to express themselves in a way which may obscure the message 
and decrease comprehensibility. However, the tolerance for a distanced 
language use by persons in authority has probably decreased considerably in 
the wake of the waves of democratization and egalitarianism that swept 
over the Western world from the 1960’s, and in Sweden, from time to time 
propaganda has been made for diminishing the gaps between everyday 
language and the special jargons of people in power, for example the very 
formal language of bureaucrat authorities. Among other things, a special 
type of university programme (‘språkkonsultlinjen’) was instigated for the 
purpose of training ‘language consultants’, i.e. language experts who could 
advice e.g. the authorities on how to improve their public language in order 
to bridge the linguistic gaps. Thus, the acceptance of professional jargons 
has decreased, but the question remains whether or not people still tend to 
submit linguistically to those above them. That is, it is still probably the 
case that the ones who are able to communicate with officials at their level 
of specialized language have a much better chance of being heard, while 
those who cannot accommodate are treated differently (or are even ignored)



because they do not master ‘power language’.
Nevertheless, it is hypothesized that regardless of one’s own linguistic 

repertoir, almost everybody is prone to agree with statements such as VO 16 
and V018. They have become 'truisms’, and it is acceptable to depreciate 
the language of the powerful in specific domains from the perspective of 
‘the grass-roots’. As such, these items may not be correlative for a specific 
ideological profile. However, it is conceivable that an item such as VO 17 
relates to aspects of purism. People who find it difficult to understand 
massmedia language may belive that this depends on the frequent use of 
foreign loan words, which they perceive as ‘opaque’.

5.4.2.1.4 W ritten language: literacy and book-reading

VO 14: Folk var nog i allm änhet bättre på a tt läsa för 50 år sedan. [In general, people were 
probably better readers 50 years ago.]

V 015: Folk borde läsa m er böcker. [People ought to read more books.]

Ideological aspects of literacy is evidently an almost inexhaustible theme, 
which is not explored more than via two variables. In the Western hemi
sphere, literacy is highly valued and seen as an absolutely necessary prereq
uisite for normal social behavior. (Cf. also Street’s, 1984, discussion on the 
‘autonomous’ model of literacy.) The problem of deficient literacy skills 
among the population is periodically brought to light in the media. As 
pointed out by Andersson (1985:196f), around 1975 there were many 
newspaper articles making strong claims as to the extent of illiteracy in 
Sweden, some claiming that 15-20% of the pupils leave comprehensive 
school as illiterates. Complete illiteracy is quite rare in Sweden, and 
Andersson brings out the concept of ‘functional illiteracy’ (the inability to 
read and write to the extent which is required to cope in society) as a 
phenomenen lying behind the media attention. I will not go into the 
question of the actual extent of functional literacy in Sweden (and the 
concept as such is difficult to define in a valid way), but what is interesting 
ideologically is that literacy skills are so seldom discussed or questioned in 
terms of their functionality. W hat is even more interesting is that it is 
commonly regarded as ‘good’ to read as such, while oracy is seen as some
thing ‘not as good’ in many different contexts. That is, a person who reads a 
lot is held in higher esteem, and is even expected to be more ‘intelligent’, 
educated, perhaps even morally superior to a person who relies primarily on 
oracy, e.g. watches TV and listens to the radio. It goes without saying that



this also depends on what is consumed. Although it is difficult to define 
precisely, everyone in the community does know the prestige and status 
accorded different domains and genres e.g. in media consumption.

The reason for including VO 15 is to investigate whether such a stereo
typical claim is met with a great deal of approval. I would hypothesize that 
it will be. Not only is there a general, unquestioned tenet that reading is 
something we ought to do more of (in parallell with other contemporary 
‘moral’ activities), but also that the most superior form of consuming 
written texts is via books. That is, the format of the text is supposed to 
guarantee the quality of the activity. Seldom is the beneficial nature of 
other formats discussed, such as texts in newspapers and magazines, via 
Internet, etc. It is not necessarily the activity of reading per se that is 
deemed good. In addition, the number of books a person possesses may be 
treated indexically, i.e. as a sign of the level of knowledge and intellectual 
ability.101 It may be superfluous to add that this is a clear reflection of 
dominant ideology, in the sense that the habits of the upper classes become 
the norm and all other cultural traits are downgraded, and something 
which has to be explained or at least excused. Furthermore, possible 
mismatches between supposed social belongingness and cultural traits has 
to be accounted for. (In addition, it would be interesting to speculate on 
whether stereotypical statements, which everyone is prone to agree with, 
actually reflect a ‘readiness for action’ (compare the attitudinal compo
nents). While almost everyone agrees that people should read more (books), 
many people nevertheless do not do that. This resembles other examples of 
behavior which are deemed ‘morally superior’ or ‘good for you’, such as 
eating right, drinking moderately, keeping fit, flossing regularly, etc.)

In addition to the presupposition that reading is definitely good for you, 
there is the constant concern that people, especially the younger generation, 
divert their interest away from reading and other worthwhile and educa
tional activities, and spend too much time watching TV, playing computer 
games, etc. This concern, coupled with claims on the failure of the schools 
to teach literacy skills to all of their pupils, produces a suspicion that things 
are constantly changing for the worse. Variable 014 is geared to tapping 
such a value conservatism. For operational reasons, I chose to formulate the 
time span precisely, dating the ‘earlier’ to approximately the beginning of

1®1 For example, if one visits a person’s home where the bookshelves are em pty  or are 
filled w ith  other things than  books, one m ay be prone to infer all kinds of personal traits, 
whereas a home which is bursting w ith books is com m ented on admiringly.



modernism in Swedish society (i.e. immediately after World W ar II.) In the 
aforementioned public debate that I attended in March 1996 (see 
5.4.2.1.2), the famous Swedish author Jan Myrdal spoke on the subject of 
“den nya analfabetismen och passiverande kultur” [the new analfabetism 
and passivising culture], and one of his claims was that “läskunnigheten var 
bättre förr” [the ability to read was better earlier] and that there are now 
youngsters finishing school without being able to read. Be that as it may, 
one is lead to suspect that there were an even greater number of ‘illiterate’ 
pupils leaving school in the old days, but that they were simply not 
detected or registrered as such. That is, we do not know how many were 
actually illiterates, both in the absolute and functional sense of the term. 
The fact that society now puts higher demands on every citizen to cope 
with a society where literacy skills are considered extremely important does 
not necessarily mean that people were better at reading before. Nowadays, 
we supervise and register any ‘deficiencies’ to a much greater extent, and 
this naturally skews our perception of development. As Andersson (1985) 
points out, “fflör 100 eller ännu tydligare 200 år sedan, ställde samhället 
inte några större krav på den enskildes läs-och skrivfärdigheter. Man skulle 
faktiskt kunna säga att en analfabet då inte behövde vara en funktionell 
analfabet enligt den ursprungliga definitionen.” (ibid: 199)

Another point of interest is that the issue of literacy skills tend to be 
confused or confounded with claims on the overall linguistic abilites of 
people, especially youngsters. As mentioned above, in the debate on “the 
new illiteracy”, a person from the audience pointed to the poor nature of 
ingroup language among youngsters one overhears in public places. Also, 
Bo Strömstedt (former editor of Expressen, one of the biggest daily tabloid 
newspapers in Sweden) said in a TV-debate that many youngsters cannot 
read and that “they have no language”. I am not sure exactly what he 
meant with this statement (a perfect example of a ‘stereotype’ which no one 
questions or demands modifications of), but it is interesting to note that 
discourse on literacy skills tends to be mixed with general statements on 
language skills. That is, it seems that language is equated with literacy, a 
clear reflection of the ‘autonomous’ model (cf. Street above) and the impor
tance accorded it in Western society.

5.4.2.1.5 Linguistic correctness (normativism/prescriptivism)

V 012: D et är m ycket v ik tig t a tt kunna stava rätt. [It is very im portan t to be able to spell 
correctly.}



VO 13: E tt och annat stavfel gör inte så mycket. [A n occasional spelling error doesn’t hu rt 
anything.]

VOI 1: Skolan verkar vara för tolerant m ot språkliga fel och brister. [The schools seem to 
be too tolerant of poor language and errors.]

As with many other themes in the questionnaire, a category such as 
‘linguistic correctness’ or prescriptivism is evidently in itself potentially 
extremely vast and complex. As is well known, not only linguists and 
language cultivators take an interest in language norms and standards, but 
what is especially striking is the energetic preoccupation with such aspects 
among the general public. We may find opinions on right and wrong, 
correct and incorrect, ‘good’ and ‘bad’ in language in many domains, e.g. in 
letters-to-the-editor, complaints to TV and radio networks, etc., and we 
have probably all come across an endless number of remarks made on other 
people’s language in various private spheres. Furthermore, people who turn 
to linguists and other language experts for advice, or expect ‘arbitration’ in 
quarrels on right and wrong in language, are often very dissatisfied when 
confronted with the linguists’ relativistic ways of reasoning. Many people 
seem to expect, and wish for, absolute invariance in language norms.102 As 
pointed out by Teleman (1979:9ff), the focus is usually directed to 
language matters which concern “the social etiquette”, i.e. variation of a 
rather superficial or ‘cosmetic’ nature (cf. below), and not matters which are 
more important as to efficient communication, etc. In addition, although 
language cultivation and normativization is mainly concerned with the 
language of public, not private, spheres (and foremost written language) 
people often appear to comment on, and become especially irritated by, 
ordinary people’s non-public spoken language. The standard language in 
public domains is taken as a point of reference, and other varieties are 
expected to be as similar to it as possible. The public language is usually 
conceived of as the ‘best’ language which is ‘correct’, ‘refined’, etc., while 
other varieties (such as various informal registers) may be evaluated as 
sloppy, degenerated, coarse, etc. (Cf. e.g. ibid: passim. See also Andersson

Ю2 ç f  Telem an (1979:9): “[Lekmännen ser ofta inte] a tt det finns olika norm system  som 
konkurrerar, och a tt konkurrensen sker under de särskilda betingelser som gäller i en 
bestäm d historisk situation. M an ser alltså bara en norm , N orm en, eller rättare sagt: m an 
ser norm alt inte heller denna norm , noterar bara avvikelserna från den. E tt annat problem  
är a tt norm  ofta fattas så snävt; m an  sysslar m est m ed de språkriktighetsfall som rör den 
social etiketten , inte den form för språkriktighet som är nödvändig för meddelelsens 
k larhet och k raft.”



1985.) It seems, then, that many laypersons adhere to a type of absolutism 
and are quite unaware of the accidental or ideological nature of what may 
be elevated as a norm (cf. the ideologies of language cultivation in chapter 
1).

Clearly, it is impossible to include and operationalize all possibly rele
vant apsects of linguistic correctness in the present investigation. Items on 
prescriptivism have been reduced to only three, two of which concern 
spelling (V012-13). The reason for choosing spelling is that tapping judg
ments on other types of linguistic features such as syntactic-morphological 
variation would occupy too much space in the questionnaire. Furthermore, 
it appears that orthography is, together with other ‘low-level’ surface 
features, particularly indexical in layperson’s conceptions and evaluations of 
linguistic correctness. (Cf. also the discussion on such features in chapter 3 
on naturalization requirements.) Low-level features have a high degree of 
visibility, partly because they are often easily detectable and recognizable, 
and they occur frequently in a person’s language. They are thus effective as 
tokens of something which allows straightforward evaluation.103

Expectations on correctness and invariability in spelling/orthography is 
an interesting phenomenon from the perspective of prescriptivism. While 
people generally have a certain amount of tolerance for other linguistic 
variations in pronunciation (e.g. regional, sociolectal, sex-related, etc.), the 
acceptability of spelling errors is usually very low, especially when the 
degree of formality of domains increases. In addition, it is conceivable that 
spelling mistakes are tolerated less in type-written or printed texts than in 
those written by hand. (It may the case that the tolerance for ‘deviations’ in 
spoken language is quite low as well, but here, one has experienced a lot of 
variability and therefore been forced to accept that it occurs frequently, 
even if one is prone to dislike it as such.) This low acceptance of ortho
graphic variation may be partly explained by the fact that it concerns 
written language, and it is often towards written language that the strong
est prescriptivist expectations are directed. But how are these argued for? It 
seems as if people tend to resort to various ‘rationalistic’ arguments when

O ther researchers have pointed to the indexical and ideological potential o f low-level 
features. E.g. Schieffelin & D oucet (1994) provide an interesting discussion of the ideologi
cal significance in com peting views on the standardization of (H aitian) Kreyòl orthography 
and their relation to cultural definitions o f national identity. Compare also Appel & 
M uysken’s (1987:135-7) discussion of dimensions such as ‘density’ (frequency w ithin the 
speeech signal) and ‘linkage’ (explicit representation of the outer form of a language), in 
their case as regards neutrality strategies.



asked to motivate why spelling mistakes — as well as spelling reforms, for 
that matter -  are reprehensible. For example, in discussions I have had with 
students, it is often argued that it is important to secure invariability in 
orthography for some type of perceptual processing reasons, and that 
spelling errors disturb the reading process severely. In this respect, they 
seem to assume that the perceptual decoding of written words would be 
fundamentally different from that of spoken words. As is well known in 
perceptual phonetics, the variation in pronunciation and its perceptual 
consequences is something which is extensive, but this is something that 
the listener’s perceptual apparatus frequently manages to compensate for. 
The phonetic-acoustic variance is infinitely greater than spelling errors 
could ever be. Spelling errors usually follow a strict logic, namely that of 
‘the phonological principle’ which is the guiding principle behind all alpha
betic writing systems (The principle means that all phonologically distinc
tive features should be represented systematically and unambiguously. To 
put it simply, every phoneme should be represented by a unique sign and 
vice versa.) Spelling errors among native speakers (with the exception of 
dyslectics) usually arise when the orthography deviates from this principle, 
as is the case in old orthographies which have not been revised along with 
the historical phonological changes. (As is well known, English orthography 
is difficult to learn, and the reason for this is evidently that it is not updated 
according to the phonological principle.) Just as language learners tend to 
overgeneralize systematic and productive regularities within paradigms of 
the language, so does the person who finds it difficult to memorize written 
gestalts of words. When such a fact is pointed out to students, they usually 
become more uncertain about whether invariance in spelling is merely a 
‘cosmetic’ phenomenon or a necessity for instrumental-perceptual reasons. 
However, it is interesting to observe how people may have quite strong 
motivations for their stance, and that those motivations usually are of a 
rational type, even though the attitude as such might be based more on 
emotional considerations or simply a low tolerance for linguistic ‘deviance’ 
altogether. This may tell us something about ways of argumentation, which 
is also evident in the discourse on e.g. home language instruction. Even if 
attitudes are motivated internally by wider mental constructs and feelings, 
they are usually not verbally argued as such, but rather in terms of what we 
consider more rationalistic arguments, such as pleading to commonsensical 
beliefs on the nature of human beings, economy, organization and the like.

The third item in the theme of language correctness concerns the 
responsibility of the schools (V011): “The schools seem to be too tolerant of



poor language and errors.” I find this variable particularly interesting in 
that it may reflect a worry and suspicion towards the presumed ideological 
stances of school as such, which is probably influenced by the ‘revisionist’ 
discourse on the alleged failures of “flumskolan” of the 1970’s (“where 
everything seemed to be allowed”) and a neoconservative rhetoric around 
‘old values’, the importance of focusing on hard knowledge in theoretical 
core subjects, etc. Many people appear to believe that schools are too 
lenient, that it is not able to raise and educate children properly and that it 
does not establish rules and demands that are sufficiently hard. Such a line 
of thought is consequently applied to language as well, which in turn is 
connected to general opinions on young people’s language (see category 2 
above). It is possible that if one believes that young people’s Swedish is 
declining and that they are careless about their language, such a belief may 
quite readily be correlated with general conceptions of school being to 
tolerant. School fails in disciplining the younger generation, linguistically as 
well as in other respects.

5.4.2.1.6 Language change in general

V 019: Svenska språket håller på a tt förändras till det sämre. [The Swedish language is 
changing for the worse.]

As has been discussed above, a statement such as VO 19 is phrased very 
generally, and may be regarded as a kind of ‘stereotype’. The feeling that 
language is constantly changing -  and changing too fast -  and that 
language nowadays is changing for the worse, is probably well-represented 
in most (Western) societies. Obviously associated with issues such as youth 
language and the responsibility of the school, this item may tap a general 
conservatism in language ideology. It is conceivable to assume that it will 
mostly be older people who adhere to such an opinion. However, it is also 
possible that young people who are less tolerant towards Other language 
(especially Other’s linguistic novelties) may subscribe to this stance. Possi
bly, a true ‘monolingualist’ dislikes all forms of linguistic variation, and 
since variation is the very source of change, most instances of language 
change are frowned upon. In addition, this attitude is likely to be connected 
with wishes for stricter standardization measures. Even if one is forced to 
accept that language changes with time (“an act of nature”, as it were), the 
least we should do is to try to prune and control it.
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5.4.2.1.7 Contact phenomena: borrowing vs. purism

As was mentioned in chapter 1, purism may be approached from different 
angles. On the one hand, a broader structural-sociological line of reasoning 
may be applied, investigating what purism may represent ideologically and 
what social processes favor the rise and implementation of puristic planning 
measures. In this context, it is evident that dimensions such as nationalism 
may be involved, and/or the symbolic construction of (new) identities, 
notably national or ethnic ones.104 In the words of Tollefson (1991), such an 
approach towards language planning phenomena could be termed 
‘historical-structural’ (cf. chapter 1).

On the other hand, purism can be discussed from a more narrow, purely 
linguistic perspective such as the ‘instrumentalist’ approach. Functionally 
speaking, it can be argued that purism is advantageous for many of the 
members of a speech community in that it enhances structural, lexico- 
morphological ‘transparency’ as opposed to ‘opacity’ (cf. Dahlstedt 1976). 
For example, new words coined from the existing indigenous lexical 
resources may be more transparent morpho-semantically in that a person 
stands a chance of guessing at least an approximate meaning simply from 
knowing the specific morphemes. A true borrowing, on the other hand, is 
opaque as regards its morpho-lexical structure. Unless a person knows the 
source language, the meaning is completely obscure. Speakers who do not 
know foreign languages, such as the prestige language in contact situations, 
are at a disadvantage compared to those who know that language. Conse
quently, this widens the gap between those with and without higher educa
tion. A ‘laissez-faire’-policy in language planning as regards language 
contact phenomena would then restrict accessibility and participation in 
communication on purely linguistic grounds. Thus, from a instrumentalist 
perspective, purism -  at least as regards the lexicon — can be argued for as a 
measure promoting equality, democracy, and some sort of linguistic 
‘utilitarianism’: The best is that which is understood as efficiently as 
possible by a maximum number of persons. (It should be pointed out, 
however, that transparency due to indigenous morpho-lexicology does not 
necessarily make a word easy to understand. The level of comprehensibility

104 ç f  the volume edited by Jernudd  & Shapiro 1989, which centres around such an 
approach to  studying purism. Compare also the ongoing processes of language cultivation 
in parts o f former Yugoslavia, where Serbian, Croatian and Bosnian have arisen as ‘new ’ 
autonom ous standard languages, coupled w ith certain puristic language planning efforts, 
see e.g. D ahl 1996.



is not directly related to opacity (due to foreign form), but there are many 
‘indigenous’ word formations which may be difficult to understand for 
many people. As noted by Frick & Malmström (1978:22), the Swedish 
form införliva (‘incorporate’) is not necessarily more comprehensible than its 
borrowed counterpart inkorporera.

Who, then, is a purist? How does such a stance correlate with other 
aspects of language ideology? It is quite conceivable that a hard-core 
‘monolingualist’ will oppose borrowing. He/she may very well accept estab
lished loans, especially old ones which may not even be ideintified as 
‘foreign’ form. That is, if a type of linguistic xenophobia could be applied to 
structural as well as sociolinguistic language phenomena, it is important to 
take sociohistorical factors into account. Past foreign influence and neolo
gisms coming from above (the elite, ‘mots savants’, etc.) may be tolerated, 
but borrowing from substrate languages is opposed. On the other hand, it 
is possible that a down-right ‘monolingualist’ opposes to all forms of Other- 
induced language, regardless of its social or contextual origins. However, 
we might also find puristic tendencies in other ‘profiles’. Some people may 
dislike ‘careless’ use of foreign words, especially in public language and 
professional jargons. A person, perhaps from the educated middle-class 
groups, may take a vivid interest in language questions (especially internal 
ones?) and monitor linguistic fluctuations carefully, and while not being 
negative towards the use of foreign languages as such, he/she may want to 
curb language use for various rational reasons, as it were. Such a person 
might have a generally positive and liberal attitude to Other’s languages 
when they are used in-group, but worry about the future development of 
Swedish. One may fear that extensive borrowing corrupts and tarnishes the 
authenticity, genuinity and idiosyncracies of the Swedish language as a 
fundamental part of our cultural heritage. (A third possible constellation 
where purism is included is actually perhaps not a specific profile at all. It 
may be the case that some people object to borrowed words simply because 
they do not understand them, such as certain ‘mots savants’ or sub-group 
jargon.

The items used to tap puristic tendencies are V028 and V029-31. The 
first is a complex variable geared towards judgments on specific examples of 
loan words (cf. below). The reason for this type of operationalization is to 
introduce the topic by means of concretization, for the purpose of possibly 
arousing the respondents’ interest, and to investigate whether the factor of 
comprehensibility may affect puristic evaluations.The respondents were to 
select either one of the alternatives “Acceptable”, “Should be replaced” (i.e.



for a Swedish indigenous construction) or “Don’t know”. In addition, if the 
respondent did not understand the meaning of a particular word, he/she 
was also to mark that in a separate column of “boxes”.

V028: The loan words were chosen acccording to criteria such as 
‘establishment’ (time of incorporation in the language), genre, and 
presumed general comprehensibility, i.e. the extent to which they are 
understood by most people. (When a specified frequency figure of compre
hensibility is given below, the information is taken from Frick & 
Malmström 1978.). A simple account is as follows:

skateboard·. Relatively new (approx. 10-15 years old), quite frequently used (a Swedish 
alternative exists: ‘rullbräde’).

management·. Relatively new, formerly professional jargon (business), now in wider 
circulation.

konklusion·. Relatively new (?), ‘m ot savant’, approx. 85%  do not understand it (ibid:72)

nivellera·. A ge  unknow n, ‘m ots savant’, approx. 90%  do not understand it (ibid:85)

decennium·. Q uite established/old, quite frequently used, approx. 40%  do not understand it 
(ibid: 38)

juice: N o t so old (approx.45-50 years old), extremely comm on, everyday language.

retumera·. Q uite established/old, frequently used (postage services), approx. 5% do not 
understand it (ibid: 104)

nòrd'. Very new (from Am. Eng. ‘nerd’), adapted spelling, not so frequently used yet: ‘slang’ 
or youth  language.

radio·. Q uite established, extremely frequently used, everyday language.

mejla·. Very new, adapted spelling, quite frequently used? (in certain groups).

container. Semi-new (40 years?), quite frequently used, everyday language.

tejp\ Semi-new (40-50 years?), adapted spelling, extremely frequently used, everyday 
language

speedad. Semi-new (25-30 years old?), “ageing” slang, frequently used in certain groups. 

leasing·. Relatively new (20 years old?), m oderately frequent, everyday language.

In addition to item V028, purism or the acceptability of loans were also 
operationalized into judgements on the following general statements:

V 029: D et finns för m ånga utländska lånord i svenska språket. [V029: There are too many 
foreign words in Swedish.}

V 030: D et är v ik tig t a tt svenskan bevaras så ren som möjligt från utländska lånord. [It is



im portan t th a t Swedish is kept as pure as possible from foreign words.]

V 031: U tländska lånord berikar svenska språket. [Foreign words enrich the Swedish 
language.]

In the questionnaire, this section was completed by the following item: 
V032: “I reklam i Sverige borde man bara använda svenska språket och inte 
några andra språk." [Advertisements in Sweden should use Swedish, not 
other languages.] Although it does not deal with internal contact phenom
ena as such, but rather the allocation of languages, I placed it here because I 
wanted an item on English use within the section which was entirely 
focused on Swedish before moving on to the more “external” aspects of 
language ideology. Thematically, item V032 is more closely related to an 
item such as V056 in the external section below, 5.4.2.2.3.)

5.4.2.1.8 Other peoples’ Swedish language use

V 027: Finns det något som D u retar D ig på i andra människors sätt a tt tala eller skriva 
svenska? - I så fall, vad? [Is there anything tha t bothers you about the way other 
people speak or write Swedish? If  so, what?]

This question was included mainly for explorative reasons and as a way 
of directing future investigations in terms of hypothesis-generating fact
finding. As mentioned earlier, open-ended questions in questionnaires, 
especially written ones, usually yield a much greater reduction in the 
answer rates than closed questions. Open questions are advantageous in 
that they do not restrain the respondent’s answer, but they are difficult to 
code and structure in the analysis phase of the investigation. Therefore, 
V027 will not be included in further analyses.

5.4.2.2 External variation

5.4.2.2.1 Languages in competition: language maintenance and shift

(a) The future of Swedish: prediction; replacement language; evaluation

V033: T ror D u a tt svenskan kom m er a tt ha d ö tt u t om 100 år? [D o you th ink  that 
Swedish will die out in about 100 years?) ( Responses: Y es/M aybe/N o/D on’t know)

V033a: O m  D u  svarade j a  eller Kanske på föregående fråga: V ilket språk tror D u  kom m er 
a tt ersätta svenskan? [If you answered Yes or Maybe to the previous question, w hat 
language do you th ink  will replace Swedish?] (Response: open ended)

V034: D et vore synd om svenskan försvann. [It would be a shame if Swedish disappeared.]



(b) The future of minority languages: evaluations:

V 035: D et vore synd om samiska språket i Sverige försvann. [It w ould be a shame if the 
Saami language disappeared in Sweden.}

V 036: D et vore synd om invandrarspråken i Sverige försvann. [It would be a shame if  the 
im m igrant languages in Sweden disappeared.]

V 037: D et vore bra om  invandrarspråken i Sverige försvann -  i Sverige ska vi tala svenska. 
[It would be good if the im m igrant languages in Sweden disappeared—in Sweden 
we speak Swedish.]

(c) Global issues: linguistic ‘singularity’ in general; linguistic singularity: English 
and Chinese

V 038: D et bästa vore om alla i världen hade sam m a modersmål. [It would be best if 
everyone in the world spoke the same m other tongue.]

V 039: D et bästa vore om alla i världen hade engelska som modersmål. [It would be best if 
everyone in the world had English as their m other tongue.]

V 040: D et bästa vore om  alla i världen hade kinesiska som modersmål. [It w ould be best if 
everyone in  the world had Chinese as their m other tongue.]

Research on language maintenance and shift has developed extensively 
in recent years, focusing mainly on threatened minority languages and the 
sociopolitical and societal factors which may influence the fate of such 
languages, but also on the linguistic consequences of rapid language shift 
processes. (For an overview, see e.g. Hyltenstam & Stroud 1991; 
Hyltenstam & Stroud 1996.) W hat is less often discussed is the possibility 
of majority languages entering a process of shift, possibly resulting in the 
death of the language. Although it is not uncommon that majority 
language speakers may feel aggreived and even threatened by the co-exis- 
tence and perceived expansion of other languages -  be it a minority 
language such as Spanish in the US, or an international lingua franca such 
as English in Sweden -  majority members usually have good reasons to rest 
assured that their position within the the country is not endangered. As 
Hyltenstam (in press:205) states: “Autonoma staters officiella språk har ett 
drag gemensamt: livskraft. Detta gäller i små stater lika väl som i stora, i 
västliga industristater lika väl som i tredje världens länder.” [The official 
languages of autonomous states have one feature in common: vitality. This 
holds in small states as well as large, in the industrialized West as well as in 
the Third World.} And although there may be groups who even have taken 
up a political struggle and a rhetoric that suggests serious threats to the



majority language, as evidenced by the ‘English Only Movement’ in the 
US,105 there is basically no reason to hit the alarm button, at least not yet 
as regards any majority language with official status. “Hotbilder mot 
officiella autonoma språk är någonting som kan målas upp och användas 
politiskt, men verkliga hot är -  för att uttrycka det försiktigt -  inte 
omedelbart förestående i dessa fall.” [The perceived threat to official 
autonomous languages is something which can be exaggerated and then 
used politically, but the real threat is -  cautiously expressed -  not directly 
present in these cases.} (ibid) In addition, it should be pointed out that 
what some people may perceive as tokens of threats to their language are 
typically ordinary contact phenomena which may merely concern the 
language structure (such as the lexicon), and not necessarily the status of 
the language, such as the gradual expansion of domains of the other 
language.

In Sweden, it seems that what has concerned people the most about the 
influence of English is mainly the more visible symptoms of lexical 
borrowing and the increased preference of young people to use English 
expressions in in-group language. In my own experience of discussing 
possible threats to the future survival of Swedish (such as in student groups 
or with acquaintances), there is a striking assuredness that Swedish is not an 
endangered language and that it will survive as a vital language at least for 
the next 100 years or so, even if one is prone to admit that there is the 
possibility of an increased expansion in the use of English, possibly ulti
mately resulting in some kind of functional bilingualism or diglossie 
language allocation. That English would take over completely is not 
considered a viable scenario. Is this, then, a truly realistic belief or is it 
something which reflects the self-assuredness of a majority language popu
lation, unaware of historical experiences of the vulnerability of powerful 
civilizations? As mentioned above, there are many factors speaking in favor 
of the continued vitality of many majority languages. On the other hand, 
there are several ‘lesser used languages’ which in spite of their official status 
may approach a minority-like position within the near future, superseded 
by a rapid encroachment by the international languages, most notably 
English. In his discussion on the future of Swedish, Hyltenstam (ibid) points 
to the expansion of English in various domains in Sweden, e.g. in the 
spheres of science and within education, both at higher and lower levels,

105 For extensive inform ation on the 'English O nly’ (or ‘US English’) m ovem ent in the 
U nited States, see Baron (1990); Crawford (1992).



and there are convincing indications that this expansion will increase in the 
future. Although it is not possible to make safe predictions as to the speed 
of the process and the survival of the Swedish language, Hyltenstam points 
to some factors of importance in such a scenario. The nation’s degree of 
political-adminstrative autonomy is the most important factor when it 
concerns whether a process of shift enters into critical stages (i.e. a kind of 
‘point-of-no-return’, as it were). Apart from the general trends of interna
tionalization, Sweden’s membership in the European Union is something 
which may determine the political autonomy and hence its linguistic 
autonomy, evidently depending on the future developments of the EU. 
Other important factors concern the degree of bilingualism among the 
majority population and the attitudes towards the other language. In 
Sweden, proficiency in English is quite widespread and probably increasing 
with the younger generations. Also, the high status and perhaps unam- 
bivalently positive attitudes towards the English language and its use in an 
increasing number of situations, coupled with the development of mass 
media communication (much of it in English), are other factors which may 
influence the process most decidedly. Thus, a generally unreflected positive 
stance towards English, possibly in combination with a lack of awareness of 
the mechanisms of language shift and its applicability to a language of 
decreasing autonomy, i.e. Swedish, may constitute tangible threats to its 
survival.

In the questionnaire, item V033 is designed to tap people’s belief on the 
survival of Swedish, whereas V034-37 include evaluatery reactions to the 
death of different languages: Swedish vs. minority languages, namely Saami 
(which is an indigenous language) and ‘immigrant languages’. Item V037 is 
somewhat ‘crudely’ phrased, the main purpose of which is to “round up” 
the strongly ‘monolingualistic’ stances among the respondents. Items 
V038-40 deal with linguistic ‘singularity’ in that they concern the prefer
ability of all people speaking the same language; in item V039-40, the 
international language par excellence, English, is contrasted with Chinese, 
the world’s largest language in terms of the number of LI-speakers. Need
less to say, the items will not identify any further motivations for choosing 
one or the other alternative. For example, it is conceivable that a person 
could wish for reducing the disadvantages of the Tower of Babel for 
humanitarian or practical reasons, as it were, without necessarily being 
negative to all forms of (linguistic) plurality per se in today’s world. Alter
natively, it is possible that a highly Self-oriented ‘monolingualist’ does not 
find the idea of one language encompassing all of humanity an attractive



one. Consequently (as discussed above), as is the case with standardized 
forms of inquiry such as via questionnaires, the method makes it difficult to 
delve more deeply into the rationale behind peoples reactions to such claims 
about language.

5.4.2.2.2 The significance of the ‘mother tongue’

(a) psychosocial and cognitive effects

V 041: M odersm ålet är det viktigaste språket a tt u ttrycka sina känslor på. [Y our m other 
tongue is the m ost im portant language for expressing your feelings.]

V043: A tt kunna sitt modersmål bra är m ycket v ik tig t för självkänslan och identiteten. 
[K nowing your m other tongue well is im portant for self-esteem and a sense of 
identity .]

V 044: A tt kunna sitt m odersm ål bra är v ik tig t för a tt utveckla sitt tänkande och sin in tel
ligens. [K nowing your m other tongue well is im portant for developing your 
th inking and intelligence.]

V 045: För svenska ungdom ar är det bättre a tt lära sig engelska ordentlig t än a tt lära sig 
svenska ordentligt. [For Swedish young people, it is better to learn English well 
than  to  learn Swedish.]

(b) prerequisites for proficiency

V 046: G oda kunskaper i m odersm ålet är förutsättningen för a tt lära sig e tt ny tt språk. 
[G ood knowledge of the m other tongue is a prerequisite for learning a new 
language.]

V 042: För a tt lära sig sitt modersmål ordentligt m åste m an fa undervisning i det. [In order 
to learn his or her m other tongue properly, a person need formal instruction.]

These categories concern conceptions of the importance of the 'mother 
tongue’, which evidently is quite an ambiguous concept. (For a discussion 
on definitions of ‘mother tongue’, see Skutnabb-Kangas & Phillipson 
1989.) For the purpose of reducing the possible effects of various hidden 
individual conceptions of the term interfering with the responses, a simplis
tic definition was given in the questionnnaire as an introduction to this 
specific theme: “In the following statements, the word mother tongue is used. 
The mother tongue is the first language one learns as a child. For example, 
Swedish is evidently the mother tongue for most people born in Sweden.” 
The reason for including these type of items is highly specific: similar lines 
of arguments are presented as items in the questionnaire much later and 
under another theme, namely that of the controversial home language 
teaching. The intention was to compare attitudes towards general claims



about the importance of LI-development and with attitudes towards HLT, 
which unquestionably also deals with ‘mother tongue’ issues. It was 
hypothesized that here we may find certain ‘paradoxes’ or contradictions in 
some respondents’ attitudes (cf. the discussion on paradoxes in the intro
ductory section of the present chapter). That is, when the impact of the 
mother tongue is discussed in general terms, which may allow a Self
oriented perspective, the claims will be uncontroversial, but when parallel 
issues are discussed under another theme, namely the importance of O ther’s 
LI-development, the responses may shift towards a more negative, intoler
ant stance. (See further below in the results section.)

5.4.2.2.3 Monolingualism vs. bilingualism:

1. Definitions of individual bilingualism

• För a tt kallas/anses tvåspråkig bör man: [In order to be recognized as/called bilingual one 
should: }

V047a: - ha lärt sig båda språken i barndom en [have learned both languages as a child]

V 047b: - kunna tala båda språken lika bra som infödda talare [be able to speak both 
languages as well as a native speaker]

V047c: - kunna uttrycka sig lä tt och obehindrat på  båda språken i m ånga olika situa
tioner [be able to express oneself fluently and w ithout difficulty in m any different 
situations]

V 047d: - tala båda språken utan  brytning [speak both languages w ithout a foreign accent] 

V047e: - dröm m a på båda språken [dream  in both languages]

V047f: - kunna använda båda språken, m en inte nödvändigtvis felfritt [be able to use
bo th  languages, bu t not necessarily flawlessly]

V 047g: - kunna använda båda språken som tankeverktyg [be able to use both  language as 
a th inking tool]

V 047h: - kunna läsa och skriva på båda språken [be able to  read and w rite both 
languages]

V047i: - ha lärt sig e tt andra språk någorlunda bra [have learned a second language
rather well]

The inclusion of item V047 (a multiple choice item) may seem a bit 
specialized to the layperson, i.e. as a matter which is confined to more 
academic discussions on the definition on linguistic concepts. For example, 
almost any textbook on bilingualism usually starts with a problematization 
of individual bilingualism and various scholarly attempts at reaching a 
precise and unambiguous definition of the concept. (Compare e.g.



‘maximalist’ or ‘strong’ definitions vs. ‘minimalist’/'weak’ definitions, which 
usually pertain to levels of profiency; ‘absolute’ or ‘balanced’ as opposed to 
‘functional’ bilingualism, etc. See e.g. Baker 1996:5ff, Appel & Muysken 
1986:2ff; Hyltenstam & Stroud 1991:49ff.) From the perspective of 
language ideology, it is highly relevant to investigate popular conceptions 
of linguistic categorizations. Not only is it interesting to compare academic 
definitions with the less stringent ones of everyday language, but it also has 
a bearing on contexts which are politically and socially very important. For 
example, if bilingual competence in two specified languages is a require
ment for certain jobs, how is it defined or ‘operationalized’? And if 
‘bilingualism’ is a term used in curricula or in minority language right 
regulations, in what way is it specified? (In the official writings on the goals 
of Swedish immigrant policies, it is stated that the aim of immigrant educa
tion in school, i.e. home language teaching and Swedish as a second 
language, is in part to encourage the development of “active bilingual" 
ism’’,106 but what this actually means is not elaborated on to any satisfac
tory extent.) Although it would be unreasonable to expect all concepts to 
be specified with the ideal rigour of scientific method, it is interesting from 
an ideological point of view that some terms are treated at face value, even 
in official regulations, whereas some concepts (or rather, language issues) 
are scrutinized and problematized, taking on the function of metaphors for 
broader sociopolitical issues. (Cf. e.g. debates on the alleged poor Swedish of 
many immigrant children, the development of ‘immigrant Swedish’ varie
ties such as the dreaded ‘Rinkebysvenska’ [Rinkeby Swedish] (cf. Stroud & 
W ingstedt 1989), home language teaching, etc.) In item V047, the alter
natives a, b, d and g are taken to represent ‘stronger’ versions of defining 
bilingualism. It is hypothesized that such high expectations reflect a 
Western ‘monolingualist’ ideology of language. Bilingualism is seen as an 
extra-ordinary , even ‘exotic’ state-of-affairs, and the typical bilingual is 
someone who masters two languages equally well, and to obtain such 
perfect mastery, it is believed that languages must be learned in early 
childhood, preferably informally (as opposed to learning in formal language 
learning contexts.) Item V047h, requiring literacy in both languages, may

106 “G enom  1975 års invandrarpolitiska proposition (prop.1975:26) signalerades att 
kulturell och språklig m ångfald var efterstrrävansvärt. De tre invandrarpolitiska m ålen 
jämlikhet, valfrihet och samverkan kom pletterades m ed e tt särskilt m ål för skolan. D e tta  mål 
är aktiv tvåspråkighet (prop. 1975/76:118). Barnen erbjöds hem språksundervisning och 
undervisning i svenska som andraspråk.” (SOU 1996:55, p. 176)



also reflect a Western ideological emphasis on literacy as inequivocally 
fused with aspects of ‘full’ language competence (cf. above on book reading, 
etc.), and the fact that many languages (not to mention speakers) have 
never even been graphicized is completely overlooked. Item V047e, to 
dream in both languages, may appear a bit puzzling, but several times have 
I heard laypersons ask bilinguals or Swedish L2 language learners what 
languages they dream in.107

2. Advantages and disadvantages of bilingualism

(a) individual level:

V 048: D et är förvirrande för barn a tt lära sig två språk sam tidigt. M an bör först lära sig 
det ena språket, sedan det andra. [It is confusing for children to learn two languages 
at the same time. They should first learn one, then the other.]

V 049: A tt kunna tala två språk är bättre än a tt kunna tala e tt språk. [Being able to  speak 
two languages is better than  being able to speak one.] (Cf. Baker 1990)

V 057: För svenska ungdom ar är det viktigare a tt kunna svenska ordentlig t än a tt kunna 
engelska ordentligt. [For Swedish young people it is m ore im portan t to be able to 
speak Swedish properly than  to be able to  speak English properly.]

Incidentally, I recently came across an article by K urdo Baksi, a journal editor who is 
of K urdish origins here in Sweden. H e philosophized over w hat it is to “ow n” a language, 
and am ong other things, the them e o f dream ing in a language came up: “I n a tt dröm de jag 
på  e tt språk jag aldrig dröm t på förut. Sjutton år efter den regniga augustikvällen på 
A rlanda dröm de jag på svenska. För en utom stående kan det verka som en bagatell, m en 
för m ig var det en d jup t allvarlig, nästan spirituell händelse. Visst talar jag svenska 
dagligen och visst skriver jag ofta på svenska språket, m en jag har ändå haft en distanserad 
relation till det. [...] I morse stod jag framför badrum sspegeln och undrade om  jag nu blivit 
erkänd delägare i “AB Svenska språket.” [...] Ar det bra eller dåligt a tt jag d röm t på 
svenska? K an m an äga flera språk? Vad händer m ed m ig som [förutom  kurdiska] dessutom 
talar och läser på engelska, franska, spanska och turkiska? [...] A tt erövra e tt språk är svårt, 
nästintill omöjligt. Först när m an blir glad, ledsen, förbannad, älskar, skäm tar och 
dröm m er på e tt språk så behärskar eller äger m an det. M an far ofta höra a tt nyckeln till det 
svenska sam hället är språket. H ar m an inte det kan m an num era inte hävda sig ens i de 
m est enkla arbeten, som städare och diskare. För m ina kompisar i Fittja, Akalla, Rinkeby, 
Rosengård och A ngered är språket livsavgörande. För inte så länge sedan blev jag varse en 
incident som visar hur illa det är m ed språkinlärningen i vårt samhälle: några unga killar 
som gripits och m isstänkts för en hel rad allvarliga b ro tt i B otkyrka kunde inte förhöras på 
svenska fastän de är födda och uppväxta i landet. M en det var inte det värsta: ingen av 
grabbarna kunde heller via tolk genom föra förhöret på föräldrarnas språk. Dessa i Sverige 
födda ungdom ar m ed invandrarbakgrund hade alltså inget språk." (Dagens N yheter, p. 
B l ,  1998-07-18)



(b) societal level:

(i) evaluations of factual bilingualism

V 050: D et bästa för Sverige vore om alla hade svenska som modersmål. [It would be best 
for Sweden if everyone had Swedish as their m other tongue.]

V 051: A tt det talas m ånga språk är berikande för e tt land. [It enriches a country when 
m any language are spoken there.]

V 052: Flerspråkighet i e tt land leder till segregation och kan skapa konflikter. 
[M ultilingualism  in a country leads to segregation and creates conflicts.]

V 053: I Sverige ska vi tala svenska! [In Sweden we will speak Swedish!}

V 054: Flerspråkighet är en samhällsresurs som är bra för e tt lands ekonomi. 
[M ultilingualism  is a resource for society and good for a country’s economy.]

V 055: D et är trevligt a tt höra andra språk än svenska talas i Sverige. [It is pleasant to hear 
languages other than  Swedish spoken in Sweden.]

V056: Engelska används onödigt m ycket i Sverige. [English is used unnecessarily often in 
Sweden.]

(ii) evaluations of official bilingualism

V 058: Finska borde bli Sveriges andra officiella språk. [Finnish should be Sweden’s second 
official language.]

V 059: Engelska borde bli Sveriges andra officiella språk. [English should be Sweden’s 
second official language.]

V 060: D et bästa för e tt land är a tt ha endast e tt officiellt språk. [The best th ing for a
country is to have only one official language.}

V 061: D et är för dyrt a tt ha m er än e tt officiellt språk i e tt land. [It is too expensive for a
country to have more than one official language.]

V 062: D et är för opraktiskt a tt ha m er än e tt officiellt språk i e tt land. [It is too im practi
cal for a country to have more than one official language.]

V 063: A tt ha flera officiella språk splittrar nationen. [H aving more than  one official 
language divides the nation]

This category of themes concerns the advantages and disadvantages of 
bilingualism, both at an individual and societal level. As regards the indi
vidual level (items V048-49, V051), there are obviously many aspects 
discussed in the literature that have not been included, such as the contro
versial issues of possible negative linguistic, cognitive and psychological 
effects of bilingualism. (Cf. e.g. the concept of ‘semilingualism’, the thresh
old hypothesis of Cummins, the debate on the home language reform in 
Sweden, etc. For a discussion on historical discourses on the issue, focusing



primarily on the immigration waves to the US and the debates in their 
wake, see Hakuta 1986. For a condensed overview of issues such as the 
effects of bilingualism, see e.g. Appel & Muysken 1987:ch. 9. For a critical 
discussion of the concept of semilingualism and Cummins’ hypotheses, see 
Martin-Jones & Romaine 1986.) However, although highly relevant to the 
topic of language ideologies, such aspects were discarded in the question
naire for methodological reasons. It was judged too complex to introduce 
and formulate viable items on issues such as semilingualism, cognitive 
effects on the individual, etc. (Compare, however, the items of the last 
theme -  the HLT items -  were some such aspects are touched upon.) Item 
V048 represents an often heard assumption that early bilingualism may be 
negative for the language-learning child. (For a discussion, see Arnberg 
1988.) This item will be compared with attitudes towards certain of the 
HLT items, especially items V093-93 (see below).

The items on societal multilingualism (V050-56) reflect different atti
tudes, where V050, V052 and V053 could be taken as instances of a 
‘monolingualist’ bias, whereas V051, V054 and V055 reflect more positive 
approaches to linguistic diversity. Item V053 (“I Sverige ska vi tala 
svenska!”) may strike the reader as being phrased rather ambiguously, but 
it has been included as an instance of a ‘stereotypical’ statement. It is a 
statement which I have heard in discourse centered primarily around home 
language teaching, and it is included in this section to explore the extent of 
straightforward responses, i.e. in the form of either of the extreme alterna
tives “Agree totally” or “Disagree totally”.

Items V051-63 deal with official bilingualism. Although most countries 
in Europe are not monolingual in reality (i.e. there are autochtonous 
minorities present), they are nevertheless officially monolingual, that is, 
there is only one language with official status.(On the linguistic diversity of 
Europe, see e.g. Lundén 1993.) In Sweden, from time to time, voices have 
been raised in favor of proclaiming Finnish the second official language (cf. 
item V058). People holding this view often point to the fact that Finnish is 
an indigenous language and that it is spoken by the largest portion of the 
minority population. In addition, comparisons are drawn with Finland, a 
neighboring country where Finnish and Swedish are official languages on a 
par. (For a discussion, see Lainio, in press.) However, I would expect that 
rather few Swedish-speaking members of the majority in Sweden would be 
favorable to such a change in policy, especially considering the practically 
non-existing proficiency in Finnish in this group, as well as the relatively 
low status of Finnish coupled with the fact that it is not a metropolitan



language, i.e. a language of wider currency such as English, French, etc. 
(On the notion of 'metropolitan language’, see Hyltenstam 1994:298.)

5.4.2.2.4 Immigrants’ language use: proficiency in Swedish and language 
choice (cf. also cat. 5 below):

(a) global appraisal of Swedish proficiency

V064: De flesta invandrare talar tillräckligt bra svenska. [The m ajority of im m igrants 
speak Swedish well enough.}

V066: A lltför m ånga invandrare talar en alldeles för dålig svenska. [Too m any im m igrants 
speak very bad Swedish.}

(b) motivated judgement on proficiency I reasons for proficiency levels

V 067: Svenska är e tt svårt språk a tt lära sig. D et är naturligt om en del invandrare inte 
lyckas så bra m ed det. [Swedish is a difficult language to learn. It is only natural if 
im m igrants don’t succeed in tha t especially well.}

(c) conditionality: consequences of insufficient learning

V 070: Invandrare som inte lär sig svenska ordentligt borde förlora sitt uppehållstillstånd. 
[Im m igrants who do not learn Swedish properly should lose their residency 
permits.}

(d) language choice and linguistic socialisation: Swedish vs. immigrant languages

V069: Invandrarföräldrar borde tala svenska m ed sina barn så ofta som m öjligt. 
[Im m igran t parents should speak Swedish w ith their children as m uch as possible.}

V071: D e t är bra om invandrarna som kom m it till Sverige behåller sitt m odersm ål och lär 
sina barn det. [It is good if  im m igrants to Sweden keep their m other tongues and 
teach them  to their children.}

V073: Alla invandrarbarn borde från början fa lära sig att svenska borde vara deras 
modersmål. [From the very first, all im m igrant children ought to learn th a t Swedish 
should be their m other tongue.]

Items in this theme concern proficiency in Swedish (see also subcategory
(e) below) and language choices of immigrants, and are designed to elicit 
evaluations of language competence as well as tolerance/intolerance towards 
immigrants’ use of their mother tongues instead of Swedish. Items V064 
and V066 may appear as logical contradictions, but this may not necessarily 
be the case. That is, it is possible, though not likely, that a person holds the 
view that most immigrants speak Swedish sufficiently well, but that there



are too many cases of immigrants whose Swedish is very poor indeed. Item 
V067 is an attempt to investigate the ‘myth’ of Swedish being a difficult 
language to learn, and that this may be a reason for the failure to learn it by 
some immigrants. A more “unforgiving” attitude might be reflected in item 
V070, where a condition is put to those who fail to learn. This is evidently 
quite a harsh proposal: to expel someone from the country just because 
he/she is unable to learn the language properly is, as far as I know, not 
practiced anywhere in the world, and represents a very intolerant attitude 
indeed. (However, in a hypothetical, but quite conceivable context, this 
could in fact take place: In light of the discussion in chapter 3 on the 
language requirements of naturalization, given that many countries do pose 
such requirements, coupled with the fact that a non-citizen’s residence 
permit is conditional and thus insecure, if political circumstances change, 
expulsion may occur which indirectly has to do with the language require
ments. That is, it is possible to imagine a situation where someone is denied 
citizenship for linguistic reasons and then has his/her residence permit 
revoked because he/she is in legal terms an alien in the country.)

Items V069, V071 and V073 concern the desirability of immigrants 
using their native languages in socializing their children.108 Majority 
language speakers may be unsympathetic or even fail to understand why 
immigrants would want to maintain their native languages, especially if the 
members of the majority fear that this might affect their ability -  or will
ingness -  to learn the majority language. There may be a widespread belief 
that it would be best for the immigrant children to be exposed to as much 
Swedish as possible “so that they will learn the language properly” and that 
parents should encourage this by trying to use Swedish in the family. Huss 
(1996:36) claims that the change in attitudes towards linguistic pluralism 
and home language teaching — a change which started to gain strength in 
the 1980’s -  has had the effect of decreasing the status of HLT in schools

108 item s V071 and V 073 (as well as V072, see below) have been borrowed from Lange & 
W estin  (1993), who have conducted extensive surveys on attitudes towards im m igration 
and im m igrants in Sweden. However, item  V 073 has been slightly altered due to the 
instructions given to the respondents in my questionnaire. Lange & W estin ’s original 
form ulation was "Alla invandrarbarn i Sverige borde från början fä lära sig a tt svenska är 
deras m odersm ål!” [...th a t Swedish is their m other tongue] (my emphasis). G iven the 
simple “definition” of ‘m other tongue’ tha t was included in my questionnaire im m ediately 
before item s V 038-40, namely tha t it is the first language one learns as a child, the original 
form ulation was evidently untenable, and consequently changed into “...svenska borde vara 
deras m odersm ål.” [...Swedish should be...]



and daycare centers, and that here and there, immigrant parents are 
recommended to speak Swedish with their children. It also happens that 
“children are told not to speak any language other than Swedish with each 
other within the premises of the school or pre-school -  a return to the times 
when the minority languages where prohibited languages in Swedish 
schools.” (my translation of the following: “Det har också börjat förekomma 
igen att barn blir tillsagda att inte tala något annat språk än svenska sins
emellan på skolans eller förskolans område — en återgång till den tid då 
minoritetsspråken var förbjudna i den svenska skolan.” (ibid:36))

(e) Swedish proficiency and occupational functions I status

• K an m an acceptera a tt en person ur följande yrkeskategorier talar svenska m ed utländsk 
brytning? (Vi förutsätter a tt talet ändå är begripligt.) [Is it acceptable th a t a person in  the 
following professional categories speaks Swedish w ith  a foreign accent? (O n the under
standing th a t the speech is understandable.)] (Responses: Y es/M aybe/N o/D on’t know)

V 074a: läkare [doctor]

V 074b: statsm inister [prim e m inister]

V O I Ac: snickare [carpenter]

V 074d: telefonförsäljare [tele-m arketing operator]

V074e: vårdbiträde [hospital orderly]

V074f: socialsekreterare [social welfare officer]

V 074g: busschaufför [bus driver]

V 074h: polis [police officer]

V 074i: nyhetsuppläsare i TV [TV news reader]

V 074j: svensklärare i skolan [teacher o f Swedish]

V 074k: ämneslärare i skolan (ej svensklärare) [teacher o f a subject other than  Swedish] 

V0741: tjänstem an på sta tlig t verk [civil servant w ithin a governm ental agency]

This question is designed to measure the degree of tolerance towards 
‘foreign accents’, which most often is taken to mean phonetic-phonological 
variation in interlanguages. Phonetic features are a perfect example of the 
type of low-level features that have a frequent occurrence in language use 
and are easy to identify for native speakers. Such features are therefore 
powerful as to their ‘indexicality’, i.e. they function as tokens or signs or 
markers of something else, e.g. global language proficiency, (ethnic/social) 
identity, degree of integration, etc., depending on the sociocultural context 
in which they are given meaning. Such aspects are complicated to opera



tionalize in a questionnaire, especially a written one, and the form chosen 
here reflects one aspect of acceptability, namely accentedness in relation to 
well-known occupations. These occupations represent variability in basically 
three dimensions: social status, national-symbolic function (linkage to 
national identity) and “verbal load”, i.e. how important verbal communica
tion may be considered to be in the exercising of the occupation. As for the 
dimension of national symbolism, I would think that the position of Prime 
Minister represents a strong link. Although this position formally is one of 
representing the state, and not necessarily the nation (in the cultural, ethnic 
sense), in a country such as Sweden, heavily rooted in the ideal of the 
nation-state, the nationalistic meanings are strong. This could entail that 
many people would find it hard to accept a prime minister with “foreign” 
traits such as accented speech. However, occupations such as news 
announcer, policeman and perhaps even a civil servant could also possibly 
be considered to be entangled with nationalistic meanings, whereas e.g. 
physician, carpenter, bus driver or a tele-marketing operator would be more 
neutral in such respects. However, a telephone salesman would carry a high 
‘verbal load’. In Sweden, which I would venture to say is still rather 
‘inexperienced’ in terms of finding non-native speakers in a variety of 
positions in society, I would expect that many companies would hesitate 
before they employed a salesman with an accent because of fear of the 
reactions he/she may meet when approaching the customers. The most 
salient example of ‘verbal load’, though, is probably the Swedish language 
teacher. I would hypothesize that many people expect a Swedish teacher to 
be a native speaker, or at least someone with perfect mastery of the 
language. However, one could argue that while a teacher of Swedish in the 
comprehensive school must evidently know the language well, not least 
metalinguistically, it is questionable how important a native pronunciation 
is when teaching the language to native speakers, i.e. children who have 
already learnt the phonology of the language.

5.4.2.2.5 Language and citizenship: naturalization requirements

V065: A tt kunna svenska bra borde vara en förutsättning för a tt överhuvudtaget ansöka 
om  svenskt m edborgarskap. [Knowing Swedish well should be a prerequisite for 
even being allowed to apply for Swedish citizenship.]

V068: Alla som ansöker om  a tt bli svenska m edborgare borde genom gå e tt prov i svenska 
språket. [Everyone who applies for Swedish citizenship should take an exam ination 
on the Swedish language.]

V 072: Endast invandrare som talar svenska i sina familjer och uppfostrar barnen på



svenska borde få bli svenska medborgare. [O nly im m igrants who speak Swedish 
w ith their family mem bers and raise their children in Swedish should be allowed to 
become Swedish citizens.]

The question of language requirements and naturalization has been 
discussed extensively in chapter 3, and I will refrain from repeating those 
aspects here. However, I would wish to point to the varying degrees of 
strength in requirements that the items V065, V068 and V072 represent. 
(Compare also item V080 below, which deals with citizenship in connection 
to conditions for interpreting services.) Item V072 reflects a quite high 
degree of nationalistic expectations on citizenship: to qualify as a citizen, an 
immigrant should conform linguistically even in the domains of his/her own 
home. Item V068 is more neutral as regards assimilatory biases; it merely 
poses the question of language testing as a naturalization requirement, 
wheras item V065 is more strongly phrased.

5.4.2.2.6 Minority language rights: conditions for interpreting/translation

(a) Rights in different domains I functions

• Bör invandrare som kom m it till Sverige nyligen ha rä tt till gratis tolkning/översättning i 
följande sam m anhang? [Should recent im m igrants to Sweden have a right to a free in ter
preter or translator in the following contexts?] (Responses: Yes, always/Yes, som etim es/No, 
never/D on’t know)

V 075a: vid läkarbesök [w hen visiting a doctor]

V 075b: i kon tak ter m ed m yndigheter per telefon [when contacting a governm ent agency 
on the telephone]

V 075c: i kontak ter m ed m yndigheter per brev [when contacting a governm ent agency by 
letter]

V 075d: i kon tak ter m ed m yndigheter vid personligt besök [when m aking a personal visit 
to a governm ent agency]

V 075e: i rä ttegångar [in court]

V 075f: på arbetsplatsen [at work]

V 075g: i undervisning (t.ex. vid högskolestudier) [in an educational setting (for example in 
higher education)]

V 075h: på  fängelser [in prison]

V075i: vid körkortsprov [when taking a driving test]

(b) Other conditions for such rights

V 076: R ätten till to lkning/översättning bör vara beroende av hur m ycket svenska m an har



lärt sig. [The right to an interpreter/translator should depend upon how m uch 
Swedish one has learned.]

V 077: Invandrare som behöver tolkning bör själva betala för det. [Im m igrants who need 
an in terpreter should pay for it themselves.]

V 078: Invandrare som behöver tolkning bör ordna det själva genom  a tt be släkt och 
vänner tolka åt dem. [Im m igrants who need an in terpreter should arrange it them 
selves by asking their friends and relatives to in terpret for them .]

V 079: Efter 15 år i Sverige är det ens skyldighet a tt kunna klara sig på svenska. [A fter 15 
years in Sweden, a person has a responsibility to get along in Swedish.]

V080: O m  en invandrare blir svensk m edborgare ska han/hon inte ha rä tt till to lk
ning/översättning. [If an im m igrant becomes a Swedish citizen, he/she should not 
have the right to an interpreter/translator.]

In this category, attitudes to minority language rights have been opera
tionalized into judgments on one aspect, namely the right of immigrants to 
obtain free interpretating or translation services in different domains and 
under certain other conditions. (I chose not to include ‘indigenous minori
ties’, but to restrict the item to ‘immigrant rights’ only, otherwise it would 
have become too complex.) There evidently exist other aspects of language 
rights not included in the questionnaire, but this particular theme was 
chosen primarily for methodological reasons; it is uncomplicated to concre
tize and it is something which a layperson may envisage quite easily, even if 
he/she has had no experience of it or had had any other reasons for forming 
an opinion on it in advance. And most importantly, it may reflect a broader 
approach to language rights and the responsibilities of the state in such 
matters — an ‘ungenerous’ attitude towards interpreting rights may corre
late with other factors, such as educational rights and the allocation of 
minority languages on the whole.

In Sweden, minority language speakers are entitled to interpreting and 
sometimes also translation free of charge when in contact with the authori
ties.109 However, it is important to note that from a legal-rights perspec

j n Förvaltningslag 1986:233, 8 § (i.e. the 8 th  paragraph of the Swedish law on adm in- 
stration), it is stated  tha t “N är en m yndighet har a tt göra m ed någon som inte behärskar 
svenska eller som är allvarligt hörsel- eller talskadad, bör m yndigheten vid behov anlita 
to lk .” As far as I can tell, nothing is said in the law about translation. It should be pointed 
ou t th a t for N ordic citizens, i.e. citizens o f Sweden, D enm ark, Finland, Iceland and 
Norway, rights are m ore extensive and specified m ore clearly. ‘D en nordiska språkkonven
tionen’ (the N ordic language convention), a treaty betw een the N ordic countries, means 
th a t a N ordic citizen “vid behov skall kunna använda sitt eget språk vid kon tak t m ed 
m yndigheter och andra offentliga organ i en annan fördragsslutande stat. D e tta  gäller



tive, these rights are not unconditional. It is the assessment and decision of 
the authorities which determine whether a certain person is in need of such 
services in a certain situation -  that is, it is not the individual’s right to 
decide whether he/she wants it or not. In this respect, interpreting services 
may be regarded not as a language right as such for the minority members, 
but rather as administrative “compensatory mechanisms”: In discussing 
linguistic civil rights and language policy in the U.S., Hernández-Chávez 
(1995) concludes that “[...} the laws in question [e.g. laws providing for 
bilingual services] can be seen to have negative rather than positive effects. 
By providing partial access to the government and using the powerful 
symbolism of bilingualism, they give the appearance not only of substantial 
gains in civil rights but also of support of indigenous languages and 
cultures. However, non-English languages are used officially only with 
monolinguals (or near monolinguals) and only as a compensatory mecha
nism, not as a language right. They function both to ease adminstrative 
burdens and, ironically, to acculturate members of ethnic minority groups 
into the bureaucratic system. In this way, minority languages and cultures 
are undermined at the same time that they are used to gain support among 
minorities for the programs and to mute their opposition to governmental 
language policies.” (ibid: 153)

In item V075 above, the acceptability of free interpreting/translation 
services are related to different domains. The last of these, V075i, perhaps 
strikes the reader as somewhat surprising, but I recall a letter-to-the-editor 
(Dagens Nyheter 29 October, 1992) where the writer was very upset over 
immigrants who wanted to take their driver’s license tests in a language 
other than Swedish. (I would presume that these feelings were further 
nurished by a question which is sometimes discussed, namely which foreign 
driver’s licenses should be valid in Sweden, and that, as is alleged, it

förutom  vid kon tak t m ed dom stolar främst vid kon tak t m ed offentliga organ såsom 
sjukvårds-, hälsovårds-, socialvårds- och barnavårdsm yndigheter sam t arbetsm arknads-, 
skatte-, polis- och skolm yndigheter. I m ål och ärenden vid dom stolar och andra offentliga 
organ skall dessa såvitt m öjligt sörja för a tt medborgare i fördragsslutande stat far behövlig 
tolk- och översättningshjälp. I brottm ål skall m edborgaren alltid  få de tolkhjälp som 
behövs." (from Språkkonventionens artikel 2, as quoted in an inform ation leaflet from 
Statens Invandrarverk o f N ovem ber 1991.) Thus, the rights include in terpreting  and 
translation services when in contact w ith the authorities (both oral and w ritten  contact, 
though not telephone contacts), especially in court proceedings, on the condition tha t there 
is a need for it, which the authorities decide on. Furtherm ore, it is im portant to note tha t 
the languages covered by the convention are only the official languages o f each state, i.e. 
D anish, Finnish, Swedish, Icelandic and Norwegian.



happens that foreigners, such as refugees, drive cars without valid licenses.)
Items V076-80 are statements regarding varying conditions for inter

preting. V076, stating that interpretation rights should depend on the level 
of proficiency in Swedish, perhaps seems like a uncontroversial claim, but 
what is at stake here, which I would presume many people do not think 
about, is who should decide what is sufficient proficiency to cope with 
various communicative situations. This is especially significant when 
considering the fact that ‘official’ contexts usually involve a highly asym
metrical relationship where the client is in a subordinate and possibly also 
very delicate position. Items V077-78 deal with reducing costs for the state 
by requiring that the client takes on the responsibility himself, either by 
paying for the services or by using friends or relatives as interpreters. I 
would think that most members of the majority, who have not had to expe
rience the complexités of interpretation first hand, are unaware of the 
disadvantages of having untrained bilinguals (perhaps with varying profi
ciency in the L2) performing such tasks. In addition, it may be very 
inappropriate from an ethical perspective to expect friends and relatives 
(such as a person’s children) to assist at e.g. medical visits, court procedures 
and other quite delicate circumstances.

5.4.2.2.7 Minority language allocation: visibility in different domains:

(a) In television

• I Sveriges Television finns det program  på flera olika språk. Ange om  D u tycker a tt det 
är för m ånga, lagom  eller för få T V -program  på  de olika språken nedan: [In ‘Sveriges Tele
vision’, there are program s in several different languages. Specify w hether you th ink  tha t 
there are too many, sufficient, or too few TV  program s in the languages below: (Responses: 
För m ånga/Lagom /För få/Vet ej [Too m any/Just right/Too few /D on’t know])

VOSla: på engelska [in English]

VOSlb: på  svenska [in Swedish]

VOSlc: på finska [in Finnish]

VOSld: på samiska [in Saami]

VOSle: på grekiska [in Greek)

VOSlf: på turkiska [in Turkish)

V OSlg: på  dövas teckenspråk (in sign language]

V O S lh l: på något annat språk, ange vilket: [in some other language, specify w hich:]

V082: TV -program  som vänder sig till olika invandrargrupper bör alltid vara textade på 
svenska. [TV  program s directed tow ard various im m igrant groups should always have



Swedish subtitles.]

(b) In other public spheres (although in-group communication)

V 083: D et är irriterande a tt slå på en svensk radiokanal och höra e tt språk m an inte 
förstår. [It is irritating  to tune in  a Swedish radio station and hear a language you 
don’t understand.]

V 084: D et är irriterande a tt höra invandrare tala sitt språk på offentliga platser (t.ex. på 
bussen, på puben, o.s.v.). [It is irritating to hear im m igrants speak their own 
language in public places (such as on buses, in pubs and such).]

V 085: D et är irriterande a tt höra invandrare tala sitt språk på arbetsplatser. [I t is irritating  
to hear im m igrants speak their own language a t work.]

The items in this category address the ‘visibility’ of minority languages 
from different angles. In item V081, the theme has been operationalized in 
a simple and concrete manner in that the opinions on the languages of TV 
programs are to be assessed. The languages were chosen according to their 
social status and, of course, whether they are represented at all on Swedish 
television. (There are some immigrant languages which are relatively new 
to Sweden due to refugee immigration, e.g. Somali, Tigrinja, which to my 
knowledge do not occur in television.) Sign language has been included, 
and it would be interesting to compare the attitudes towards the use of this 
with other minority languages. The sign language of the deaf was 
approached with a lot of negative attitudes earlier, not unlike those towards 
other linguistic minorities. In discussing the social role and status of minor
ity languages, Hyltenstam (1994) states that: “The sign languages of differ
ent countries have traditionally had the same kind of status as local minor
ity languages. As we all know, they have been particularly characterized as 
non-languages up until recent times. In societies where they are becoming 
recognized as languages on a par with spoken languages, research has 
helped in clarifying their nature as totally natural languages. Historically, 
they have had a role typical of local minority languages: They have been 
left to deaf people to be used among themselves, sometimes even secretly, 
since they have typically been oppressed or prohibited. They have typically 
not been the target of economic investments.” (ibid:299) Thus, sign 
languages have been stigmatized in the past, but I would hypothesize that 
in Sweden, those kind of attitudes are changing significantly. It is probably 
extremely socially incorrect to openly display negative attitudes towards 
sign language use, much more so than in the case of low-status immigrant 
languages.



Item V082 was designed to investigate whether majority language 
speakers demand that TV programs in immigrant languages should be 
subtitled in Swedish, although we will not know the possible reasons for 
such a stance. It is possible that some members of the majority would find 
Swedish subtitling useful for pedagogical reasons, as it were, i.e. as an 
opportunity for immigrants to absorb some Swedish while watching 
programs in their own language. Another possibility is that the members of 
the majority actually would like to take an interest in watching such 
programs themselves. (I would expect such a ‘rational’ motivation to 
present itself if a respondent would be asked for it, due to the factor of 
‘social desirability’, which in this case means that the delicate area of immi
grant issues is brought up.) However, I would hypothesize that some reac
tions would concern majority members’ dissatisfaction and feelings of 
estrangement at encountering contexts where their linguistic hegemony is 
challenged, even if it only means that they happen to witness a minority 
ingroup communicative situation to which they have not been invited. That 
is, when you always have had the privilege of not having to adjust linguisti
cally, it is taken for granted that this should be the natural order of things. 
Such attitudes will perhaps be more openly reflected in items V083-85, 
which are formulated in a more straightforward manner to tap emotional 
reactions to minority language use. I have myself heard people complain 
about the fact that immigrants speak their languages “openly” in various 
public spheres (not least workplaces), even though it is rare to find such 
attitudes put down in writing.110

In the following three themes, another aspect of language allocation and 
visibility is approached: languages and education:

5.4.2.2.8 Languages as school subjects

• V ilka språk tycker D u  a tt alla barn i Sverige ska studera i grundskolan (d.v.s. läsa som 
skolämne), åtm instone någon period? Kryssa för i nedanstående lista: [W hat languages do 
you th ink  all children in Sweden should study at school (i.e. as a subject in the cirriculum), 
as least for some period of time? Select from the list below.] (Responses: m ultiple choice)

4 0  However, the following le tter to the editor provides an example: “Svar till A Bas 
insändare ‘Kör u t alla resenärer som har m obiltelefon’. Snacka om nolltolerans. Varför 
skulle nallen störa m er än allt annat oväsen som finns i vagnarna och bussarna. A lla  dessa 
språk och ljudnivån är väl ännu m er irriterande i så fall. [ ...]” (M etro 1998-06-11, p .45, my 
emphasis) T hat is, [...all these languages and the sound level] in buses or in the subway are 
even m ore irritating  than  people using their cellular phones...



V 086g: danska [Danish)

V 086h: norska [Norw egian]

V086Ì: kinesiska [Chinese]

V086j: spanska [Spanish]

V086k: samiska [Saami]

V08611: annat språk: (ange vilket): [other language 
(specify which):]

In Sweden, all children in the compulsory comprehensive school (grades 
1-9) study Swedish from the first grade. English lessons usually start in the 
third grade -  or even earlier nowadays in many schools -  and are obligatory 
for everyone. Many pupils also study French or German optionally, and 
nowadays, it is also possible to choose one’s “home language” as a school 
subject under certain conditions. (Cf. Hyltenstam & Tuomela 1996:57ff for 
information on such conditions.)

W hat languages to include in the curriculum for all children evidently 
reflects the ideology of the majority culture, that is, what is considered 
indispensible linguistic assets for all members of society. The Swedish 
school system has for long been geared towards the learning of Swedish and 
Western European metropolitan languages such as English, French or 
German, whereas learning minority languages (such as regional ones) has 
not been of interest to members of the majority, not even in areas where 
substantial portions of the population speak them as their first language 
(compare e.g. Finnish and Saami in the north of Sweden). Needless to say, 
this is not at all surprising in light of the ‘monolingualist’ assimilationistic 
ideology of language that has dominated this part of the world for a couple 
of centuries (cf. chapter 2 on historical aspects), which in turn evidently 
reflects sociopolitical relationships of power and dominance around the 
world. Even if the interest of learning ‘foreign’ languages would continue to 
be confined to metropolitan languages only, it is probably quite inconceiv
able that parents and politicians would start to lobby for their children 
learning commercially interesting languages such as Russian or Chinese. I 
would think that in these respects, the First World is still essentially chau
vinistic and conservative in their language ideologies.

5.4.2.2.9 Languages of instruction:

(a) Personal predisposition to choose another language than Swedish

V087: O m  D u hade barn i skolåldern (eller om D u  faktiskt har barn i skolåldern nu) —

V 086a: engelska [English] 

V 086b: svenska [Swedish] 

V086c: franska [French] 

V 086d: tyska [G erm an] 

V086e: finska [Finnish] 

V086f: ryska [Russian]



skulle D u  kunna tänka D ig  a tt sätta D itt barn i en skola där m an delvis undervi
sar på e tt annat språk än svenska (d.v.s. där m an använder e tt annat språk i 
undervisningen av olika ämnen)? [If you had school-age children (or if you actu
ally have them  now) -  could you consider pu tting  you children in a school where 
some of the instruction takes place in a language other than  Swedish (i.e. where 
they teach a range of subjects in another language)?} (Responses: 
Y es/M aybe/N o/D on’t know)

V 087a: O m  D u har svarat svarat J a  eller Kanske på  föregående fråga: V ilket undervis- 
ningsspråk skulle D u kunna tänka Dig? [If you have answered Yes or Maybe to the 
previous question: W hich language of instruction could you consider?} (Response: 
open-ended)

(b) General evaluations

V 088: Alla barn i Sverige bör undervisas endast på svenska. [All children in Sweden should 
only be taugh t in  Swedish.}

V 089: D et bästa är a tt få undervisning på modersmålet. [The best th ing  is to be taugh t in 
your m other tongue.}

V 090: M an bör få välja vilket språk m an vill undervisas på. [I t should be possible to 
choose w hat language you w ant to be taugh t in.}

In recent years, interest has grown considerably for the possibility of 
using something other than Swedsih as a language of instruction for major
ity children. The primary purpose is to improve children’s learning of 
‘foreign’ languages, primarily English, and a growing number of immer
sion-type programmes are popping up, though usually of the partial type 
and foremost for older pupils (such as in ‘gymnasieskolan’, i.e. upper secon
dary education). Also in higher education the use of English is increasing, 
and there are clear signs that more and more parents are becoming prone to 
considering placing their children in some type of “bilingual education” 
programmes (cf. e.g. Hyltenstam, in press:216ff). I will not elaborate on 
the structure and possible effects of different types of bilingual education, 
which have been written about extensively (for an overview, cf. e.g. Baker 
1996), but will restrict the discussion to the ideological angles. It is highly 
interesting ideologically that recently, many members of the majority who 
formerly seemed so prone to monolingualism both in practice and ideology, 
are now becoming increasingly geared towards ‘bilingualism’. (Earlier, 
immersion-type education was provided only in some private schools for a 
chosen few from the very elite.) Needless to say, such a bilingualist 
approach seems to be restricted to the metropolitan languages only, notably 
English (cf. the discussion above on school subjects), and I would hypothe



size that the growing interest is mainly located in the middle class stratum 
of the majority group. However, if this could be taken to constitute one of 
the warning signals of a possible language shift process under way in 
Sweden, it is quite possible that all portions of the population will become 
increasingly involved. For example, in recent years I have frequently heard 
that it is not unusual that immigrant parents are becoming interested in 
enrolling their children in essentially English-speaking schools.111

The questionnaire items used to identify such interests are, on the one 
hand, a question on the respondent’s personal, hypothetical predisposition 
to enroll his/her children in a programme where a language other than 
Swedish is used as a medium (item V087). It is accompanied by a follow-up 
question on which language one would prefer. Items V088-90 are general 
statements on the topic, which will be compared to the responses to ques
tions on the probably most controversial theme of all — home language 
teaching, to which we now will turn.

5.4.2.2.10 Home language teaching:

As has been discussed in chapter 4, the debate on home language has 
moved back and forth since the 1970’s, reflecting broader trends in the 
economic, political, and hence ideological climate. Obviously, the contro
versies have engaged various kinds of people: researchers, politicians, repre
sentatives, teachers, ‘the celebrities’, as well as ‘the common man’. In the 
questionnaire, the theme on home language teaching (henceforth HLT) is 
more extensive than the others, and there is of course a reason for this. As I 
have argued elsewhere, the debate on HLT is highly interesting to study 
from a language ideological point of view, partly because many different 
aspects of language matters are involved, but mainly because it appears to 
function as a ‘metaphor’ for controversies on a much larger scale.

This theme has deliberately been placed last among the language issues 
in the questionnnaire. Generally, it is usually recommended that more

H I  Compare also w hat is said in an article of a local newspaper (D irt Södertälje, April 
1998), w ith  the headline “Redan kö till W asa International School” [Already a queue to 
the W asa International School], It is stated tha t in the area of G enera in the tow n of 
Södertälje, “The W asa International School” will start in the autum n of 1998, w ith all of 
the theoretical subjects to be taugh t entirely in English in grades 4-9. The pupils are of 
various backgrounds linguistically, some tw enty of whom have Assyrian/Syrianic back
ground. “Föräldrarna till assyrisk/syrianska barn hoppas a tt  de ska kunna hävda sig bättre i 
en klass där alla talar sam m a språk och har sam m a språkliga förutsättn ingar” says the head 
m aster o f the school.



‘delicate’ or controversial issues be placed as late as possible because if some 
respondents will react negatively to them, there is still less chance that 
he/she will stop responding altogether and throw away the questionnaire. 
The 23 items on HLT have been chosen with particular reference to the 
classification of arguments that I used in chapter 4 on the ‘letters-to-the- 
editor’. However, for operational reasons, not all of the categories are repre
sented. Some of the categories did not readily allow clear-cut statements 
(i.e. Likert-type items) to be formulated. For example, categories such as 
“Organizational” or “Cognitive-semantic” would probably either prove to 
be too specialized or difficult for the average layperson to decide on, or 
simply not of interest to him/her. In addition, types of arguments such as 
“Analogy” or “The witnesses” -  although being quite attractive as rhetori
cal means in popular debates -  are difficult to transform into short and 
clearly formulated items. As seen from the listing below (compare the 
variable numbers which indicate the ordering in the questionnaire), the 
items are not ordered category-wise, but mixed so that “logical” compari
sons between certain items will be less easy to make by the respondents.

In the light of the fact that arguments concerning HLT was discussed 
extensively in chapter 4, I will refrain from elaborating on the contents of 
the items below, and I refer the reader to the section on the results of the 
survey.

(a) General judgments (without motivations)

V 091: H em språksundervisningen bör avskaffas. [H om e language teaching should be abol
ished.]

V 095: H em språksundervisningen bör utökas. [H om e language teaching should be 
expanded.]

V 096: D et är viktigare a tt invandrarbarn kan sitt hem språk orden tlig t än a tt de lär sig 
svenska ordentligt. [It is more im portant th a t im m igrant children learn their home 
languages well than  it is tha t they learn Swedish well.]

V 104: D et är viktigare a tt invandrarbarn lär sig svenska ordentligt än a tt de lär sig sitt 
hem språk ordentligt. [It is more im portant th a t im m igrant children learn Swedish 
well than  it is th a t they learn their home languages well.]

(b) Motivated judgments (according to the taxonomy of ‘letters to the editor’ in 
chapter 4)

1. Language learning

V 093: O m  e tt invandrarbarn får hem språksundervisning hindrar det honom /henne a tt lära



sig svenska så snabbt som m öjligt. [If an im m igrant child receives home language 
teaching, it will interfer w ith his/her learning Swedish as quickly as possible.]

V 094: D et är v ik tig t för invandrarbarn a tt behärska sitt hem språk bra för a tt kunna lära 
sig svenska ordentligt. [It is im portant for im m igrant children to have a good 
com m and of their home language in order to learn Swedish well.]

2. Psychological

V 097: D et är v ik tig t a tt invandrarbarn utvecklar sitt hem språk för a tt  få självförtroende 
och känna trygghet. [It is im portant tha t im m igrant children develop their home 
language in order to improve their self-confidence and to  feel secure.]

3. Sociological

V 100: Hem språksundervisning bidrar till ökande segregering och isolering av invandrarna. 
[H om e language teaching contributes to increased segregration and the isolation of 
im m igrants.]

V 101: H em språksundervisning behöver inte skolan hålla på m ed -  sitt m odersm ål kan 
invandrarbarnen lära sig hemm a. [H om e language teaching in not som ething for 
the schools to w ork w ith -  im m igrant children can learn their m other tongue at 
hom e.]

V103: H em språksundervisning hindrar invandrarna från att integreras i det svenska 
samhället. [H om e language teaching makes it more difficult for im m igrant children 
to in tegrate into Swedish society.]

V I 10: För a tt invandrarbarnen ska integreras i det svenska sam hället är det v ik tig t a tt de 
utvecklar både sitt hem språk och svenskan. [For im m igrant children to  be in te
grated  into Swedish society it is im portant th a t they develop both  their home 
language and Swedish.]

4. Nationalistic

V 099: A tt kräva hem språksundervisning är fel -  m an måste ta  seden d it m an kom m er. [It 
is w rong to dem and home language teaching -  you have to settle into the place you 
come to.]

V 105: Hem språksundervisning är e tt exempel på a tt det daltas för m ycket m ed invan
drarna. [H om e language teaching is an example pam pering im m igrants.]

V 107: D e t borde vara förbjudet a tt tala något annat språk än svenska i skolan. [It should 
be forbidden to speak any language other than  Swedish in the schools.]

V I 08: Barn kan tillåtas a tt tala sitt hem språk m ed varandra på rasterna i skolan, m en inte 
i klassrum m et. I klassrum m et ska svenska talas. [Children should be allowed to 
speak their home language w ith one another during recess in the schoolyard, bu t 
not in the classroom. Swedish is spoken in the classroom.]

V I 12: Bort m ed all hemspråksundervisning -  i Sverige är det svenska som gäller! [G et rid



of all this home language teaching -  in Sweden i t ’s Swedish th a t counts!]

5. Economic

V 092: K ostnaderna för hem språksundervisningen ska självklart betalas m ed skattem edel. 
[O f course the cost o f home language teaching should be m et w ith tax revenue.]

V 098: Hem språksundervisning är en lyx — Sverige har inte råd m ed det. [H om e language 
teaching is a luxury w hich Sweden cannot afford.]

V 102: D et är självklart a tt sam hället ska stå för modersm ålsundervisning för alla barn, 
oavsett deras ursprung. [It is obvious th a t society should cover the costs o f m other 
tongue instruction for all children, regardless of where they come from.]

V 106: H em språksundervisningen bidrar till tvåspråkighet, och det är bra för Sverige i den 
internationella konkurrensen. [H om e language teaching contributes to bilingual
ism, and th a t helps Sweden to com peter internationally.]

V 109: O m  invandrarna vill ha hemspråksundervisning för sina barn borde de själva betala 
för det. [If im m igrants w ant home language teaching for their children, they should 
pay for it themselves.]

V I 11: G oda kunskaper i främ m ande språk är en viktig samhällsresurs. [Fluency in a 
foreign language is an im portant resource for society.]

V I 13: H em språksundervisningen är en investering för Sveriges fram tida ekonomi. [H om e 
language teaching is an investm ent in Sweden’s economic future.]

5.4.2.3 Background variables

In the present survey, the number of background variables assessed in the 
questionnaire have been restricted to a minimum. The reasons for this are 
that the principal aim of the investigation is to explore the structure of 
possible language ideologies per se, whereas the question of what categories 
of the population possess these ideologies is not of primary concern. Need
less to say, a comprehensive account of the language ideological climate in 
Sweden necessarily would have to investigate the distribution of attitudes in 
different cohorts of the inhabitants. However, in view of the main purpose 
of this study, coupled with important methodological considerations, 
questions on characteristics of the respondents were reduced to a minimum, 
and are confined only to age, sex, citizenship, country of birth, education 
and language use in a simple manner. Obviously, it is hazardous to reduce 
background variables to a minimum in advance, i.e. before you have good 
reasons to validly establish hypotheses about what are relevant or irrelevant 
independent variables. On the other hand, one golden rule in basic survey 
methodology is to resist the temptation to collect masses of data on



disparate variables “just to be on the safe side”. However, given the partly 
explorative purpose of this particular investigation, one might have 
expected more in terms of background data. But methodologically, espe
cially when using written questionnaires, it is vital not to exhaust the 
respondents unnecessarily. The current questionnare is quite lenghty as it 
is, and I was concerned that too many background questions would tire out 
the respondents or make them lose interest even before they met the most 
relevant themes (and those most interesting for them themselves), namely 
the language issues. Also, certain background questions may be of a deli
cate (“sensitive”) nature, or appear unmotivated to the respondent given the 
topic of the investigation (cf. e.g. Ejlertsson 1996: 58f). Sensitive questions 
typically concern circumstances which many regard as ‘personal’ such as 
income and other economic issues, family structure, social networks, and 
socially marked or stigmatized behaviours (e.g. drugs and alcohol, sexual 
behavior, crime, etc.). Delicate questions may affect the response rate quite 
considerably, not only internally (i.e. that some respondents refuse to 
answer those particular questions) but also externally, that is, the number 
of persons refusing to answer the entire questionnaire might increase. If a 
person is insulted by what he/she feels are irrelevant or unmotivated 
personal questions, there is a high likelihood that he/she will not take part 
in the investigation at all.

A disadvantage with the relatively few background variables that I have 
chosen is that they are not sufficient for constructing a more or less sophis
ticated socioeconomic index or any other type of stratificational estimate. 
Valid socioeconomic classifications are complicated to achieve if they are not 
to be too simplistic, and are often based on combinations of variables such 
as income (personal, spouse’s, and/or household income, possibly also that 
of parents), education (possibly also that of the parents), occupation and 
housing conditions. Naturally, any such measurement must be sensitive to 
the local cultural norms and social structures, namely what is considered a 
social ‘asset’ or other social determinants in the society in question. (For a 
discussion, with specific reference to Mozambique, see Stroud 1996:19 Iff). 
A more simple way of establishing socioeconomic classifications, sometimes 
used by various Swedish agencies such as SCB, is to base them on the occu
pation/profession, which is then classified/coded into predetermined catego
ries, a procedure which can be quite complex (cf. Wärneryd et al 
1990:195.) In the present study, however, I chose not to undertake such a 
procedure because I assume it would not give entirely valid estimations. 
Some of the respondents would probably be too young to have acquired a



specific profession yet, and in view of the current relatively high unem
ployment rates in Sweden, some respondents would perhaps not answer 
such a question at all. Also, I believe that profession is no longer as valid an 
indicator as it once was of a person’s social class and socio-ideological and 
educational orientation, i.e. that which contributes to a person’s sociocul
tural background and current orientation. Neither does income. Many 
professions which require a lengthy academic education are relatively 
speaking modestly paid nowadays (e.g. priests, librarians, secondary school 
teachers, research scientists). Furthermore, there are quite a number of 
university graduates who make a living doing blue-collar jobs. Thus, there 
are individuals whose background may be typically (upper) middle class and 
who, in spite of the fact that their life-styles and sociocultural orientation 
and values might be considered typically middle class-biased, possess some 
of the type of ‘hard-core’ sociological characteristics of the working class 
(such as a blue-collar job, low income and no university diplomas) that are 
used simplistically to measure “socioeconomic position” in society. 
Naturally, the type of measure one uses must depend on the purpose of the 
investigation. I would assume that in a study of the present kind, i.e. a 
survey on ideologies of language, the most interesting background variables 
to include would be such that pertain to more general ideological orienta
tions, which in turn might be influenced by a person’s sociocultural back
ground, level and type of education, political orientation, ‘life-style’, social 
network, as well as interests, dreams and aspirations. Needless to say, to 
approach such factors methodologically would require a firm base in socio
logical theory as well as a valid and reliable set of measurement techniques.

5.4.2.3.1 Age, sex, citizenship and country of birth

V 001: V ilket år är D u född? [W hat year were you born?]

V 002: Kön: (M an/Kvinna) [Sex? (Male/Female)]

V 003: M edborgarskap: (Svenskt/Annat) [Citizenship? (Swedish/Other)]

V 003A: (Annat: ange vilket:) [O ther, specify which:]

V 004: O m  D u  är född utanfór Sverige: [If you were born outside Sweden:]

V 004A: V ilket land är D u född i? [W hat country of birth?]

V 004B: V ilket år kom  D u  till Sverige? [W hat year did you come to Sweden?]

The variable age was assessed by asking for the year of birth of the 
respondents. (The advantage of such a procedure rather than asking for



their age is that it is less ambiguous. For example, a person who at the time 
of measurement is just about to turn 40 might answer “40” while another 
person of the exact same age might answer “39”.) However, in the data 
processing procedure, year of birth has been recoded into age for reasons of 
clarity in the later presentation, irrespective of what time of year the 
respondent actually has his/her birthday. That means that someone born in 
1976 might not yet have turned 21 at the time of measurement (which was 
in May of 1997.) I chose not to use age intervals in the questionnaire (e.g. 
20-29, 30-39, etc.) The disadvantage of predetermined age intervals is that 
one may not know beforehand what intervals are adequate/interesting for 
the purpose of the study. It is usually recommended to avoid age intervals 
in questionnaires unless it is necessary for reasons of anonymity (for 
example, in a small group of respondents, exact age might be sufficient to 
identify a particular individual if this is the only one of this age and the 
individuals in the population are known/identifiable (e.g. if one would 
conduct a small survey in a village, etc. Cf. Ejlertsson 1996: 75.) However, 
given the population and sampling criteria for the present study, identifica
tion on the basis of the background variables is impossible.

As mentioned earlier, at the planning stages of the study, the intention 
was to focus only on the attitudes of the majority population, i.e. the 
“Swedes”. While this focus still holds, due to methodological restrictions, 
the later sample was to include also other categories. The sampling proce
dure did not allow a selection of “Swedes” (in some operationalizable sense), 
e.g. on the basis of citizenship and country of birth. Thus, it was necessary 
to include all persons (given the other sampling criteria, namely year of 
birth and registred residency in Sweden) of the defined population of the 
survey. This being the case, simple questions on citizenship, country of 
birth (and the year of arrival to Sweden if foreign-born) were included in 
the questionnaire.

5.4.2.3.2 Education

V005: V ilken skolutbildning har Du? (Kryssa för D in högsta avslutade, eller åtm instone 
påbörjade, utbildning:) [W hat is your level of education? ( M ark the highest level of 
education you have com pleted, or at least started)

V 005A: A nnan skolutbildning (Vilken?) [O ther education? (W hat?)]

A variable such as education may be quite difficult to operationalize and 
interpret validly in survey research. It may concern both the type and the 
level of education, of which the latter appear to be more frequent. It is



quite common that questions with specified, ‘forced-choice’ response alter
natives are employed, the number of which depends on the level of detail or 
refinement, which in turn is dependent on the weight accorded this variable 
in the investigation. In the present questionnaire, levels of education was 
operationalized into one question with specified response alternatives, 
representing four educational levels -  if not applicable to the respondent, 
an open-ended alternative was given. (For a detailed description of the 
levels, see section 5.5.1, ‘Results’.) I have used approximately the same type 
of quite simple categorization that has been used in some other surveys in 
Sweden (cf. Wärneryd, et al 1990:200ff; Ejlertsson 1996:76). However, it 
seems customary to ask for the respondent’s “highest completed education”, 
whereas I chose to qualify that into “the highest level of education you have 
completed, or at least started”. Although it may be a disadvantage to move 
away from common, more or less standardized methods of survey ques
tioning because you may lose in compatibility with other investigations, I 
assumed it would be more interesting and “valid” to gear the question 
towards educational ‘orientations’, as it were, rather than objectively more 
concrete levels of completed education. That is, from the perspective of an 
investigation into ideologies of language, it is possibly more interesting to 
identify a person’s educational goals and initiatives rather than whether this 
person has actually managed to complete them successfully. I would believe 
that this adds to a person’s social and ideological ‘profile’ somewhat better 
than the actual extent of completion. Furthermore, younger respondents 
may not yet have finished a long university education simply because that 
they are still too young. However, if one has at least started an academic 
education, it may reflect your educational aspirations and hence give a hint 
as to your social allocation.

5.4.2.3-3 Language use/“bilingualism”

V 006: Använder två eller flera språk regelbundet? (Nej/Ja) [D o you use two or more 
languages regularly? (No/Yes)]

V 006A: (O m  Ja, ange vilka:) ([If so, which?)]

The last of the background variables, item V006, was a simple question 
on language use, the reason for it being to try to explore whether some of 
the respondents were possibly ‘bilingual’ in the functional sense of the 
notion, or, rather, whether they were functionally monolingual or not. 
Needless to say, estimates of individual bilingualism and patterns of



language choice are notoriously complicated to make, and it normally 
requires an entire battery of questions on contexts, preferences, frequencies, 
etc., which is something that large-scale censuses usually refrain from or 
overlook entirely. (For a discussion and examples of measurement, see e.g. 
Baker 1996:ch.2; Baker 1992:139.) Another simple way of measuring 
could be to simply ask “Are you bilingual?”, but given the variety of 
conceptions and definitions of bilingualism (cf. above), coupled with a 
North European bias towards underestimating and problematizing linguis
tic proficiency, the responses would indeed be very difficult to draw any 
inferences from. (However, such a question could be very valid from a 
language ideological point of view, in that it could tap subjective factors in 
conceptions of bilingualism, which could allow investigations into possible 
cultural biases and differences in such conceptions. But to be meaningful for 
research purposes, such self-reported competence would probably have to 
be compared to more objective measurements of profiency. Otherwise, 
factors such as cultural differences could not be detected.)

5.4.2.3.4 Party political sympathies

• V I 14: D en  sista frågan gäller partisympatier. O m  det vore val i morgon, vilket parti skulle 
D u rösta på? [The final question concerns party allegiance. I f  there were an election tom or
row, w hich party  w ould you vote for?}

- M oderata Sam lingspartiet - Socialdemokraterna

- Folkpartiet - V änsterpartiet

- C enterpartiet - annat parti (ange vilket:) [another party  (which?)]

- K ristdem okraterna - V et ej [D on’t know)

- M iljöpartiet - J a g  skulle rösta b lankt (I w ould spoil my ballot)

- Jag  skulle inte rösta alls [I would not vote]

The question on party political sympaties at the end of the questionnaire 
is the only item that concerns non-linguistic ideological orientations. As I 
have stated before, it would be highly relevant to investigations into 
ideologies of language to correlate these with other aspects of ideology. For 
example, to what extent do ‘language issues’ со-vary with, or depend on, 
other aspects of a person’s world view and philosophy of life? However, 
such a research problem goes beyond the scope of this particular study. The 
reason for including the variable of political party sympathies is that it is 
easy to operationalize, and although voting patterns do not reflect an indi-



vidual’s entire world view, it may give a hint as to political inclination. 
(Furthermore, such data could be valuable if compared to the attitudes of 
politicians. A survey of the language ideologies of political representatives 
could be correlated with data on the attitudes of their voters.)

Technically speaking, the item was constructed in such a way that only 
those parties that are currently represented in the Swedish parliament are 
named, whereas other parties will have to be reported by the respondent 
herself. The placing of the item in the last page of the questionnaire is 
entirely deliberate. As we all know, questions on party political sympathies 
are generally regarded as ‘delicate’ ones, at least in Sweden. And I did not 
want to encourage the rise of various political connotations already in the 
beginning of the questionnaire, especially before the “de-politicized" 
questions on ‘internal variation’.

Lastly, as is customary in survey investigations, the final item was a 
simple open-ended question on the respondents’ viewpoints on the ques
tionnaire.

W e will now turn to the results of the survey.

5.5 Results and discussion

As stated above, the final response rate was 331 questionnaires, i.e. 41.4%. 
In what follows, the results of these will be presented and discussed. Firstly, 
a brief account of the characteristics of the respondents will be given. 
Secondly, univariate frequencies of the data will be displayed and discussed. 
Thirdly, some apparent ‘paradoxes’ beween selected variables will be 
described, and lastly, correlations between variables will be presented in an 
attempt at investigating co-occurences of attitudes within ‘ideological 
profiles’.

5.5.1 The respondents: self-declared background data {age, sex, citizenship, country 
of birth, education, language use, party political sympathies)

Simple descriptive accounts of the background characteristics of the 331 
respondents will be displayed below following the order of variables of the 
questionnaire, i.e. beginning with age and sex.

Age. The ages of the respondents range from 21 to 71 years (i.e. born 
1926-1976), with an arithmetic mean value of 44,4 and a median value of 
45. The standard deviation is 14,1. The variable was categorized into five 
age groups, as displayed in Table 4a.



Table 4a: Relative frequencies for age groups of respondents. (.Absolute 
frequencies in parentheses. Missing values: 2.)

21 -2 9  yrs 30-39  yrs 40-49 yrs 50-59 yrs 60-71 yrs Total

19 .8 (65) 20.1 (66) 19.8 (65) 23.1 (76) 17 .3 (57) 100 (329)

As shown in Table 4a, the distribution across age groups is fairly even 
among the respondents. The smallest group is the oldest (60-71 yrs), not 
least bearing in mind that this group represents a 12-year interval (whereas 
the others represent 9 -Ю-year intervals). This result is, however, not unex
pected. The risk of non-response within a random sample is greater among 
the elderly for a variety of reasons, most notably due to health problems, 
etc.

Sex. The distribution of the variable sex is also quite even overall: 145 
(43-8%) of the respondents are men and 186 (56.2%) are women. (No 
missing values.) However, when we consider a crosstabulation of the 
variables ‘age’ and ‘sex’, a skewed distribution is shown (see Table 4b).

In all age groups but one, the women are in the majority, and excep
tionally so in the age group 40-49, in which there are over twice as many 
women (67.7%) as the men (32.3%). However, in the group 50-59, men 
are slightly overrepresented as compared to women (56.6% vs. 43.4%).

Citizenship and country of birth. An overwhelming majority, namely 313 
(i.e. 94.6%) of the respondents are Swedish citizens, whereas 18 (5.4%) are 
non-citizens. Of these, 9 respondents (2.7% of total) have reported Finnish 
citizenship. Other citizenships are as follows, each represented by one 
respondent: Danish, Norwegian, German, Brittish, Sudanese, Thailandie 
and Zambian. (One respondent failed to specify which foreign citizenship, 
and one reported “Do not know”.)

As for country of birth, 283 (85.5%) respondents were born in Sweden, 
whereas 48 (14.5%) were born abroad. O f these, Finland is reported in 18 
cases, Denmark in 4, Norway and Poland in 3, Germany, Chile and 
Zambia in 2 cases each. The other 14 countries, each represented by one 
respondent, are: Great Britain, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, 
Soviet Union, Turkey, Iraq, Iran, Algeria, Egypt, Sudan, Thailand, 
Vietnam, and Colombia. That is, 25 (7.5%) of the respondents were born 
in a Nordic country, 11 (3.3%) in a European country (including Turkey



Table 4b: Crosstabulation of the variables ‘age group’ and ‘sex’ (relative 
frequencies). Total n is 329.

Age Male Female

21-29 % w ithin age group 41.5 58.5
% w ithin sex 18.6 20.7
% of Total 8.2 11.6

30-39 % w ithin age group 40.9 59.1
% w ithin sex 18.6 21.2
%  o f Total 8.2 11.9

40-49 % w ithin age group 32.3 67.7
% w ithin sex 14.5 23.9
% of Total 6.4 13.4

50-59 % w ithin age group 56.6 43.4
%  w ithin sex 29.7 17.9
% of Total 13.1 10.0

60-71 % w ithin age group 47.7 52.6
% w ithin sex 18.6 16.3
% of Total 8.2 9.1

and the Soviet Union) and 12 (3-3%) outside of Europe. Of the 48 foreign- 
born respondents, 46 have declared their year of arrival: 1941-1948: 4 
respondents, 1951-1960: 5, 1961-1970: 13, 1971-1980: 12, 1983-1992: 
12.

Education. As described earlier, respondents’ levels of education were 
operationalized into four different specified categories plus an open-ended 
alternative. To the reader not familiar with the Swedish educational system, 
the categories will briefly be explained:

1. The lowest level, “folkskola, grundskola, eller liknande” entails a 
basic, comprehensive education of approximately 7-9 years in length. 
(Among the older respondents, it is possible that some attended the former 
‘folkskolan’, which could be 6 years minimum. In the 1950’s, the general 9- 
year compulsive comprehensive school was established.)

2. The second level, “realskola, folkhögskola, 2-ârigt gymnasium eller 
liknande” is a quite heterogenous category, but usually means approxi
mately 11 years of education.



Table 3: Respondents’ levels of education in relative frequencies. (Absolute 
frequencies within parentheses. Missing values: 1.)

Level: First Second Third Fourth (Other) Total

25.8 (85) 27.9 (92) 18.2 (60) 27.9 (92) 0 .3 (1 ) 100 (330)

3. The third category, “minst З-årigt gymnasium" comprises the theo
retically geared upper secondary education, which means at least 12 years 
of schooling.

4. The highest level is that of “akademisk utbildning”, i.e. academic 
education.

The results are presented in Table 5.
Except for the third level, “З-årigt gymnasium”, the levels of education 

seem evenly distributed across the sample. This distribution could be 
compared to the net sample of Lange & W estin’s interview-administred 
survey investigation on attitudes towards immigrants and immigration in 
1993, which comprised 1,362 Swedish citizens between 18 and 71 years of 
age (the original gross sample consisted of 1,796 persons). Their educa
tional categorization is, however, not entirely compatible to mine, and the 
question asked to assess educational level was “which is your highest 
completed education?” (ibid: 15, my emphasis), whereas my phrasing was “the 
highest level of education you have completed, or at least started”. I have 
collapsed some of their categories to adjust the figures to my operationaliza
tions, which yields the following very approximated estimates: First level: 
30%, Second: 35%, Third: 17%, Fourth: 18%. Clearly, there are differ
ences as compared to my net sample, although they are not spectacular. 
The most important difference seems to be that my sample is skewed 
towards higher levels of education. Most significantly, there are more 
‘academics’ in the present study, which is not surprising when considering 
the method chosen and the topic of the investigation.

Thus, in the present sample, the levels of education are spread quite 
evenly. However, when we compare it to the variable ‘age’, the picture 
changes (see Table 6).

As evident from Table 6, there is a weak tendency that level of educa
tion is dependent on age group. In the youngest group, the majority of 
respondents have at least reached the third level, whereas in the oldest 
group, most respondents have a lower educational level. (It deserves to be 
mentioned that this in part possibly reflects the historical trends in educa-



Table 6: Levels of education crosstabulated with age groups in absolute 
frequencies. (Missing values: 3·)

First Second Third Fourth (Other) Total

21-29 yrs 2 14 20 29 65
30-39 yrs 13 25 12 16 66
40-49  yrs 15 16 12 21 1 65
50-59 yrs 29 21 11 14 75
60-71 yrs 26 15 5 11 57

Total 85 91 60 91 1 328

tional policies. Nowadays, it is quite unusual for a young person to finish 
school after the obligatory 9 years of ‘grundskolan’. Even if a person is not 
interested in higher theoretical education, he/she at least usually enters the 
2-year (vocational) programmes at ‘gymnasieskolan’. Earlier, it was much 
more common within the working class to finish school early and start 
working immediately.)

Language use/“bilingualism”. As argued in the section above on the ques
tionnaire items, the simple question designed to tap possible “bilingual” 
language use (“Do you use two or more language regularly?”) does not 
provide any grounds for drawing valid inferences on the actual characteris
tics of the respondents’ language patterns. However, it may give a hint as 
to the extent of functional “monolingualism”. Of the 331 respondents, 220 
(66.5%) declared no bilingual language use, whereas 111 (33-5%) answered 
‘yes’. This extent of non-monolingualism may strike one as surprising, but 
most significantly, it seems to reflect the increasing trend of using English 
on a regular basis. In the follow-up item on what languages were used, 76 
persons (22.9% of the sample, 68.5 % of the “bilinguals”) declared (apart 
from Swedish) English plus possibly one or more additional languages. Of 
these respondents, 56 stated Swedish plus English only, and 20 declared 
Swedish, English and at least one additional language, such as German, 
Finnish, French, Arabic, Chinese. The second most common pattern is that 
of Swedish plus Finnish, represented by 17 respondents, four of whom also 
uses English regularly. As for other languages, a variety were declared, such 
as German (15), Arabic (5), Polish (5), Danish (4), Norwegian (2), Spanish 
(3), Persian (2), Chinese (2), Hungarian (2), Turkish (1), Kurdish (1), Thai 
(1), Dutch (1), Czech (1), Italian (1).



Table 7: Responses to item V I14: “I f  there were elections tomorrow, what 
party would you vote for?”, as compared to the results of the 1994 and 1998 
elections to the Swedish parliament.112 (Missing responses: 7.)

Responses Frequency Percent Elections 1994 Elections 1998

“D on’t know ” 78 24.1
M oderata Sam lingspartiet 69 21.3 22.4 22.7
Socialdemokraterna 60 18.5 45.3 36.6
V änsterpartiet 28 8.6 6.2 12.0
"I w ould spoil m y ballot” 27 8.3
“I would not vote” 17 5.2
Folkpartiet 15 4.6 7.2 4.7
M iljöpartiet 13 4.0 5.0 4.5
K ristdem okraterna 9 2.8 4.1 11.8
C enterpartiet 7 2.2 7.6 5.1
O ther: Pensionärpartiet 1 о.з

Total 324 100

Party political sympathies. In the questionnaire, the second to last item 
concerned the respondents’ party political sympathies: “If there were elec
tions tomorrow, what party would you vote for?”. The responses are repre
sented in rank order in Table 7.

As is apparent from Table 7, one fourth of the respondents (24.1%) have 
declared that they do not know what party to vote for, and as many as 
13.5% would not vote at all or spoil their ballots. This is not a very 
surprising result, given the fact that party political sympathies are generally 
regarded as a ‘delicate’ or very personal question, which many people do 
not wish to declare openly. Consequently, it is impossible to say whether 
these figures actually reflect a political (or at least electorial) uncertainty, or 
whether most respondents wish to be discrete about their political opinions. 
On the other hand, it is not unusual that polls performed between elections 
likewise yield an large number of “Don’t know” responses. Some people 
claim that they actually make their final decision immediately before elec
tion day. However, the response figures do not deviate too much from 
general electorial patterns. The right-wing Moderata Samlingpartiet has 
been the second largest party for a number of years, while the Social Demo-

112 D ata  on the results o f the elections in 1994 and 1998 as published in Dagens N yheter, 
Septem ber 20 and 22, 1998.



cratic Party has been the largest party for many decades. Thus, the response 
figure of 18.5% seems much too low. Vänsterpartiet, a socialist part to the 
left of the Social Democrats, has increased in popularity in recent years, and 
the response figures might be in accordance with the general trends when 
considering that the survey was undertaken in 1996, i.e. between the 1994 
and 1998 elections and the actual election results. The responses on Folk
partiet (a liberal party) and Miljöpartiet (a “green” party, i.e. environmen
talists, etc.) are almost in line with the factual electorial patterns, while the 
responses on Centerpartiet (usually positioned in the middle of the right- 
left political scale) and Kristdemokraterna (“the Christian Democrats”) are 
too low as compared to the election results. To summarize, then, the 
responses are biased as compared to actual electorial patterns in general, 
although the ranking of parties above is not too far away from those 
patterns. The party which is most under-represented is Socialdemokraterna.

5.5.2 The language issues: univariate results

W e will now turn to the main focus of the investigation -  the attitudes 
towards the language issues. In what follows, univariate data on each item 
will be presented, mainly grouped in accordance with the thematic catego
rization used in section 4.4.2 ‘The questionnaire’ above.

5.5.2.1 Internal variation

5.5.2.1.1 Inappropriate language: swearing

The responses to the theme on swearing are shown in Table 8. (Table 8 
shows relative frequencies (%) of responses to the different response alterna
tives. Furthermore, in the right-most column, the total number of 
responses to each item is displayed in absolute frequencies, which simulta
neously indicate the number of missing values. The net sample always 
consists of 331 persons, which means, for example, that 2 persons have 
failed to respond to item V020. Such missing values are never included in 
the calculation of relative frequencies.)

Item V020, claiming that swearing is a sign of a poor vocabulary, was 
characterized as a typical instance of a stereotypical statement (see section
5.4.2.1.1 above). As the results indicate, it seems that this stereotype is 
(still) very vivid in the minds of people. Firstly, the low number of “Don’t 
know”-responses (i.e only one) indicates that the item was not perceived as 
overly unclear, ambiguous or in other respects difficult to respond to



Table 8: Atttitudes to swearing. Figures corresponding to the response alternatives 
are displayed in relative frequencies, i.e. percentages. Total n indicates the 
absolute frequency of the total number of responses.

Agree
tot.

Agree
bes.

Disagr. Disagr. 
hes. tot.

D on’t
know

Total ņ

V020: Swearing a great deal is a sign of 
a poor vocabulary.

57.4 26.1 10.3 5.8 0.3 329

V021 : It doesn’t matter whether people 
swear or not.

4.6 14.0 26.2 53.4 1.8 328

V022: Too much swearing is used on TV 
and radio.

21.6 23.1 29.5 21.0 4.9 329

V023: Swearwords enrich the language. 2.4 10.7 19.2 65.9 1.8 328

V024: Swearing is always unnecessary 35.2 22.6 22.0 19.3 0.9 327

V025: Swearing sounds uneducated, 
careless and uncouth.

49.5 32.2 11.2 6.7 0.3 329

V026: It is acceptable to swear when 
really angry.

40.7 32.2 16.1 9.7 1.2 329

(which, for example may be the case when it lies beyond the respondent’s 
range of experience).

Secondly, the large amount of “Agree totally” (57.4%) signifies the 
assuredness in many respondents’ opinions. In addition, if these responses 
are collapsed with the more hesitant ones (Agree with hesitation), we reach 
as many as 81.6%  favorable responses. This is highly interesting from an 
ideological perspective. While I would think that many people actually do 
themselves swear occasionally, especially men and younger persons, they 
may still subscribe to the claim that it may be a sign of some type of lexical 
deficiency. That is, while agreeing with a strongly negative stereotypical 
attitude towards swearing, it does not necessarily govern a person’s 
behavioral patterns. However, when we turn to the other items, it is 
evident that a global attitude does not necessarily predict attitudes towards 
more qualified and concrete instances of the disliked behavior.

Item V021 taps the degree of tolerance towards swearing in terms of 
‘indifference’; 16.6% of the respondents agree (totally or with hesitation) 
with the claim that it does not matter whether people swear or not, thus 
showing a considerable degree of tolerance. However, as many as 53.4% 
completely disagree with this. We may compare this item with items 
V024-26. Whereas as many as 57.8% agree that it is always unneccesary to



swear (V024), and even more -  81.8% -  think that swearing sounds 
uneducated and rude (V025), the majority of the respondents nevertheless 
hold the opinion that it is acceptable to swear when you are really angry. As 
many as 72.9 % agree (totally or with hesitation) with this statement. 
Consequently, although swearing — at least perhaps the ‘habitual’ uttering 
of swear words -  is disliked by most people, people may tolerate occasional 
breaches of social etiquette when in a state of strong emotions. The 
‘cultured Man’ is allowed to lose verbal self-control when he (or even she?) 
is in uproar, as it were. (However, one should note that 25.8% do not think 
that such a lack of discipline is tolerable.) Intolerance towards swearing is 
also displayed in variable V023. Few of the respondents, only 13.1 %, 
think that swear words enrich the language, while as many as 65.9 % 
totally disagree with such an assumption. However, when it concerns public 
use of swear words, that is, in the broadcasting media (V022), the judg
ments are very evenly allocated. About half of the respondents do think 
that swearing occurs too frequently, whereas the other half disagrees. 
(Incidentally, my own impression of media language is that swearing occurs 
very moderately indeed, and when it does, it is usually for dramaturgical 
reasons such as in a theatre play, or it may happen that someone in a debate 
utters one or two swear words. I have never witnessed announcers or TV- 
show hosts doing it.)

5.5.2.1.2 Youth language

In the questionnaire, four items were designed to study attitudes towards 
the language of the younger generation. (As evident from the discussion on 
the questionnaire above, there are also some other items that possibly touch 
upon generational issues, cf. e.g. item VOI 1 in category 5 below, “The 
schools seem to be too tolerant of poor language and errors” and item VO 14 
in category 4, “In general, people were probably better readers 50 years 
ago”.) The results are displayed in Table 9.

As I have argued earlier, intolerant attitudes towards young people’s 
language is not at all a phenomenon that has surfaced only recently. Intra- 
generational conflicts seem to recur historically, but it would not be incon
ceivable to hypothesize that currently, the cultural cleft (in terms of values, 
life-styles, interests, etc.) between adolescents and adults has deepened. As 
is well known, the cultural construct of 'the teenager’ is essentially a post
war phenomenon, and for societal-structural reasons, the timespan of 
adolescence or ‘youth’ and the meanings attached to it has expanded 
considerably. (Now, it appears that people are categorized as ‘young people’



Table 9: Attitudes towards youth language (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr. Disagr. 
hes. tot.

D on’t
know

Total n

V007: The language of young people 
is getting worse and worse.

24.5 42.9 20.2 6.6 5.7 331

V008: Young people today have an 
expressive language.

13.9 39.1 33.0 7.9 6.1 330

V009: Sometimes it is hard to under
stand what young people say.

12.5 28.0 24.9 33.1 1.5 329

V010: Young people today have an 
empoverished language.

15.1 36.0 26.9 16.3 5.7 331

(Sw. ‘ungdomar’) even up to the ages of 25-26 or so, and I would say that it 
is quite possible to stay ‘young’ in the sociocultural sense even longer than 
that without being considered completely aberrant.)

How, then, do people react to young people’s language? As is evident 
from the results, there are striking proportions of negative stances towards 
it. For example, with item V007, a general statement on the worsening 
character of youngsters’ Swedish, one fourth of the respondents agree 
totally. If we collapse these with the more hesitant responses, we reach a 
majority of 67.% agreeing with the statement, and only 6.6% disagree 
totally. That is, there seems to be a substantial proportion of the 
respondents who feel that, overall, youth language is becoming increasingly 
poor. However, when compared with the more qualified items V008 and 
VO 10, the picture changes somewhat. Item V008 could possibly appear as a 
contradiction to V007 or VO 10, but may not necessarily be perceived as 
such. A slight majority of 53% actually agrees with the claim that 
youngsters have an expressive language, and it is quite possible that some 
people may feel that while youth language may come across as incorrect, 
crude or unpolished, it may nevertheless be suitable for certain expressive 
functions, e.g. when expressing feelings or dramatizing narratives, etc. 
(Compare also the ambivalence concerning aspects of swearing above.) 
However, as is evident in VO 10, many people still feel that youth language 
is ‘empoverished’, i.e. that young people lack the means to express 
themselves adequately and appropriately.

It would be reasonable to assume that such attitudes are connected to 
the dimensions of Self vs. Other, which in this case would appear to be 
most immediately dependent on the age of the respondent. It would not be



surprising if we would see a tendency for older people to react negatively, 
and vice versa. For this purpose, a crosstabulation and Chi Square test was 
performed on the co-occurence of the variable age group (cf. above) and 
item V007. Although there appeared to be a vague tendency that the 
oldest group (59-71 yrs) were more clearly prone to agree with the state
ment, the differences were not significant (Pearson Chi Square 
value—17.407, df=  12. The “Don’t know” responses have been treated as 
missing values.). Evidently, the differences in age are not necessarily 
relevant. The majority of the respondents feel that young people’s language 
is deteriorating, even if it is a ‘Self-related’ phenomena. However, as I 
discussed in the questionnaire section, it may not necessarily be the case 
that a young respondent regards stereotypical youth language as Self- 
related. He/she may not identify with “that type of language”, but may rest 
assured that while many (or even most?) youngsters speak ‘badly’, he/she 
stands above that type of linguistic behavior. Such an attitude is probably 
not at all uncommon in other contexts as well. While we may feel that 
things are changing for the worse, we see ourselves as innocent bystanders, 
or at least not as agents in processes that we do not approve of. And as is 
well known within sociolinguistic research, it happens quite frequently that 
people’s metalinguistic awareness of their own everyday language is low 
and that people generally believe that they speak more ‘properly’, i.e. 
according to prestige norms, than they actually do in real life situations.

As for item V009, designed to investigate whether people feel that 
youth language is sometimes incomprehensible, the majority (58%) do not 
seem to think so, but as many as 40.4% agree (totally or with hesitation) 
with such a statement. Needless to say, the operationalizations do not 
permit me to judge what the circumstances or rationale behind such 
perceptions might be. As argued in the questionnaire section, it is possible 
that some aspects of incomprehensibility are related to contexts of over
heard ingroup language, either in real-life situations or e.g. when watching 
youth programs on TV, and that such language is possibly intentionally 
diverging from ‘ordinary’ speech for the purpose of emphasizing identity 
and drawing demarcation lines vis-à-vis the older generations. However, 
this particular item would be expected to correlate with age more directly 
than the other items within this theme, since these aspects would probably 
have more to do with actual intensity of social interaction rather than with 
aspects of identity in terms of the dimensions of Self vs. Other. For this 
reason, a crosstabulation was performed between ‘age group’ and the 
responses to V009- (A Chi Square analysis revealed significant differences,



Table 10: Crosstabulation of the variables ‘agegroup’ and V009 (“Sometimes 
it is hard to understand what young people say”) in absolute frequencies of 
responses. Expected cell frequencies within parentheses.

Agree tot. Agree bes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total (rows)

Age group 

21 -29 6(8.3) 12 (18.6) 17 (16.6) 30 (21.6) 65

30-39 10(8.1) 15 (18.3) 16(16.3) 23(21.3) 64

40-49 2 (7.9) 23(17.7) 15 (15.8) 22 (20.6) 62

50-59 14 (9.7) 22 (21.7) 17(19.4) 23 (25.3) 76

60-71 9 (7.0) 20(15.7) 17(14.0) 9(18.3) 55

Total 41 92 82 107 322

where p =  .028, df=  12, Pearson Chi Square value=23-010.) The results are 
displayed in Table 10, showing absolute frequencies of actual counts (cell 
frequencies) as compared to expected counts (expected counts within paren
theses).

Table 10 shows that there are some tendencies of a relationship between 
age and responses to item V009, but the differences are not clear, system
atic or in any other way striking. (In addition, a Spearman’s Rho correlation 
analysis was undertaken, where the response categories had been converted 
into a numerical ordinal scale in which 1 denotes “Agree totally”, etc. This 
yielded a coefficient of -.191, thus indicating a weak negative correlation 
between the variables.) For example, in the youngest age group, there are 
relatively speaking more respondents who are inclined to disagree with item 
V009, whereas in the oldest group, the opposite tendency holds. That is, 
older persons appear to think that it is difficult to understand young 
people’s speech, which is, needless to say, not very surprising. However, it 
is interesting in itself that the results do not point in more significant direc
tions.

5.5.2.1.3 Language of public spheres

This category includes two ‘stereotypical’ statements on the language of 
politicians and the authorities (V016, V018). The third item concerns the 
respondent’s personal evalution of the comprehensibility of broadcasting 
media language. The responses are shown in Table 11.



Table 11: Attitudes towards public language (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr. Disagr. 
hes. tot.

Don’t
know

Total n

V016: Politicians express themselves in 
ways that are unnecessarily 
complicated.

80.7 13.5 4.0 1.2 0.6 327

V018: Government agencies often use 
language that is too difficult.

60.4 25.9 9.8 3.7 0.3 K
)

00

V017: It is sometimes hard to understand 
what they say on the television and 
radio.

15.9 28.0 23.2 32.9 0.0 328

As hypothesized in the earlier brief discussion of these items, the stereo
typical statements of V016 and V018 have met with great approval. As 
many as 80.7% agree with the claim that politicians often use a unneces
sarily complicated/entangled (“tillkrånglat”) language, and if we add the 
more hesitant responses, we find that 94.2% agree, while only 5.2% 
disagree. Undoubtedly, item V016 represents an extremely popular 
opinion, although it is hazardous to speculate to what extent it is formed 
from the respondents’ own experiences of political language. It is quite 
conceivable that the statement is of a genuinely stereotypical kind, i.e. it is 
a claim made repeatedly without being questioned or explicated, and which 
may fit into a broader attitudinal schema. As I have argued elsewhere, one 
of the significant aspects of ‘stereotypes’ is that they may be strongly 
adhered to without having to be nurished by substantial ‘evidence’ or 
personal experiences to that effect.

Similarly, item VO 18 seems to be stereotypical as well, although it does 
not meet with the same straightforward approval as VO 16. Here, “only” 
60.4% agree totally, and the number of hesitant responses is greater. Possi
bly, the responses are colored by two factors, and more so than in the case 
of V016. Firstly, the respondents may draw more on their personal experi
ences, and if they themselves master a language not far from stereotypical 
bureaucratic codes (especially in writing), they may feel more distant from a 
claim such as VO 18. Secondly, it is conceivable that some respondents have 
been influenced by the campaigns trying to convince the authorities to use 
a simpler code (which probably have had some positive result, may I add), 
and they are therefore not as confident that the language of bureaucrats is 
still too complex or muddled. However, from an ideological point of view,



it is nevertheless interesting to witness that people still feel that the linguis
tic cleft between people exercising power and ‘the ordinary man’ is too 
deep, which from a democratic perspective is quite serious.

Lastly, item VO 17 is, I believe, a statement where we could expect 
people to draw more immediately on their own personal experiences when 
responding. That is, it is less of a stereotypical claim which everyone is 
prone to agree with regardless of whether it concerns one’s own perceptions 
or ‘the man on the street’. If we collapse the “agree” categories, we find that 
43.9% think that it is sometimes difficult to understand broadcasting 
media language. However, the majority disagrees with this. It would be 
reasonable to assume that variables such as age and education could play a 
part in these experiences. As concerns age, one could expect some of the 
older respondents to feel that media language is difficult to comprehend, 
but perhaps not necessarily because of old age as such (although this may 
also be the case?), but because age may be associated with levels of educa
tion. (As stated above in section 5.5.1, in the present sample, there appear 
to be such tendencies: the oldest group tends to have less education than 
the youngest group.) To investigate the matter, crosstabulations and corre
lation analyses were conducted. As it turned out, age did not significantly 
relate to responses on V017, whereas educational levels did, and most 
clearly so at the extreme ends of the educational scale. The majority of the 
respondents with comprehensive school only, agreed (57.1%) with V017, 
whereas the majority of those with academic education disagreed (78.2%). 
(In addition, a Spearman’s Rlio correlation analysis produced a correlation 
coefficent of .317 (significant at .01 level), which is to be interpreted 
evidence of a tendency for those with higher education to disagree with 
item VO 17, when the response categories are converted into an ordinal 
numerical scale, where 1 represents “Agree totally”, etc.)

5.5.2.1.4 W ritten language: literacy and book-reading

This category includes two items on the significance of written language. 
As discussed earlier (the questionnaire section), item VO 14 was included to 
tap a possible ‘values conservatism’ in terms of beliefs that language skills, 
at least as regards the ability to read, were better in the past. Item VO 15 is 
a succinct statement on the beneficial nature of book-reading. The results 
are displayed in Table 12.

As seen in Table 12, the level of uncertainty reflected in the responses to 
VO 14 is quite substantial. The amount of “Don’t know” responses is 
14.7%, and the hesitant response categories constitute almost half of the



Table 12: Attitudes towards written language use (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr.
hes.

Disagr.
tot.

Don’t
know

Total ņ

V014: In general, people were probably 
better readers 50 years ago.

18.0 23.5 21.4 22.3 14.7 327

V015: People ought to read more books. 79.9 14.9 2.7 0.0 2.4 328

total number of responses. This is not entirely surprising given the fact that 
item VO 14 is formulated as a statement on factual circumstances rather 
than genuin ‘opinions’. The respondents may feel that they do not dare to 
answer in a categorical way because they are not sure whether it is actually 
true or not that people were better readers before. However, 18% of the 
respondents agree totally, and 22.3.% express complete disagreement. And 
when we collapse the categories into “agree” vs. “disagree”, we reach an 
almost even split among the respondents: 41.5% vs. 43.7% respectively. It 
would be interesting to investigate what may lie behind such conceptions. 
Needless to say, the present study is not designed to allow that, but it 
probably would not be too far fetched to assume that the ‘conservatives’ are 
influenced by all the contemporary ‘alarm reports’ on the illiteracy among 
some young people finishing school. That is, the absence of such mass 
media attention half a century ago may be taken to indicate that the 
problems were not alarming then, but have become so now. On the other 
hand, it is possible that the belief is inferred from a more general 
‘conservative’ outlook and a worry that things are changing for the worst, 
especially as regards the character and prospects for the younger generation. 
(The possibility of this particular aspect being connected to the other 
language-ideological components will be investigated in a later section, see 
below under ‘Correlations’.)

Unlike the previous item, item V015 is less of a ‘belief/knowledge 
statement’, and more of a claim that elicits value judgements, i.e. 
‘opinions’. As I argued earlier, to say that “people ought to read more 
books” can be regarded as a type of ‘stereotypical’ statement, internalized 
by the individual from ‘the collective consciousness’ and thus taken for 
granted. The results indicate that my original hypotheses were not wrong. 
Almost 80% of the respondents agree completely, and when adding the 
hesitant agreements, we see that almost everyone (94.8%) is in favor. Only 
2.7 express a negatively biased uncertainty, and no one dares to reject the



Table 13: Attitudes towards linguistic correctness (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
het.

Disagr.
het.

Ditagr.
tot.

Don’t
know

Total ņ

V012: It is very important to be able to 
spell correctly.

83.7 13.3 2.1 0.9 0.0 331

V013: An occasional spelling error doesn’t 
hurt anything.

18.0 27.8 22.0 30.6 1.5 327

VOI 1: The schools seem to be too tolerant 
of poor language and errors.

29.3 33.2 15.4 10.6 11.5 331

claim totally. Thus, the moral superiority of book-reading appears to be 
well established ideologically. However, the reader might wonder whether 
it is really possible to draw such unambiguous conclusions based on one 
item? Perhaps it is not the reading of books that constitutes the moral tenet 
— it is conceivable that it is the activity of reading as such which is deemed 
‘good’, or even the activity of obtaining valuable knowledge via some or the 
other channel of communication. Needless to say, the questionnaire should 
have had more items on this theme to explore the possibility of such alter
native scenarios. However, I must confess that I feel quite confident that 
statements such as “People ought to read more magazines” or “People 
ought to watch more TV” would not have been met with the same amount 
of approval as the present item. That is, the key words of prestige here are 
both read and books, especially in conjunction.

5.5.2.1.5 Linguistic correctness: normativism/prescriptivism

The theme of linguistic correctness was narrowly operationalized into three 
items, two of which concern spelling errors (cf. the discussion of the ques
tionnaire above). The third item is a general statement on school’s approach 
to incorrect language. The responses are displayed in Table 13.

Evidently, the claim that spelling correctly is very important (VO 12) is 
met with great approval by almost all of the respondents. Although 13-3% 
express a certain hesitation, in sum, 97% agree with this statement, 
whereas only 3% disagree. Interestingly, the number of “Don’t know” 
responses is nil, which indicates that all the respondents have felt quite 
confident to form an opinion, albeit hesitantly in some cases. Obviously, the 
expectations for adherence to orthographic standards are very strong 
indeed, and it would probably be viable to assume that these results may be



generalized to the general public. However, what is not possible to infer is 
the rationale behind these attitudes. For one thing, we do not know 
whether the respondents’ own personal evaluations are reflected in their 
answers or whether they account for a collective, commonsensical tenet. It 
is conceivable that some report an opinion that they believe is generally 
held but which they do not necessarily feel strongly about themselves. That 
is, they may think that they ‘know’ that spelling errors usually are frowned 
upon and are even possibly treated indexically, i.e. as a sign of other linguis
tic (or even cognitive?) deficiencies, and that someone who fails in this 
respect is depreciated. However, regardless of this dilemma, it is still a valid 
observation from the angle of language ideology. As a matter of fact, and 
especially when studying hegemonies, it may be considered even more 
interesting to tap what people believe are mainstream beliefs rather than 
what their ‘real’, innermost personal attitudes are. (Obviously, the question 
of validity in attitude research is a core problem for attitude researchers, 
often thoroughly discussed in literature on the topic. However, when 
studying (dominant) ideologies, these factors are not necessarily as prob
lematic. W hat may be particularly important in the reproduction and 
propagation of an ideology is perhaps not only what people may think 
themselves, but rather what people believe are the norms and values of 
most other people.) Secondly, the prescriptivist attitude on spelling may be 
based on a variety of rationalizations. People may feel that spelling correctly 
is very important for reasons of communication (cf. the discussion on 
perceptual processing constraints in the questionnaire section above). Or 
they may think that adulterated spelling is a violation of the language as 
such and that invariance in language is preferable on all levels. That is, they 
would be uncompromising prescriptivists, perhaps leaning towards an 
ideology of language cultivation of the ‘ sociological-political ’ type (cf. 
Teleman above), where language ‘authority’ is favored. Those people would 
probably oppose spelling reforms as well and possibly motivate their stance 
with reference to language norms (especially written language) as part of 
our cultural heritage.

However, when we turn to item VO 13, we see yet another example of 
the phenomenon that while people may agree with a global attitude or 
general principle on a certain issue, a more concrete and qualified statement 
may be reacted to differently. Item VO 13 shows that while people may 
think that it is very important to spell correctly, it is no big deal if one or a 
few spelling errors occur. On the other hand, a slight majority of 52.6%



Table 14: Attitudes towards language change (relative frequencies.)

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr. Disagr. Don’t 
hes. tot. know

Total n

V019: The Swedish language is changing 
for the worse.

25.4 35.5 19.9 8.6 10.7 327

disagree with such an opinion, and one third of the respondents takes a firm 
stand against such a tolerant attitude.

The third item in the present theme, item V011, concerns the school’s 
alleged tolerance vis-à-vis language incorrectness in general. As seen from 
Table 13, a majority of 62.5% is inclined to think that school is too lenient, 
while 26% disagree. (Note, however, that as many as 11.5% respond that 
they do not know.) These results are not entirely surprisning in light of the 
rhetorics around school failures, youth language and neoconservative claims 
that earlier recent pedagogies have been ‘wooley’ (“flummiga”) and much 
too permissive (cf. the discussion in the questionnaire section). It would not 
be unreasonable to assume that such opinions may be unevenly distributed 
across generations. There is probably a greater tendency for older people to 
regard modern schooling with some suspicion and scepticism, which in turn 
may be explained by their using their own experiences of school as points of 
reference. For the purpose of investigating this hypothesis, a crosstabulation 
was performed on the variable ‘age’ and item V011. However, although 
there appeared to emerge a certain tendency for older people to be more 
inclined to agree with VOI 1, the differences were not statistically significant 
to a satisfactory extent (where the Pearson Chi-Square value is 18.421 and 
df =  12, entailing a level of significance at .103). And as a matter of fact, 
the majority of respondents in each age group did agree with the claim that 
school is too tolerant in these respects.

5.5.2.1.6 Language change in general

This category contains only one item, the responses to which are shown in 
Table 14.

Evidently, many people feel that the Swedish language is changing and 
that this change is unfavorable. One fourth of the respondents agree totally 
with item VO 19, and when these are collapsed with the hesitant answers, 
we reach an agreement rate of 60.9%. Only 8.6% disagree totally. Note, 
however, that the number of respondents who have not taken a stand is



relatively high (10.7%), in spite of the fact that item VO 19 could be consid
ered as something which ought to “lie within the respondents’ range of 
experience”.

As discussed earlier, it is not uncommon that each (older) generation 
may be somewhat conservative when faced with the changing times, and 
they may be inclined to perceive change -  such as that of language — as 
something negative on the whole. It would be reasonable to assume that 
those type of linguistic conceptions are associated mainly with the fact that 
many of the language norms which were internalized during the language 
development process at a young age become fixed, as it were. Or at least, 
expectations are fostered that language norms ought to stay as they are, i.e. 
compatible with what one learned was right and proper earlier in life. 
Needless to say, all languages change with time, but the layperson’s aware
ness of this fact is probably quite low. I would think that some people 
nowadays also feel that language is changing too fast, or at least at a higher 
rate than before. This could be a biased perception of reality due to the 
aforementioned type of ‘conservative’ expectations. However, it is also 
conceivable that language norms tend to change faster in postmodern 
societies. Because of the technological developments, communicative 
exchange with more or less distant Others has been facilitated and 
increased, and this evidently enables a greater possibility of coming in 
contact with -  and confronting -  other language norms. In addition, the 
fact that more Swedes now are learning foreign languages may also consti
tute a significant source of language contact and subsequent change. 
Consequently, the perceptions of an increase in conflicting norms as well as 
factual change may be quite ‘true’, and not (only) a product of people’s 
negative expectations. On the other hand, it has been pointed out by 
linguists that in modern Swedish society, written and spoken language 
appear to affect each other increasingly, notably because of the increase in 
literacy skills and written language use (cf. e.g. Andersson 1985:218ff; 
Teleman 39ff). When the written code influences everyday spoken 
language (e.g. phonologically), and we consider that written language 
norms are generally more standardized, conservative and thus less prone to 
change, spoken language may change in directions which people may not 
perceive of as change because they are familiar with these norms in the 
written domains and because written language enjoys higher prestige. 
Thus, while the influence of written language may have a stabilizing effect 
on speech, it simultaneously does produce change, which, however, we may 
not notice very much.



Table 15: Crosstabulation of the variables ‘age group’ and VO 19 (“The 
Swedish language is changing for the worse.”) in absolute frequencies of 
responses. Expected cell frequencies within parentheses.

Age group Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr.
hes.

Disagr.
tot.

Total
(rows)

21-29 9(15.8) 14(22.2) 23 (12.6) 10(5.4) 56

30-39 14(16.1) 24 (22.6) 11 (12.8) 8 (5 .5) 57

40-49 11 (15.8) 27 (22.2) 15 (12.6) 3(5.4) 56

50-59 30(19.8) 28 (27.8) 9(15.7) 3 (6.8) 70

60-71 18 (14.4) 22 (20.2) 7(11.4) 4 (4.9) 51

Total 82 115 65 2 8 2 9 0

Following the lines of reasoning above, attitudes of language changing 
for the worse may quite conceivably be expected to со-vary with age. For 
this reason, simple correlation analyses were made to study the relationship 
between respondents’ age group and their responses to V019- (A Chi- 
Square analysis revealed significant differences, where p =  .000, df =  12, 
Pearson Chi-Square value =  37.529.) The results are displayed in Table 15, 
where expected counts are shown in parentheses (“Don’t know”-responses 
are excluded and treated as missing values).

The results point to a certain relationship between age and item V019. 
The youngest among the respondents tend to be inclined towards 
disagreeing with the claim, while the older respondents tend to agree to a 
greater extent. (In addition, a Spearman’s Rho analysis produced a coef- 
fiecient of -.274 (sign, level .01), which indicates a certain correlation 
between the two variables: Age correlates negatively with the responses, 
where “Agree totally” has the value of 1, etc. That is, the younger the 
respondent, the more he/she is likely to disagree with VO 19.)

There are other factors which would be interesting to correlate with an 
item such as VO 19, e.g. attitudes towards linguistic correctness, youth 
language, etc. However, such relationships will be explored in subsequent 
sections (cf. ‘Correlations’ below).



5.5.2.1.7 Contact phenomena: borrowing vs. purism

(a) acceptability of specific loan words

In the questionnaire, contact phenomena were operationalized as items 
concerning the acceptability of loan words, both in terms of specific 
examples of such words (V028 а-n) as well as general judgments on three 
Likert-type items (V029-31). Unfortunately however, it turned out that 
item V028 а-n did not function well methodologically, and the results are 
therefore quite unreliable and difficult to interpret. The instructions given 
to the respondents in item V028 were the following: “Here is a list of 
foreign loan words in the Swedish language. Which ones do you think are 
acceptable, and which ones do you think should be replaced by Swedish 
word formations/coinages? (For example, a loan word such as “eskalering” 
[escalation] could be replaced by the Swedish word “upptrappning”.) For 
each word: a) mark with a cross one of the alternatives Acceptable/Should be 
replaced/Don’t know, b) if you do not know what the word means, also 
mark the box “Don’t understand the word”.” However, quite a number of 
the respondents misinterpreted the instructions. If they did not understand 
the word, they did not respond at all as to acceptability. If all the respon
dents had followed the same strategy, albeit not according to my inten
tions, it would have been easier to interpret the results. However, the 
response strategies seem quite varied, and it even appears as if the same 
respondent may change response strategies during the set, which means 
that the result figures are inconsistent. Nevertheless, a univariate descrip
tion may provide some interesting hints as to the differences in acceptabil
ity and comprehensibility of different words, and will therefore be displayed 
in Table 16, but these results will not be taken into consideration in later 
analyses.

In Table 16, the acceptability judgments are displayed in the first three 
columns. The column denoted “Systematic missing” indicates the propor
tion of missing answers due to the respondent’s misinterpretation of the 
instructions. In the second column from the right “Don’t understand the 
word”, relative frequencies are displayed of how many of the respondents 
actually marked that they do not understand the word in question.



Table 16: Judgments on acceptability and comprehensibility of specific loan words 
(relative frequencies).

V028 a-n Acceptable Should be 
replaced

Don't
know

(Systematic
missing)

Total n Don't
understand

Total ņ

skateboard 83.3 13.6 0.6 2.4 330 1.5 330
management 20.9 62.4 4.8 11.8 330 15.8 330
konklusion 23.1 49.5 7.3 20.1 329 25.8 329
nivellera 10.9 42.4 11.8 34.8 330 50.9 330
decennium 95.2 3.0 0.9 0.9 330 1.2 330
juice 95.5 3.9 0.3 0.3 330 0.3 330
returnera 95.5 2.7 0.9 0.9 330 0.0 330
nörd 29.7 39.4 10.3 20.6 330 24.2 330
radio 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 330 0.0 330
mejla 20.6 46.7 10.6 22.1 330 26.1 330
container 90.9 7.9 0.3 0.9 330 0.3 330
tejp 96.4 2.7 0.6 0.0 330 0.0 330
speedad 21.2 63.9 7.0 7.9 330 9.4 330
leasing 59.7 38.2 1.5 0.6 330 0.9 330

As mentioned above, it is hazardous to draw any conclusions on this 
item. However, the results point to a certain relationship between factors 
such as the the degree of establishment (in time and in everyday language), 
genre and comprehensibility. Needless to say, frequency in everyday 
language and comprehensibility ought to be quite directly inter-related. 
The words which have received the highest acceptability rates (e.g. ‘radio, 
decennium, juice, returnera, tejp’) are also the ones where few respondents 
have marked that they do not understand them. O f these words, the 
highest rating is for ‘radio’ (100%), while common words such as 
‘returnera’, ‘tejp’, are accepted somewhat less. The reason for this may be 
that the respondents cannot readily think of an indigenous word formation 
as a possible substitute. For example, when it concerns ‘returnera’ or ‘juice’, 
a Swedish replacement lies quite ready at hand, e.g. ‘skicka tillbaka’ [send 
back] and ‘fruktsaft’ [fruit juice], whereas ‘radio’ is possibly more problem
atic. And for the word ‘decennium’, there is an established synonym in 
Swedish: ‘årtionde’. As for incomprehensibility, the highest ratings are for 
either some sort of ‘mots savants’ or business jargon (e.g. ‘konklusion, 
nivellera, management’), or newly borrowed words (‘nörd, mejla’). Perhaps 
the latter examples are also partly influenced by another factor, namely 
genre. For example, ‘nörd’ and ‘mejla’ could perhaps be regarded as some 
type of slang, and in addition, I would guess that many people dislike the



type of “Swenglish” character that these words clearly represent, at least in 
the cultural sense, i.e. as tokens of the current influence of English. The 
same may apply to a business jargon word such as ‘management’. Another 
word with quite low acceptability rates is ‘speedad’, which in spite of the 
fact that it has been around for a number of years is not liked by the 
majority of the respondents. This might be dependent on genre: ‘speedad’ 
is a slang word, originally used in the argot of drug addicts, but which later 
spread to other groups and expanded semantically as well.

In conclusion, one of the main points in the results of V028 is that 
acceptability rates vary, perhaps mostly due to comprehensibility, and that 
we do not see any strong ‘puristic’ tendencies among the respondents. 
There are a few respondents (2-3%) who would wish to substitute even 
such established and popular words as 'tejp, juice, returnera, decennium’. 
Otherwise, the general trend is not that of ‘puristic absolutism’. However, 
when we turn to the general statement items in the theme of purism and 
contact phenomena, the picture changes somewhat:

(b) Acceptability of loans: general judgments

As seen from Table 17, the majority (i.e. two thirds) of the respondents 
agree with the slightly puristic claims of V029 and V030. For both items, 
approximately one third agree totally and another third with hesitation. 
(And this is particularly interesting when considering the formulation of 
V030, where the word ‘ren’ {pure} might have caused some respondents to 
become a bit wary, as it may allude to more controversial contexts where 
notions of ‘purity’ are evoked. The choice of words was entirely deliberate 
on my part.) It would be very interesting to investigate to what extent the 
agreement with such general principles as items V029-30 express may 
correlate with a ‘readiness for action’, or at least a desire that language 
cultivation agencies -  and implementers such as the schools and the media 
-  would work firmly on puristic lines. However, one should distinguish 
between a striving for purist measures when new concepts are introduced 
and the more ‘aggressive’ policy of actually recoining already existing forms. 
That is, although the majority seem to think that extensive borrowing 
should be avoided, this does not necessarily mean that they would wish for 
‘puristic cleansing’ of the language, i.e. of actively cultivating the language 
by replacing already established loans with artificially/intentionally 
constructed Swedish coinages. As a matter of fact, from my own experience, 
many people seem to regard extreme purism in the lexicon with some 
ridicule, or at least amusement. (For example, on numerous occasions, the



Table 17: Attitudes towards contact phenomena (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr. Disagr. 
hes. tot.

Don’t
know

Total n

V029: There are too many foreign words 
in Swedish.

29.7 37.0 16.7 13.3 3.3 330

V030: It is important that Swedish is kept 
as pure as possible from foreign 
words.

33.9 31.8 20.9 12.1 1.2 330

V031: Foreign words enrich the Swedish 
language.

17.0 39.1 28.2 13.0 2.7 330

V032: Advertisements in Sweden should 
use Swedish, not other languages.

39.2 24.9 14.0 16.4 5.5 329

Norwegian attempts at lexical purism are commented on, and there is even 
a ‘Norge-historia’ (i.e. popular jokes on the character of the Norwegians) on 
this topic: “Vet du vad ‘banan’ heter på norska? - Nää, va då? - Guleböj!” 
[Do you know what ‘banana’ is called in Norwegian? - No, what? - Yellow- 
bend!])

In spite of the fact that two thirds of the respondents seem somewhat 
puristically inclined, the responses to item V031 skews the pattern. Here, a 
majority of 56.1% think that loan words actually enrich the Swedish 
language, whereas 41.2% disagree. Superficially, it would seem that V031 
constitues a contradiction to V029-30, but this is not necessarily how the 
respondents perceive it. Firstly, it may be a matter of modifying one’s 
stance when confronted with a more concrete example or when another 
angle on the problem is presented. (As seen above, this is not uncommon in 
the response patterns.) That is, a person is not entirely consistent for the 
simple reason that his/her opinions are not completely rigid or systemati
cally thought through. Incidentally, it is quite possible that in many 
matters, it will only be downright ‘dogmatists’, or experts on a certain 
problem, who will show entirely ‘systematic’ attitudinal constellations. 
Secondly, it is possible that the responses to V 031 reflect the aforemen
tioned ‘moderate’ puristic stance. While advocating purism in the contin
ued cultivation of language, especially in terms of neologisms, people may 
accept that past borrowings actually belong to the language and even 
enrich it by encreasing the lexical-semantic resources. (For example, there 
are numerous examples of co-existing forms in Swedish where processes of 
semantic splits or extensions have developed, such that e.g. the indigenous



form denotes a more generalized meaning whereas the borrowed form 
designates a more specialized, hyponymic meaning. E.g. ‘container’ is 
exclusively used for large transport containers (such as by boat, train or 
truck), whereas ‘behållare’ may denote any type of “box” that contains 
something. And ‘juice’ only designates pure fruit juice (especially orange 
juice) whereas the general word ‘saft’ may denote other types of juices. 
Likewise, the newly borrowed word ‘mejl’ is used only for electronic mail, 
whereas other mail is called ‘brev’ or ‘post’. And the verb ‘printa’ is often 
used for computer printing, whereas more general meanings are conveyed 
by ‘trycka’ or ‘skriva u t’.)

As mentioned in the subchapter on the questionnaire, the last item 
(V032) in this theme is thematically more related to certain “external” 
aspects (cf. e.g. item V056 in the theme on societal bilingualism below), 
but the item was placed in concatenation with the “internal” language 
contact items for the reason of studying reactions to English language use 
when the respondents are ‘geared’ towards internal Swedish issues specifi
cally. In Sweden in recent years there has been a rapid increase in the use of 
English in advertisements without translations of any kind, both on posters 
and in TV commercials. Some people probably react very strongly to this, 
not least those who are not proficient in the language. And as seen from 
Table 17, the majority of the respondents (64.1%) seem to dislike such a 
development. However, 30.4% do not seem to think that foreign language 
use is very alarming. It should be mentioned that these reactions may 
partly depend on some respondents’ fear of appearing too ‘xenophobic’ or 
totalitarian in language matters, but it may also reflect a genuine tolerance 
of (or indifference to) the fact that other languages (which in practice means 
English!) are penetrating the linguistic arena. Obviously, the use of English 
in advertisements has a considerable commercial value, but for the time 
being, it seems to be restricted to products directed towards young people 
or e.g. businessmen. However, this constitues yet another of the ‘warning 
signs’ that English is encroaching on Swedish domains, and the acceptance 
(or even appreciation) of it may constitute one of the dominoes in a possible 
process of language shift.



5.5.2.2 External variation

5.5.2.2.1 Languages in competition: language maintenance and shift

(a) ? redictions on the future of Swedish

The items in this category concern respondents’ beliefs on the survival of 
Swedish and possible replacements if Swedish were to die out in the future. 
The phrasing of item V033 was in the form of a straightforward question: 
“Do you think that Swedish will die out in 100 years?”. The responses were 
the following: 1.8% of the 329 respondents (i.e. 2 missing values) answered 
“Yes”, whereas 20.1% responded “Perhaps", and 3-0% “Don’t know”. An 
overwhelming majority of 75.1% answered “No”. These responses confirm 
my original hypotheses (cf. above) that most laypeople of the linguistic 
majority find it quite inconceivable that their mother tongue would die in a 
foreseeable future, in spite of the fact that Swedish -  albeit an official 
majority language in a politically autonomous state -  could be characterized 
as a “lesser used language” onto which English is encroaching at a seem
ingly accelerating pace. In addition, it is interesting that this question 
yielded so few “Don’t know”-responses. In spite of the fact that it portrays a 
scenario which is extremely hypothetical and almost impossible to predict, 
nearly all of the respondents felt confident enough to state their beliefs.

Item V033a was an open-ended follow-up question for those who had 
responded “Yes” or “Perhaps”, asking them to suggest a possible replace
ment language (“W hat language do you think will replace Swedish?”). 
These 70 respondents (i.e. 21.9% of those who had responded to item 
V033) came up with a variety of suggestions: The majority (48 respon
dents, i.e. 68.5%) believed that English would be the replacement, and four 
respondents wrote that they did not know. The others responded as follows: 
“svengelska”/“englandssvenska” [Swenglish] (2 respondents), German (2), 
French (2). Other responses are represented by one respondent each: 
“immigrant Swedish”, “mixed language”, “Euro-English”, “förvanskat 
språk” [distorted/corrupted language], Arabic, Esperanto (or English), 
Finnish, “a common Nordic language”, Hebrew, “unknown language”, 
“plattsvenska” [Low Swedish], “Scandinavian”, “nothing exists” (“inget 
finns” =  that no such language exists yet?).

(b-с) Evaluations: language shift; linguistic ‘singularity’

In this category, statements regarding language shift or language death are 
used to identify evaluatory reactions on the fate of specific languages, 
namely Swedish (V034), in contrast to minority languages, of which Saami



Table 18: Attitudes towards language shift and linguistic ‘singularity' (relative 
frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr.
hes.

Disagr.
tot.

D on’t
know

Total ņ

V034: It would be a shame if Swedish 
disappeared.

95.4 3.4 0.0 0.3 0.9 324

V035: It would be a shame if the Saami 
language disappeared in Sweden.

74.1 12.0 4.9 3.7 5.2 324

V036: It would be a shame if the immi
grant languages in Sweden dis
appeared.

35.8 17.9 19.1 20.4 6.8 324

V037: It would be good if the immigrant 
languages in Sweden disappeared 
— in Sweden we speak Swedish.

23.2 19.8 13.9 38.1 5.0 323

V038: It would be best if everyone in the 
world spoke the same mother 
tongue.

13.3 10.6 11.5 59.1 5.5 330

V039: It would be best if everyone in the 
world had English as their mother 
tongue.

7.3 8.2 13.6 63.3 7.6 330

V040: It would be best if everyone in the 
world had Chinese as their mother 
tongue.

0.3 0.6 3.3 89.4 6.4 329

and “immigrant languages” were selected (V035-37). In addition, some 
general statements concern possible outcomes of total language shift, that 
is, linguistic ‘singularity’ in a global perspective: items V038-40 deal with 
the desirableness of all people speaking the same mother tongue. The 
responses are shown in Table 18.

Firstly, it is striking, but not entirely surprising, what consensus emerges 
among the respondents in item V034. Almost everyone (95.4%) 
completely agrees with the statement that it would be a pity if the Swedish 
language “disappeared”, i.e. died. And when these responses are collapsed 
with the more hesitant ones, we reach a rate of 98.8% favorable responses. 
Only one respondent disagreed totally, and three did not know what to 
answer. Evidently, V034 is a claim with which everyone would be likely to 
agree, especially since it does not include a specific commitment for any 
type of measures to be undertaken to prevent such a process, nor does it 
contradict or go against any other stance regarding language issues, be it 
internal or external. To regard the death of a 'lesser used language’ as some



thing pitiful is quite an uncontroversial opionion, especially since most of 
the respondents probably regard it as their mother tongue.

However, when we turn to the minority languages (V035-37), the atti
tudes become less generous. (Note also that the number of “Don’t know” 
responses are relatively high as compared to V034.) While 74.1% firmly 
think that it would be a negative thing if the indigenous language Saami 
died out, 12% agree with hesitation, and we see an increase in the negative 
answers: 8.6% disagree, more or less strongly. (Incidentally, it would be 
interesting to investigate whether the disagreeing respondents were mainly 
located in the north of Sweden. The present investigation does not allow for 
that, but it is conceivable that we would find negative attitudes towards the 
Saami language in the area where it has its centre and where it has been 
used in competition with other languages -  and most importantly, where 
the different populations have been in conflict over other matters such as 
territorial rights, etc. In the south of Sweden, I would hypothesize that the 
attitudes towards the Saami are generally positive or simply based on a high 
degree of ignorance -  and ‘indifferent tolerance’. Many southerners would 
regard the Saami as something ‘picturesque’, quaint, and harmlessly exotic, 
whereas in the north, some people’s attitudes are influenced by the histori
cal stigmatization of the Saami by the majority ideology and policies.) 
Nevertheless, a large majority of respondents do think that the extinction 
of the Saami language would be regrettable. However, when the fate of the 
immigrant languages is at stake, another picture emerges. Item V036 bears 
witness to the fact that the attitudes towards the existence of the immi
grants’ mother tongues are entirely divided. Although a slight majority of 
53.7% seem to think that it would be a pity if the immigrant languages 
died, the number of hesistant reponses are higher than the number for 
Saami language shift, and what is especially remarkable is the number of 
negative answers: in total, 39.5% disagree with V036. This may be 
compared to item V037, which might be taken to be quite crudely phrased. 
W hat is especially striking is that here, the rate of agreement is even 
slightly larger that that of disagreement of V037. I would have hypothe
sized that while some people may think that it would not be unfortunate if 
immigrant languages faded away, such a stance does not necessarily indi
cate that one is ready to agree with a claim which is almost the opposite. 
That is, it does not necessarily follow that you would think it would be a 
good thing that these languages disappeared, even if you would not commit 
to thinking that it would be a sad thing if they did. Furthermore, the addi
tional phrasing “in Sweden we should speak Swedish” is a strong proposi-



tion to which some people may react, not least those who might be in favor 
of metropolitan languages being used. Thus, in spite of the directness of 
V037, quite a number of respondents are in favor of such a claim. As stated 
in the questionnaire section, the main purpose of V037 was to attempt to 
determine the possible existence of strongly ‘monolingualistic’ stances in 
the sample. It is, however, premature to conclude from one single item that 
almost one fourth of the respondents would fit the ‘monolingualisf ideo
logical profile consistently. Further aspects of language ideology will have 
to be explored and correlated. (An attempt at such generalizations will be 
made in later sections, cf. 5.5.4 ‘Correlations’ below.)

As for hypothetical linguistic ‘singularity’ (V038-40), it appears that 
most respondents are not very fond of the idea that everyone in the world 
should speak the same language. In V038, only 23-9% find such a scenario 
more or less attractive, while 70.6% disagree. Furthermore, when the total 
hegemony of specific languages is brought forward, the negative attitudes 
increase. Only 15.5% would be prone to accept English as the single world 
language, while 76.9% would not, of which most are firmly against. And 
when we turn to Chinese as a possible candidate of total hegemony, almost 
everyone is negative. Only three people would be inclined to accept such a 
scenario. It could be argued that if one was ready to accept a future of 
linguistic singularity, Chinese would, from a ‘utilitarian’ perspective, be the 
best option since it is already spoken as a native language by the largest 
number of people. However, English is the world’s most widely used L2, 
and presumably, sociopolitical and cultural factors are reflected in the 
responses to V039 and V040. Needless to say, Westerners would probably 
find the idea of Chinese cultural hegemony much more repulsive than an 
English one.

5.5.2.2.2 The significance of the 'mother tongue’

(a-b) Psychosocial and cognitive effects (V041, V043-45); prerequisites for profiency 
(V046, V042):

As stated earlier, the principal reason for including general items on the 
importance of the ‘mother tongue’ is to elicit responses within a ‘neutral’ 
context at first, and then to compare such responses with the attitudes 
towards home language teaching which is introduced at a much later stage 
in the questonnaire. Obviously, certain arguments concerning minority 
children’s LI tuition deal with ‘mother tongue’ issues, which in turn may be 
generalized to incorporate Self-related aspects for majority groups. It is



Table 19: Attitudes towards the ‘mother tongue’ (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr.
hes.

Disagr. Don’t 
tot. know

Total n

V041: Your mother tongue is the 
most important language for 
expressing your feelings.

76.9 15.2 4.0 1.8 2.1 329

V043: Knowing your mother tongue 
well is important for self-esteem 
and a sense of identity.

86.4 10.3 1.2 0.9 1.2 330

V044: Knowing your mother tongue 
well is important for developing 
your thinking and intellegence.

75.5 14.5 3.9 3.0 3.0 330

V045: For Swedish young people, it is 
better to learn English well than 
to learn Swedish, (cf. also V057 
below)

2.4 5.5 14.9 75.1 2.1 329

V046: Good knowledge of the mother 
tongue is a prerequisite for 
learning a new language.

80.9 11.9 4.0 0.9 2.4 329

V042: In order to learn his or her mother 
tongue properly, a person need 
formal instruction.

81.2 12.7 3.6 2.1 0.3 330

especially in these contexts that we may find ‘paradoxes’ in viewpoints. 
While many people may subscribe to general statements on mother tongue 
significance, especially when these people take themselves as points of 
reference, it does not necessarily follow that they will extrapolate such 
stances to apply to Other as well. In this section, however, the items will 
merely be accounted for in terms of univariate frequencies (see Table 19), 
while the issue of ‘paradoxes’ or inconsistencies in response patterns will be 
explored in later chapters.

Overall, what is particularly striking with the reponses to this particular 
theme is the relatively low number of “Don’t know” responses. I would 
have thought that there would be more respondents who would shy away 
from these items because they could be perceived of as ‘factual’ statements, 
i.e. as items measuring “knowledge” rather than “opinions”, and such items 
would be expected to make some respondents more uncertain. In addition, 
the topic of the items is somewhat unusual. That is, it does not constitute a 
topic of debate in a variety of contexts, nor does it belong to the category of 
‘stereotypical’, commonsensical claims of which we have seen examples



above. However, the results appear to have proven me wrong. There is a 
high degree of consensus among the respondents on all of the items. The 
first four items in Table 19 concern the significance of learning the mother 
tongue from different aspects. It is sometimes claimed that the mother 
tongue would be “känslospråket” [the language of emotions} par excel
lence, i.e. the most important language with which an individual may 
express his/her emotions. This is a claim which is not substantiated in terms 
of scientic evidence, but which nevertheless may appear as common sense. 
And as is apparent from the responses, the majority is inclined to agree. As 
many as 92.1% agree, while only 5.8% disagree. (Incidentally, it would be 
extremely interesting to explore those types of attitudes among a different 
population, such as a highly multilingual non-Western culture.) Similarly, 
the responses to items V043 and V044 are almost entirely favorable. 
However, it could be argued that such claims may be rendered common- 
sensical only to the extent that monolingualism is envisaged. In the short 
introduction to this theme, it was stated that these items concerned “what 
the mother tongue may mean to a person, regardless of whether one has 
learned one or several languages.” The reason for this was to avoid alluding 
too much to exclusively bilingual scenarios, but rather to elicit reactions to 
very general assumptions on mother tongue significance, because that is 
how such statements are usually made, regardless of the particular language 
profiles of the individuals. In addition, the purpose was to engage the 
monolingual portion of the sample, and to avoid suspicions that these 
claims were geared only towards ‘bilingual’ issues such as that of minority 
language rights. However, it could be argued that for a monolingual, the 
importance of learning one’s only language is vital in a number of ways, 
while for a bilingual, certain functions may be taken over by the second 
language. It is impossible to know to what extent the respondents have 
envisaged only a truly monolingual person when answering V041, V043 
and V044, but the amount of assuredness in the responses may still allow 
me to draw some unambiguous conclusions.

The majority also feels that learning Swedish is primary to learning 
English for Swedish youngsters (V045). In spite of the expansion of English 
coupled with the increasing internationalization of labor markets and 
culturally biased dreams of an exciting career and future abroad among 
many young people, it is still considered more important to master the 
national language fully. However, if a language shift were to progress in 
Sweden, those attitudes would be likely to shift gradually as well. For the



time being, most people may feel that Swedish skills are much more bene
ficial.

The last two items, V046 and V042 concern prerequisites for language 
learning. Item V046 alludes to a claim which is sometimes brought forward 
as an argument in favor of mother tongue teaching for the minority groups, 
but obviously, it also enjoys great support in a more general context. A 
majority of 80.9% assuredly agree with the claim that LI proficiency is the 
prerequisite for learning another language, and an additional 11.9% agree 
with hesitation. And even more spectacularly, only 2.4% (eight persons) 
express complete uncertainty. Furthermore, an even larger majority agrees 
with item V042 which concerns the significance of tuition. In sum, 93-9% 
agree, most of which completely, whereas merely 5.7% disagree and only 
one respondent responded “Don’t know”. This result is particularly inter
esting in light of the awaiting results on the controversial issue of home 
language teaching (see below).

5.5.2.2.3 Monolingualism vs. bilingualism

1. Definitions of individual bilingualism

Item V047 (а-i) is a multiple choice item with fixed closed response alterna
tives, each representing a possible criterion for individual bilingualism. The 
responses are shown in rank order in Table 20, each percentage denoting 
the overall proportion of responses in relation to the maximum number, i.e 
328 .

The responses to item V047 seem to point to a quite “generous” or non
maximalist conception of individual bilingualism among the respondents. I 
must admit that I had expected criteria such as a, b and d  to obtain higher 
rates in light of what I have hypothesized are some core aspects of Western 
language ideology. That is, the problematization and exotization of bilin
gualism, be it at an individual or societal level, that seem to have arisen in 
Western nation-states historically, could have been assumed to have influ
enced the layperson’s conception of what constitutes a true bilingual. 
However, expectations such as native-like competence, early acquisition 
and non-accented speech are not salient among the respondents. Instead, 
mainly various functional criteria are selected such as с and f  and to a lesser 
extent also g. However, the highest rating concerns literacy, quite in line 
with my original assumptions. Considering the primacy generally accorded 
literacy in Western ideology and practice, the opinion that a bilingual 
ought to be able to read and write in both languages is consistent.



Table 20: Responses to multiple choice item V047 (definitions of individual 
bilingualism), total n is 328for each response alternative.

In order to be recognized as/called a bilingual one should:

82.9%  (h) be able to read and write both languages
82.0%  (c) be able to express oneself fluently and w ithout difficulty in many

different situations 
68.6%  (f) be able to use both  languages, bu t not necessarily flawlessly
38.1%  (g) be able to use both language as a thinking tool
25.9%  (i) have learned a second language rather well
20.7%  (a) have learned both languages as a child
20.1%  (b) be able to speak both  languages as well as a native speaker
15.5% (d) speak both languages w ithout a foreign accent

8.5%  (e) dream  in both languages

Furthermore, this might indicate what is included in more general notions 
of mastery of a language. If you are not literate in your language(s), you 
may not be considered to be a proficient language user. As I mentioned 
earlier, what is particularly interesting is that many people do not seem to 
be aware of the fact that there are many languages in the world hitherto 
not graphisized. The lack of such an awareness is perhaps a reflection of one 
aspect of Western language ideology, namely that one’s own conception of 
one’s immediate reality is ‘naturalized’, i.e. generalized and assumed as a 
natural, normal, or even universal state-of-affairs. Needless to say, such 
processes of ‘normalization’ are not necessarily a fundamental feature of 
Western language ideology alone, nor specifically of ideologies of language. 
As discussed in chapter 1, ideologies — and especially hegemonic ones -  
may actually be characterized as having such normalizing tendencies as part 
of their distinctive (constitutive) features. Ideologies at work do exactly that 
focussing and constraining of our perception of reality, which, in effect, 
foster prejudicial assumptions. (And this is what hegemonies manages best 
of all; while alternative ideologies likewise direct its holders’ world view, the 
position of subordinance usually entails that one is painstakingly aware of 
the fact that there are other, competing belief systems. Dominant ideologes 
(as well as dominant groups), on the other hand, are not to the same extent 
forced to realize that there may be other conceptions, even if rendered 
“bad” or “false” or “immoral”.)



Table 21: Attitudes towards individual bilingualism (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr. Disagr. 
hes. tot.

Don’t
know

Total ņ

V048: It is confusing for children to learn 
two languages at the same time. 
They should first learn one, then the 
other.

23.1 18.2 23.4 25.5 9.8 325

V049: Being able to speak two language 
is better than being able to speak 
one.

78.0 13.1 2.7 4.3 1.8 328

V057: For Swedish young people it is 
more important to be able to speak 
Swedish properly than to be able to 
speak English properly.

69.0 20.4 4.6 1.5 4.6 329

2. Advantages and disadvantages of bilingualism

(a) individual level:

The items in this category are general statements on individual bilin
gualism (see Table 21). Item V048 embodies an often raised claim that 
early childhood bilingualism could be detrimental, resulting in some kind of 
‘confusion’, either linguistically or even psychologically (for a discussion, see 
e.g. Arnberg 1988:ch.3 and passim). Those types of arguments are not 
uncommon in debates on minority language teaching such as HLT, and in 
some guise or the other they have been advocated by proponents as well as 
opponents of minority language schooling. In addition, parents may have 
been exposed to all kinds of advice concerning the linguistic socialization of 
their children, for example that early exposure to both languages might be 
hazardous and eventually even lead to ‘semilingualism’ or some sort of defi
ciencies -  therefore, it may be best to either ‘shelter’ the child from the 
other language for a period of time, or, which may be the view expressed by 
the voice of the majority culture, to exclusively use the second language 
with the children, if for no other reason than preparing them for (majority 
medium) school. (Consequently, the ones who will end up ‘confused’ are 
most likely the parents...) That is, an alleged competitive nature of bilin
gual language learning is advocated, and advice concerning which language 
to choose depends on the objectives of the advisors. W hat is particularly 
interesting from an ideological perspective is the typical simplification and 
generalization that usually characterizes lay or militant/dogmatic discourse



on such issues. Often, there is an appeal to dichotomization and polariza
tion. Problems are turned into clear-cut ‘choices’ of either X or Y, and the 
opponents likewise tend to simplify their lines of reasoning. The responses 
to item V048 are interesting in that they are almost evenly divided. (Note 
also the high number of “Don’t know” answers, i.e. 9.8%. This is to be 
expected considering the topic, the phrasing of the item as a statement of 
‘facts’, and the characteristics of the respondents. Most of them are proba
bly quite unfamiliar with issues of bilingual language learning.) Approxi
mately one fourth of the respondents agrees totally with the claim, whereas 
exactly 25.5% are completely against it. It will be interesting to investigate 
whether there will emerge certain paradoxes among portions of the respon
dents. That is, it is conceivable that some people, e.g. ‘monolingualists’ may 
subscribe to V048 and simultaneously be opposed to all forms of home 
language teaching for minority children be it at preschool or school level.

Item V049 (cf. Baker 1992:77) is a statement which perhaps could be 
regarded as a kind of ‘truism’, because few people would actually admit to 
not thinking that it is better to be able to speak two languages rather than 
one, at least if confronted with such a generalized value statement 
completely out of context. However, I included the item to investigate 
whether the context of increasingly ‘external’ and controversial issues would 
yield divisions among the respondents. It is quite possible that some 
respondents would not want to agree with such a claim unqualifiedly, but 
think about what possible disadvantages may be attached to some aspects 
of bilingual competence. In addition, it was hypothesized that an extreme 
‘monolingualist’ could take a stance against such a claim. The results point 
to a largely favorable attitude. 78% agree totally, while 13.1% express 
some hesitation. The most interesting group is, however, the 4.3% who 
disagrees totally. I can only speculate on the possible reasons for such an 
opinion; perhaps these people do belong to the ‘monolingualist’ profile, or 
at least, they may be wary of what is cooking, namely more controversial 
aspects of Self vs. Other. It is, however, also quite possible that some other 
‘profiles’ disagree with V049 for the simple reason that they think it is an 
oversimplified statement. However, in such cases, we would expect the 
reactions to yield a larger number of “Don’t know” responses instead.

As for item V057, which is to be compared to its contradiction V045 
(“For Swedish young people, it is better to learn English well than to learn 
Swedish well”, see 5.5.2.2.2 above), the responses are quite consistent. 
There is still a majority who put Swedish in front of English, although the 
number of hesitant responses is higher in V057 than in V045.



Table 22: Attitudes towards societal bilingualism (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
bet.

Disagr. Disagr. 
hes. tot.

Don’t
know

Total n

V050: It would be best for Sweden if 
everyone had Swedish as their 
mother tongue.

31.2 15.1 19.1 27.5 7.1 324

V051: It enriches a country when many 
language are spoken there.

38.2 33.9 14.1 7.0 6.7 327

V052: Multilingualism in a country leads 
to segregation and creates conflicts.

17.5 32.2 26.1 17.5 6.7 326

V053: In Sweden we will speak Swedish! 42.2 23.9 13.5 19.0 1.5 327
V054: Multilingualism is a resource for 

society and good for a country’s 
economy.

42.9 30.4 10.7 5.5 10.4 326

V055: It is pleasant to hear languages other 
than Swedish spoken in Sweden.

42.3 28.8 16.6 9.5 2.8 326

V056: English is used unnecessarily often 
in Sweden.

18.0 22.0 23.8 32.6 3.7 328

V058: Finnish should be Sweden's second 
official language.

1.8 3.3 12.1 78.2 4.5 330

V059: English should be Sweden's second 
official language.

21.6 22.5 14.3 40.4 1.2 329

V060: The best thing for a country is to 
have only one official language.

45.2 21.5 13.3 9.4 10.6 330

V061: It is too expensive for a country to 
have more than one official language.

24.2 16.0 14.8 12.4 32.6 331

V062: It is too impractical for a country to 
have more than one official language.

36.2 21.9 14.0 13.7 14.3 329

V063: Having more than one official 
language divides the nation.

25.5 25.8 16.4 15.2 17.0 329

(b) societal level:

(i-ii) evaluations of factual and official bilingualism

In this category, several items are used to tap opinions on societal bilin- 
gulism, both factual (V050-56) and official (V058-63). The results are 
displayed in Table 22.

As mentioned in the questionnaire section above, items V050, V052 
and Y053 could be regarded as ‘monolingualistically’ biased claims, i.e.



expressing negative attitudes towards societal bilingalism. As seen from 
Table 22, many of the respondents actually agree with these claims. Item 
V050, stating that it would be best for Sweden if everyone spoke Swedish 
as their mother tongue, attracted 31.2% total agreement responses, and 
when adding the hesitant ones, we reach a figure of 46.3%. However, an 
almost equal distribution is found in the disagreeing responses, and as many 
as 7.1% do not know. I would say that the rationale for agreeing with 
V050 may be different for different respondents. Although agreement 
would indicate a stance where language diversity is seen as problematic, it 
does not necessarily entail that one finds all sorts of non-monolingualism or 
Other-related language issues negative or threatening. It is possible that 
some people would find it more “practical” (or at least rationalize their 
opinions in such a way) if Sweden was entirely monolingual, but they would 
not make any strong nationalistic claims to that effect. As for the responses 
of total disagreement, I would hypothesize that here we would find more 
clear-cut ‘pluralistic’ motivations. That is, a claim such as V050 is probably 
quite repulsive to an extreme pluralist, and it is therefore important for 
such a person to take an uncompromising and unqualified stand against it.

Continuing with the ‘monolingualist’ items, V052 brings forward 
possible unwanted societal effects of bilingualism in terms of segregation 
and conflicts. I would claim that in Sweden, segregation is a notion of 
unquestioned negative value. No one would dare to advocate ‘segregation’, 
or at least would not use this particular word if arguing for e.g. separatism, 
sociopolitical independence, cultural autonomy, etc. There seems to be a 
general consensus that the ideal is that of the official formulations of the 
immigrant policy in the 1970’s, i.e. integration -  but not assimilation -  by 
means of the tenets of ‘equality, freedom of choice, and co-operation’ (cf. 
chapter 2). As for language issues, the notion of ‘segregation’ is quite often 
invoked on both sides of the firing-line, i.e. as a rhetorical means to argue 
for or against certain (language) policies. In V052, then, it is claimed that 
multilingualism leads to such reprehensible effects, and as seen from Table 
22, 17.5% agree totally, while 32.2% agree with hesitation -  in sum, there 
is 49.7% agreement. The proportions are almost equivalent in the 
responses of disagreement. W hat is interesting to observe is that while the 
stances are split approximately in half, which was exactly the case with 
V050 above, the number of hesitant responses increased on both sides as 
compared to V050 (although the “Don’t know” answers are approximately 
the same). It is possible that most respondents perceive of V052 as a



stronger claim than V050, or at least, as something which we are less confi
dent to express a clear opinion on.

This is something to bear in mind when turning to V053. The claim 
that “in Sweden we will speak Swedish!” may strike the reader as quite 
crude and overly simple, and simultaneously ambiguous. As such, it 
possesses a type of ‘stereotypical’ character, although not necessarily one 
that everyone is prone to agree with, as is the case with some other stereo
types (cf. above on ‘internal’ issues). However, this constitutes a statement 
which may be used verbatim in certain discourses, primarily those on home 
language teaching, and I wished to include it in the theme on advantages of 
societal bilingualism to explore the extent of straightforward responses. 
And the results are very intriguing: As many as 42.2% agree without hesi
tation. In addition, as few as 1.5% respond that they do not know (which is 
an unusually low rate for this theme). The problem of using ambiguous 
statments is, however, that it is very difficult to infer what rationales the 
respondents may have for their responses. I would have thought that only 
the extremely nationalistic or ‘monolingualistic’ attitudes would be 
attracted to this particular item, but the response figures point to an unex
pectedly high agreement rate, as compared to the tendencies of other items. 
Perhaps V053 is interpreted quite differently by different people, and the 
low number of “Don’t know” may be due to the fact that the statement is 
so simply and straightforwardly phrased. The amount of ambiguity that 
V053 actually represents goes undetected by many respondents. However, 
an important conclusion to be drawn is that an ambiguous and crude claim 
such as V053 is powerful as a rhetorical device, and needless to say, some 
political movements have discovered this.

However, in light of these results, the response patterns to the more 
‘pluralistically’ biased claims are somewhat confusing. Here we may note 
that the majority seems to agree with V051 (that multilingualism is 
enriching), V054 (it is a societal resource, good for economy) and V055 (it 
is nice to hear other languages spoken). There is, however, a strand of the 
respondent group varying between 9.5 and 5.5% which totally disagrees 
with these positive statements. Perhaps these respondents would fit the 
‘monolingualist’ profile, especially considering that the items express quite 
harmless and general propositions on the advantages of linguistic diversity. 
That is, it is not very provoking to be confronted with a claim such as 
V051, and those types of generalized, global statements perhaps are not 
very effective as methods of elicitation. It is conceivable that when more 
concrete or controversial claims are made, the responses will be steered in



other directions. An example of an item which might be more effective in 
such respects is V058 on official bilingualism, to which we will now turn.

Item V058 expresses a desire that Finnish become the second official 
language of Sweden, and as is evident from Table 22, the responses are 
almost entirely negative. 78.2% disagree totally and 12.1% with hesitation. 
Only 5.1% express some sympathy for the idea. From this we may conclude 
that while many people may commit to general niceties on linguistic diver
sity, proclaiming official status for minority languages is completely another 
matter. This becomes even more clear when observing the responses to 
V059, where the official elevation of English is proposed. While the major
ity disagrees with that, as many as 44.1% actually agrees, although half not 
totally. Obviously, the idea of establishing English as an official language, 
albeit ‘foreign’ (i.e. not indigenous) and with a relatively short history of 
establishment in this country, is not at all repulsive to many respondents. 
The reasons would appear to be obvious: English is widely learned, 
increasingly used and of very high prestige. However, what is impossible to 
tell is what type of rationalizations those respondents would offer if asked to 
elaborate on the issue. W hat would be the need for making English an 
official language?

When we turn to motivated arguments against official bilingualism 
(V060-63), the opinions waver somewhat. These items would prove to be 
quite difficult for the respondents to form an opinion on, as evidenced by 
the relatively high number of “Don’t know” responses -  in item V061 (“It 
is too expensive for a country to have more than one official language”), as 
many as 32.6% opted for this. Otherwise, the overall tendency seems to be 
an inclination towards official monolingualism: more people agree rather 
than disagree with claims on the disadvantegeous aspects of official bilin
gualism. Thus, 66.7% agree that it is best for a country to be officially 
monolingual (V060), 40.2% agree that it would be too expensive with 
official bilingualism (V061), 58.1% agree that it would be too impractical 
(V062), and 51.4% agree that official multilingualism would divide the 
nation (V063). Consequently, as may be expected from a predominantly 
monolingual majority language speaking sample of the population in an 
officially monolingual state which is historically influenced by a 
‘monolingualist’ ideology of language, the idea of official multilingualism is 
treated with scepticism.



Table 23: Attitudes towards immigrants’ language use (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr. Disagr. Don’t  
hes. tot. know

Total n

V064: The majority of immigrants 
speak Swedish well enough.

7.6 26.1 32.4 26.1 7.3 330

V066: Too many immigrants speak 
very bad Swedish.

48.8 28.8 12.4 3.3 6.7 330

V067: Swedish is a difficult language 
to learn. It is only natural if 
immigrants don’t succeed in 
that especially well.

37.3 34.5 14.5 10.0 3.6 330

V070: Immigrants who do not learn 
Swedish properly should lose 
their residency permits.

8.2 11.9 17.4 55.8 6.7 328

V069: Immigrant parents should speak 
Swedish with their children as 
much as possible.

48.8 19.7 13.6 13.0 4.8 330

V071: It is good if immigrants to Sweden 
keep their mother tongues and 
teach them to their children.

45.4 25.9 14.0 7.3 7.3 328

V073: From the very first, all immigrant 
children ought to learn that Swedish 
should be their mother tongue.

21.3 19.8 18.5 32.2 8.2 329

5.5.2.2.4 Immigrants’ language use: proficiency in Swedish; language 
choice (cf. also section 5.5.2.2.5 below):

(a) global appraisal of Swedish proficiency (V064, V066)
(b) motivated judgment on proficiency I reasons for proficiency levels (V067)
(c) conditionality: consequences of insufficient learning (V070)
(d) language choice and linguistic socialisation: Swedish vs. immigrant languages 
(V069, V071, V073)

In this theme, aspects of immigrants’ Swedish proficiency and language 
choice are addressed, and the results are shown in Table 23.

The responses to items V064 and V066 point to a dissatisfaction among 
most respondents concerning global aspects of immigrants’ proficiency in 
Swedish. The majority of respondents (58.5%) are inclined to disagree with 
V064, whereas 34.2% agree. Needless to say, the statement of V064 is



somewhat imprecise, since a relevant objection would be “speak well 
enough for what?” However, for methodological reasons, it was judged 
untenable to include a range of various sociolinguistic functions and 
domains to investigate more qualified judgments on ‘sufficient proficiency.’ 
The number of “Don’t know” responses is relatively high, however, which 
may indicate that some respondents perceived the item as too fuzzy. Alter
natively, it is possible that some of those respondents found the item diffi
cult to respond to for another reason, namely that it does not lie within 
their range of experience, that is, they may not interact very much with 
immigrants. Item V066, on the other hand, may at first glance appear as a 
contradiction to V064, but may not be perceived as such at all. As many as 
48.8% agree totally with the claim that too many immigrants speak 
Swedish much too poorly, and if we add the hesitant responses of agree
ment, we reach a majority of 77.6%. (In the questionnaire section, I stated 
that it was possible, though not likely, that a person holds the view that 
most immigrants speak Swedish sufficiently well, but that there are too 
many cases of immigrants who speak too poorly. For this reason, a 
crosstabulation was performed between items V064 and VO66. As it turned 
out, there were 64 respondents (i.e. 21.8% of total) who agreed (totally or 
with hesitation) with both V064 and V066, statistically significant (Pearson 
Chi Square value =  137.559, df =  9, p — .000.)) Overall, it is obvious that 
the expectations on immigrants’ language competence are quite high, and 
most people feel that many immigrants fail in their language learning task. 
It would be very interesting to delve more deeply into possible motivations 
for such assumptions. Is it possible that while a majority is disappointed 
with the proficiency levels, some of these persons are likely to blaim the 
immigrants themselves for their learning failures, whereas others are more 
inclined to put the blaim on the host society, e.g. in terms of alleged insuf- 
ficent tuition, the high unemployment rates, demographic segregation in 
the larger cities, etc. ? Evidently, such rationalizations would have a bearing 
on a layperson’s conceptions of language learning, which is a topic highly 
relevant to ideologies of language. As evident from instances of the home 
language debate for example, there may be underlying assumptions on how 
languages are to be learned which affect the lines of thought and hence atti
tudes towards minority language issues in general. And as for adult L2 
learners -  I would think that some Swedes, perhaps especially the ones who 
are quite intolerant towards diversity on the whole, find it strange that — as 
it is usally phrased — “there are immigrants who have lived here for X 
number of years, and they still haven’t learned Swedish!” Some people may



even add a suspicion that the reason for this is a matter of will and attitude: 
It is claimed that those immigrants simply do not want to learn the 
language, or that they do not put any effort into it, which may be taken as 
a sign of distance vis-à-vis Swedish society and culture in general. Alterna
tively, there may be strong assumptions on the difference in ‘language apti
tude’ between different language learners. From my own experience, in 
laypersons’ discourse around L2 or FL learning in general, language apti
tude is almost always brought forward as the prime (or even sole) determi
nant in the learning process, whereas other possible factors (such as linguis
tic, psychological, sociological, etc.) are seldom brought to awareness. And 
aptitude is often construed as an entirely biological/genetic/hereditary 
phenomena, which fosters strong determinist expectations in the minds of 
laypeople.

Item V067 is an attempt to probe some of the confusion that character
izes much of the discourse around Swedish language learning failures in first 
generation immigrants. I have frequently heard (or been asked questions) 
that Swedish would be an especially difficult language to learn for most 
foreigners, more so than many other languages. Seldom, however, is the 
person who claims this ready to offer some explications or elaborations on 
the subject, which is not at all surprising considering how ideology may 
work. I would hypothesize that in many dominant groups (and/or where an 
ethnic awareness and ethnic boundaries are emphasized), there is a tendency 
to elevate their own distinguishing traits and portray them as special, 
complicated or even superior to those of others. Given the pride we put in 
our language, it is quite likely that we assume that it is very special for 
linguistic, and not only cultural-historical reasons. (Cf. e.g. the notions in 
France historically on the ‘logical’ nature of French, etc., see chapter 
1.4.3.2.) Thus, such conceptions are not entirely unexpected. However, 
what is interesting is that while some people may be astonished and 
irritated by the fact that certain foreigners do not learn the language well 
enough, they may simultaneously hold to assumptions on the complex 
nature of the Swedish language. The present investigation is not designed 
to investigate whether such a ‘paradox’ may exist among the respondents, 
but the responses to item V067 may provide some useful hints. As seen 
from Table 23, a majority of 71.8% tends to agree, half of which agrees 
totally. It should also be noted that there are relatively few “Don’t know” 
responses, only 3.6%, which may be somewhat surprising considering the 
propositions of the statement. Furthermore, for the purpose of approaching 
the issue of a possible ‘paradox’ in the response patterns, a crosstabulation



was performed between V066 and V067, but the differences were not 
statistically significant (according to a Pearson Chi Square test, where p =  
.329, df =  9, and with a Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficient of -.123). 
At first glance, it appeared as if those who were inclined to agree with 
V066 also were inclined to agree with V067, but the relationship turned 
out to be spurious.

Item V070 also deals with language proficiency, but is phrased in a 
conditional way: immigrants who do not learn Swedish well enough should 
have their residency permits revoked. Even if a person feels ‘dissatisfied’ 
with the language learning of many immigrants, it does not necessarily 
follow that he/she would wish to prescribe harsh measures of punishment 
for those who fail to learn. The results indicate that few of the respondents 
are prone to sympathize with such conditionality. The majority clearly takes 
a stance against it. However, 8.2% agree totally, which might place them 
as possible candidates of an extreme ‘monolingualist’ profile, although the 
matter is not as simple as that. Just because a person might hold an intoler
ant and demanding attitude towards immigrants’ integrative strategies, it 
does not follow that such a person would encompass all the other aspects of 
the monolingualist ideology, as discussed above.

The last three items in this theme, V069, V071 and V073, concern 
aspects of immigrants’ language choice and the language socialization 
process. Item V069 declares the preference of Swedish language use in 
parent-child interactions, and as evident in Table 23, most respondents are 
inclined to agree with that. As many as 48.8% agree totally and 19-7% 
with hesitation, which renders a sum of 68.5% of agreement. As discussed 
earlier, apart from downright nationalistic motivations, it is conceivable 
that one reason for such a stance may be “pedagogical”, as it were. That is, 
for the sake of ensuring good language learning (if nothing else, as a prepa
ration for school), it would be best if the children (and also the parents?) are 
exposed to as much Swedish language use as possible, including the home 
domain. Needless to say, even if the motives are purely ‘pedagogical’, such 
persons have not considered factors such as the parents’ own proficiency in 
Swedish, possible psychosocial effects of imposing artificial language strate
gies, etc. That is, the matter is much more complicated than what the 
layperson may think. And clearly, such beliefs are a reflection of a monolin- 
gualistically biased majority ideology, where the primacy of the “important” 
language is unreflectedly taken for granted. However, a less monolingualis- 
tically oriented picture emerges in V071. Here, the majority of respondents 
(in sum, 71.3%) support the claim that it is good if immigrants maintain



their languages and hand them on to their children. Consequently, it seems 
that many people are not opposed to minority language use as such, but it 
must not interfere with the learning of Swedish. Obviously, the typical 
patterns of shift mechanisms and the dominance of majority languages, 
eventually usually affecting also the domain of family life, are not known to 
the respondents, otherwise they would probably note the somewhat para
doxical nature of their opinions (cf. paradoxes in crosstabulations in section 
5-5-3.1 below). I would assume that partly, this is associated with popular 
conceptions of how mother tongue learning and maintenance functions. 
That is, if you believe that the (minority) mother tongue is acquired more 
or less ‘automatically’ in one’s home, and that the mother tongue -  once it 
is acquired -  is “preserved in one’s brain” (cf. the HLT ‘letters to the editor’ 
in chapter 4) for all time, then agreement patterns of V069 and V071 are 
not at all paradoxical. While the learning of a second language (such as 
Swedish) is another challenge altogether, LI acquisition is relatively “easy” 
and unproblematic, as it were.

W hen we turn to item V073, it is possible that rather more nationalisti- 
cally biased attitudes emerge. This item is phrased in such a way that it 
may reflect a desire that immigrants would do away with their mother 
tongues completely, or at least not necessarily hand them on to their 
children, because these “should learn that Swedish ought to be their mother 
tongue.” As is evident from Table 23, quite a number of respondents agree 
with this claim, in sum 41% agreement, whereas 50.8% disagree, most 
totally. W e should, however, bear in mind that it is possible that the word 
‘mother tongue’ is ambiguous to some respondents, in spite of the fact that 
a definition actually was given in the introduction to earlier items in the 
questionnaire. It may be that some people conceive of the notion as some
thing in line with “language of primary importance” or the language one 
ought to be fully competent in. However, it is also conceivable that the 
results are not biased because of such varying conceptions, but actually tap 
real ‘nationalistic’ attitudes among the respondents. W hat is particularly 
interesting, however, is the unstableness or inconsistency in the responses, 
which in turn may indicate something significant about most people’s 
“ideologies of language”, at least when minority issues are at stake. Many 
persons may be influenced by different strands of thought or “ideologies” 
simultaneously, where some attitudes (e.g. ‘pluralistic’) are of the more 
rational type and at a higher level of awareness, whereas other attitudinal 
sources stem from a more unconscious internalization of the Western 
monolingualist language ideology. Therefore, such competing aspects



Table 24: Acceptability of accented speech in different occcupations (relative 
frequencies, rank ordered).

Foreign accent acceptable? Yes Maybe No Don’t
know

Total

(c) carpenter 86.1 12.1 1.5 0.3 330
(g) bus driver 75.2 20.3 4.2 0.3 330
(e) hospital orderly 73.3 17.0 9.1 0.6 330
(a) doctor 71.5 16.4 11.5 0.6 330
(f) social welfare officer 57.0 20.0 20.9 2.1 330
(1) civil servant 53.6 21.2 23.3 1.8 330
(h) police officer 53.5 19.1 26.1 1.2 329
(k) teacher of a subject other

than  Swedish 50.5 29.2 18.5 1.8 329
(d) tele-m arketing operator 47.9 26.2 24.4 1.5 328
(i) TV news reader 26.7 18.8 54.1 0.3 329
(b) prim e minister 22.5 18.8 58.7 0.3 329
(j) teacher o f Swedish (in schools) 14.2 17.0 67.6 1.2 330

flicker in and out, resulting in more or less inconsistent patterns of 
response.

(e) Swedish proficiency and occupational functions (VOI 4a-1)

As discussed in the questionnaire section, item V074 а-l is an operationali
zation of possible degrees of tolerance to the use of non-native Swedish in 
various functions. These functions are portrayed as occupations which may 
reflect basically three dimensions: social status, national-symbolic function 
(i.e. linkage to national identity) and ‘verbal load’, i.e. how important 
verbal communcation may be considered to be in the exercise of the occu
pation. The results are displayed in rank order in Table 24.

Overall, the results point to a relatively high degree of tolerance towards 
accented speech in various occupational functions. Not surprisingly, the 
most favorable responses are directed towards occupations which are both 
low status (relatively speaking) and where the expected ‘verbal load’ is quite 
low as well. (Incidentally, these two dimensions are often, but not always, 
interrelated.) The differences between carpenter, bus driver and hospital 
orderly may be explained by the verbal factor, or perhaps rather, what we 
stereotypically imagine is the frequency of verbal interaction with ‘clients’ 
or customers, and the importance accorded such interactions for a satisfac
tory fulfillment of the professional duties. However, doctors would be



expected to interact significantly with their patients, and they are attrib
uted high social status, but here, the acceptability rates are almost as high 
as those for the three at the top of the ranking list. I would assume that this 
reflects stereotypical conceptions of what the most essential tasks of a 
physician are (you don’t have to be verbal, as long as you do something to 
cure the patient?), and in addition, the fact that many people may have met 
a physician with an accent may have influenced their judgments. Next in 
ranking order are the more bureaucratic occupations of social welfare officer 
and civil servant within a governmental agency, in which more than half of 
the respondents consider accentedness readily acceptable, in spite of its 
presumed high ‘verbal load’. A nearly similar distribution is found for police 
officer, but the number of “N o” responses increases somewhat. That is, 
while a slight majority feels that it is acceptable for a police officer not to 
speak completely native-like Swedish, one fourth of the respondents do not 
agree. W hat is even more interesting is that the job of tele-marketing 
operator (i.e. approaching customers over the phone) receives a similar 
ranking, and here, the clearly negative responses are slightly fewer. One 
would think that tele-marketing operator is a job where the verbal factor 
may be very significant indeed, especially in a country such as Sweden (cf. 
the discussion in the questonnaire section above), but many respondents 
nevertheless put police officer and tele-marketing operator on a par. A 
possible explanation is that here, two different dimensions are involved. 
Police officer may have a relatively high degree of ‘national-symbolic 
function’, whereas judgments on the tele-marketing operator item are 
geared more towards the verbal factor. These two factors are more clearly 
reflected in the last three occupations: TV news reader and prime minister 
are ranked almost equally, but the verbal factor is probably decisive in the 
first case, whereas I would assume that the nationalistic factor is guiding 
the responses to the latter. Many people would think it inconceivable for 
the country to have a prime minister whose speech revealed a background 
or upbringing that was not entirely “Swedish”. Consequently, this may 
constitute a clear token of the fact that in Sweden, the question of language 
and the notion of nation (and even state) are still closely intertwined. The 
prime position of representing the state should also be one of representing 
the nation, and language is a powerful symbol in that respect.

However, there is one occupation where the acceptability rates are even 
lower, namely that of teachers of Swedish. Only 14.2% would find it 
acceptable if a Swedish teacher had a non-native pronunciation, which 
reflects the factor of ‘verbal load’ in a most decisive way. As I argued earlier,



Table 25: Attitudes towards language and citizenship (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr.
hes.

Disagr.
tot.

D on’t
know

Total n

V065: Knowing Swedish well should be a 
prerequisite for even being allowed 
to apply for Swedish citizenship.

33.6 22.4 19.1 20.0 4.8 330

V068: Everyone who applies for Swedish 
citizenship should take an examin
ation on the Swedish language.

31.2 19.1 15.5 26.1 8.2 330

V072: Only immigrants who speak Swedish 
with their family members and raise 
their children in Swedish should be 
allowed to become Swedish citizens.

8.2 10.3 15.2 57.3 9.1 330

V080: If an immigrant becomes a Swedish 
citizen, he/she should not have the 
right to an interpreter/translator.

30.8 23.0 19.9 19.3 6.9 331

while it is debatable whether a proficient Swedish teacher who teaches the 
language to native children at comprehensive school (who in turn already 
have acquired adequate native phonetic-phonological levels) necessarily 
must produce an unaccented speech, it is evident that most of the respon
dents see it that way. I would think that this partly depends on the typical 
layperson’s conception of what language competence is and what are neces
sary prerequisites for language acquisition. That is, the layperson may be 
quite unaware of the separate components of language, and will tend to 
confuse them and to treat the more ‘superficial’ (i.e. low-level) features 
indexically, i.e. as signs of competence or deficiencies in all other aspects of 
language. “You don’t know the language if you can’t speak it right.”

5.5.2.2.5 Language and citizenship: naturalization requirements

This category concerns language and naturalization requirements. In addi
tion, in Table 25, item V080 has been included, which deals with another 
aspect of naturalization: the right to receive free interpreting/translation 
services if an immigrant becomes a Swedish citizen (cf. section 5.5.2.2.6 on 
such rights below).

The results of this theme indicate that opinions on language and citizen
ship vary extensively (see Table 25). Considering the discussion on nation
alistic biases in conceptions of citizenship in chapter 3, coupled with the 
fact that in Sweden, the language question is still quite strongly associated



with notions of the nation-state and is generally accorded great significance 
in terms of an individual’s presumed social ‘capital’, I would have thought 
that there would have been a higher degree of consensus among the 
respondents. As mentioned earlier, items V065, V068 and V072 represent 
varying degrees of strength in requirements. I hypothesized that V068 
constitutes the “weakest” of requirements in that it is neutral as regards 
assimilatory biases, whereas V065 is more strongly phrased. However, there 
are slightly more respondents in favor of the claim made in V065 than the 
one made in V068: 56.1% agreement vs. 50.1% agreement respectively, 
and the proportion of those who totally disagree is higher for V068. W hat 
is especially significant, though, is the fact that the attitudes are relatively 
evenly distributed. Although a majority agrees with both V065 and V068, 
it is only slight, and approximately one fourth of the respondents seem to 
take a firm stance against the proposition that language requirements 
should be posed for the acquisition of citizenship. And when we turn to the 
more strongly formulated claim of V072, most respondents shy away. This 
item obviously reflects a high degree of nationalistic and assimilatory expec
tations on citizenship: Only those who conform linguistically, even in the 
domains of their own homes, ought to qualify for naturalization. Needless 
to say, in formal terms, it would seem impossible to pose such a require
ment since it is difficult to envisage what viable instruments for control a 
democratic state would allow. However, such considerations do not have to 
be involved in the responses to V072. W hat is at stake here is whether a 
Swedish citizen ought to try to be a “Swede" in the ethnic-cultural sense 
and whether language would constitute a significant token of such an 
endeavor. As seen from Table 25, only 8.2% agree totally, whereas 10.3% 
express hesitation. The majority (57.3%) disagrees totally with the claim, 
and adding the hesitant responses, we reach a sum of 72.5% of disagree
ment.

However, the attitudes become more intolerant when the issue of inter
preting/translation facilities come into play (V080). A majority of 53.8% 
agrees (30.8% totally agree) with the claim that naturalization ought to 
preclude the right to such facilities, whereas 39-2% disagree. Evidently, 
many people feel that Swedish citizenship ought to be associated with 
certain linguistic obligations such as learning Swedish to the extent where 
translation services are judged as being redundant. Such a stance bears 
witness to a naivety concerning the intricacies of communicative encounters 
in different domains, especially those involving highly asymmetric relation
ships. It is, however, quite possible that such attitudes would become more



Table 26: Attitudes towards immigrants’ rights to interpreting/translation in 
specified domains (relative frequencies, rank ordered).

Free interpreting/translation? Yes
always

Yes
sometimes

No
never

Don’t
know

Total

(e) in court 78.2 16.6 3.9 1.2 331
(a) when visiting a doctor 
(d) when m aking a personal 

visit to a governm ent

65.3 30.5 3.3 0.9 331

agency
(c) when contacting a govern

57.7 33.8 6.3 2.1 331

m ent agency by letter 
(b) w hen contacting a govern

m en t agency on the tele

49.1 37.6 9.7 3.6 330

phone 47.0 39.4 9.7 3.9 330
(i) w hen taking a driving test 36.3 29.9 26.9 6.9 331
(h) in prison
(g) in an educational setting 

(for example in higher

20.2 41.7 28.7 9.4 331

education) 12.1 37.3 40.3 10.3 330
(f) at work 11.9 51.7 30.0 6.4 327

dispersed and tolerant if the claim was qualified further, e.g. in line with 
the examples of domains offered in item V075 (see below). That is, some 
people may think it reasonable to allow for translation even for naturalized 
citizens in contexts of a highly delicate or trying nature, such as interroga
tions and court proceedings. Those types of contexts will be considered in 
the next theme, to which we will now turn.

5.5.2.2.6 Minority language rights: conditions for interpreting/translation 
services

(a) Rights in different domains I functions

Item V075 а-i concerns whether it is acceptable that newly settled immi
grants would obtain free interpreting/translation services in different 
domains. The results are displayed in rank order in Table 26.

Clearly, opinions on the right to free interpreting/translation services are 
dependent on the circumstances. As seen from Table 26, respondents’ 
generosity varies with context. Not surprisingly, the highest ranking 
concerns trials, which perhaps constitute one of the most delicate, decisive 
and trying of contexts for an individual. The responses might reflect a high



sense of justice and a firmly grounded concern that communicative 
problems may result in violations of justice and hence a person’s legal 
rights. I would assume that no one would actually wish to allow for court 
proceedings where the accused is unable to understand what is happening, 
no matter what type of crime had been committed. The small portions of 
the respondents (3.9%) who responded negatively may have reacted to the 
condition posed in the question, namely that the services would be provided 
free of charge. However, it is highly questionable whether true justice may 
be served if it is conditional on the economic resources of the accused, and 
consequently, the ones who responded negatively do display a highly intol
erant attitude.

Almost as high a rating is received by medical visits which also consti
tute a type of delicate context of communication. Next in rank are aspects 
of communcation with the authorities, where personal visits are given 
precedence before telephone contacts or mail. I would presume that some 
respondents have been governed by aspects concerning the feasability and 
practicality of offering interpreting/translation services on such occasions.

The relatively high ratings for driving tests are somewhat surprising. In 
Sweden, taking driving lessons as well as taking the tests is a costly affair, 
not subsidized in any way by public means, and when considering that 
driver’s licenses are not generally regarded as some type of 'civil right’, as it 
were, the responses point to quite a generous attitude. Obviously, many of 
the respondents think it is fair if immigrants are able to take tests on equal 
terms with the majority language speakers. However, when we turn to the 
contexts of prisons, education and work places, the generosity decreases. 
On the one hand, it would be conceivable to assume that emprisonment 
could be placed on a par with other severe or trying contexts, but on the 
other hand, I would hypothesize that some of the responses are governed by 
a generally unforgiving attitude towards prisoners or criminals as such. 
Once a person has been tried, sentenced and imprisoned, he/she will have to 
cope on his/her own, and must not necessarily enjoy the same rights as 
others. However, it is also possible that emprisonment is placed on equal 
footing with education and work places: Many people may feel that it 
would be quite unreasonable or impractical to provide interpreting services 
for someone who is engaged in activities which point to a certain amount of 
integration in society.



Table 27: Attitudes towards conditions for interpreting!translation rights 
(relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr.
hes.

Disagr. D on’t 
tot. know

Total n

V076: The right to an interpreter/transla
tor should depend upon how much 
Swedish one has learned.

49.5 30.2 7.9 8.5 3.9 331

V077: Immigrants who need an inter
preter should pay for it themselves.

20.9 24.5 31.5 17.0 6.1 330

V078: Immigrants who need an inter
preter should arrange it themselves 
by asking their friends and relatives 
to interpret for them.

18.7 31.7 24.8 18.7 6.0 331

V079: After 15 years in Sweden, a person 
has a responsibility to get along in 
Swedish.

70.4 19.3 5.7 2.4 2.1 331

V080: If an immigrant becomes a Swedish 
citizen, he/she should not have the 
right to an interpreter/translator.

30.8 23.0 19.9 19.3 6.9 331

(b) Other conditions for interpreting/translation rights

The theme on interpreting rights is also included in some statement items, 
the responses to which are displayed in Table 27.

As seen from Table 27, the issue of immigrant language rights is further 
complicated by the results of items V076-80. Such generalized statements 
reflect a partly different picture of tolerance as compared to the highly 
specific contextualized items of V075 а-i above. Item V076 is met with 
approval by most respondents. Half of the respondent group agree 
competely with the claim that Swedish language proficiency ought to be 
decisive, and when adding the more hesitant responses, we reach a level of 
79-8% approval. As I argued earlier, V076 may seem like an uncontrover- 
sial claim, even commonsensical: why would someone who speaks the 
language need interpreting? However, what many respondents probably 
fail to consider is the issue of who should be in the position to evaluate 
whether a person’s language competence is sufficient to cope with a 
particular situation. As the law prescribes, this is formally a matter at the 
discretion of the authorities, and not the ‘client’, which in turn may allow 
for a considerable variability and haphazardness in the treatment of indi-



viduals. And when considering the fact that official contexts usually involve 
a highly asymmetric relationship, the potential risks for unequal and unjust 
treatments are quite evident. (Compare also the discussion on language 
requirements and naturalization in chapter 3.)

Items V077-78 deal with the reduction of costs for the state by requir
ing that responsibility is laid on the client, either by paying for it or by 
using friends or relatives as interpreters. These propositions are, however, 
not met with the same amount of approval as V076. Slightly more respon
dents (48.5%) disagree than agree (45.5%) with V077 (i.e “paying for it 
oneself’), but item V078 turn the tables around somewhat. 50.5% think 
that it is viable to ask friends or relatives to act as interpreters, whereas 
43.5% disagree with such an option. In this context, I would assume that 
few of the respondents have ever considered the disadvantages of having 
“bilinguals” (to varying degrees) who are not trained interpreters to perform 
such communicative tasks. In addition, the possible ethical problems of 
using people who know the client personally are not taken into account. I 
would think that this reflects an interesting popular assumption on what 
bilingual competence entails. It is not entirely surprising that monolingual 
majority language speakers are ignorant of the intricacies of interpreting 
and translation, and they probably assume that “if you can speak the 
language(s), you can also act as an interpreter” (cf. also the discussion above 
on Swedish language teachers and popular assumptions).

Item V079 poses a type of time limit on interpretation rights: it clams 
that after 15 years in Sweden, it is a person’s obligation to cope in the 
Swedish language. This straightforward proposition has met with great 
approval by the respondents. As many as 70.4% agree totally, and when 
adding the hesitant responses, the proportion of agreement rises to 89-7%. 
Only 8.1% express some disagreement. This result is indeed quite illumi
nating: while many people may be quite tolerant towards concessions to the 
new-comers, their “patience” and compassion is not unrestricted. The 
expectations on immigrants’ willlingness and ability to integrate -  linguis
tically but possibly also socioculturally -  appear to be high, and they 
increase with time. It is possible that the ‘cut-off point’ regarding length of 
residence is even shorter than 15 years in the minds of many people -  
perhaps 10 years, or even as little as 5?

The last item of this theme, item V080, has already been commented on 
in the section above on naturalization attitudes. However, in light of the 
results of the other items in the present theme, it is evident that the 
connection between citizenship, degree of integration and language compe



tence is not straightforward. Whereas the majority of the respondents seem 
to feel that interpreting rights should be conditional on Swedish language 
proficiency levels (V076) as well as the time of residence in the country 
(V079), they are not equally convinced that Swedish citizenship likewise 
should be a condition. Obviously, this complicates the picture of the notion 
of citizenship (cf. chapter 3). I would have hypothesized that in Sweden, 
dominant popular conceptions of citizenship would mainly be of an assimi- 
lationistic nature. Possibly, the results above make it reasonable to infer 
that in the belief system of many Swedes, citizenship and naturalization do 
not necessarily carry strong nationalistic meanings. That is, naturalization 
might not be regarded as “the terminal of the long journey of integration”, 
as it were (cf. the discussion of Reinans & Hammar 1993:24-5) — or even of 
assimilation -  but rather as something more in line with the more formal, 
rationalistic and non-nationalistic conceptions of citizenship, i.e as member
ship in a state, and not a nation.

5.5.2.2.7 Minority language allocation: visibility in different domains

(a) Television (V081 a-h)

In Swedish television, the general policy is to broadcast TV programs 
with their original soundtrack. That is, dubbing is hardly ever used (except 
for some children’s programs), so translation is conducted by means of 
subtitling. This means that viewers frequently come into contact with 
languages other than Swedish. Item V081 is designed to tap attitudes 
towards the ‘visibility’ of certain languages in a concrete manner, and as 
stated in the questionnaire section, the languages were chosen according to 
their social status, and, naturally, whether they actually occur in TV 
programs.

In Table 28, evaluations of the frequency of television programs in 
different languages in the state-owned Swedish broadcasting network 
Sveriges Television (SVT) are displayed in rank order according to the 
responses to the category “Too many”. Evidently, many of the respondents 
chose to declare their ignorance of the frequency of programs in minority 
languages. The “Don’t know” answers are numerous as regards Finnish, 
Turkish, Greek and also sign language. However, some respondents have 
ventured to express their opinions. Obviously, English receives the greatest 
amount of unfavorable answers, but 70.3% have declared that the broad
casting policy is “Just right” (Sw. ‘lagom’). The amount of English language 
programing is quite extensive in Sweden, especially in the entertainment



Table 28: Attitudes towards TV  programs in different languages (relative 
frequencies).

TV program s in: Too many Just right Too few Don’t know Total

(a) English 15.2 70.3 4.8 9.7 331
(c) Finnish 14.8 35.2 6.1 43.9 330
(f) Turkish 13.1 24.9 5.2 56.8 329
(e) Greek 11.6 25.2 6.1 57.1 329
(d) Saami 6.7 22.2 19.5 51.7 329
(b) Swedish 1.8 72.3 16.7 9.1 329
(g) sign language 0.9 25.2 39.1 34.8 330

genre (films, sit-coms, soap operas, drama series, etc.), and although some 
of the respondents seem to react negatively to this massive Anglo-American 
influence (which is also sometimes discussed in the media), most respon
dents are quite happy with the current policies. There are even a few 
persons (16, i.e. 4.8%) who feel that there ought to be more. Needless to 
say, the relatively speaking favorable attitudes towards the dominance of 
English (that is, dominant of the foreign languages) may constitute yet 
another indicator of the high prestige and acceptance that English is 
accorded in Swedish society, and may be taken as one additional stepping- 
stone in a possible process of language shift.

W hat is particularly striking in the results are the attitudes towards the 
minority languages. In television, the allocation of these languages are 
almost always relegated to non-prime time hours, i.e. in daytime or in the 
early evenings. However, there are a number of people who seems annoyed 
nevertheless. The low-status languages Finnish, Turkish and Greek 
receivies the greatest number of unfavorable responses, whereas Saami is 
somewhat more accepted, and in this case, the favorable “Too few” 
responses rise to almost 20%. Evidently, the differentiation in responses 
reflects differences in attitudes towards the languages. It would be viable to 
infer that while Saami is regarded as a ‘non-threatening’, truly indigenous 
language which is held in some esteem by many people, the low-status 
immigrant languages are frowned upon. (It should be mentioned that while 
Finnish is actually also a language indigenous to Sweden (cf. chapter 2), 
many people are probably not aware of that, but tend to associate it with 
the Finnish-speaking immigrants, which is the largest of the immigrant 
groups.) In addition, the responses to the use of sign language in TV shed 
even more light on the issue. Here, as many as 39.1% think that there are



Table 29: Attitudes towards minority language visibility in public spheres 
(relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
het.

Disagr. Disagr. 
hes. tot.

D on’t
know

Total и

V082: TV programs directed toward
various immigrant groups should 
always have Swedish subtitles.

73.6 14.3 4.3 2.4 5.5 329

V083: It is irritating to tune in a Swedish 
radio station and hear a language 
you don’t understand.

42.9 18.7 13-3 20.8 4.2 331

V084: It is irritating to hear immigrants 
speak their own language in public 
places (such as on buses, in pubs 
and such).

13.3 14.5 15.7 54.1 2.4 331

V085: It is irritating to hear immigrants 
speak their own language at work.

18.1 19.0 21.8 36.3 4.8 331

too few sign language programs, and only 0.9% (three persons) display an 
intolerant attitude. If sign language is to be regarded as a minority 
language, it is obvious that it is not the minority status as such that moti
vates peoples attitudes. As mentioned earlier, sign language was stigma
tized in the past, but as I hypothesized, the attitudes have changed in much 
more positive directions. The results of item V081 is an indication to that 
effect.

(b) General statements on minority language visibility

The issue of ‘visibility’ of the minority languages was further explored in 
a few statement items. The first item (V082) in Table 29 connects to the 
television language questions and concerns the desirableness of always 
subtitling immigrant language programs in Swedish. Obviously, the great 
majority of respondents feel that this ought to be done: three quarters of 
the respondent group agreed without hesitation. As I argued in the ques
tionnaire section, we may only speculate as to the possible reasons for such 
a stance. One motivation may be ‘pedagogical’ -  it is conceivable that some 
majority members believe that Swedish subtitling would provide language 
learning input for the immigrants. Alternatively, subtitling would be for 
the benefit of the Swedes themselves -  some people would like to be able to 
watch the programs.



However, I would hypothesize that some reactions are tacitly motivated 
by majority members’ feelings of estrangement when encountering contexts 
where they are not accommodated, i.e. where their linguistic hegemony is 
challenged. In addition, in Sweden, there is generally a great fear of 
‘segregation’ developing, and any sign that immigrants would keep to 
themselves is interpreted as tokens of possible separatism, distancing, 
marginalization or alienation. That is, it is conceivable that even certain 
superficial aspects of non-majority language use in contexts to which 
majority members feel that they should have access (such as the media) are 
threatening and treated as ‘metaphors’ of evolving unwanted future 
scenarios. And in these respects, we may find true paradoxes in majority 
members’ attitudes. It is indeed ironic that a dominant group whose 
linguistic hegemony is not in danger in any way on the whole (at least not 
from the minority languages), may react so warily when encountering 
singular instances of socially subordinate Other-behavior. Needless to say, 
some reactions of this sort may be more irritation and anger rather than a 
genuinely felt fear that Other threatens to take over, as it were. That is, the 
dominant party becomes disturbed when Other blatantly challenges (just 
by being there) the hegemony taken for granted, because what happens is 
that the hegemony as such becomes ‘visibilized’, and even if not questioned 
overtly, it may surface and its character of being ‘natural’ weakens some
what. Ideologies and practices which are normalized to the extent that they 
become ‘invisible’ and unconscious to their holders may be perceived as 
being overtly challenged or threatened simply by the fact that they are 
raised to awareness in people’s minds, even though they are not at all 
depreciated or questioned.

Such processes may be involved when majority members react unfavora
bly towards ‘private’, ingroup minority language use in different public 
contexts. Items V083-85 are designed to identify such reactions. Item 
V083 deals with radio broadcasting in other languages, whereas V084 and 
V085 concern ingroup minority speech in public places and at places of 
work, respectively. As seen from Table 29, the majority of the respondents 
are inclined to become irritated that an incomprehensible language is used 
when turning on Swedish radio: in sum 61.6% express agreement, whereas 
34.1% disagree (totally or hesitantly). However, when we turn to contexts 
of immigrants talking in public places (V084), most respondents direct 
their opionions in the opposite way. While 27.8% admit to finding such 
situations irritating, the majority disagrees (69-8%), most totally (54.1%). I 
would say that this constitutes quite a delicate question -  it is socially



Table 30: Responses on which languages should be taught to all pupils in compre
hensive school (relative frequencies, total n is 331 respondents in each category).

English Swedish French German Finnish Russian Danish Norweg. Chinese Spanish Saami

99.4 96.4 33.8 51.4 3.9 2.1 13.3 13.3 1.2 15.1 5.4

marked to admit to negative emotions when heated issues such as immi
grant (ingroup) behavior is under discussion, but in spite of the fact that 
questionnaires tend to gear responses to social desirability (cf. the discussion 
of method above), quite a few respondents have ventured to express their 
honest (?) opinion, as it seems. And when we turn to V085 (i.e. work 
places), the amount of agreement increases. Here, 18,1% agree totally that 
it is irritating to hear immigrants converse in their language and 19.0% 
agree with hesitation, adding up to 37.2%. Furthermore, the number of 
those who completely disagree with such a claim is lower (36.3%) as 
compared to V084. A possible explanation for the shift in attitudes 
between V084 and V085 is that a place of work is probably thought to be a 
context where certain forms of social adjustment are expected. That is, 
although immigrants might use their language in ‘private’ ingroup interac
tions (e.g. at breaks), some people may feel that it is antisocial to exclude 
potential interactants, even when they do not indicate that they wish to 
partake in the conversation. The expectations on social cohesion are higher 
in work places than in other non-private contexts, and this may account for 
the increased intolerance showed in V085.

5.5.2.2.8 Languages as school subjects

Item V086 (а-l) was a multiple response question designed to tap opinions 
on which languages should be taught to all children in Swedish comprehen
sive school, at least for a period of time. The responses are shown in Table 
30. (Total д  is 331 overall.)

In addition, item V086 included an open-ended alternative, where 
respondents were invited to suggest an additional obligatory language. The 
16 respondents (4.8%) who did so, brought forward the following: Sign 
language (3 respondents), Latin (3), “the mother tongue/home 
language/one’s own language” (3), Italian (2), Esperanto (1), “European 
languages” (1), “neighbor languages” (1), Icelandic (1) and Portuguese (1).

The results for this question is not surspising in light of the dominance 
of the various European ‘metropolitan’ languages, i.e. languages of wider



currency. English stands out as the language in the supreme position. 
Almost everyone (except two respondents) think that English should be 
taught to all children. The opinions on Swedish, however, are somewhat 
astonishing. Fewer people (although 96.4%) think that Swedish should be 
taught obligatorily. It is difficult to speculate on the reasons for such a 
standpoint, but it may be possible that some respondents actually regard 
Swedish as a language which either is learned “anyway”, i.e. it does not 
need to be taught as such, or that some children in Sweden should be given 
priority to be taught their mother tongues instead of Swedish. For such 
children, their first language and the international metropolitan languages 
might be considered of primary importance, whereas a 'lesser used 
language’ such as Swedish is only secondary, especially for people who plan 
to live and work outside the country in the future. As for the other 
languages, the established metropolitan languages French (33.8%) and 
German (51.4%) are given priority. These have a long tradition as school 
subjects in Swedish curricula, and this is possibly what is reflected in the 
responses. I find the fact that German is put forward before French quite 
interesting. Considering the fact that French is more of a truly metropolitan 
language, used as a lingua franca in many different parts of the world — 
coupled with the tendency of the French to be quite poor at learning 
foreign languages -  it would seem more “useful” to be taught French than 
German at school. However, my own impression of public discourse on 
such matters in recent years is that the interest in learning German has 
increased, and this has to do with the emphasis put on the growth and 
strength of German economy, as well as “rumours” that the European 
Union will come to be increasingly dominated by Germany. As for the 
other languages, the neighboring Scandinavian languages Danish and 
Norwegian received 13-3% of the responses, and Spanish, another 
‘metropolitan’ language, received 15.1%. In comparison to French and 
German, the low rate for Spanish is interesting given that its number of 
speakers globally is larger. Could these rates possibly have been influenced 
by the fact that Spanish is an immigrant language in Sweden? The indige
nous languages Finnish and Saami did not attract much support (3.9 and 
5.4%), and the most unpopular languages seems to be Russian and 
Chinese. Only seven and four responses respectively were in favor of these 
languages being taught at comprehensive school. Thus, in spite of the fact 
that they represent some of the largest languages of the world in countries 
with possibly booming economies in the future, they are not of interest to 
‘the common man’, whereas French and German are. Consequently, as



mentioned in the section on ‘The questionnaire’ above (5.4.2.2.8), in these 
respects, it does seem as if the First World still is essentially chauvinistic 
and conservative in its ideologies of language.

5.5.2.2.9 Languages of instruction

(a) Personal predisposition to choose another language of instruction

In the theme on languages of instruction in the Swedish educational 
system, one question aimed at tapping the respondents’ hypothetical 
predisposition to choose a language other than Swedish: “If you had school- 
aged children (or if you actually have them now) -  would you consider 
putting your children in a school where some of the instruction takes place 
in a language other than Swedish (i.e. where they teach a range of subjects 
in another language)?” The responses were the following: O f the 331 
respondents, 32% answered “Yes”, 32% answered “Perhaps”, and 29.6% 
answered “No”, whereas 6.3% did not know. An open-ended question for 
those who had answered “Yes” or “Perhaps” followed: “W hat language of 
instruction would you consider?” The responses pointed to an overwhelm
ing preference for English, not surprisingly. 172 respondents (52% of the 
total sample, 84.7% of those responding to the follow-up question (i.e. 203 
respondents, 9 missing values) stated English. Of these, 15 added one or 
more possible languages, such as French, German, Spanish, Hungarian, 
Norwegian, Dutch, “a Scandinavian language”, Finnish. Other languages 
put forward were Arabic, Finnish, Esperanto, Norwegian/Danish, “the 
mother tongue”, “it depends”, and Swedish (?!). All in all, German was 
mentioned as a possible language by 22 respondents, French by 17, Spanish 
by 7 and Finnish by 3, all others by only one respondent each.

Evidently, the same trends in language preferences as we saw in the 
theme on school subjects surface when languages of instruction are 
concerned. It appears that the respondents view ‘bilingual models’ as a way 
to learn languages more efficiently, and as many as 64% are not entirely 
against the idea of enrolling their offspring in such programs, provided that 
the ‘right’ languages are used. That is, as the results seem to reflect, the 
ideological dominance of the established metropolitan languages of 
Western Europe is massive.

W e will now turn to the general statements on the issue, as displayed in 
Table 31.



Table 31: Attitudes towards the issue of languages of instruction (relative 
frequencies)

Agree
tot.

Agree
bes.

Disagr. Disagr. D on’t 
bes. tot. know

Total n

V088: All children in Sweden should only 
be taught in Swedish.

20.2 20.6 17.5 36.2 5.5 326

V089: The best thing is to be taught in 
your mother tongue.

45.7 24.4 13.0 10.5 6.5 324

V090: It should be possible to choose what 
language you want to be taught in.

18.9 22.6 19.5 31.3 7.7 323

(b) General evaluations on languages of instruction

Evidently, a variety of approaches are represented in the sample. Item 
V088 (see Table 31) reflects a thoroughly monolingualist bias towards 
Swedish hegemony. 40.8% believe (totally or hesitantly) that Swedish 
should be the sole language of instruction, whereas the majority of the 
respondents, i.e. 53.7%, oppose such a claim. I would think that there may 
be several different reasons for these stances. Those in favor of all-Swedish 
tuition may on the one hand be motivated by an uncompromising mono
lingualist approach, where all pupils, irrespective of their mother tongues, 
should be subjected to Swedish because “in Sweden we speak Swedish!”. 
That is, it is possible that such persons/profiles envisage especially the 
linguistic minorities (notably the low status immigrants) as a group who 
will benefit from ‘Swedish-only’ policies, because if not, there is a danger 
that they will not learn Swedish (at all) and that they will segregate and 
isolate themselves in closed groups, which in turn might produce destruc
tive and divisive outcomes for society on the whole (cf. the items on HLT 
below). On the other hand, it is possible that some of those in favor of 
Swedish-only tuition actually react to what they feel is a threat to the status 
and survival of Swedish from the dominant metropolitan languages, espe
cially English. That is, they may feel that it is completely unnecessary and 
even potentially dangerous to encourage opening the floodgates to English 
domination at the expense of Swedish. In addition, they may be opposed to 
programmes aimed at ‘elite bilingualism’ and in favor of basic comprehen
sive schooling with similar curricula for all children. Consequently, such a 
position may be motivated by some sort of broader mental schemata geared



towards measures which are believed to enhance equality. As is well known, 
some philosophies of egalitarianism may encourage centralism and all- 
encompassing unconditional regulations as necessary prerequisites to 
obtaining equal opportunity for all citizens. In this sense, certain attitudes 
of ‘Swedification’ are not necessarily reflections of downright monolingualist 
ideologies with a markedly xenophobic bias, but rather a reaction to what is 
felt to be real threats from the outside to the language, or a concern that a 
neoliberally inspired pluralism within the educational system will increase 
the social stratification in society at the expense of the underdogs.

Item V089 may seem straightforward enough, but also in this case, 
there may be different motives behind the stances. In one respect, it would 
seem that the statement is of a ‘stereotypical’ kind because, superficially, 
who could argue that it is not best (or at least good) for children to receive 
instruction in their LI, at least if one presupposes that this is the language 
they know best and will thus facilitiate the learning of school subjects. (Cf. 
the debate on home language teaching.) However, as we all know, there are 
numerous examples of language policies and ideologies where this is not 
taken for granted at all. In the case of Western majority populations, it is 
typical to agree with such a claim when it concerns Self, but not Other, i.e. 
the minorities. (Note, however, that immersion programmes for majority 
children may be accepted.) Likewise, in the context of many post-colonial 
states in the Third World, mother tongue instruction is not regarded as 
either possible (for practical or economic reasons) or desirable (for ideologi
cal reasons). However, in the present sample, 45.7 totally agree with the 
statement, and if we add the more hesitant respondents, we reach a major
ity of 70.1% which agrees, whereas 23-5% disagree. In line with the discus
sion of item V088, it is quite conceivable that different motivations may lie 
behind the attitudes. That is, it is possible that some disagree due to a type 
of ‘pluralist’ stance in that they are in favor of bilingual programmes as 
such, e.g. of the immersion type, but it may also be a consequence of a firm 
‘Swedish-only’ monolingualist approach, where a statement such as V089 is 
suspected of allowing for minority language schooling, to which one is 
strongly opposed.

While these lines of reasoning are sheer speculations on my part, it may 
be possible to shed some light on the problem by crosstabulating the 
responses of V088 and V089- If it turns out that some respondents agree 
with V088, i.e. Swedish-only instruction, while disagreeing with item 
V089, it could reflect the latter of the attitudes discussed above, i.e. a 
monolingualist approach. Similarly, disagreeing with both items might



Table 32: Crosstabulation of responses to 
items V088 and V089. (Total n is 292.)

V 089

Agree Disagree

V088

Agree 30.8% 11.6%

Disagree 43.1% 14.3%

reflect a type of pluralist approach of the first type, i.e. in favor of bilingual 
programmes regardless of majority or minority membership. The cross
tabulation yielded the following significant results (wherep = .001, df =  9, 
Pearson Chi Square test): O f the 292 respondents (in this case, “Don’t 
know”-answers have been treated as missing values), 11.6% follow the the 
‘monolingualisf pattern, i.e. agreeing with V088 and disagreeing with 
V089- 14.3 % respond according to the 'pluralist/bilingualisf pattern, i.e. 
disagreeing with both statements. For reasons of clarity, the results will be 
displayed in Table 32 along with the other response combinations, and the 
response categories have been collapsed into either Agree or Disagree.

As seen from Table 32, the most common response pattern is that of 
disagree/agree with V088/V089 (43.1%) that is, to be inclined to think 
that Swedish should not be the obligatory language of instruction for all 
pupils and that it is best to receive tuition in one’s mother tongue. This 
position could be a reflection of a clearly tolerant stance towards linguistic 
pluralism, and it would not be surprising if at least some of these respon
dents would be in favor of home language teaching in principle and for 
pedagogical reasons. The next common pattern is that of agreeing with 
both items (30.8%). This is an attitude not as easily explained. It may be an 
instance of a true ‘paradox’; it may be the case that the respondents are in 
favor of Swedish-only instruction for various reasons, and simultaneously, 
they perceive item V089 in a ‘stereotypical’ manner, i.e. as a ‘good’ or ‘true’ 
general principle. Alternatively, they immediately interpret the term 
‘mother tongue’ entirely egocentrically, i.e. as meaning Swedish, and they 
do not come to think of the fact that in Sweden, it is not all children’s 
‘mother tongue’, i.e. LI.

Lastly, item V090 (see Table 31) reflects quite a liberal stance towards 
languages of instruction. In sum, 41.8% agree with the claim that one



should be able to choose the language of instruction, albeit more than half 
of these respondents (22.6% of total) express hesitation. The majority, 
50.8%, feel that such a freedom of choice is not desirable, and as many as 
7.7% respond that they do not know. I would guess that the intolerant 
position may be motivated by a variety of concerns. Not only 
‘monolingualists’ may think that it is unreasonable to allow totally unre
stricted individual choices, but many may feel that it is untenable for 
practical reasons, or that the authorities should have some control over the 
educational system in mattters of language. That is, some respondents may 
actually be fearful that individuals (such as parents) may want to choose 
very marginal languages or expect too much of their child’s learning capaci
ties, and that this could be detrimental, either for society or -  perhaps most 
importantly -  for the child. It is conceivable that some people are 
concerned that certain children would not cope with the extra burden of 
acquiring knowledge in a language with which they are only vaguely 
familiar, or that for some children, a possibly trilingual or even quadrilin- 
gual language learning situation would be too much to cope with.

5.5.2.2.10 Home language teaching

As described earlier (section 5.4.2.2.10), the number of items on home 
language teaching (henceforth HLT) is relatively substantial. The reason for 
this is that some typical types of arguments which emerged in the explora
tive study on letters to the editor (chapter 4) would be subjected to 
estimates of their actual distribution among a representative sample of the 
adult Swedish population. That is, since the explorative study merely iden
tified types, and not tokens (frequencies), of common arguments — and 
since letters to the editor cannot be assumed to satisfactorily portray the 
actual opinions of the general public -  the questionnaire method appeared 
to be a valid way of investigating the issue further. Another important 
reason for employing an extensive amount of HLT items is related to the 
hypotheses on ideolologies of language and ‘ideological profiles’ in general. 
In light of the fact that HLT appears to possess a strong ‘metaphorical’ 
character, opinions on HLT may well be assumed to fit into broader mental 
schemata -  or at least, to correlate with certain other components of 
language ideologies. It is viable to hypothesize that attitudes towards HLT 
will reflect ‘monolingualist’ biases as opposed to ‘pluralist’ biases. Hence, in 
the survey results, some significant relationships are expected to emerge. As 
mentioned above, there are some themes in particular (such as the signifi
cance of the ‘mother tongue’) which were included (and placed far away



T'able 33: Attitudes towards general statements concerning home language 
teaching (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
bes.

Disagr. Disagr. Don’t  
bes. tot. know

Total n

V091: Home language teaching should 
be abolished.

21.1 13.9 20.5 38.1 6.3 331

V095: Home language teaching should 
be expanded.

10.3 9.1 21.1 36.3 23.3 331

V096: It is more important that immi
grant children learn their home 
languages well than it is that they 
learn Swedish well.

4.5 7.6 23.6 58.0 6.3 331

V104: It is more important that immi
grant children learn Swedish well 
than it is that they learn their home 
languages well.

40.2 22.9 18.3 10.1 8.5 328

from the HLT theme in the questionnaire) for the prime purpose of corre
lating attitudes between statements which are largely equivalent in proposi
tional content, but which pertain to either Self- or Other-related aspects. 
Consequently, here we may find tokens of ‘paradoxes’ as well as systematic 
correlative patterns. (Such issues will be discussed in later sections.)

The univariate results of the HLT theme are displayed in Tables 33-36, 
beginning with the general, unmotivated statements (see Table 33).

(a) General judgments (without motivations)

Before discussing the specific items, it should be mentioned that the 
entire theme on HLT displays a relatively high proportion of “Don’t know” 
responses, although to a varying degree for different items. I would assume 
that the reasons for this may be twofold. Firstly, although HLT is a well- 
known phenomenon and carries a metaphorical function, all strands of the 
population may not feel equally familiar with the topic, especially when 
faced with certain types of arguments for or against it. Furthermore, the 
‘delicate’ character of the issue, charged with political connotations, may 
make some respondents wary. Another, more matter-of-factual, reason may 
consist in the actual placement of this theme in the questionnaire, as well as 
the large number of items it contains. It is possible that some respondents 
were rather fatigued when approaching the end, and if confronted with 
some quite complex items -  which do not lie within the respondents’ range



of experience -  they may simply opt for the “Don’t know” as an easy way 
out, as it were.

The two first items in Table 33 are straightforwardly phrased statements 
on whether HLT should be abolished (V091) or expanded (V095). 
Obviously, approximately one fifth of the respondents are clear opponents 
to HLT in that they feel it should be abolished. Adding the hesitant 
reponses, we reach a proportion of 35% negative attitudes. However, the 
majority disagrees -  and as many as 38.1% totally. However, while the 
majority seems to be in favor of some sort of HLT, they do not wish to see 
it enlarged. The responses in favor of V095 are quite modest in number: 
19-3% agree, totally or hesitantly, while the majority disagrees. (Note also 
the high number of “Don’t know” responses to V095). Evidently, the 
sample appears to contain people of completely opposing views on HLT, 
although it is risky to generalize from the proportions of attitudes to the 
general public. It is not possible to say whether the population actually 
holds more negative or more positive attitudes on the whole. However, in 
light of the fact that the sample is somewhat skewed towards higher levels 
of education, lower age levels and somewhat more women (while other 
possibly relevant variables are not known to us), it is conceivable that the 
general population possesses a more negative bias. Alternatively, there are 
more people who have not taken a stance at all in the matter.

Items V096 and V104 position competence in Swedish and competence 
in the ‘home language’ against each other. If forced to make a choice, there 
are few of the respondents who considers the home language more impor
tant than Swedish (V096). Only 12.1% do so, most of them with hesita
tion, while 81.6% disagree -  the majority of which do so completely. Does 
such an attitude mean that Swedish is judged more important? As the 
results of V104 show, this is not necessarily the case. While the majority 
does think that Swedish language proficiency is more important for immi
grant children, it is not as large as that disagreeing with V096: 63.1% as 
compared to 81.6%.

Needless to say, among these respondents, there are probably several 
who are not prepared to put Swedish against the home language -  the two 
are deemed equally important. However, when forced to choose, it is 
evident that the primacy of Swedish is preferred. As such, it may partly 
reflect a typical majority ethnocentric ideology; the majority language is 
unquestioned as the language, entirely indispensible for all segments of the 
population, whereas the minority languages may be tolerated as some sort 
of extra “icing on the cake” for the minority individual. However, it is



possible that the attitudes partly reflect another aspect as well, which is not 
necessarily bound to the strongly majority-biased outlook. Instead, what 
may be at stake is the over all ideology and expectations on the fate of 
immigrants in Sweden. As is well known, Sweden has long advocated an 
‘immigrant’ and ‘integration’ policy as opposed to a segregatorily biased 
‘Gastarbeiter’ policy. Consequently, people expect, and possibly wish for, 
immigrants to settle permanently in Sweden and integrate as much as 
possible. For this reason, it is more or less taken for granted that any immi
grant (even refugees) will stay here their entire lives instead of emigrating 
(or being sent) back to their home countries after a few years. If this consti
tutes a fundamental assumption, a ‘rationally’ motivated preference for 
Swedish lies ready at hand. A child which is raised in Sweden and which is 
expected to build a life and career here would benefit more from learning 
Swedish ‘properly’ than learning the ‘home language’. Needless to say, such 
a stance does not consider factors regarding the significance of mother 
tongue development in certain respects, such as the main conclusions drawn 
from research on minority language teaching and which speak in favor of 
support for the mother tongue (see chapter 4.2.2).

W e will now turn to more qualified arguments on HLT, grouped 
according to the taxonomy of the letters to the editor in chapter 4. In Table 
34, items concerning language learning, psychological and sociological 
aspects are displayed.

(b) Motivated judgments

1-3. Language learning (V093, V094), Psychological (V097), Sociological 
(V100, V101, V103, V I 10) arguments (Table 34)

Items V093 and V094 portray some of the simplistically formulated 
assertions on language learning arguments in favor of or in opposition to 
HLT. As demonstrated in some letters to the editor, claims regarding the 
interdependence between LI and L2 learning and instruction can be quite 
straightforward. Item V093 states that HLT impedes a speedy acquisition 
of Swedish, and thus it exemplifies the alleged competitive nature of bilin
gual acquisition. The responses show an almost even split between agree
ment and disagreement: 41.7% vs. 46.8%. Although the number of “Don’t 
know” responses is quite substantial (11.5%), it is nevertheless remarkable 
that they are not more. I would think that few people actually feel confi
dent that they ‘know’ that HLT would impede Swedish-learning, and we 
would thus expect the level of uncertainty to be higher. However, quite of



number of respondents do venture a stance on the issue, and many of them 
choose the “totally”-alternatives. That is, it is possible that an overall nega
tive or positive attitude towards HLT guides one’s opinions on related 
specific claims; even if one does not know whether V093 is likely to be true 
or false, one may feel compelled to agree or disagree on the basis of one’s 
fundamental position. Alternatively, many respondents may have heard 
claims such as V093 before (e.g. in the press), and thus feel that they do 
possess some ‘knowledge’, at least enough to recognize the type of argu
ment. Another possibility is that they envisage competitive circumstances 
of the actual teaching of the languages. That is, based on the presumption 
that the maximum amount of exposure to Swedish is the most important 
factor in the learning process, the assumption may be that the hours spent 
on HLT functions subtractively: the more HLT, the less Swedish, which 
equals a diminished acquisition of the latter.

Similar patterns of thinking may be involved in the responses to V094, 
which focuses on the home language as a prerequisite for successful Swedish 
language learning. Here, a slightly larger majority seems to be in favor of 
HLT than the majority in V093- In V094, 56.2% agree that LI proficiency 
is important for a successful L2 learning, while 29.9% disagree. Suffice to 
say, among the opponents of the claim, there are probably those who 
consistently oppose HLT, but it is also plausible that some negative 
reactions concern the truth value of V094. That is, even if you are basically 
in favor of HLT, it is possible that you regard such a simplified 
'developmental interdependence’ claim (cf. Cummins) with great suspicion. 
Alternatively, you may know someone (or consider yourself to be one) 
whose language learning history constitutes evidence to the contrary.

The next item, V097, is the only one involving the typical 
‘psychological’ argumentation, alluding to dimensions of a child’s feelings of 
‘trygghet’ (security, confidence) and self-assertion. As such, it could be 
expected to be treated positively by almost all of the respondents, not least 
when considering the overwhelming majority which agreed with a similar 
item when it was divorced from the HLT context (cf. V043 in category B.2 
above). However, while a slight majority of 55.3% agrees (totally or hesi
tantly), 29.6% disagree and 15.1% do not know. Consequently, although 
V097 is quite a ‘fuzzy’ and weak claim, which almost anyone could be 
prone to agree with regardless of one’s stand on HLT per se, some respon
dents chose to distance themselves from it. (Evidently, here is a potential 
for investigating ‘paradoxes’, to which we will turn in the subsequent 
sections.)



T,able 34: Attitudes towards ‘language learning’, ‘psychological’ and ‘sociological’ 
arguments concerning home language teaching (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr. Disagr. 
hes. tot.

Don’t
know

Total n

V093: If an immigrant child receives 
home language teaching, it will 
interfer with his/her learning 
Swedish as quickly as possible.

19.6 22.1 17.5 29.3 11.5 331

V094: It is important for immigrant
children to have a good command 
of their home language in order to 
learn Swedish well.

30.5 25.7 17.5 12.4 13.9 331

V097: It is important that immigrant 
children develop their home lan
guage in order to improve their 
self-confidence and to feel secure.

31.1 24.2 16.9 12.7 15.1 331

V100: Home language teaching contrib
utes to increased segregration and 
the isolation of immigrants.

24.6 17.9 20.1 25.8 11.6 329

V101: Home language teaching in not
something for the schools to work 
with — immigrant children can 
learn their mother tongue at home.

30.7 17.6 20.1 24.6 7.0 329

VI03: Home language teaching makes it 
more difficult for immigrant child
ren to integrate into Swedish society.

18.9 21.0 20.1 25.3 14.6 328

V I10: For immigrant children to be inte
grated into Swedish society it is im
portant that they develop both 
their home language and Swedish.

45.4 21.3 14.3 7.3 11.6 328

The remaining items in Table 34 (V100, V 101, V103, V I 10) all deal 
with ‘sociological’ factors, such as the societal effects of HLT in terms of 
integration, segregation, etc., as well as the responsibility of the state to 
provide education which includes the minority languages. Items V100 and 
V103 are similar in propositional content, but the former is more weakly 
formulated than the latter, and this appears to be reflected in the response 
figures. More respondents tend to agree with V 100 than V103, while the 
disagreement figures are almost exactly the same for both items. (Note, 
however, that the “Don’t know” responses are more frequent in V I03.) 
W hat is particularly interesting to note is the fact that there is almost an



even split in opinions for the items. Approximately half of the respondents 
do fear that HLT per se inhibits the integrative processes for immigrants. 
Bearing in mind that ‘integration’ is a very positively charged word in 
Swedish mainstream ideology generally, the response patterns point to a 
serious accusation of HLT.

However, when we compare this to V I 10, the pattern changes some
what. This item is phrased more moderately, and does not single out HLT 
as the important factor in a process of integration vs. segregation. Conse
quently, more people are prone to agree: 45.5% agree totally, and when 
adding the hesitant responses, we reach a majority of 66.8%. Furthermore, 
the number of responses disagreeing is quite low. Thus, when the two 
languages are not put against one another, a moderate consensus emerges. 
Those who oppose strongly would be likely to be of the extreme 
‘monolingualist’ profile, with a consistently negative attitude towards 
minority language concessions altogether. On the other hand, it could be 
argued that an item such as V I 10 is too loosely and ‘nicely’ formulated. 
That is, it resembles other possibly shallow claims of a highly general and 
‘politically/morally correct’ nature. For example, who would not agree with 
a statement like: “For a society to function in harmony, it is important that 
everyone shows tolerance and generosity towards one another.” Most 
people would probably agree with such a generalized claim, regardless of 
whether they actually possess a highly intolerant and grudging attitude 
towards Other (e.g. minorities) or not. Therefore, the responses to V I 10 
should not necessarily be considered as reflecting an uncompromising 
‘pluralist’ stance among the respondents. As a matter of fact, the highly 
negative responses probably are the most “reliable” ones in this respect.

Lastly, V101 concerns the responsibility of schools to include minority 
language teaching. The claim that HLT does not belong in the school 
context has met with a considerable degree of agreement: in sum, 48.3%. 
In view of the results on the previous item, V I 10, it means that among 
these respondents, there may be those that are consistently opposing all 
forms of arguments in favor of HLT -  and they will hence agree with V101. 
However, there may also be people who are favorable towards the idea that 
immigrant children learn their home languages, but that such an endeavor 
ought to take place outside of school, e.g. in the home. Needless to say, 
these people are probably not aware of the complexity of language learning, 
e.g. that all aspects of language proficiency (such as CALP-related skills) are 
not readily learned at home, especially in a minority context. Consequently, 
these people do not consider the fact that Swedish is taught to Swedish



children during their entire school career, and that there are strong peda
gogical reasons for that. I would assume that this stance is quite common 
among the majority population in general, and the reasons for it thus 
twofold: Firstly, it reflects the layperson’s naivety regarding language levels 
and language learning. Secondly, it stems from the self-centeredness of the 
dominant group: while their language has to be taught by professionals in 
order to be learned adequately, ‘home languages’ (cf. also the notion of 
‘vernaculars’ and the attitudes towards them) may be learned by 
“absorption” from one’s parents. And possibly, it is thought that there is no 
need for developing e.g. literacy skills in a language of “no real use” in 
society, i.e the minority languages.

We will now turn to items which also may reflect an ‘ethnocentricity’ in 
a majority population -  the ‘nationalistic’ arguments on HLT, as displayed 
in Table 35.

4. Nationalistic arguments

In this category, there are a few items which overlap thematically with 
the category of ‘language learning’ arguments. That is, V I07 and especially 
V 108 may be motivated by ‘pedagogical’ lines of reasoning -  they may rest 
on an assumption that successful Swedish learning is dependent on massive 
exposure to the language, and that if other languages are allowed (at least 
in the classroom), minority language speakers will be tempted to neglect 
Swedish in favor of their own languages. However, considering how these 
items are phrased, I would claim that they reflect nationalistic biases of the 
type that governed the historical language policies towards the indigenous 
minorities (see ch. 2). School has no room for the Other languages, and 
Swedish should be in a unique, primary position, as layed down by explicit 
rules. If minority languages are allowed in school contexts, the position -  
and consequently learning -  of Swedish is endangered. In practice, the 
Other languages will encroach on Swedish, and possibly take over eventu
ally. (Cf. also the ideas on the alleged expansion of Finnish in the north 
historically; see chapter 2.3.2) As seen from Table 35, responses to V107 
and V I08 do not follow a consistent pattern. Only a small portion (in sum, 
17%) agrees with the strongly phrased claim of V 107 that no other 
language should be allowed. The majority disagrees totally. However, it is 
possible that some have envisaged this claim to include a prohibition on 
speaking languages such as English, French, etc., i.e. foreign languages 
taught to Swedes. On the other hand, since V107 occurs within the theme 
of HLT, it is probable that many have focused on minority languages in



Table 35: Attitudes towards ‘nationalistic’ arguments concerning home language 
teaching (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr. Disagr. D on’t  
hes. tot. know

Total n

V099: It is wrong to demand home 
language teaching -  you have 
to settle into the place you come to.

32.5 19.1 20.7 21.9 5.8 329

VI05: Home language teaching is an
example of pampering immigrants.

22.8 11.9 15.8 38.9 10.6 329

VI07: It should be forbidden to speak any 
language other than Swedish in the 
schools.

7.3 9.7 15.2 60.8 7.0 329

V108: Children should be allowed to 
speak their home language with 
one another during recess in the 
schoolyard, but not in the classroom. 
Swedish is spoken in the classroom.

43.3 19.3 12.3 19.0 6.1 326

V I12: Get rid of all this home language 
teaching — in Sweden it’s Swedish 
that counts!

14.8 13.6 14.8 50.3 6.4 330

their response. When we turn to the less harsh claim of V108, the attitudes 
change. As many as 43.3% agree totally whereas 19.3% agree with hesita
tion, adding up to 62.6%. I would suspect that many of these responses are 
motivated rationally by “pedagogical” concerns. (At least -  if asked, many 
respondents would probably offer such an explanation.) However, it simul
taneously reflects the hegemony taken for granted in majority ideology: 
Swedish is the prime language, and school must be an agent in ensuring 
and safegurading its status, and not to “endanger” it, as it were.

Similar aspects, although phrased more crudely, are incorporated in item 
V I 12. While the majority of respondents (50.3%) totally repudiate such a 
claim, 28.5% agree, half of which with hesitation. Apart from the fact that 
it is actually English which seems to threaten the position of Swedish in 
many contexts -  which makes the phrase “in Sweden it’s Swedish that 
counts!” (“i Sverige är det svenska som gäller!”) somewhat questionable or 
unrealistic — item V I12 probably attracts the extreme ‘monolingualists’. 
The statement is straightforward and harsh, and reminds one of some type 
of catchphrase — e.g. as used by a political party or spraypainted on a wall 
somewhere. Probably, this factor has influenced some of the respondents to 
disassociate themselves from it. If we compare the responses of V I 12 with



the responses of V091 above (“HLT should be abolished”), we may observe 
that while both statements are similar in propositional content, there is a 
clear shift to the disagreement end of the scale for the crude V I 12. Conse
quently, some people may want to abolish HLT for all sorts of reasons, but 
they do not wish to identify with certain extremist or ‘xenophobic’ political 
messages, whose rhetoric they may associate with V I 12.

The other items in the ‘nationalistic’ category incapsulate the stereotypi
cal phrases “man måste ta seden dit man kommer” [“you have to settle into 
the place you come to”, or “when in Rome, do as the Romans’’] (V099) and 
“det daltas för mycket med invandrarna” [“immigrants are pampered too 
much”} (V 105). These remarks recur in discourse on immigration issues, 
some of which concern HLT (cf. e.g. the letters to the editor). I wished to 
find out whether such stereotypes would deter the respondents, i.e. in 
similar ways as the crudely phrased V I12. In addition, V099 and V 105 
may reflect ‘nationalistic’ biases. As I argued in chapter 4 on the HLT 
arguments in letters to the editor, a statement such as V099 involves 
assumptions of what constitues the nation’s -  as well as the country’s -  
cultural composition, and it presupposes that there is a consensus on what 
actually constitutes “Swedishness”. If you are supposed “to do as the 
Romans when in Rome”, i.e. adapt to the local customs, it should be clear 
what those typical customs are. The results of V099 point to a large 
number of favorable responses. 32.5% agree totally and 19.1% with hesita
tion -  in sum, 51.7% agree, while 42.6% disagree. (Note also that this 
item received the lowest number of “Don’t know” answers in the HLT 
theme.) Evidently, the phrasing and the contents of V099 was quite attrac
tive to a substantial portion of the respondents. However, as concerns the 
other ‘stereotype’, V105, the levele of agreement decreases. Here, only 
22.8% feel strongly that HLT is yet another token of the alleged 
“pampering” of the immigrants. The majority disagrees with the claim, 
most totally. It is possible that there are more respondents than the ones 
agreeing with V105 who generally are not in favor of various special 
measures directed to support the minorities. For example, it is conceivable 
that such negative attitudes are motivated (at least overtly) by ‘egalitarian’ 
rationales (every member of society should be entitled to exactly the same 
support mechanisms), but it is more likely that the motivations are of 
‘neoliberal’ types: everyone ought to try to cope on his/her own, and the 
support measures -  and hence the budget -  of the state should be kept at a 
minimum. Such lines of reasoning may also have a bearing on the following 
category of HLT arguments: the economic aspects.



Table 36: Attitudes towards ‘economic’ arguments concerning home language 
teaching (relative frequencies).

Agree
tot.

Agree
hes.

Disagr. Disagr. D on’t 
hes. tot. know

Total »

V092: Of course the cost of home 
language teaching should be 
met with tax revenue.

24.8 15.1 19.0 30.2 10.9 331

V098: Home language teaching is a
luxury which Sweden cannot afford.

21.9 21.6 19.8 27.7 9.1 329

V I02: It is obvious that society should 
cover the costs of mother tongue 
instruction for all children, regard
less of where they come from.

23.1 17.0 19.8 32.3 7.9 329

V I06: Home language teaching contrib
utes to bilingualism, and that helps 
Sweden to compete internationally.

29.0 26.8 15.2 14.9 14.0 328

V109: If immigrants want home language 
teaching for their children, they 
should pay for it themselves.

29.8 20.1 17.3 24.6 8.2 329

V I11: Fluency in a foreign language is an 
important resource for society.

71.7 18.2 4.9 0.6 4.6 329

V I13: Home language teaching is an invest
ment in Sweden’s economic future.

20.8 22.6 16.2 20.5 19.9 327

5. Economic arguments

As seen from Table 36, the responses to the ‘economic’ HLT items 
generally show the scattered pattern which is characteristic for many items 
within the entire HLT theme. That is, we often find an almost even split 
between the distribution of agreement vs. disagreement, and quite a 
number of respondents opt for the middle alternatives, i.e. “with hesita
tion.” For example, in this particular category, items V092, V098, V102, 
V I09 and V I13 display similar response frequency patterns.

Items V092 and V102 involve similar propositions, although V102 
explicitly brings forward the equality aspects: every child ought to enjoy 
mother tongue instruction provided by the state, irrespective of his/her 
origins. It should be mentioned that I deliberately chose the term ‘mother 
tongue’ instead of ‘home language’ to encourage connotations to Self
related aspects. However, in spite of the 'mother tongue’ connection, most



respondents answered negatively, in sum 52.1%, most of them strongly, 
whereas 40.1% agreed. An almost equivalent response pattern is evident in 
VO92, which claims that HLT of course should be financed from tax funds. 
The “Don’t know” responses are somewhat more (10.9%) than for V102, 
otherwise, the majority (51.2%) disagrees while 39-9% are in favor.

W hen we compare these results with V098, claiming that HLT is a 
luxury which Sweden cannot afford, we still find a nearly even split among 
the two opposing strands. However, here a slight majority (47.5%) disa
grees while 43.5% agree. As noted in chapter 4, some letters to the editor 
placed HLT against the poor financial state of the national budget and 
allegedly more “deserving” causes, such as health care, care for the elderly 
and the cutbacks in the school sector generally. This constitues quite a 
common rhetorical technique, and the results of V098 bear witness to the 
fact that many members of the majority feel that minority language educa
tion is luxurious and hence a dispensible cost, while mother tongue instruc
tion for majority children is indispensible.

Item V I09 offers a “solution” to the financial aspects of HLT: If HLT is 
deemed necessary by the immigrants, they ought to pay for it themselves. 
Again, we witness an almost even split in response patterns. The majority 
(49.8%) think that privately financed HLT is feasable, whereas 41.9% 
disagree.

Items V 106, V I 11 and V I 13 are claims in favor of HLT, focusing on 
the ‘societal resource’ aspects of HLT, which have become quite frequent 
lines of argumentation among the letter-writers who are HLT proponents 
(cf. the “Pros” in chapter 4.) V106 and V I 13 meet with approval by a 
slight majority. However, as seen in Table 36, the proportion of “Don’t 
know” responses is substantial, 14% and 19.9% respectively. Item V I 11 is 
phrased in such a way that it does not have to be associated with HLT at 
all. The reason for including such a statement -  which is so generally 
“benevolently” formulated that almost anyone could agree with it out of 
context -  was to tap contextual influences. That is, it seemed possible that 
the firm opponents of HLT would tend to disagree with a claim to which 
they would probably be in favor in a more Self-orientated theme. (For 
example, if focusing on majority mainstream education, many people would 
be prone to agree that knowledge of ‘foreign languages’ is important for a 
country such as Sweden. However, when O ther’s language competence -  
and most importantly -  O ther’s low status languages are brought up, the 
attitudes would be expected to shift.) As seen from the results, this 
methodological “entrapment” did not work. That is, the opponents of HLT



did not opt for the disagreement alternatives more than to a very modest 
extent. Almost everyone agrees with V I11- as many as 71.1% totally.

In conclusion, it appears that the general attitudes towards HLT are 
divided within the sample, with approximately one half of the respondent 
group being inclined to oppose, while an almost equal number seems prone 
to be in favor. However, the degree of uncertainty is quite considerable, 
both in terms of the relatively high number of “Don’t know” throughout 
the theme and the number of hesitant responses. Obviously, many people 
may feel that HLT is a complicated question to form firm opinions on, 
especially when faced with an array of different arguments for or against. 
This is very illuminating, and it concurs with my own main impressions 
from discussing the issue with laypeople. It is often the case that while a 
person starts out by declaring that he/she is opposed to HLT, if certain lines 
of reasoning are presented to that person (such as the language learning 
aspects, the general purpose and organization of HLT, the psychological 
aspects, etc.) it happens that he/she appears to become less sure of his/her 
opinions. (Needless to say, it is possible that such apparent consessions are 
influenced by factors of social desirability and face-saving mechanisms, 
especially if someone believes he/she is talking to an ‘expert’ of some sort.)

However, the division in attitudes decreases when ‘home languages’ are 
put against Swedish. Here, most respondents are inclined to emphasize the 
importance of (learning) Swedish. That is, the primacy of Swedish is proba
bly taken for granted, which is not surprising in the light of the fact that it 
is the official language as well as the language of a dominant majority 
group.

5.5.2.3 Conclusion

Attitudes towards items such as those on HLT are interesting to study in 
themselves. At the very least, they provide hints about what type of 
language attitudes appear to be consensual, and where we may find oppos
ing views. Obviously, there is a multitude of differing opinions on a wide 
variety of language issues. However, it is hazardous to make valid generali
zations about the distribution of attitudes among the general public. As 
stated in the introductory sections of this chapter, the response rate is 
merely 41.4% of the entire gross sample, and consequently, generalizations 
ought to be avoided unless sophisticated analyses of the sample is made, i.e. 
in terms of various ‘missing values analyses’ (and unfortunately, we do not 
have sufficient background data on the sample to perform thorough 
missing values analyses). However, since the objective of the present inves



tigation is not primarily to draw inferences on the distribution of attitudes 
among the entire population, and since the scope of this particular thesis is 
severly restricted, we will now continue with dimensions where the reduc
tion rate is less of a disadvantage (cf. 5.3 ‘Method’ above). That is, we will 
turn to relationships between items and themes, and investigate the 
possible existence of'paradoxes’ and correlative patterns in the responses.

5.5.3 Paradoxes

In the introductory section of this chapter, the possibility of ‘paradoxes’ or 
inconsistencies in the responses was discussed. It is conceivable that in some 
‘ideological profiles’, certain attitudes may appear to contradict one 
another, but that such apparent contradictions may be quite “logical” when 
distinctions such as those of ‘Self vs. ‘Other’ are taken into account. Conse
quently, a person holding ‘paradoxical’ attitudes may not perceive them as 
such, because they receive their specific meaning in a specific context. For 
example, it is conceivable that some majority members are prone to support 
mother tongue tuition and language policies aimed at protecting the status 
of their own language (e.g. when a metropolitan language is encroaching on 
it), but is entirely unsympathetic when the same issues concern the minor
ity languages. Some of these people may be aware of the fact that different 
yardsticks are used depending on whether Self or Other is concerned, but it 
is perhaps more likely that most people are unaware of the paradoxical 
nature of their ideological standards. That is, the hegemony that majority 
groups seem to take for granted fosters an ethnocentric ideology, which 
lessens their readiness or ability for ‘empathy’ with Other, even when the 
problems facing both Self and Other may be almost identical. (Cf. 5.2.3.4 
above on the notion o f ‘paradox’.)

In the present investigation, the amount of data is quite substantial. 
Therefore, a restricted selection had to be made for the purpose of studying 
paradoxical responses to pairs of items. The number of variables on the 
SPSS data file is 202, of which some are nominal data, and some are 
ordinal. Needless to say, crosstabulations of all of these variables would be 
quite untenable considering the scope of this thesis. In addition, this would 
not serve the specific purpose of investigating paradoxes, since those depend 
on a qualitative analyses of certain items of related propositional content, 
although placed in different themes and/or different propositional frame
works. That is, the selection is primarily based on the content of items and 
hypotheses on paradoxes in ‘ideological profiles’. In what follows, analyses 
will be presented which primarily concern attitudes towards aspects of ‘the



Table 37: Crosstabulation of responses to item V043 and V097. (Relative 
frequencies of total number of responses =  279. “Don’t know” responses are 
treated as missing values.)

Agree tot.

V097 

Agree hes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total

V043

Agree tot. 36.2 23.3 16.1 11.5 87.1 (243)

Agree hes. 0.7 5.0 3.2 1.8 10.8 (30)

Disagr. hes. 0.0 0.4 0.7 0.4 1.4 (4)

Disagr. tot. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.7 (2)

Total 36.7 28.7 20.1 14.3 100.0 (279)

V 0 4 3 : K n o w in g  y o u r m o th e r  to n g u e  w ell is very im p o rta n t for self-esteem  an d  a sense o f  id e n tity .
V 0 9 7 : I t  is im p o rta n t th a t  im m ig ra n t ch ild ren  develop  th e ir  hom e lan g u ag e  in o rder to  im prove th e ir  

self-confidence and  to  feel secure.

mother tongue’ and advantages of bilingualism on the one hand, and atti
tudes towards certain similar HLT items on the other. It is here where the 
most salient paradoxes are expected to occur. (In all of the following analy
ses, the “Don’t know” responses have been treated as missing values.)

5.5.3.1 Crosstabulations

The first crosstabulation concerns aspects of the psychological significance of 
the LI for the individual. Responses to item V043, which was placed in the 
more ‘neutral’ theme of “the significance of the mother tongue” in the 
questionnaire, is compared to item V097, a HLT item. The results are 
displayed in Table 37.

As Table 37 shows, item V043 was met with approval by almost all of 
the respondents (i.e. 97.9%). However, when a similar statement is made 
on the importance of immigrant children’s home language, responses 
become more dispersed. W hat is particularly relevant from the point of 
paradoxes is the group which agrees with V043 while simultaneously disa
greeing with V097 (see the italicized figures in Table 37). (The differences 
are statistically significant, where p =  .000, df =  9, Pearson Chi Square 
value =  30.216.) Obviously, in sum, 32.6% display ‘paradoxical’ attitudes, 
the most salient of these being the 11.5% who agree totally and disagree



Table 38: Crosstabulation of responses to item V046 and V094. (Relative 
frequencies of total number of responses, i.e. 280. “Don’t know" responses are 
treated as missing values.)

V 094

Agree tot. Agree hes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total

V046

Agree tot. 32.1 26.4 14.6 11.1 84.3

Agree hes. 2.5 2.5 4.6 1.8 11.4

Disagr. hes. 0.4 0.7 1.4 0.7 3.2

Disagr. tot. 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.7 1.1

Total 35.0 30.0 20.7 14.3 100.0 (280)

V 0 4 6 : G o o d  k now ledge o f  th e  m o th e r to n g u e  is a p rerequ isite  for learn ing  a new  language.
V 094 : I t  is im p o rta n t for im m ig ra n t ch ild ren  to  have a good  co m m an d  o f  th e ir  hom e la n g u ag e  in o rder 

to  learn  Sw edish well.

totally with the two items. That is, they hold strong opinions on the 
psychological significance of language: in a generalized context, possibly 
invoking only Self-related dimensions, a person’s first language is deemed 
very important. However, an immigrant child’s ‘home language’ (which in 
most cases undoubtedly is the LI) is seen as unsignificant in such respects. 
Needless to say, this exemplifies a true paradox of the type which is 
explainable in terms of Self vs. Other, and which reflects the majority- 
biased ideological perspective, which entails that what belongs to “us” is 
perceived as entirely different from equivalent aspects of “theirs”. (It 
deserves to be mentioned that an identical analysis was performed on 
another “psychological” item, V041: “Your mother tongue is the most 
important language for expressing your feelings”, and the above V097. 
Although the results showed quite similar distributions of responses (with 
32.1% ‘paradoxical’ responses), the differences where not statistically 
significant, where p =  .634.)

Another crosstabulation concerns aspects of language learning. Item 
V046, placed in the ‘mother tongue’ section of the questionnaire, was 
compared to the HLT item V094. The results are displayed in Table 38.

Again we observe a substantial portion of ‘paradoxical’ response 
patterns. The italicized figures display the proportion of respondents who 
agree with the claim that good proficiency in one’s mother tongue is



Table 39: Crosstabulation of responses to item V048 and V093. (Relative 
frequencies of total number of responses, i.e. 266. “Don’t know” responses are 
treated as missing values.)

Agree tot.

V093 

Agree hes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total

V048

Agree tot. 10.2 6.0 3.0 5.3 24.4

Agree bes. 3 .8 7.5 4.5 3.8 19.5

Disagr. hes. 3.0 6.4 9.0 8.6 27.1

Disagr. tot. 5.6 4.5 4.1 14.7 28.9

Total 22.6 24.4 20.7 32.3 100.0 (266)

V 0 4 8 : I t  is confusing  for ch ild ren  to  le a rn  tw o  languages a t th e  sam e tim e. T hey  shou ld  first learn  one, 
th e n  th e  o ther.

V 0 9 3 : I f  an  im m ig ra n t ch ild  receives hom e lan g u ag e  te ach ing , it w ill in terfer w ith  h is /her learn ing  
Sw edish as qu ick ly  as possible.

actually a prerequisite for learning a new language -  which is quite a strong 
assumption on language learning interdependency -  while disagreeing with 
V097, that home language proficiency is important for Swedish language 
learning. In sum, 32.1% display such an attitudinal pattern (statistically 
significant, where p =  .007, df =  9, Pearson Chi Square value =  22.679).

Continuing on the topic of language learning claims, paradoxes were 
sought in responses to V048 and the HLT item V093. Item V048 was 
included in the general ‘advantages and disadvantages of individual bilin
gualism’ theme, and concerned the claim that simultaneous bilingual acqui
sition may be negative. The results are shown in Table 39. (Statistical 
significance: p =  .000, df =  9, Chi Square value =  44.361.)

Although it may be argued that V048 and V093 are not very closely 
connected in propositional content, they both concern the preferability of 
separating languages in the learning process. If someone belives that one 
language ought to be learned before the other, it would -  if young children 
are the targets -  be logical to assume that the ‘mother tongue’, i.e. the LI 
ought to be established before massive L2 exposure is encouraged. If an 
immigrant child is to learn his/her LI before a considerable amount of L2 
learning occurs (which was a dogmatic argument of some of the early HLT 
proponents in the 70s), and if we assume that LI learning is not adequately



established at the time the child begins school, then one ought to be in 
favor of some kind of ‘mother tongue classes’ for immigrant children, where 
Swedish is introduced with caution and increased successively. However, as 
seen from Table 39, in sum, 27.5% of the respondents adhere to V048 and 
simultaneously appear to think that HLT hinders the speedy acquisition of 
Swedish. It is somewhat complicated to interpret what this response pattern 
actually means. That is, although the language learning process is supposed 
to be successive (cf. ‘successive bilingualism’ vs. ‘simultaneous bilingual
ism’), the ‘home language’ is not to receive attention in the school context 
because it endangers the learning of Swedish.

However, it is entirely conceivable that the apparent ‘paradox’ is solved 
if we hypothesize that for V048, the respondents have only envisaged 
preschool children, while the ‘typical’ immigrant child receiving HLT is 
thought to be (much) older. That is, the respondents may rest on the 
assumption that the ‘home language’ is sufficiently learned in the home 
before school begins, but once this happens, HLT constitutes an obstacle to 
majority language learning. As a matter of fact, it could be argued that 
there are other response patterns which are more ‘paradoxical’. The 
responses of the bottom left quarter of Table 39, i.e. the ones who disagree 
with V048 while agreeing with V093, amount to 19.5%. That is, while one 
does not see the harm in simultaneous bilingual acquisition, it is improper 
within the context of school. Children are believed to be able to learn two 
languages simultaneously, but perhaps such a general belief does not apply 
to all children? Perhaps immigrant children are believed to be incapable to 
handle bilingual schooling without one language encroaching on the other? 
Actually, the present crosstabulation yields such complicated patterns that 
it would be viable to claim that also the top right quarter of Table 39 
displays paradoxical distributions (i.e. agreeing with V048 and disagreeing 
with V093). If you would hold that simultaneous acquisition is confusing 
for a child, but nevertheless believe that HLT does not hinder Swedish 
learning, it could point to a certain inconsistency, as is evidenced by 16.6% 
of the respondents. Such an attitudinal pair could be argued to fit the 
profile of some aforementioned ‘dogmatics’ in the HLT debate. That is, it is 
possible that some people may have misinterpreted or exaggerated certain 
lines of argumentation in favor of HLT, and at the same time, they are 
careful to point out that HLT in no way would endanger the learning of 
majority language, which they know is of great concern to the majority 
population.



Table 40: Crosstabulation of responses to item V048 and V069- (Relative 
frequencies of total number of responses, i.e. 282. “Don’t know” responses are 
treated as missing values.)

Agree tot.

V069 

Agree hes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total

V048

Agree tot. 19.5 3.9 1.8 0.7 25.9

Agree hes. 11.0 6.0 2.1 1.4 20.6
Disagr. hes. 11.7 6.4 4.3 3.2 25.5

Disagr. tot. 9.2 4.6 5.0 9.2 28.0

Total 51.4 20.9 13.1 14.5 100 (282)

V 0 4 8 : I t  is confusing  for ch ild ren  to  learn  tw o  languages  a t  th e  sam e tim e. T hey  shou ld  first le a rn  one, 
th e n  th e  o ther.

V 0 6 9 : Im m ig ra n t p a ren ts  shou ld  speak  Sw edish w ith  th e ir  ch ild ren  as m u c h  as possible.

The issue of simultaneous bilingual acquisition (i.e.V048) was further 
explored in connection to the general ‘immigrants language use’ theme of 
the questionnaire. This theme included item V069, claiming that immi
grant parents should speak Swedish with their children as much as possible. 
A crosstabulation of these two items is shown in Table 40. (Statistical 
significance: p =  .000, df =  9, Chi square value =  50.704.)

Again, there is a certain amount of uncertainty in drawing unambiguous 
conclusions of the response patterns. It may be a matter of what age one 
envisages the children to be. However, if one believes that simultaneous 
bilingual acquisition is negative for the child while also holding the opinion 
that immigrant parents ought to try to speak Swedish with their children as 
often as possible, it appears to constitute a paradox of some sort. As many 
as 40.4% tend to agree with both V048 and V069. However, a possible 
counterargument could be that what the respondents focus on in V069 are 
the pedagogical benefits for the parents in practicing Swedish, and not 
necessarily those of the children. On the other hand, it may seem paradoxi
cal that the well-being of the child is not taken into account. I would 
conjecture that what is present here is a ‘commonsensical’ belief on 
language learning (for majority children?) which conflicts with a majority- 
biased perspective on minority language use. That is, it is possible that 
some respondents think that (adult) immigrants generally ought to focus



Table 41: Crosstabulation of responses to item V069 and V071. (Relative 
frequencies of total number of responses, i.e. 288. “Don’t know” responses are 
treated as missing values.)

Agree tot.

V071 

Agree hes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total

V069

Agree tot. 15.6 14.6 11.5 8.0 49.7

Agree hes. 9.7 6.9 3.8 0.0 20.5

Disagr. hes. 9.4 4.9 0.7 0.0 14.9

Disagr. tot. 13.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 14.9

Total 48.3 27.8 16.0 8.0 100.0 (288)

VO6 9 ' Im m ig ra n t p a ren ts  shou ld  speak  Sw edish w ith  th e ir  ch ild ren  as m uch  as possible. 
V 0 7 1 : I t  is goo d  if  im m ig ra n ts  keep  th e ir  m o th e r tongues  and  teach  th e m  to  th e ir  ch ild ren .

more on Swedish language learning than they are believed to do, and such a 
concern temporarily overrides a ‘decontextualized’ belief about what is best 
for children in general. Needless to say, the “general” is applicable to all, as 
dictated by the hegemonic ideology. On the other hand, when Other is 
focused, certain special conditions hold. It is possible that this exemplifies 
an inherent inconsistency in the monolingualist ideology of language. 
Different concerns compete with one another. While general principles 
apply to “everyone” (e.g. all human beings), those principles are suppressed 
when Other-related problems are addressed -  and the paradox may not 
even be apparent to the true monolingualist. The primacy of the majority 
language occasionally overrides the general principles of what is best for 
Man, because Man implicitly equals member of the majority.

While the above paradoxes comprised items belonging to different 
themes, and hence placed at a distance from each other in the question
naire, we will now consider inconsistencies within a specific theme. 
Continuing with item V069 (cf. above), an interesting response pattern 
emerged when it was crosstabulated with V071, i.e. an item placed almost 
immediately after the first. (As mentioned elsewhere, the item numbers 
denote their order in the questionnaire.) The results are shown in Table 41. 
(Statistical significance: p =  .000, df =  9, Chi Square value =  71.275.)



As observed in Table 41, as many as 46.8% are inclined to agree with 
both V069 and V071, in spite of the fact that they could be construed as 
contradictions. That is, while one thinks that immigrant parents and 
children should speak Swedish as often as possible, one may also agree with 
tolerant “niceties” on minority language maintenance. Consequently, when 
a choice is not demanded -  i.e. when a conflict between majority and 
minority languages is not portrayed -  a tolerant ‘pluralistic’ attitude is 
displayed. However, it could be argued that this paradox merely demon
strates a naivety as regards language learning prerequisites. It is possible 
that some persons believe that (minority) language is simply “absorbed” 
(i.e. acquired more or less automatically) by the language learning child, 
even if the parents do not use it very much. This may be associated with 
some expressions of astonishment which I have encountered over the fact 
that “there are children who are born and raised here in Sweden, and they 
still do not speak proper Swedish!”. However, the paradox simultaneously 
portrays a majority ethnocentric perspective, where the different objectives 
may compete with each other: while we generally may be in favor of toler
ance towards Other, it functions only on the condition that our hegemony 
is not challenged in any way. If that would be the case, then “majority 
rules”.

A similar paradox, which sheds light on the internal conflicts between 
possibly “politically correct” pluralistic stances and other, monolingualisti- 
cally biased majority conceptions at a lower level of awareness, is evident 
from a crosstabulation of the aforementioned V069 (immediately above) 
and the HLT item V094, which claims that home language proficiency is 
important for successful Swedish language learning. (Item V094 was also 
explored with V046, cf. above.) The results are shown in Table 42. 
(Statistical significance: p =  .003, df =  9, Chi Square value =  24.988.)

Obviously, a substantial portion of 42% (italicized figures) agrees with 
both V069 and V094. That is, while subscribing to a ‘classical’ Pro
argument (i.e.V094) in favor of HLT, these respondents believe that immi
grant parents ought to speak Swedish as often as possible with their 
children. Again, this may reflect a naivety regarding language learning 
processes as well as regarding minority language contexts. However, it is 
interesting to observe that proponents of HLT, who adhere to the simplistic 
language interdependency statement of V094, still feel that the majority 
language should be a medium for minority family interactions. I would 
interpret such a paradox as reflecting the ambivalence of many 
‘pluralistically’ oriented majority members: while consciously confessing to



Table 42: Crosstabulation of responses to item V069 and V094. (Relative 
frequencies of total number of responses, i.e. 272. “Don’t know” responses are 
treated as missing values.)

Agree tot.

V094 

Agree hes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total

V069

Agree tot. 12.9 16.2 11.0 10.3 50.4

Agree bes. 7.4 5.5 4.8 1.5 19.1

Disagr. hes. 5.9 5.1 4.0 0.7 15.8

Disagr. tot. 8.8 2.9 1.1 1.8 14.7

Total 34.9 29.8 21.0 14.3 100.0(272)

V 0 6 9 : Im m ig ra n t p a ren ts  shou ld  speak  Sw edish w ith  th e ir  ch ild ren  as m u c h  as possible.
V 0 9 4 : I t  is im p o rta n t for im m ig ra n t ch ild ren  to  have a  good  co m m an d  o f  th e ir  hom e la n g u ag e  in o rder 

to  learn  Sw edish w ell.

a generally tolerant ideology, there are nevertheless contexts where 
instances of the hegemonic majority ‘monolingualist’ ideology emerges. 
Needless to say, this is not astonishing: when alternative conceptions 
challenge a firmly grounded ideological hegemony (such as the assimila
tionist monolingualist one, cf. the historical overview in chapter 2), indi
viduals may find themselves torn between what they have tried to acquire 
‘rationalistically’ (e.g. a general philosophy of tolerant pluralism) and the 
attitudes which more or less ‘unconsciously’ have been internalized during 
the first part of one’s life. Many people may find that their immediate 
and/or emotional reactions indicate a possibly intolerant stance towards 
Other occasionally, but when reason rules, they wish to dissociate them
selves from such reactions completely.

W e will now turn to educational aspects. A crosstabulation was 
performed concerning the importance of instruction for developing the LI. 
Item V042 (“In order to learn his or her language properly, a person needs 
formal instruction.”) was compared to V101 (“Home language teaching is 
not something for the schools to work with -  immigrant children can learn 
their mother tongue at home.”). The number of paradoxical responses (i.e. 
the ones agreeing with both items) was quite substantial, in sum 48.7%, 
where 25.7% agreed totally with both claims. However, the Chi Square test 
indicated that the differences of the entire crosstabulation were not of



Table 43 : Crosstabulation of responses to item V089 and V09L (Relative 
frequencies of total number of responses, i.e. 287. “Don’t know” responses are 
treated as missing values.)

Agree tot.

V091 

Agree hes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total

V089

Agree tot. 10.8 8.7 10.5 17.8 47.7

Agree hes. 4.2 3.8 7.0 11.8 26.8

Disagr. hes. 2.1 1.4 3.8 6.6 13.9

Disagr. tot. 5.6 1.4 1.0 3.5 11.5

Total 22.6 15.3 22.3 39.7 100.0 (287)

V 0 8 9 : T h e  best th in g  is to  be ta u g h t in  you r m o th e r tongue . 
V 0 9 1 : H o m e  lan g u ag e  teach in g  shou ld  be abolished.

statistical significance (where p =  .496, df =  9, Pearson Chi Square value 
=  8.385).

Other aspects of education and language were investigated. Item V089 
concerns whether it is best for a child to receive instruction via his/her 
mother tongue, i.e. having the mother tongue as a language of instruction. 
This item was located in the ‘neutral’ (i.e. non-HLT) section of languages of 
instruction in the questionnaire. This item was then compared with the 
HLT item V091, a global statement on the abolition of HLT. The results 
are displayed in Table 43. (Statistical significance: p =  .02, Chi Square 
value =  19.720.)

Table 43 displays a total of 27.5% ‘paradoxical’ response patterns, i.e. 
agreeing with both V089 and V091. That is, while a person may be prone 
to agree with a global, detached statement on the preferability of LI 
medium instruction, when focus is redirected onto Other, the primacy of 
the majority language is emphasized. HLT, regardless of whether it consists 
of the ‘home language’ being taught and/or used as a language of instruc
tion, is rendered completely unacceptable. Such a paradox is perhaps even 
more clearly displayed when we turn to questions on the respondent’s 
personal preferences of languages of instruction as compared to HLT issues. 
Item V087 concerned the respondent’s hypothetical willingness to enroll 
his/her child in a school where another medium is used part of the time.



Table 44: Crosstabulation of responses to item V087 and V I07. (Relative 
frequencies of total number of responses, i.e. 290. “Don’t know” responses are 
treated as missing values.)

Agree tot.

V107 

Agree hes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total

V 087

Yes 1.7 1.7 5.2 26.2 34.8

Perhaps 1.4 5.2 5.5 22.4 34.5

No 4.8 4.1 5.5 16.2 30.7

Total 7.9 11.0 16.2 64.8 100.0 (290)

V 0 8 7 : I f  you  had  schoo l-age ch ild ren  (or if you  ac tually  have th e m  now ) — cou ld  you  consider p u tt in g  
you ch ild ren  in a school w here som e o f  th e  in s tru c tio n  takes p lace in a lan g u ag e  o th e r  th a n  
Sw edish (i.e. w here they  teach  a range o f  subjec ts in an o th e r language)?

V 1 0 7 : I t  shou ld  be fo rb idden  to  speak  any o th e r lan g u ag e  th a n  Swedish in th e  schools.

The responses are compared to the strongly phrased item V I07, which had 
its place well embedded in the HLT section of the questionnaire. Cf. the 
response patterns in Table 44. (Statistical significance: p =  .004, df =  6, 
Chi Square value =  19.167.)

Evidently, a small proportion of the response patterns display paradoxi
cal traits. The italicized figures indicate those who might consider placing 
their children in a bilingual educational programme, but when faced with 
the HLT-embedded V I07, those 10% of the respondents are prone to 
advocate an all-Swedish school policy. Such inconstencies may appear 
striking, especially since V087 is a very concretely formulated statement, 
and not a decontextualized statement on general principles. However, this 
constitues yet another example of possible paradoxes in people’s value 
systems. While it is acceptable that majority children (perhaps especially 
one’s own children) should be able to benefit from bilingual programmes, 
immigrant children’s education ought to focus entirely on the “important” 
language, i.e. Swedish. In addition, when we investigate response patterns 
to the less strongly formulated V 108, an increase in paradoxical responses 
occurs, see Table 45. (Statistical significance: p =  .038, df =  6, Chi Square 
value =  13.310.)

Table 45 shows that as many as 42.9% (figures in italics) are inclined to 
enroll their child in a bilingual school programme, and nevertheless, they



Table 45: Crosstabulation of responses to item V087 and V108. (Relative 
frequencies of total number of responses, i.e. 290. “Don’t know” responses are 
treated as missing values.)

V108

Agree tot. Agree hes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total

V087

Yes 12.8 6.6 6.6 9.3 35.2

Perhaps 15.2 8.3 4.1 5.5 33.1

No 18.3 5.9 3.1 4.5 31.7

Total 46.2 20.7 13.8 19.3 100.0 (290)

V 0 8 7 : I f  you had  schoo l-age ch ild ren  (o r if you ac tually  have th e m  now ) -  cou ld  you consider p u tt in g  
you ch ild ren  in  a school w here som e o f  th e  in s tru c tio n  takes p lace in a lan g u ag e  o th e r  th a n  
Sw edish (i.e. w here they  teach  a ran g e  o f  sub jec ts  in an o th e r  language)?

V 1 0 8 : C h ild ren  could  be allow ed to  speak  th e ir  hom e lan g u ag e  w ith  one an o th e r  d u rin g  recess in  the  
schoolyard , b u t n o t in th e  classroom . Sw edish is spoken  in  th e  classroom .

hold that ‘home language’ children, ought to confine their language use to 
school breaks only.

Continuing on the topic of personal predispositions to enroll children in 
bilingual programmes (i.e. item V087, cf. above), another aspect of HLT 
was investigated. Item V087 was crosstabulated with V099, which claims 
that it is wrong to demand HLT because one should follow the 
customs/traditions of the new country (Sw. “ta seden dit man kommer”). 
The following quite significant results emerged (where p =  .022, df =  6, 
Chi Square value =  14.750), see Table 46.

W hat is particularly interesting with the pairing of V087 and V099 is 
the question of what the “customs” in Sweden actually might be in these 
aspects. As seen from Table 46, 34.1% of those who are inclined towards 
bilingual programmes simultaneously agree with the claim that HLT goes 
against Swedish “customs” or traditions. However, it could be argued that 
bilingual programmes for majority children certainly are not customary in 
Sweden, except for a minimal number of elite private schools that have 
employed e.g. English, French or German. Although the opportunity — as 
well as interest -  for some type of bilingual programmes has increased 
considerably very recently in Sweden (mostly because of the emergence of 
publically funded ‘free schools’), such models are indeed not part of the 
mainstream educational history in this country. The reason for this para-



Table 46: Crosstabulation of responses to item V087 and V099- (Relative 
frequencies of total number of responses, i.e. 296. “Don’t know” responses are 
treated as missing values.)

V 099

Agree tot. Agree hes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total

V087

Yes 8.8 7.1 7.8 10.8 34.5

Perhaps 10.8 7.4 8.1 7.4 33.8

No 15.2 5.7 6.4 4.4 31.8

Total 34.8 20.3 22.3 22.6 100.0 (296)

V 0 8 7 : I f  you had  schoo l-age ch ild ren  (o r i f  you ac tually  have th em  now ) — could  you consider p u tt in g  
you ch ild ren  in  a  school w here som e o f  th e  in s tru c tio n  takes p lace in a lan g u ag e  o th e r th a n  
S w edish (i.e. w here they  teach  a range o f  subjec ts in  an o th e r language)?

V 0 9 9 : I t  is w rong  to  d em an d  hom e lan g u ag e  teach in g  -  you have to  se ttle  in to  th e  p lace you  com e to .

doxical pattern is obviously the focusing of Self as opposed to Other. Item 
V099 was discussed in the univariate section above, where it was argued 
that it constitutes a type of ‘stereotypical’ statement of the catch-phrase 
type which has been used in political debates. As such, it is accepted by 
many respondents without their contemplating what Swedish culture and 
customs actually would consist of. Needless to say, hegemonic ideology 
does not require its holders to contemplate and critically analyze its matter- 
of-factual components. However, what the crosstabulation above shows is 
that culture and traditions are invoked when the majority feels challenged. 
However, when the majority favors change -  because it is thought to be of 
benefit to them -  traditions are simply discarded or not even raised to 
awareness.

We will now focus on certain aspects of societal multilingualism, and the 
advantages of widespread knowledge of foreign languages, etc. The ques
tionnaire includes some generally phrased items on the advantages and 
disadvantages of societal multilingualism, for example item V054, stating 
that multilingualism is a societal resource (see below). A crosstabulation 
was performed between V054 and an item from another theme, V073, 
which in turn may reflect quite a strong assimilationist stance among the 
respondents. The results are displayed in Table 47. (Statistical significance: 
p =  .000, df =  9, Chi Square value =  35.666.)



Table 47: Crosstabulation of responses to item. V054 and V073. (Relative 
frequencies of total number of responses, i.e. 268. “Don’t know” responses are 
treated as missing values.)

Agree tot.

V073 

Agree hes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total

V 054

Agree tot. 9.7 8.6 7.1 23.9 49.3

Agree hes. 6.3 7.1 9.0 9.7 32.1

Disagr. hes. 3.7 4.9 2.6 1.5 12.7

Disagr. tot. 3.4 0.0 1.1 1.5 6.0

Total 23.1 20.5 19.8 36.6 100.0 (268)

V 0 5 4 : M u ltilin g u a lism  is a resource for society and  good  for a co u n try ’s econom y.
V 0 7 3 : F rom  th e  very  first, all im m ig ra n t ch ild ren  o u g h t to  learn  th a t  Sw edish shou ld  be th e ir  m o th er 

tongue .

As is evident from Table 47, 31.7% tend to agree with both items. That 
is, while being in favor of a generally phrased claim on the beneficial nature 
of multilingualism for a country’s national economy, they are inclined to 
think that immigrant children ought to direct their language ‘loyalties’ 
towards the majority language. Item V073 is quite a strong statement with 
assimilatory connotations. Consequently, while a person may wish for the 
linguistic assimilation of the minorities, he/she may nevertheless subscribe 
to general assumptions on the importance of knowledge of other languages. 
It could be argued that this paradox depends on the decontextualized 
generality -  and hence ‘neutrality’ -  of V054, and would thus constitute an 
instance of attitude shift due to the shifting of levels of context embedded
ness. However, it is also conceivable that the paradox evidences a typical 
majority-centred attitudinal complex: Multilingualism is rendered benefi
cial when it regards certain languages. That is, proficiency in high status 
‘metropolitan’ languages is deemed advantageous for the country, whereas 
the minority language competence of low status LI speakers is not of inter
est to society.

This tendency is further corroborated when studying the responses to 
V054 crosstabulated with two ‘economic’ HLT items, V106 and V I 13, 
which are quite similar in propositional content (see below). The results are 
shown in Table 48. (For the purpose of avoiding unnecessary table space,



Table 48: Crosstabulation of responses to item V054 and V I06 plus V I 13. 
(Relative frequencies of total number of responses, i.e. 244/259. “Don’t know" 
responses are treated as missing values.)

Agree tot.

V 106/V 113 

Agree hes. Disagr. hes. Disagr. tot. Total

V054

Agree tot. 25.1/20.5 13.9/13.1 6.2/7 .0 3 .9/7.0 49.0/47.5

Agree hes. 7 .7 /6 .1 16.2/13.5 4.217.8 5 .8 /6 .1 34.0/33.6

Disagr. hes. 1.9/0.0 1.2 /2 .9 4 .6 /4 .1 3 .1/4.5 10.8/11.5

Disagr. tot. 0.0/0.0 0.4/0 .0 1.9/1.6 3 .9 /5 .7 6217 A

Total 34.7/26.6 31.7/29.5 17.0/20.5 16.6/23.4 (259/244)

V 0 5 4 : M u ltilin g u a lism  is a  resource for society an d  good  for a co u n try ’s econom y.
V I 0 6 : H o m e  lan g u ag e  teach in g  con trib u te s  to  b ilingualism , and  th a t  helps Sw eden to  co m p ete  in te rn a 

tionally .
V I 13: H o m e  lan g u ag e  teach in g  is an  inv estm en t in  Sw eden’s econom ic fu tu re .

the values of V I06 and V I13 are displayed together, divided by a slash. 
Statistical significance for both crosstabulations is p =  .000.)

The responses to V I06 and V I13. i.e. the two HLT items, are relatively 
similar, which is not surprising in light of their almost equivalent meanings. 
The stronger claim of V I 13, that HLT is actually an investment for the 
future national economy, is disliked by more respondents than V106, which 
in turn could be taken as more cautiously phrased where the issue of money 
and economy is somewhat less evident. This is also reflected in the number 
of paradoxical responses, i.e. those agreeing with V054 while disagreeing 
with V106 (20.1%) and V I 13 (27.9%). Thus, a substantial portion of the 
respondents display shifting values depending on who is the target. While 
multilingualism per se is favored when ‘decontextualized’, the “same” 
phenomenon is discarded if it is to be upheld by the minority speakers. 
Consequently, different multilingualisms are not of equivalent value. 
(Furthermore, another crosstabulation was performed between two items of 
similar content as those above, but which both occur within the HLT 
theme. As discussed in the univariate section, item V I 11 (“Fluency in a 
foreign language is an important resource for society.”) was embedded 
among the HLT items as a form of ‘entrapment’, based on the hypothesis 
that the embedding would yield less favorable answers than equivalent



items in other themes. However, as mentioned above, this did not have the 
expected effects -  90% agreed with V I 11. The crosstabulation with V106 
(“Home language teaching contributes to bilingualism, and that helps 
Sweden to compete internationally.”) resulted in a significant number of 
27.6% paradoxical responses, i.e. agreeing with V I 11 while disagreeing 
with V106. This would mean that it is particularly when the topic of immi
grant languages and HLT is focused clearly that negative responses and
hence paradoxes increase. In addition, the same item V I 11 and the nega
tively phrased V098 (“Home language teaching is a luxury which Sweden
cannot afford.”) were crosstabulated, producing significant results. As many 
as 42.3% showed a somewhat paradoxical pattern in agreeing with both 
items. That is, some people may feel that while foreign language profi
ciency is a societal resource, HLT is not the way to achieve it -  HLT is a 
luxury which Sweden cannot afford.)

Needless to say, there are numerous similar possible paradoxes which 
could be presented. However, the topic of inconsistencies in attitudes to 
societal aspects of linguistic diversity appears to be satisfactorily accounted 
for by the above examples. More results on this particular subject would 
seem overly repetitious.

5.5.3.2 Conclusion

In conclusion, it is evident that paradoxes in the ideological ‘systems’ of the 
respondents do exist. As mentioned above, there are more instances of 
paradoxical patterns in the responses than those accounted for above. 
However, these are illustrative of what appears to be a general tendency, 
which in turn has a bearing on the notion of ‘ideological profiles’: Many 
people seem influenced by the majority-centered, ‘monolingualist’ ideology 
of language which has dominated the Swedish scene in the past. In spite of 
various official tenets to the contrary, i.e. advocating pluralism, tolerance 
and individual freedom in the relations between majority and minority, the 
monolingualist approach filters it way through, which is apparent in some 
of the paradoxes. While some people may approve of general claims about 
the advantages and desirability of linguistic plurality, they take a stance 
against tokens of such plurality when the focus is shifted: when claims are 
made which either exclusively concern Other-related matters or where there 
is a conflict between the interests of Self and Other (e.g. the majority 
language vs. the minority languages), the majority-based ethnocentric 
perspective gets the upper hand. As mentioned above, these tendencies may 
in part be explained by the fact that some people consciously strive to



acquire a pluralist philosophy, but when attitudinal conflicts occur, the 
hegemonic ideology which has been firmly internalized in the socialization 
phases -  and of which one is less consiously aware -  tend to dominate.

On the other hand, as I discussed above, it is conceivable that some 
paradoxes may be explained by inherent inconsistencies in the monolin- 
gualist ideology. The general principles of such an ideology are presupposed 
to apply to “everyone”. This entails that what is best for Self is also good for 
Other, because the Self-centred perspective equates Self with “everyone”, 
i.e. Self is Man. However, in that case, what is not apparent to Self is that 
Other is different. For example, it is obvious that different groups have 
their own ‘mother tongue’. If one believes that the ‘mother tongue’ is 
important to develop and preserve, then it should follow that such a general 
principle should apply to all different groups, i.e. to everyone. However, 
what Self fails to take into account is that Other possesses a mother tongue 
which is different from Self s. This is truly paradoxical because simultane
ously, one aspect of the monolingualist perspective is the estrangement, 
intolerance and marginalization of Other, in a process of demarcation and 
exaggeration of difference vis-à-vis Other. Thus, Other is extremely differ
ent from us, and difference equals “bad”. For this reason, it is best if Other 
becomes more similar to Self, i.e. assimilates. It is only when Other adjusts 
satisfactorily that we may apply the general ideological principles to him as 
well, since as long as he is too different, we cannot perceive the actual 
equivalency in behavior and interests. Thus, even if we believe in equality 
and fairness, such principles can only be valid if Other becomes more like 
“everyone”, i.e. like Self. And it is Self who sets the agenda as to what are 
acceptable and unacceptable differences. Certain differences may be down
played or brought to the fore in different periods. As mentioned in the 
introduction, social class differentiation in language is not as heated an issue 
nowadays. Instead, it is the immigrant language issue which has taken over 
the arena of concerned discourse. W hat constitutes significant differences, 
which is then problematized, has shifted from a social class-perspective to 
an allegedly ‘ethnic’ one. This has in turn rendered the aspect of 
‘acceptable’ vs. ‘unacceptable’ difference in language increasingly visible. 
While the ‘metropolitan languages’ (in practice, English) have begun to 
encroach on the Swedish arena to an extent never seen before, these 
languages and the variety of proficiency in them appear to constitute 
‘acceptable difference’, whereas low status immigrant languages symbolize 
unacceptable difference. Consequently, what is obscured to majority



members is that ‘difference’ receives completely different meanings in 
different contexts.

Thus, it is conceivable that some of the paradoxical patterns may be 
explained by the existence of ‘mixed’ ideologies in the minds of certain 
persons, which yields incoherences in the ‘system’. On the other hand, there 
may also be paradoxes which are inherent to one particular ideology, 
namely the monolingualist one. The question of possible ideological struc
tures will be explored further in the following section, where correlative 
patterns of ideological components will be accounted for.

5.5.4 Correlations

In this section, correlations between different items will be discussed. In the 
attempt to explore the structure of possible ‘ideological profiles’, focus will 
now shift from paradoxical patterns to what seems to cohere systematically. 
At the very least, the method used will allow us to draw some conclusions 
about the composition of the ‘extreme’ poles of the ideological profile scale. 
That is, correlations between items will indicate which attitudes appear to 
co-occur and which do not, as well as the strength of such relationships.

For this purpose, the Spearman’s Rho measure of correlation (i.e. Spear
man Rank Order Correlation) was employed, which is generally applicable 
to rank-order (ordinal) data. As mentioned earlier, in the present survey, 
some questionnaire data are of the nominal kind while some may be taken 
to represent rank orders. Specifically, all of the statement-type items are of 
the ordinal type in that the variable values may be rank-ordered; the 
agreement - disagreement response scale may readily be converted into 
arithmetic values (from 1 to 4), where the numbers indicate the strength 
and direction of the attitude. However, since the the variable values are not 
precise, they may only be ranked and do not constitute equal intervals. The 
issue of data levels in Likert-type items appears to be a matter of debate. 
(Cf. e.g. Hatch & Lazaraton 1991:56f, 178f.) Many researchers use scales of 
finer grading (e.g. a 5, 7 or 9 point scale) for the purpose of obtaining 
measures which approaches interval scaling, which in turn allows more 
powerful statistical procedures. However, others are quite critical towards 
treating ordinal data as interval data. Hatch & Lazaraton (ibid) advocate 
some caution:

Statisticians m ost often argue in favor o f treating  rank-order data  as though it were
interval data. They see ordinal scales as being continuous (with the m ean as the
appropriate measure of central tendency). Many argue tha t statistically it makes no



real difference and th a t it is best to treat ordinal and interval as the same. In  many 
cases we believe it is better to consider them  as ordinal rather than  as interval data, 
and especially so if the data are not normally distributed. W e will argue [...] th a t 
the researcher should make an informed decision, informed by the true nature of the 
data and th a t the decision should be justified in the research report. This decision is 
crucial because it has im portant consequences for selecting an appropriate statistical 
test for the data. (H atch  & Lazaraton 1991:180)

In the present investigation, I have chosen to be ‘conservative’ and 
orthodox as regards the statistical considerations. Furthermore, as I 
discussed briefly in the ‘Method’ section earlier, I am cautious about 
employing ‘interval’-type attitudinal scaling for conceptual reasons: it is 
impossible to know what precise strength of agreement that response alter
natives such as “Agree with hesitation” actually indicate. Consequently, 
while it would be feasible to regard the differences between the four steps of 
the response scale as representing a rank order, I would not be able to argue 
for accepting them as located at equal intervals.

However, the conservative stance prevents us from employing tech
niques that would appear to be very effective in exploring the issue of 
‘ideological profiles’. For example, simple correlations will not suffice to 
satisfactorily explore the clustering of attitudes in different profiles. Some 
researchers (e.g. Baker 1992) have utilized various forms of 'factor analysis’ 
to investigate attitudinal co-occurrence relations. Factor analysis is inter
esting in that we may identify co-occurrence patterns, and whether such 
patterns may reflect a ‘latent’ factor or dimension underlying them. (See 
e.g. Biber 1988:79ff for a highly legible description of what factor analysis 
may entail.) However, I have chosen to abstain from attempting to employ 
factor analysis for the following reasons. Firstly, it is sometimes stated that 
factor analysis requires variables of at least interval level (cf. Aronsson 
1997:268). Secondly, the procedure is often commented upon with remarks 
of caution. For example, Biber (1988:81) claims that “{...] the proper use of 
factor analysis requires understanding of several technical points, including 
a grasp of the theoretical prerequisites, the differences among the various 
extraction and rotation techniques, the nature of the resulting factors, and 
the nature of the final interpretations.”. Although modern computational 
statistics programs make the procedure quite accessible from a strictly 
technical perspective, it is important that the necessary conditions are met, 
and above all, that a proper understanding of the method enables viable 
theoretical interpretations. That is, the hazard may lie in the theoretical 
interpretation of the results. Factor analysis is an example of a powerful



technique which seems to have become increasingly popular in linguistics 
and the behavioral sciences, but its strengths are also associated with poten
tial dangers of misinterpretation. Furthermore, and most importantly, the 
present survey is not entirely designed to fit properly into such procedures 
unambiguously. Therefore, I chose to be cautious and ‘conservative’ in these 
respects too.

W ith these methodological remarks in mind, we will turn to the results 
of the correlations. As stated above, Spearman Rho correlations were calcu
lated on the questionnaire data that could be considered ordinal, i.e. specifi
cally the Likert-type statement items, of which there are 97. Needless to 
say, the correlation coefficents indicate the direction (positive/negative) and 
strength of the correlation between two variables. However, the interpreta
tion of these values is a matter of contention. There is no general, all- 
encompassing rule of thumb as to what strengths are acceptable, i.e. where 
we may assume that there is a correlation of importance. For example, a 
correlation of .30 may appear weak, but this depends on what is measured 
(see Hatch & Lazaraton 1991:440ff)- For example, if the correlation coeffi
cient is used to evaluate whether two tests measure the same thing (for 
instance in terms of inter-ratability), acceptable coefficents would be 
expected to be strong, say above .80. However, if the two variables are not 
expected to indicate exactly the same phenomenon, a correlation of .30 or 
lower may be acceptable. In addition, it should be noted that the subse
quent correlation values are calculated only from a 4 point response scale 
(where 1 represents “Agree totally”, etc.). It is sometimes claimed that 
correlation measures work better and become clearer if more scale steps are 
used (such as at least seven). On the other hand, the measurements 
performed did indicate some significant relationships, and it is to these we 
will now turn.

5.5.4.1 General results

I will first present some important general observations. Overall, it appears 
that some of the strongest correlations tend to appear within themes rather 
than across themes. Obviously, this is not surprising in light of the fact that 
items within themes occasionally are contradictions or at least focus on 
opposing aspects of a certain phenomenon. Alternatively, they concern very 
similar aspects, and the respondent is probably more aware of this than 
when encountering items across themes. For example, it is expected that 
the correlation is strong (.56) between the youth language items V007, 
“The language of young people is getting worse and worse”, and VO 10,



“Young people today have an empoverished language”. On the other hand, 
correlations will evidently be weak when one of the variables has a skewed 
distribution, such as when almost all of the respondents display similar 
opinions. An example of such a variable is item VO 16, “Politicians express 
themselves in ways that are unnecessarily complicated”, where 80.7% 
agreed totally and 13-5% agreed with hesitation, whereas only 5.2% dis
agreed. Such a variable does not correlate well with other, more ‘normally 
distributed’ variables.

Another observation concerns the aspects of “internal” vs. "external” 
diversity. One original hypothesis was that there would be certain connec
tions between attitudes towards internal language issues and external ones. 
One pole of the ‘ideological profiles’ was hypothesized to consist of 
‘monolingualists’, who would possess intolerant attitudes towards most 
forms of linguistic diversity, and where O th er’ would include for example 
youngsters and people of lower social strata as well as the minorities. The 
other extreme profile would be the total ‘pluralists’, who would be in favor 
of linguistic diversity and pluralism regardless of whether it concerned Self- 
or Other-related aspects. This would mean that we could possibly find 
items from the internal and external sections which would correlate. Unfor
tunately, however, the scattered distributions of most responses obscure 
such possible patterns. While there are a few strong correlations across 
themes within the internal section on the one hand, and within the external 
section on the other hand, there are almost no correlations between items 
across these sections. That is, the measurements do not confirm the original 
hypothesis. (More refined statistical analyses might shed more light on the 
question, but as mentioned above, that would go beyond the scope of this 
particular thesis.)

5.5.4.2 Correlative patterns

The results to be presented are greatly restricted in scope. Needless to say, 
a commented account of all possible correlations between 97 items (which 
yields approx. 9,400 coefficients) would prove quite untenable. In addition, 
since the results did not confirm one of the main objects of the study, 
namely co-occcurrence patterns between internal and external aspects, focus 
is aimed at the general identifiable patterns which principally could be 
observed across themes within the external section. Thus, the emphasis is 
placed on more or less discernable patterns of correlations, i.e. when more 
than one item from a certain theme correlates with more than one item of 
other themes. That is, only “systematic” relationships will be considered.



Instances of one particular item correlating with another thematically 
unrelated item, but where there are no other similar relationships, will be 
treated as ‘spurious’ and disregarded unless they may shed light on another 
main trend in the results. (An example of such a possibly accidental 
relationship of .31 is found between V030, that Swedish should be kept 
pure from foreign loan words, and one single HLT item V103, claiming 
that HLT hinders integration, whereas no other similar items correlate.) 
Furthermore, correlations between items within the same theme will not be 
accounted at present.

Another important restriction in the analyses is that only correlations 
above +/-.30 will be considered. In addition, these are all required to be 
statistically significant at the .01 level.

The main focus will be placed on a striking correlative pattern of certain 
themes within the external section. W hat is particularly interesting is that 
many of the items correlate relatively strongly across all the other themes in 
question. That is, we see a complex pattern of inter-correlative relation
ships. For this reason, the correlation coefficients of all of these 46 items are 
displayed in one large table in the Appendix (Table 49). The table is very 
extensive -  however, to divide it into smaller tables would obscure the 
obvious inter-relationships. (A key to the item codes in numerical order is 
given immediately above the table in the Appendix.) The themes in 
question are the following, with the relevant items indicated within paren
theses. (Not all of the items which belong to a certain theme -  cf. the 
account in section 5.4.2 ‘The questionnaire’ above -  are relevant in this 
context because they do not correlate well with other themes.):

(a) Language shift: immigrant languages (V036-37)
(b) Factual societal bilingualism (V050-55)
(c) Immigrants’ language use: Swedish proficiency; language choice 

(V066, V069-71, V073)
(d) Language and naturalization (V065, V068, V072, V080)
(e) Conditions for interpretation/translation rights (V077, V078, V079, 

V080)
(f) Minority language visibility (V083-85)
(g) Home language teaching (all of the items within this theme, i.e. V091- 

113)

As is evident from Table 49 (in the Appendix), most of the items corre
late relatively strongly in a systematic way. Needless to say, the greatest



coefficient values, i.e. more than + /- .60, are usually reached between items 
within a specific theme. As discussed above, the reason for this is usually 
that the items are mutually contradictory in propositional content, or at 
least may be regarded as near-opposites, although they may reflect slightly 
different aspects of the issue in question. For example, items V036 vs. 
V037 display a value of -.71, which could be expected considering their 
contents — i.e. that it would be a pity vs. it would be a good thing if immi
grant languages disappeared. Incidentally, these items appear to be 
straightforwardly contradictory, and we would thus perhaps expect an even 
higher correlation. However, as discussed in the univariate results section, it 
may not necessarily be the case that a person would agree totally with 
V037, even if he/she disagreed totally with V036. The items are not logical 
opposites. Even if one would not pity the loss of immigrant languages at 
all, one may not want to agree with the strongly phrased, nationalistically 
biased V037, where the straightforward claim “in Sweden we speak 
Swedish” was added to the proposition. Consequently, if such respondents 
move to the hesitant portion of the scale for V037 (i.e. agree hesitantly), 
the correlation will not be expected to reach an absolute degree, i.e. 1.00.

Such intra-thematic correlations will not be commented on further, but 
we will now turn to the inter-thematic ones, using the theme of with 
V036-37 (evaluations of language shift) as a point of departure.

This theme, i.e. including the claim that it would be preferable that the 
immigrant languages would disappear (cf. V037), correlates systematically 
and usually quite strongly with all of the other items from the selected 
themes. (Actually, these two items V036-37 are the ones which display the 
most systematic patterns of all, i.e. almost always yielding coefficients 
above +/-.30 with the other themes.) Consequently, a person holding the 
opinion that immigrant language shift would be a good thing is likely to 
think that it would be best if everyone in Sweden had Swedish as their 
mother tongue (see V050: .58), that multilingualism is not enriching 
(V051: -.51), that multilingualism has segregatory and conflictual societal 
effects (V052: .48), and he/she is prone to agree with a stereotypical excla
mation such as V053 “In Sweden we will speak Swedish!” (.63). Similarly, 
he/she is strongly inclined to disagree with V055, that it is nice to hear 
other languages spoken in Sweden (-.60). Obviously, the last two instances 
display very strong correlation values. Needless to say, the coefficients 
simultaneously portrays the opposite ‘profile’: W e may expect to find 
persons who systematically respond in favor of multilingualism, and who 
feels that it would be a pity if immigrants shifted totally to Swedish.



Continuing with correlations of V037, we see that a somewhat weaker 
correlation is found with V054, i.e. that multilingualism is an economically 
beneficial societal resource (.34). Here there is a greater amount of waver
ing. W e may interpret this to reflect a certain amount of uncertainty about 
such a factual claim. That is, while you may systematically hold that multi
lingualism is a negative thing generally, you may be hesitant when it 
concerns the economic resource aspects. However, when we turn to the 
correlations with the naturalization items (theme d  above, items V065, 
V068, V072 and V080), we may observe tendencies similar in direction 
and strength to those discussed above. Thus, a negative opinion on immi
grant language maintenance as well as societal multilingualism relates to 
‘ungenerous’ attitudes towards naturalization requirements. For example, 
V037 correlates with V065 (that knowledge of Swedish should be required 
just to apply for citizenship) above .40. Likewise, item V068, that a 
Swedish language test should be a requirement, and V072, the assimilatory 
claim that only those who use Swedish at home ought to qualify for natu
ralization, correlate quite strongly: .42 and .53 respectively. However, item 
V080, that naturalization would preclude interpretation rights, show 
somewhat weaker values: .35 and .31 with V036 and V037 respectively.

Thus, items V036-37 appear to be highly ‘indexical’ in that they corre
late quite strongly with all other themes. It would hence be overly repeti
tious and tedious to comment on all these individual items in the style of 
the preceding paragraph. As is apparent from Table 49 (in Appendix), the 
data seem to be quite self-explanatory, especially when focusing on V037 as 
a point of departure. That is, we may infer that responses to V037 reflect a 
thoroughly ‘monolingualist’ vs. ‘pluralist’ stance. (It is, however, impossible 
to infer what variables might be regarded as ‘independent’ and 
‘dependent’.) If a person is prone to agree strongly with V037, he/she is also 
likely to be very negative to societal multilingualism, be critical towards 
immigrants’ Swedish language proficiency in general, and to think that 
immigrants should speak Swedish with their children. He/she may even feel 
that immigrants who do not learn Swedish sufficiently could have their 
residence permits revoked. Furthermore, interpreting services ought to be 
restrictive, i.e. by requiring that the clients pay for it themselves or ask 
friends and relatives to act as interpreters. In addition, after 15 years in 
Sweden, an immigrant should not have to use such services -  it is then 
his/her obligation to be able to cope in Swedish. A person of this profile also 
tends to admit to becoming irritated by public use of immigrant languages, 
especially in public places such as at the bus, in pubs, etc. That is, the visi-



bility of these languages is perceived of as quite disturbing. Lastly, such a 
person is likely to be systematically negative towards HLT. Perhaps most 
significantly, the correlations with the HLT items display strong values. All 
of the HLT items which could be regarded as arguments in favor of HLT 
(V092, V094, V095, V096, V102, V106, V I 10, V I 11, V I 13) correlate 
negatively with V037, and the arguments disfavoring HLT (the rest of the 
items) correlate positively with V037, without exceptions. Some of the 
coefficients are quite high. The highest is reached in V I 12 (.65), the strong 
claim “Get rid of all this home language teaching -  in Sweden it’s Swedish 
that counts!” Items such as V099, V 100, V 103, V106, V I 13 also display 
high values: above +/-.57. Consequently, a person who possesses clearly 
negative and intolerant attitudes towards multilingualism, the visibility and 
maintenance of minority languages, conditions for naturalization and inter
pretation, etc., is also likely to be highly negative towards home language 
teaching, regardless of which type of argument is brought forward for 
motivating it.

Since most of the relevant items correlate systematically, it would 
perhaps be more clarifying to focus on the exceptions instead, i.e. the cases 
where we do not find significant relationships above or around the cut-off 
point of +/-.30. (Needless to say, this point is chosen ad hoc. There is 
obviously no real qualitative difference between a value of e.g .29 and .30.) 
It should be mentioned that many of the lower correlations actually lie in 
the mid twenties or above. However, there are quite a number of coeffi
cients even lower than that. An example of such an item is V054, claiming 
that multilingualism is a societal resource which is good for the national 
economy of a country. This item correlates very weakly with the following 
items (displayed with summarized phrasings): V065: To speak Swedish well 
should be a requirement for applying for citizenship (-.11, not significant at 
5%); V068: Language testing is required for naturalization (-.13); V080: 
Naturalized immigrants should not be entitled to interpreting/translation (- 
.09, not sign. 5%); V066: Too many immigrants speak Swedish too poorly 
(-.05, not sign.); V070: Immigrants who do not learn Swedish ought to 
have their residence permits revoked (-.18); V077: Interpreting services 
should be paid for by the client (-.16); V078: Interpreting: ask friends or 
relatives (-.07, not sign.); V079: One is obligated to cope in Swedish after 
15 years here (-.09, not sign.); V096: It is more important for immigrant 
children to learn their home language properly than Swedish (.12); V I08: 
Speaking the home language may be allowed at school breaks, but not in



the classroom (-. 14). In addition, several of the other HLT items show quite 
weak values, i.e. around or above +/-.25.

The reasons for these results, which thus break the overall pattern, are 
not entirely obvious. It may be a matter of the propositional contents of 
V054, which in turn yielded an uneven distribution in the univariate 
results: Item V054 was responded to favorably by 73.3%: 42.9% agreed 
totally while 30.4% with hesitation. Only 5.5% disagreed totally and 
10.7% with hesitation, and 10.4% did not know. That is, the skewed 
distribution coupled with the high number of “Don’t know” (which is 
treated as missing values in the correlation analyses) may be a factor 
accounting for the weak correlations. Propositionally, V054 is probably 
either difficult to respond to because of its ‘factual’ character, or it is such a 
generally phrased positive remark on multilingualism that even the extreme 
monolingualists are prone to agree -  or at least to disagree with hesitation, 
whereas other items bring out the adversary ideological profiles more 
powerfully. In addition, the HLT items V096 and V 108 were also of the 
type with a skewed distribution (especially V096). That is, these items may 
not bring forward clear consistencies in response behavior. Many people 
may adhere to V054 (multilingualism) but sway when encountering certain 
HLT claims. That is, some may agree with both V054 and V096, and some 
may agree with V054 but not V096, etc. Evidently, a claim such as V054 
could be regarded problematic in terms of its ‘indexicality’: it is very diffi
cult to infer what type of constellation/profile that a certain person belongs 
to simply by observing his reactions to a generalistic statement such as 
V054. As we have seen above, items such as V036 and V037 (immigrants’ 
language shift) appear to possess a greater indexical character in that they 
display consistently correlative patterns between items and themes.

Another example of weak correlations is displayed with the aforemen
tioned item V065 (to speak Swedish well should be a requirement for 
applying for citizenship). Here we find weak correlations (ranging from ТА
ЛО to .22) with the following items: V051 (multilingualism is enriching), 
V052 (multilingualism has segregatory effects), V054 (multilingualism is a 
societal resource, cf. the preceding paragraph), V094 (home language 
competence is important for Swedish learning), V095 (HLT should be 
expanded), V096 (better for immigrant children to master the home 
language than Swedish) and V I11 (good foreign language proficiency is an 
important societal resource), the last four being HLT items. In addition, 
other ‘citizenship items’ display weak correlations similar to those of V065, 
i.e. correlate weakly and/or non-significantly with the ones enumerated.



These citizenship items are: item V066 (too many immigrants speak 
Swedish too poorly), V068 (Swedish language testing should be a naturali
zation requirement) and V080 (no interpreting rights for naturalized immi
grants). These apparent “anomalies” in the otherwise quite strong correla
tive patterns are even more difficult to explain than those in the previous 
paragraph, i.e. for V054. Some of the items are unevenly distributed, but 
some are not. However, what seems to be common to them is that they 
express claims which are either too specialized (which makes it difficult for 
some respondents to follow a consistent stance) or they are too generally 
formulated. This effects response “profiles” which are much more complex 
than the straightforward ‘monolingualist’ or ‘pluralist’ ones. That is, even if 
a person holds a generally ‘pluralist’ philisophy and is ready to agree totally 
with V051 and V054, for example, such a person may or may not agree 
with the categorically formulated HLT items (V094-96). Furthermore, it is 
possible that some pluralists who are committed proponents of HLT agree 
strongly with V094-96. Consequently, what may be at stake is the fact that 
‘pluralists’ (as well as ‘monolingualists’) might possess different profiles, 
both in terms of strength and consistency.

As mentioned above, the present correlation analyses are not adequate 
to discern the multitude of possible constellations of ideological compo
nents. W hat we may find are items which function indexically for the most 
extreme poles, of which we see numerous examples in the overall pattern of 
Table 49 (Appendix). It appears that items on citizenship, for example, do 
not constitute good indices for profiling. I would hypothesize that a reason 
for this is that citizenship issues are deemed more ‘rationalistic’. That is, 
while a person may generally be in favor of pluralist or non-nationalistically 
biased policies, naturalization issues are excluded, because they are not 
regarded as nationalistically colored issues. Many pluralists find linguistic 
naturalization requirements feasible for rational (e.g. communicative) 
reasons, as it were. In line with the discussion in chapter 3, it is conceivable 
that ‘liberal’ countries such as Sweden will display a generally rationalist 
rhetoric on this particular issue, even if it is possible that it functions meta
phorically or obscures a more fundamental nationalistic bias. However, 
influenced by the Western hegemonic monolingualist ideology, while 
simultaneously adhering (or consciously adhering) to the pluralist alternative 
ideology, a person may construe rational, ‘pragmatic-instrumental’ lines of 
reasoning for some issues. In addition, while HLT is an issue frequently 
debated, citizenship requirements are not. Therefore, a ‘pluralist’ person 
may not be as aware of the ideological and political implications of the



citizenship question. While HLT is a “red flag” to many people, which thus 
raises everyone’s level of awareness, naturalization does not constitute an 
ideological “package” of the same kind. That is, a respondent must form 
his/her own opinions on-line, as it were, and will then tend to display a less 
systematically pluralist pattern.

5.5.4.3 Conclusion

In conclusion, the most interesting finding from the correlative analyses is 
the striking systematicity in significant relationships between certain exter
nal themes. This would entail that there are some features of the polarized 
ideological profiles of ‘monolingualists’ and ‘pluralists’ which do co-occur. 
Specifically, the results indicate that it may be possible to infer — with a 
certain amount of likelihood -  what attitudes a person has towards e.g. 
home language teaching from his/her attitudes towards societal multilin
gualism, the primacy of the majority language, the visibility and mainte
nance of immigrant languages, certain minority language rights, etc. In 
other words, it is in these areas where the majority-biased conception of Self 
vs. Other surfaces in a coherent way, profiling a pronounced monolingualist 
ideology of language. Furthermore, these components simultanously display 
a markedly pluralist ideology of language. Needless to say, the analyses do 
not indicate whether certain of these components could be regarded as 
more or less ‘independent’ variables, from which the values of other vari
ables may be inferred, but not vice versa. However, it was suggested that 
item V037, for example, being a strongly phrased straightforward claim, 
might be especially ‘indexical’ in the sense that it correlates quite strongly 
with all the other items, and it may at least function as a clarifying point of 
departure for inferences of ideological profiles.

Unfortunately, however, the correlation analyses do not support the 
original hypotheses on possible relationships between attitudes towards 
internal variation and external variation. Apart for a few spurious instances, 
no significant correlations above +/-.30 were found. It is conceivable that 
further and more refined statistical methods may shed more light on the 
issue and that certain patterns of systematic co-occurrences may be discov
ered if approached from other angles. However, as mentioned above, 
further analyses of the vast amount of questionnaire data go beyond the 
scope of the present thesis and will have to awaite future investigations. 
(For a note of conclusion on the entire survey investigation, see chapter 6.)



Chapter Six

C onclusion

A thesis such as the present one, encompassing a wide variety of aspects of a 
complex phenomenon, complicates the task of reaching a clear-cut, 
comprehensive conclusion on the topic. In addition, as discussed in chapter 
1, research on language ideology is highly multidisciplinary, covering a 
multitude of approaches, methodologies and theoretical inferences. 
Although aspects of ideology have been recurring in studies on language 
matters for many years, the field as such is apparently just beginning to 
take form as a ‘subdiscipline’. Proposals of general theoretical models on the 
nature and practices of language ideologies -  models which researchers 
systematically could attempt to corroborate or falsify -  are yet to be seen. 
Needless to say, the theoretical development of the field is dependent on 
further empirical evidence from a vast range of contexts, representing a 
variety of historical and sociocultural dimensions. The present thesis consti
tutes an attempt at contributing to this body of evidence.

In what follows, I will conclude the thesis by focusing on some of the 
major points of the studies included. Although the different chapters cover 
a wide range of topics, there appears to be a limited number of aspects of 
ideology which recur time and time again. In particular, the historical and 
sociopolitical relativity of language ideologies, the metaphorical nature of 
certain language issues, and the ethnocentric and nationalistically biased 
perspective of the dominant (majority) group all appear to run like main 
threads through the complex fabric of language-related issues in Sweden in 
different eras.



6.1 Ideologies o f language in Sweden: past and present

Evidently, language ideologies and minority language policies in Sweden 
have changed with time. In concluding the historical chapter (cf. especially
2.4.2 and Table 1), a generalized scheme was presented which -  although 
inferred mainly on the basis of the specific Swedish developments — may 
conceivably be applicable to other contexts in time and space. That is, the 
developments of language policies and language· ideologies -  evolving from 
a state of ‘indifferent tolerance’, via a nationalistically motivated monolin- 
gualist ideology, to a state of conflicting perspectives and policies -  are not 
confined to the Swedish arena alone, but may be witnessed in other coun
tries in the Western cultural sphere, notably those which have been influ
enced by the ideal of the 'nation state’.

Thus, as was argued in chapter 2, the first stage of developments of poli
cies and ideologies involves a pragmatic-instrumental approach to linguistic 
plurality. Language issues, such as the existence of linguistic minorities, are 
dealt with according to a pragmatic strategy, primarily for the reason that 
language is not accorded a marked symbolic-ideological significance. That 
is, language does not constitute a major differentiating criterion in the 
negotiation of identities, power and control. For such purposes, other 
determinants may be significant, such as religious homogeneity and 
instrumental loyalty to the ruler and to local rather than ‘national’ commu
nities (cf. Gellner 1983). Linguistic heterogeneity is regarded as a ‘natural’ 
state, and neither encouraged nor resisted in any systematic way.

However, when sociopolitical cohesion and control is redefined into a 
question of national unity and sentimental attachment to the system, the 
symbolic-cohesive functions of cultural homogeneity are emphasized. Processes 
of constructing a sense of solidarity or allegiance vis-à-vis society and the 
rulers are increasingly based on the notion of ‘nation’ as a historically justi
fied, ‘natural’ principle of organization of human communities. In these 
processes, language is accorded major significance. Consequently, factual 
linguistic diversity is problematized, and a monolingualist ideology of 
language develops. Therefore, linguistic assimilation is aimed at, and the 
strategies for implementing such homogeneity include educational policies 
where the primacy of the dominant language is established, both factually 
and ideologically. These processes may in turn vary in overtness, systema- 
ticity, and force. Minority languages may become explicitly or implicitly 
excluded or even prohibited, and in this process, increasing stigmatization 
and depreciation of languages as such constitutes a fundamental factor.



Stigmatization is transferred from the dominant groups to the dominated, 
and the latter hence adopts the perspective of the former, resulting in a 
type of ‘self-contempt’ -  which in turn may function as a powerful instru
ment in assimilatory strategies: instead of relying on coercion as the 
primary means of control (which may foster conflicts and resistance), the 
manufacture of consent takes on a more prominent role. W hen ideological 
hegemony becomes absorbed and accepted by the minorities, the assimila
tory effects progress, notably as emerging processes of language shift.

At a later stage, however, the struggles over resources, power and ideo
logical autonomy may surface overtly in the rise of alternative ideologies, 
which may bring about certain concessions from the authorities. That is, a 
more liberal stance is taken towards the minorities, which even may be 
embodied in the advocation of official cultural and linguistic pluralism. Such 
a change in values spreads among the majority population, and the mono- 
lingualist perspective is increasingly challenged, not least in public 
discourse. However, the assimilationist, monolingualist ideology, which is 
deeply rooted in the ‘naturalized’ conception of the nation state, still lingers 
on in large segments of the population -  not only in the majority group, 
but possibly also among certain minority members.

This last scenario is consequently the state-of-affairs in present-day 
Swedish society. The existence of competing language ideologies, then, adds 
to the complexity and possible incoherence of such belief systems. That is, 
both official and ‘folk’/popular ideologies may vary in cohesion and system- 
aticity — which brings us to a note of conclusion on the internal structure of 
language ideologies.

6.2 The structure o f contemporary language ideologies in Sweden

The issue of ‘ideological profiles’ and the possible structures of language 
ideologies was addressed in chapter 5 in particular, where the large-scale 
survey investigation was presented. Whereas the original hypoteses on 
‘ideological profiles’ could not be confirmed (see below), the results point to 
the fact that, in general, viewpoints on language matters differ widely 
among the population, both as regards ‘internal’ and ‘external’ variation. 
Apart from the occasional occurrence of certain stereotypes, i.e. consensual 
and commonsensical claims, which thus everyone is prone to agree with, 
attitudes vary in a wide variety of language questions. From the univariate 
frequencies alone we may draw the conclusion that in Sweden of today, a 
multiplicity of opinions exists. For example, the attitudes towards home 
language teaching (also reflected in the media debate in chapter 4) consti-



tute tangible tokens of different value systems. That is, they may be 
inferred as particular reflections of the monolingualist vs. the pluralist 
ideology.

Needless to say, the structure of language ideologies and the possible 
existence of particular ideological profiles remains an open question. The issue 
was approached particularly in section 5.5.4 where correlative patterns 
between different ideological components were investigated. As mentioned 
above, the original hypothesis included claims regarding the relationship 
between ‘internal’ and ‘external’ diversity: specifically, the extreme 
‘monolingualist’ profile was outlined as encompassing a systematic and 
coherent system where narrowly Self-related aspects are accepted, but 
where aspects of Other -  be it language-internally or externally -  are 
depreciated. Consequently, such a profile is negative towards all forms of 
linguistic variation and favors uncompromising normativity and invariance. 
The opposite profile of the radical ‘pluralist’ was portrayed as the negation 
of the monolingualist system. Linguistic plurality in all respects is hence 
embraced and supported to a possibly limitless extent.

However, the correlative analyses failed to identify clear relationships 
between aspects of internal and external variation which could indicate the 
presence of systematic profiles in the sample. On the other hand, certain 
ideological aspects of external diversity appeared to co-occur, especially atti
tudes towards home language teaching, societal multilingualism, the 
primacy of the majority language, and the visibility and maintenance of 
minority languages and associated language rights. In addition, it was 
suggested that some specific variables (especially V037, cf. section 5.5.4.2) 
would be particularly ‘indexical’ as indicators of such ideological networks.

The absence of consistent correlative patterns as regards other ideologi
cal components lends itself to several different conclusions: Firstly, it may 
indicate that there are no such systematic profiles in the population. That 
is, the original assumptions will eventually be proven wrong. Alternatively, 
there are no such profiles in the actual net sample, whereas the possibility of 
those profiles existing in significant portions of the Swedish population 
remains a viable hypothesis. Secondly, it may be the case that the methods 
of analysis are not adequate to discover existing patterns. As mentioned 
earlier, it is conceivable that other, more refined statistical methods would 
prove fruitful (cf. also section 6.4 below on methodology).

Another aspect of the structure of language ideologies concerns the exis
tence of paradoxes. The survey results indicated that some respondents 
displayed certain paradoxical attitudes, particularly as regards the signifi-



canee of the mother tongue as well as aspects of societal multilingualism. It 
was argued that the reason for such paradoxes may be twofold: on the one 
hand, it is conceivable that inconsistencies occur due to a conflict between 
the monolingualist and the pluralist ideology. Some people may have 
become influenced by the more pluralist viewpoints -  which to some extent 
are embodied in the official policies. However, they simultaneously embrace 
values and beliefs that originate in the majority-centred monolingualist 
ideology that has been dominant in Sweden in the past. Consequently, in 
spite of official tenets of advocating pluralism and tolerance towards the 
minorities, the monolingualist stance filters through, possibly at a lower 
level of awareness for the individual. Where there occurs a conflict between 
Self- and Other-related aspects, the majority-based ethnocentric ideology 
tends to dominate.

On the other hand, it is possible that certain paradoxes are not due to a 
“mixture” of approaches, but rather represent inherent inconsistencies in 
the monolingualist ideology. Hegemony fosters a thoroughly Self-centred, 
‘ethnocentric’ perpective in the dominant (majority) group. W hat is in 
conformity with the interests of this group is ‘naturalized’ and ‘normalized’, 
and hence conceived of as being applicable to everyone. For example, the 
monolingualist may hold general opinions on the significance of the mother 
tongue, especially in decontextualized discourse. However, when there are 
mother tongues which are different from that of the dominant group, the 
monolingualist may fail to realize that the general values could be extrapo
lated to these as well. If there arises a conflict of interest, for instance if the 
primacy of the majority language is challenged, special conditions hold. 
Alternatively, the monolingualist is aware of the inconsistency, but is confi
dent that it is fair (or even “logical”) to evaluate different languages differ
ently. That is, it is believed that it is only natural that different yardsticks 
ought to be used. General values and principles can only be valid if Other 
becomes like Self, i.e. assimilates.

6.3 Language issues as metaphors

Throughout the thesis, the metaphorical function of language issues has 
recurred time and time again. When we consider phenomena such as the 
treatment of the indigenous minorities historically, the meanings of citizen
ship and requirements for naturalization, or the home language debate, it is 
evident that the language question is accorded a symbolic significance 
which surpasses the instrumental ‘problem’ of language difference as such. 
That is, it becomes a metaphor in the discourse on broader and more



complex sociopolitical issues of a conflictual nature, such as criteria and 
indices of national identity or membership, majority-minority relationships, 
and the demarcation of ethnic ‘boundaries’. Thus, as expressed by Gramsci 
(quoted in chapter 1.4.3), “[e}very time the question of language surfaces, 
in one way or another, it means that a series of other problems are coming 
to the fore We may consequently infer that language is a powerful
candidate for assuming such metaphorical functions. However, what 
remains to be explored further is why language -  of all possible defining 
traits — “flickers in and out of the constant interplay between culture and 
power” (cf. 1.4.3) and specifically, why language has appeared to play an 
increasingly influential role in the modern history of European society. 
Why, for example, have the debates in Sweden on the status and rights of 
minorities focused on language issues to such a disproportional extent?

As is well known, when a community raises its ‘ethnic awareness’ (e.g. 
due to increased perceived threats to its existence), it is common that the 
ethnic/national (re-)construction process is very much a matter of empha
sizing differences and demarcations vis-à-vis other groups. That is, when 
enhancing our awareness of what is typical and essential in being Swedish 
or French or Estonian, etc., we tend to search for what we believe are 
unique features (true or false, from an “objective” perspective) rather than 
constructing a complex picture of reality, as it were. Considering the factual 
heterogeneity of most nations, this endeavor is complicated: members of 
the same nation may have different perceptions of what the essential 
features actually are. And since most ‘nationalisms’ strive to emphasize 
homogeneity rather than heterogeneity (linguistically, socially, culturally, 
etc.), it is not surprising that certain visible features are singled out.113 That 
is, culture is reduced to highly visible, tangible tokens.

And it is in this context that language comes into play. As has been 
mentioned elsewhere, language is a functional instrument in constructing a 
nation, partly because of its visibility, but also because it is easily manipu
lated in terms of stressing differences towards O th er’. (Cf. e.g. corpus plan
ning measures for the purpose of differentiating a variety vis-à-vis another, 
such as in the form of purism or archaization.) Sociolinguistics has 
thoroughly accounted for the identity function of language and its potential

4 3  This can be witnessed also in officially ‘pluralistic’ societies like Sweden, where it seems
th a t m any people in terpre t notions such as ‘m ulticulturalism ’ (e.g. in  the curriculum ) to be
a m atte r o f knowing som ething about e.g. the food, geography and national holidays of
different ethnic groups.



for being used for ‘schibbolech’-purposes. And, might I add, language is 
particularly effective for these purposes in that it is not readily available for 
anyone at will. Language learning, especially as regards second and foreign 
languages, is a laborious endeavor, and adults certainly seldom reach 
native-like mastery in their L2 learning. For that reason, language differ
ences and language requirements are an effective way of restricting access to 
membership, both in the sense of the nation and the state. Language is a 
way of ‘operationalizing’ such fuzzy criteria and requirements as 
‘integration’ or ‘assimilation’ or ‘sharing values’, and members of the 
majority may feel that there is less risk that an alien can “con” his way into 
membership by e.g. pretending that he has incorporated things such as 
required attitudes, values and knowledge. In this way, language becomes 
an index o f ‘integration’, as defined by the dominant group.

Furthermore, as mentioned above, language is simultaneously de-ideolo- 
gized as it is seldom seen as encroaching on a person’s sociocultural identity 
or integrity, at least not by the dominant group. (For example, when 
compared to other forms of discrimination, discrimination on the grounds 
of language is still seen as much more problematic and is hence less recog
nized in anti-discrimination legislation, e.g. in the U.S., cf. Sonntag & Pool 
1987). Western ideology often seeks to rationalize language (differences) 
rather than pointing out the ideological nature of language status and 
language use. Today, it is a much less sensitive matter to require e.g. 
linguistic assimilation than to require assimilation of a person’s mind, as it 
were. Consequently, de-ideologization obscures the sociocultural and 
historical relativity of language ideologies, and hence strenghtens the 
potential of language issues becoming ‘metaphors’.

6.4 A retrospective note on m ethodology

Obviously, the present studies of language ideology have relied on different 
methodologies. Whereas the survey in chapter 5 builds on quite classical 
and straightforward procedures of questionnaire data collection and analy
sis, the other studies incorporate traditional forms of content analyses of 
primary and secondary sources. As mentioned earlier, a complex phenome
non such as language ideology may be approached from a variety of angles 
and methods of inquiry, and the diversity of this emerging research field 
includes examples to that effect.

As for the present thesis, an important question concerns whether I have 
chosen adequate methods -  and whether there would be such a thing as an



‘optimal’ method for researching these issues. In what follows, I will restrict 
this brief retrospective discussion to the choice between obtaining contem
porary ‘survey’ data via questionnaires vs. some type of interview tech
niques.

The drawbacks and advantages of using written questionnaires as 
opposed to more or less standardized interviews was approached in chapter 
5.3. Leaving aside the well-known problems of performing interviews or 
mail questionnaires in a way as to secure adequate reliability and validity, it 
is debatable whether standardized survey methods as such really are appro
priate for investigating phenomena such as attitudes and ideologies. In the 
social sciences (e.g. sociology), critical views have frequently been raised on 
the adequacy of traditional, ‘positivistically’ oriented methodological 
approaches. In studying what and how humans think and feel, and how this 
relates to (predictions of) reactions and behavior, it is conceivable that 
survey methods provide us with only superficial data -  and even worse, they 
may be invalid. Furthermore, such methods rely on an assumption that 
there is such a thing as an ‘objective’ reality which may be observed from 
without, and that hence “social facts exist independently of the observer” 
(Briggs 1986:22), and that the task of the researcher is to elicit these facts 
in an optimally ‘unbiased’ way. Consequently, such assumptions constitute 
an ‘ideology’ in themselves, and thus “encapsulates our own folk epistemol- 
ogy, conceiving of ‘the truth’ as being singular, unequivocal, and semanti
cally transparent, once it has been identified. It goes without saying (or 
does it really?) that this reassuringly places the researcher in the position of 
final arbiter of what is ‘correct’ and ‘objective’.” (ibid)

How, then, could an issue such as the nature and structure of (Swedish) 
folk language ideologies be investigated? It is conceivable that forms of 
‘participant observation’ or ‘observing participation’, for example, could be 
feasible. Alternatively, some type of in-depth interviewing could prove 
fruitful. In order to reach a deeper understanding of how people think, 
reason and feel as regards language issues -  which could tell us more about 
the structure of belief systems -  the adequacy of nonstandardized interviews 
ought to be explored. Furthermore, if we wish to study how ideologies of 
language may be related to broader aspects of ideology and social structure 
(see 6.5 below), it is conceivable that such methods would be more explana
tory than traditional ones with a ‘positivist’ bias.

However, the method of interviewing is highly complicated.There is a 
multitude of inherent problems which cannot be reduced to a matter of 
adhering to methodological rigour (which, incidentally, often is taken to



mean ‘standardization’). For example, in his critical discussion of inter
viewing in social science research, Briggs (1986) — with a discourse analyti
cal approach as a point of departure — point to the naivety that may 
surround ‘positivistically’ biased research agendas regarding the interview as 
a socioculturally highly specific event. Problems of validity, reliability and 
the interpretation of interview data cannot satisfactorily be circumvented 
by means of e.g. ‘standardization’, or an awareness of more or less superfi
cial contextual factors such as the general appearance, behavior and charac
teristics of the interviewer, or other features which are usually pointed out 
in e.g. “cookbook”-type literature on interview methodology. Among other 
things, Briggs’ complex discussion (which I certainly cannot do justice here) 
includes cautions on the lack of awareness of the specific practices and 
perceptions of interviewing as a communicative event -  an event which is 
frequently practiced in the Western world, but which may be perceived 
differently in different contexts and cultures. For example, the interviewer 
brings into the event his/her ideology on ‘how talk is organized’, and may 
be quite ignorant or uncritical when it concerns whether the interviewee 
shares his/her conceptions on communicative practices and metacommuni- 
cative principles.

I will not elaborate on the intricacies and biases of interviewing, but 
suffice to say that the problem of approaching language ideologies certainly 
is not resolved by uncritically advocating the use of interview methods 
instead of e.g. questionnaire surveys. In addition, although I do believe it 
would be worthwhile to continue researching the included topics via inter
views, the survey data constitute vital preliminaries for such an endeavor. 
For example, the survey results give indications about what topics may 
encompass consensual or conflicting components, paradoxes or consisten
cies, ‘difficult’ or uncomplicated questions for laypersons to respond to. 
Furthermore, although the response rate of the survey was quite low, the 
sample was strictly randomly selected from a large population, which is 
quite unusual in sociolinguistic attitudinal research. Therefore, these data -  
especially when analysed further — constitute a descriptive foundation for 
future research endeavors via other methods.

6.5. Future research

W hat, then, would constitute relevant research problems if elaborations of 
the present studies would be undertaken? Obviously, there is a countless 
number of questions which have not been adequately answered -  or even 
raised systematically -  within this particular investigation. I will confine



this brief discussion only to a few general issues.
Firstly, apart from the methodological problems mentioned above, the 

issue of the internal structure of language ideologies will have to be 
explored further. For example, do systems of metalinguistic beliefs and values 
actually exist? Is it reasonable to expect that people may possess coherent 
mental frameworks which could be described as systematic relationships, 
such as in the form of the extreme ‘ideological profiles’?114 Or is it possible 
that what most people have internalized is a “scatter” of more or less unre
lated knowledge, emotions and beliefs, which in turn may be associated 
with different levels of awareness?

Secondly, an important question concerns the relationship between folk 
ideologies and official ones. For example, is there a discrepancy between 
what is stated in official policy doctrines and what ‘the common people’ 
think? Furthermore, a related issue concerns the inter-relationships between 
the official ideology, the possibly ‘tacit’ ideologies of policymakers (such as 
politicians), and the implementation of policy decisions. If there are 
mismatches between official strives and the actual practices, how may these 
be explained?

Thirdly, a vital question concerns the dependency of language ideologies 
on other factors, both on an individual and societal level. One aspect of this 
dependency concerns ideologies of language vis-à-vis other ‘ideologies’ or 
philosophies. How does language fit into broader sociocultural belief 
systems? If we would narrow the scope to individuals: is there a connection 
between ‘monolingualist’ conceptions and a person’s broader world view?

On the societal level, the issue of language ideologies and hegemonic 
societal ideologies must be explored further, not least from a historical 
perspective. For example, is a dominant language ideology always inti
mately connected to general ideological trends and 'philosophies’? Or is it 
possible that some aspects of language remain stable -  or fluctuate -  
without necessarily being dependent on observable traits of other processes? 
That is, can language ideologies be ‘autonomous’? If so, under what condi
tions?

Evidently, the question of inter-dependency with wider ideologies brings 
us to the problem of explaining how ideologies are formed -  i.e. whether 
ideologies (of language or other) are entirely dependent on societal struc
ture, such as specific social, cultural, political, economic and hence historical

1 Not e,  however, th a t the notion of ‘system ’ does not preclude the existence of 
paradoxes, since such m ay be inherent to certain ideologies (cf. section 6.2 above).



circumstances. To what extent ideologies are ‘reflections’ -  and hence 
effected by -  the fundamental structural conditions of a given society 
obviously constitutes one of the major complex problems of social theory, 
but it is a problem which goes beyond the scope of the present thesis. 
Needless to say, though, such issues would have to be addressed in future 
explorations into language ideologies.



A ppendix

Ί 'he Appendix contains the following:

A. Table 49: Spearman Rho correlation coefficients for certain ‘external’ 
variables, including a code key (cf. chapter 5.5.4.2 ‘Correlative patterns’).

B. Facsimile version of the survey questionnaire (cf. chapter 5.3-4). (Note: 
the original size of the questionnaire was A4, with 12 pts script.)

A. Table 49: Spearman Rho correlation coefficients for certain ‘external’ variables. 
(In the table, a comma indicates decimals. For example: -,709 is equivalent to 
English -.709)

Code key:

V036: It would be a shame if the immigrant languages in Sweden disappeared.
V037: It would be good if the immigrant languages in Sweden disappeared — in Sweden we 

speak Swedish.
V050: It would be best for Sweden if everyone had Swedish as their mother tongue.
V 051: It enriches a country when many language are spoken there.
V052: Multilingualism in a country leads to segregation and creates conflicts.
V053: In Sweden we will speak Swedish!
V054: Multilingualism is a resource for society and good for a country’s economy.
V055: It is pleasant to hear languages other than Swedish spoken in Sweden.
V065: Knowing Swedish well should be a prerequisite for even being allowed to apply for 

Swedish citizenship.
V066: Too many immigrants speak very bad Swedish.
V068: Everyone who applies for Swedish citizenship should take an examination on the 

Swedish language.
V069: Im migrant parents should speak Swedish with their children as much as possible.
V070: Immigrants who do not learn Swedish properly should lose their residency permits.
V071: It is good if immigrants to Sweden keep their mother tongues and teach them to their 

children.
V072: Only immigrants who speak Swedish with their family members and raise their children 

in Swedish should be allowed to become Swedish citizens.
V073: From the very first, all immigrant children ought to learn that Swedish should be their 

mother tongue.
V077: Immigrants who need an interpreter should pay for it themselves.



V078: Immigrants who need an interpreter should arrange it themselves by asking their friends 
and relatives to interpret for them.

V079: After 15 years in Sweden, a person has a responsibility to get along in Swedish.
V080: If an immigrant becomes a Swedish citizen, he/she should not have the right to an

interpreter/translator.
V083: It is irritating to tune in a Swedish radio station and hear a language you don’t 

understand.
V084: It is irritating to hear immigrants speak their own language in public places (such as on 

buses, in pubs and such).
V085: It is irritating to hear immigrants speak their own language at work.
V091: Home language teaching should be abolished.
V092: O f course the cost of home language teaching should be met with tax revenue.
V093: If an immigrant child receives home language teaching, it will interfer with his/her

learning Swedish as quickly as possible.
V094: It is im portant for immigrant children to have a good command of their home language 

in order to learn Swedish well.
V095: Home language teaching should be expanded.
V096: It is more im portant that immigrant children learn their home languages well than it is

that they learn Swedish well.
V097: It is im portant that immigrant children develop their home language in order to 

improve their self-confidence and to feel secure.
V098: Home language teaching is a luxury which Sweden cannot afford.
V099: It is wrong to demand home language teaching -  you have to settle into the place you

come to.
V100: Home language teaching contributes to increased segregration and the isolation of 

immigrants.
V101: Home language teaching in not something for the schools to work with -  immigrant 

children can learn their mother tongue at home.
V102: It is obvious that society should cover the costs of mother tongue instruction for all 

children, regardless of where they come from.
V103: Home language teaching makes it more difficult for immigrant children to integrate 

into Swedish society.
V104: It is more important that immigrant children learn Swedish well than it is that they 

learn their home languages well.
V105: Home language teaching is an example pampering immigrants.
V106: Home language teaching contributes to bilingualism, and that helps Sweden to compete 

internationally.
V107: It should be forbidden to speak any language other than Swedish in the schools.
V108: Children should be allowed to speak their home language with one another during 

recess in the schoolyard, but not in the classroom. Swedish is spoken in the classroom.
V109: If  immigrants want home language teaching for their children, they should pay for it 

themselves.
V I 10: For immigrant children to be integrated into Swedish society it is im portant that they 

develop both their home language and Swedish.
V I 11: Fluency in a foreign language is an important resource for society.
V I 12: Get rid of all this home language teaching— in Sweden it’s Swedish that counts!
V I 13: Home language teaching is an investment in Sweden’s economic future.



V036 V037 V050 V051 V052 V053 V054 V055 V065 V066 V068 V069 V070 V071

V036 1,000 -.709 -,465 ,550 -.374 -,456 ,305 ,570 -,317 -.249 -.283 -.426 -.416 ,391
V037 -.709 1,000 ,575 -.514 ,476 ,630 -,335 -.603 ,406 ,330 ,415 ,529 ,521 -,455
V050 -,465 ,575 1,000 -.368 ,403 ,574 -,322 -,458 ,369 ,168 ,341 ,486 ,364 -,330
V051 ,550 -.514 -,368 1,000 -,373 -,418 ,515 ,661 -,210 -,135 -,161 -.317 -,301 ,399
V052 -.374 ,476 ,403 -,373 1,000 ,423 -.274 -,473 ,184 ,136 ,173 ,303 ,309 -.367
V053 -.456 ,630 ,574 -,418 ,423 1,000 -.301 -,494 ,397 ,252 ,353 ,427 ,400 -,330
V054 ,305 -.335 -.322 ,515 -,274 -,301 1,000 ,515 -.111 -.053 -,126 -,257 -.179 ,302
V055 ,570 -,603 -.458 ,661 -,473 -,494 ,515 1,000 -,282 -,156 -,258 -,403 -,417 ,466
V065 -,317 ,406 ,369 -,210 ,184 ,397 -.111 -,282 1,000 ,377 ,786 ,306 ,561 -,296
V066 -.249 ,330 ,168 -,135 ,136 ,252 -.053 -,156 ,377 1,000 ,393 ,206 ,353 -,236
V068 -,283 ,415 ,341 -,161 ,173 ,353 -,126 -,258 ,786 ,393 1,000 ,276 ,560 -,252
V069 -,426 ,529 ,486 -.317 ,303 ,427 -,257 -,403 ,306 ,206 ,276 1,000 ,310 -,450
V070 -.416 ,521 ,364 -.301 ,309 ,400 -,179 -,417 ,561 ,353 ,560 ,310 1,000 -.397
V071 ,391 -,455 -,330 ,399 -,367 -.330 ,302 ,466 -,296 -.236 -,252 -,450 -.397 1,000
V072 -,422 ,529 ,464 -,354 ,389 ,411 -,234 -,457 ,536 ,279 ,490 ,433 ,640 -,501
V073 -.486 ,572 ,482 -,352 ,345 ,482 -,232 -,429 ,338 ,271 ,309 ,490 ,462 -,469
V077 -,344 ,411 ,379 -.213 ,296 ,359 -,155 -,236 ,320 ,246 ,358 ,271 ,466 -,287
V078 -,331 ,357 ,266 -,208 ,223 ,270 -,072 -.252 ,259 ,296 ,309 ,305 ,371 -,226
V079 -.338 ,369 ,218 -,238 ,168 ,375 -,110 -.225 ,419 ,306 ,330 ,397 ,312 -,184
V080 -,348 ,314 ,231 -,200 ,173 ,206 -.091 -,227 ,497 ,288 ,434 ,181 ,393 -.134
V083 -,367 ,442 ,398 -,381 ,249 ,398 -.347 -,424 ,296 ,252 ,244 ,388 ,341 -.310
V084 -.445 ,550 ,433 -.371 ,398 ,390 -.253 -.501 ,354 ,253 ,313 ,465 ,429 -.382
V085 -,349 ,426 ,368 -,274 ,312 ,333 -,197 -.402 ,361 ,294 ,318 ,462 ,421 -,418
V091 -,501 ,522 ,332 -,376 ,315 ,409 -,296 -,418 ,333 ,314 ,324 ,381 ,419 -,385
V092 ,453 -.469 -.318 ,326 -,304 -.337 ,279 ,340 -,273 -,237 -,333 -.301 -.349 ,316
V093 -,470 ,535 ,420 -,354 ,326 ,341 -,225 -,358 ,404 ,320 ,369 ,462 ,396 -,384
V094 ,383 -.335 -.245 ,269 -,275 -.261 ,245 ,308 -.147 -,190 -,138 -,233 -,238 ,358
V095 ,458 -.363 -,261 ,269 -,349 -.299 ,222 ,374 -,216 -,192 -.242 -.255 -,297 ,383
V096 ,380 -,319 -.183 ,205 -,219 -.223 ,121 ,296 -,100 -,144 -,119 -,238 -,213 ,235
V097 ,510 -,532 -.380 ,372 -.336 -.366 ,297 ,396 -,247 -.263 -.273 -.516 -.383 ,526
V098 -,526 ,547 ,378 -,325 ,354 ,381 -,250 -,359 ,392 ,307 ,384 ,402 ,382 -,352
V099 -,523 ,581 ,413 -.363 ,309 ,469 -,301 -,415 ,443 ,363 ,437 ,457 ,435 -.343
V100 -,523 ,587 ,424 -,362 ,353 ,422 -,309 -.393 ,394 ,392 ,415 ,507 ,484 -,417
V101 -,510 ,551 ,406 -,341 ,301 ,417 -,251 -,364 ,367 ,314 ,380 ,399 ,381 -,359
V102 ,448 -,418 -.285 ,314 -,271 -.320 ,314 ,353 -,288 -.257 -,282 -,311 -,256 ,283
V103 -,524 ,591 ,454 -,387 ,397 ,433 -.266 -,429 ,393 ,409 ,382 ,545 ,460 -.483
V104 -,456 ,504 ,347 -,238 ,352 ,440 -.254 -,296 ,234 ,300 ,275 ,445 ,308 -.437
V105 -,471 ,558 ,425 -,358 ,348 ,484 -.286 -.439 ,458 ,347 ,464 ,416 ,531 -.390
V106 ,588 -,573 -,408 ,516 -.335 -,412 ,425 ,511 -.305 -,281 -,287 -,483 -,329 ,452
V107 -.343 ,409 ,386 -,270 ,329 ,376 -,247 -,346 ,362 ,205 ,457 ,341 ,498 -.329
V108 -,288 ,322 ,336 -,213 ,231 ,340 -,136 -,329 ,292 ,231 ,287 ,334 ,306 -.234
V109 -,532 ,551 ,365 -,326 ,334 ,371 -.266 -.380 ,375 ,310 ,414 ,385 ,412 -,319
V110 ,518 -.491 -.381 ,350 -.312 -.303 ,376 ,431 -,243 -.239 -,244 -,362 -.304 ,426
V111 ,430 -,419 -.280 ,397 -.271 -,264 ,341 ,439 -,129 -.186 -,109 -.283 -,278 ,313
V112 -.603 ,648 ,452 -.377 ,365 ,493 -,300 -.489 ,363 ,306 ,343 ,434 ,482 -,442
V113 .583 -.611 -.423 .463 -.382 -.410 .435 .485 -.319 -.289 -.320 -.471 -.357 ,489



V072 V073 V077 V078 V079 V080 V083 V084 V085 V091 V092 V093 V094 V095

V036 -.422 -.486 -.344 -,331 -,338 -,348 -,367 -,445 -.349 -,501 ,453 -.470 ,383 ,458
V037 ,529 ,572 ,411 ,357 ,369 ,314 ,442 ,550 ,426 ,522 -.469 ,535 -.335 -,363
V050 ,464 ,482 ,379 ,266 ,218 ,231 ,398 ,433 ,368 ,332 -.318 ,420 -,245 -,261
V051 -.354 -.352 -,213 -,208 -,238 -,200 -,381 -.371 -.274 -,376 ,326 -.354 ,269 ,269
V052 ,389 ,345 ,296 ,223 ,168 ,173 ,249 ,398 ,312 ,315 -,304 ,326 -.275 -,349
V053 ,411 ,482 ,359 ,270 ,375 ,206 ,398 ,390 ,333 ,409 -,337 ,341 -,261 -,299
V054 -,234 -.232 -,155 -,072 -,110 -,091 -,347 -.253 -,197 -,296 ,279 -,225 ,245 ,222
V055 -.457 -.429 -.236 -.252 -,225 -,227 -.424 -.501 -.402 -,418 ,340 -,358 ,308 ,374
V065 ,536 ,338 ,320 ,259 ,419 ,497 ,296 ,354 ,361 ,333 -.273 ,404 -.147 -.216
V066 ,279 ,271 ,246 ,296 ,306 ,288 ,252 ,253 ,294 ,314 -,237 ,320 -.190 -.192
V068 ,490 ,309 ,358 ,309 ,330 ,434 ,244 ,313 ,318 ,324 -.333 ,369 -,138 -,242
V069 ,433 ,490 ,271 ,305 ,397 ,181 ,388 ,465 ,462 ,381 -.301 ,462 -,233 -,255
V070 ,640 ,462 ,466 ,371 ,312 ,393 ,341 ,429 ,421 ,419 -,349 ,396 -.238 -,297
V071 -,501 -.469 -,287 -.226 -,184 -,134 -,310 -,382 -,418 -.385 ,316 -,384 ,358 ,383
V072 1,000 ,535 ,403 ,265 ,302 ,308 ,352 ,480 ,425 ,494 -,292 ,446 -,265 -,305
V073 ,535 1,000 ,356 ,359 ,317 ,285 ,417 ,530 ,468 ,507 -.367 ,455 -.415 -.373
V077 ,403 ,356 1,000 ,556 ,276 ,385 ,308 ,343 ,343 ,478 -.447 ,313 -,156 -.369
V078 ,265 ,359 ,556 1,000 ,297 ,308 ,305 ,251 ,242 ,433 -,411 ,355 -,197 -.307
V079 ,302 ,317 ,276 ,297 1,000 ,358 ,298 ,354 ,352 ,303 -,281 ,306 -,172 -,279
V080 ,308 ,285 ,385 ,308 ,358 1,000 ,209 ,315 ,314 ,343 -,275 ,264 -.112 -,234
V083 ,352 ,417 ,308 ,305 ,298 ,209 1,000 ,453 ,479 ,374 -.360 ,340 -,228 -.305
V084 ,480 ,530 ,343 ,251 ,354 ,315 ,453 1,000 ,817 ,377 -,309 ,424 -.317 -,252
V085 ,425 ,468 ,343 ,242 ,352 ,314 ,479 ,817 1,000 ,292 -,267 ,357 -.234 -.233
V091 ,494 ,507 ,478 ,433 ,303 ,343 ,374 ,377 ,292 1,000 -,682 ,597 -.439 -,632
V092 -,292 -.367 -,447 -,411 -,281 -.275 -.360 -.309 -.267 -,682 1,000 -,576 ,467 ,598
V093 ,446 ,455 ,313 ,355 ,306 ,264 ,340 ,424 ,357 ,597 -,576 1,000 -,497 -,464
V094 -.265 -.415 -,156 -,197 -.172 -.112 -,228 -.317 -,234 -.439 ,467 -,497 1,000 ,500
V095 -,305 -,373 -,369 -,307 -.279 -,234 -.305 -,252 -.233 -,632 ,598 -,464 ,500 1,000
V096 -,196 -,284 -.198 -,192 -,254 -,114 Ί -,114 -,228 -,244 -.338 ,338 -.370 ,348 ,475
V097 -.417 -.536 -,332 -.380 -,260 -.245 -.321 -,450 -,428 -,554 ,595 -,641 ,563 ,513
V098 ,408 ,470 ,450 ,427 ,375 ,353 ,434 ,397 ,363 ,727 -.744 ,703 -,480 -,632
V099 ,463 ,543 ,486 ,515 ,417 ,415 ,472 ,456 ,365 ,743 -,735 ,650 -.466 -.566
V100 ,512 ,489 ,450 ,449 ,406 ,314 ,443 ,459 ,447 ,660 -,612 ,754 -,406 -,497
V101 ' ,437 ,493 ,477 ,490 ,382 ,326 ,407 ,404 ,347 ,740 -,712 ,628 -.467 -,661
V102 -.301 -,322 -,398 -,365 -,285 -.252 -,357 -,268 -,223 -,665 ,713 -.550 ,460 ,611
V103 ,499 ,568 ,415 ,442 ,378 ,290 ,432 ,478 ,447 ,672 -,581 ,776 -,499 -.521
V104 ,337 ,500 ,347 ,420 ,317 ,147 ,347 ,362 ,335 ,498 -,452 ,532 -,443 -,437
V105 ,471 ,522 ,461 ,454 ,371 ,346 ,422 ,536 ,478 ,668 -,664 ,649 -.493 -,514
V106 -,391 -,448 -,337 -.346 -,301 -,255 -,468 -,392 -,340 -,621 ,595 -,562 ,460 ,582
V107 ,532 ,444 ,320 ,202 ,254 ,159 ,370 ,488 ,487 ,383 -,280 ,410 -.311 -.194
V108 ,281 ,377 ,199 ,232 ,305 ,274 ,406 ,344 ,424 ,254 -.316 ,337 -,258 -.299
V109 ,419 ,431 ,519 ,476 ,392 ,413 ,429 ,400 ,377 ,753 -,805 ,572 -,455 -.593
V U O -.364 -,441 -.272 -.297 -,215 -,296 -,267 -,451 -,372 -,604 ,562 -.611 ,581 ,517
v m -,263 -.339 -.238 -.270 -.122 -,132 -,220 -,306 -.229 -.401 ,343 -,354 ,339 ,299
V112 ,515 ,569 ,426 ,453 ,314 ,337 ,433 ,467 ,374 ,761 -,620 ,632 -.512 -,532
V113 -.395 -.465 -.380 -.327 -.373 -.289 -.462 -.400 -.356 -.658 .648 -.604 .513 .690



V096 V097 V098 V099 V100 V101 V102 V103 V104 V105 V106 V107 V108

V036 ,380 ,510 -.526 -,523 -.523 -,510 ,448 -,524 -.456 -,471 ,588 -.343 -,288
V037 -,319 -,532 ,547 ,581 ,587 ,551 -,418 ,591 ,504 ,558 -,573 ,409 ,322
V050 -,183 -,380 ,378 ,413 ,424 ,406 -.285 ,454 ,347 ,425 -,408 ,386 ,336
V051 ,205 ,372 -.325 -,363 -,362 -.341 ,314 -,387 -,238 -,358 ,516 -,270 -,213
V052 -,219 -,336 ,354 ,309 ,353 ,301 -,271 ,397 ,352 ,348 -.335 ,329 ,231
V053 -,223 -,366 ,381 ,469 ,422 ,417 -.320 ,433 ,440 ,484 -.412 ,376 ,340
V054 ,121 ,297 -,250 -,301 -,309 -,251 ,314 -,266 -,254 -.286 ,425 -,247 -.136
V055 ,296 ,396 -,359 -,415 -.393 -,364 ,353 -,429 -,296 -.439 ,511 -,346 -,329
V065 -.100 -,247 ,392 ,443 ,394 ,367 -,288 ,393 ,234 ,458 -.305 ,362 ,292
V066 -,144 -.263 ,307 ,363 ,392 ,314 -,257 ,409 ,300 ,347 -,281 ,205 ,231
V068 -,119 -.273 ,384 ,437 ,415 ,380 -,282 ,382 ,275 ,464 -,287 ,457 ,287
V069 -.238 -.516 ,402 ,457 ,507 ,399 -,311 ,545 ,445 ,416 -.483 ,341 ,334
V070 -,213 -,383 ,382 ,435 ,484 ,381 -,256 ,460 ,308 ,531 -,329 ,498 ,306
V071 ,235 ,526 -,352 -,343 -.417 -.359 ,283 -.483 -,437 -.390 ,452 -,329 -,234
V072 -,196 -.417 ,408 ,463 ,512 ,437 -.301 ,499 ,337 ,471 -,391 ,532 ,281
V073 -,284 -,536 ,470 ,543 ,489 ,493 -.322 ,568 ,500 ,522 -,448 ,444 ,377
V077 -,198 -,332 ,450 ,486 ,450 ,477 -,398 ,415 ,347 ,461 -,337 ,320 ,199
V078 -,192 -,380 ,427 ,515 ,449 ,490 -,365 ,442 ,420 ,454 -,346 ,202 ,232
V079 -,254 -.260 ,375 ,417 ,406 ,382 -.285 ,378 ,317 ,371 -,301 ,254 ,305
V080 -,114 -,245 ,353 ,415 ,314 ,326 -,252 ,290 ,147 ,346 -,255 ,159 ,274
V083 -,114 -.321 ,434 ,472 ,443 ,407 -,357 ,432 ,347 ,422 -,468 ,370 ,406
V084 -.228 -,450 ,397 ,456 ,459 ,404 -,268 ,478 ,362 ,536 -.392 ,488 ,344
V085 -.244 -,428 ,363 ,365 ,447 ,347 -,223 ,447 ,335 ,478 -.340 ,487 ,424
V091 -.338 -.554 ,727 ,743 ,660 ,740 -,665 ,672 ,498 ,668 -,621 ,383 ,254
V092 ,338 ,595 -,744 -.735 -,612 -,712 ,713 -.581 -.452 -.664 ,595 -,280 -.316
V093 -.370 -,641 ,703 ,650 ,754 ,628 -.550 ,776 ,532 ,649 -.562 ,410 ,337
V094 ,348 ,563 -.480 -,466 -,406 -.467 ,460 -,499 -,443 -,493 ,460 -,311 -,258
V095 ,475 ,513 -,632 -,566 -,497 -.661 ,611 -.521 -.437 -.514 ,582 -,194 -,299
V096 1,000 ,409 -,374 -,301 -,287 -,385 ,451 -.311 -,405 -,344 ,351 -.200 -.244
V097 ,409 1,000 -,555 -.572 -.616 -,528 ,553 -.644 -.548 -.606 ,606 -,417 -.302
V098 -.374 -,555 1,000 ,793 ,738 ,779 -711 ,683 ,556 ,750 -,626 ,369 ,304
V099 -,301 -,572 ,793 1,000 ,768 ,798 -.700 ,678 ,602 ,739 -.599 ,404 ,443
V100 -,287 -,616 ,738 ,768 1,000 ,712 -,570 ,811 ,585 ,710 -,596 ,433 ,319
V101 -.385 -,528 ,779 ,798 ,712 1,000 -,694 ,685 ,551 ,743 -,617 ,355 ,344
V102 ,451 ,553 -.711 -,700 -,570 -,694 1,000 -.483 -,452 -,581 ,585 -,254 -.258
V103 -.311 -,644 ,683 ,678 ,811 ,685 -,483 1,000 ,527 ,685 -,663 ,469 ,314
V104 -,405 -,548 ,556 ,602 ,585 ,551 -,452 ,527 1,000 ,521 -.434 ,370 ,303
V105 -,344 -.606 ,750 ,739 ,710 ,743 -.581 ,685 ,521 1,000 -,615 ,525 ,396
V106 ,351 ,606 -,626 -,599 -.596 -.617 ,585 -,663 -,434 -.615 1,000 -,356 -,303
V107 -,200 -.417 ,369 ,404 ,433 ,355 -.254 ,469 ,370 ,525 -.356 1,000 ,437
V108 -,244 -.302 ,304 ,443 ,319 ,344 -.258 ,314 ,303 ,396 -.303 ,437 1,000
V109 -.371 -,545 ,825 ,817 ,689 ,820 -.718 ,632 ,505 ,752 -,625 ,371 ,398
V110 ,366 ,700 -,568 -,546 -.536 -,564 ,564 -.602 -.459 -,559 ,589 -,391 -.273
V111 ,165 ,401 -.360 -,316 -,365 -,333 ,334 -.426 -,289 -,396 ,526 -,251 -,167
V112 -.354 -.657 ,711 ,746 ,707 ,726 -.604 ,689 ,545 ,743 -,653 ,485 ,388
V113 .409 ,604 -.707 -.682 -.678 -.701 .702 -.664 -.544 -.668 .769 -.368 -.413



V109 V110 v m V112 V113

V036 -,532 ,518 ,430 -.603 ,583
V037 ,551 -,491 -,419 ,648 -,611
V050 ,365 -,381 -,280 ,452 -,423
V051 -.326 ,350 ,397 -,377 ,463
V052 ,334 -.312 -.271 ,365 -,382
V053 ,371 -,303 -.264 ,493 -,410
V054 -,266 ,376 ,341 -,300 ,435
V055 -,380 ,431 ,439 -,489 ,485
V065 ,375 -,243 -.129 ,363 -,319
V066 ,310 -,239 -.186 ,306 -.289
V068 ,414 -,244 -.109 ,343 -,320
V069 ,385 -,362 -,283 ,434 -.471
V070 ,412 -.304 -.278 ,482 -,357
V071 -,319 ,426 ,313 -.442 ,489
V072 ,419 -,364 -,263 ,515 -,395
V073 ,431 -,441 -.339 ,569 -,465
V077 ,519 -.272 -,238 ,426 -,380
V078 ,476 -,297 -,270 ,453 -,327
V079 ,392 -,215 -,122 ,314 -.373
V080 ,413 -.296 -,132 ,337 -,289
V083 ,429 -.267 -,220 ,433 -,462
V084 ,400 -,451 -.306 ,467 -.400
V085 ,377 -,372 -,229 ,374 -,356
V091 ,753 -,604 -,401 ,761 -.658
V092 -,805 ,562 ,343 -,620 ,648
V093 ,572 -,611 -.354 ,632 -,604
V094 -,455 ,581 ,339 -.512 ,513
V095 -,593 ,517 ,299 -.532 ,690
V096 -.371 ,366 ,165 -,354 ,409
V097 -,545 ,700 ,401 -,657 ,604
V098 ,825 -,568 -,360 ,711 -,707
V099 ,817 -.546 -,316 ,746 -,682
V100 ,689 -,536 -,365 ,707 -,678
V101 ,820 -,564 -.333 ,726 -.701
V102 -,718 ,564 ,334 -,604 ,702
V103 ,632 -.602 -,426 ,689 -.664
V104 ,505 -,459 -.289 ,545 -,544
V105 ,752 -,559 -.396 ,743 -,668
V106 -,625 ,589 ,526 -,653 ,769
V107 ,371 -.391 -,251 ,485 -.368
V108 ,398 -,273 -,167 ,388 - ,4 1 3
V109 1,000 -.552 -.350 ,713 -,688
V110 -,552 1,000 ,467 -.638 ,640
v m -.350 ,467 1,000 -,424 ,475
V112 ,713 -,638 -,424 1,000 -.696
V113 -.688 ,640 .475 -.696 1.000



E n k ät om  sp råk frågor

- Först några allmänna frågor om Din bakgrund:

• Vilket år är Du född?___________

• Kön: G Man Q Kvinna

• Medborgarskap: Q Svenskt Q Annat (ange vilket:)______________________________

• Om Du är född utanför Sverige: - Vilket land är Du född i? __________________________

- Vilket år kom Du till Sverige?______________________

• Vilken skolutbildning har Du? (Kryssa för Din högsta avslutade, eller åtminstone påbörjade, 
utbildning:)

Q Folkskola, grundskola eller liknande 
Q Realskola, folkhögskola, 2-årigt gymnasium eller liknande 
Q Minst 3-årigt gymnasium eller gymnasieskola 
Q Akademisk utbildning (högskola/universitet eller liknande)
Q Annan skolutbildning. (Vilken?)________________________________

• Använder Du två eller flera språk regelbundet? Q Nej
Q Ja (ange vilka:)________________

Här följer några påståenden som gäller olika företeelser i svenska språket, bland annat ungdoms- 
språk, användning av främmande lånord, svordomar, med mera. För varje påstående, ange om Du 
instämmer eller inte genom att sätta kryss i en av rutorna.

(Svarsalternativen ska tolkas på följande vis:
- Instämmer helt = Du håller helt med om påståendet.
- Instämmer med tvekan = Du håller med, men med viss tveksamhet.
- Tar avstånd med tvekan = Du håller inte med, men med viss tveksamhet.
- Tar avstånd helt = Du håller inte med alls.
- Vet ej = Om Du absolut inte vet vad Du ska svara, till exempel om Du inte har någon åsikt alls.)

Instämmer
heit

Instämmer 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
helt

Vet ej

• Svenska ungdomar talar en allt sämre 
svenska.

□ G G G G

• Ungdomar nuförtiden har ett 
uttrycksfullt språk.

G G G G G

• Det är ibland svårt att förstå vad 
ungdomar säger.

G G G G G

• Ungdomar nuförtiden har ett torftigt 
språk.

G G G G G

• Skolan verkar vara för tolerant mot 
språkliga fel och brister.

G G G G G

• Det är mycket viktigt att kunna stava G G G □ Grätt



Appendix 357

Instämmer
helt

Instämmer 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
helt

Vet ej

• Ett och annat stavfel gör inte så 
mycket.

□ D □ D D

• Folk var nog i allmänhet bättre på att 
läsa för 50 år sedan.

□ Ū □ D □

• Folk borde läsa mer böcker. □ □ Q □ □
• Politiker uttrycker sig ofta onödigt 
tillkrånglat

□ □ □ □ □

• Det är ibland svårt att förstå vad som 
sägs i TV och radio.

0 □ □ D □

• Myndigheter använder ofta ett för 
svårt språk.

□ □ □ D □

• Svenska språket håller på att förändras 
till det sämre.

□ □ □ □ □

Här följer några påståenden om användning av svordomar. Ange om Du håller med eller inte:

Instämmer
helt

Instämmer 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
helt

Vet ej

• Att svära mycket är ett tecken på dåligt 
ordförråd.

D □ □ D □

• Det spelar ingen roll om folk svär eller 
inte.

□ □ □ □ □

• Det används för mycket svordomar i 
TV och radio.

□ D □ D Ū

• Svordomar berikar språket. □ □ □ □ □
• Det är alltid onödigt att svära. Q Q □ □ □
• Att svära låter obildat, ovårdat och 
ohyfsat.

□ Ū □ □ □

• Det är acceptabelt att svära om man □ D □ □ □
blir riktigt arg.

• Finns det något som Du retar Dig på i andra människors sätt att tala eller skriva svenska? - 1 så fall, 
vad?



Här följer en lista på utländska lånord i svenskan. Vilka tycker Du är godtagbara, och vilka tycker Du 
borde bytas ut mot svenska ordbildningar? (T.ex. ett lånord som "eskalering" skulle kunna bytas ut 
mot det svenska ordet "upptrappning".)
- För vaije ord: a) kryssa för ett av alternativen Godtagbart/Borde bytas ut/V et ej

b) om Du inte vet vad ordet betyder, kryssa också för rutan "Förstår ej ordet".

Godtagbart Borde bytas 
ut

Vet ej Förstår ej 
ordet

sk a teb o ard □ □ □ □

m anagem en t □ □ □ □

k o n k lu sio n □ □ □ □

nivellera □ □ □ □

decenn ium □ □ □ □

ju ice □ □ □ □

re  tu rnera □ □ □ □

n ö rd □ □ □ □

radio □ □ □ □

m ejla □ □ □ □

con ta iner □ □ □ □

tejp □ 0 □ □

sp e ed ad □ □ 0 □

leasing □ □ □ □

Här följer några fler påståenden om svenska språket. Ange om Du instämmer eller inte:

Instämmer
helt

Instämmer 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
helt

Vet ej

• Det finns för många utländska lånord i 
svenska språket.

0 □ □ 0 □

♦ Det är viktigt att svenskan bevaras så 
ren som möjligt från utländska lånord.

□ □ □ □ □

• Utländska lånord berikar svenska 
språket.

□ □ □ □ □

• I reklam i Sverige borde man bara 
använda svenska språket och inte några

□ □ □ □ □

andra språk.

Många små språk i världen riskerar att försvinna, och en del människor tycker att 
detta är olyckligt.

• Tror Du att svenskan kommer att ha dött ut om 100 år?

Q Ja D Kanske Q Nej D Vet ej



- Om Du svarade Ja eller Kanske på föregående fråga: Vilket språk tror Du kommer att ersätta svenskan? 

(Skriv här:)__________________________________________________

- Ta ställning till följande påståenden:

Instämmer
helt

Instämmer 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
helt

Vet ej

• Det vore synd om svenskan försvann. □ □ □ □ □

• Det vore synd om samiska språket i 
Sverige försvann.

□ □ □ □ □

• Det vore synd om invandrarspråken i 
Sverige försvann.

□ □ □ □ □

• Det vore bra om invandrarspråken i 
Sverige försvann —  i Sverige ska vi 
tala svenska.

□ □ □ □ □

I följande påståenden används ordet modersmål. Modersmålet är det första språk man lär sig som barn. 
Till exempel svenska är ju modersmål för de flesta människor som är födda i Sverige.

Ange om Du instämmer eller inte i påståendena:

Instämmer
helt

Instämmer 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
helt

Vet ej

• Det bästa vore om alla i världen hade 
samma modersmål.

□ □ □ □ □

• Det bästa vore om alla i världen hade 
engelska som modersmål.

□ □ □ □ □

• Det bästa vore om alla i världen hade 
kinesiska som modersmål.

□ □ □ □ □

Nu följer några påståenden som handlar om vad modersmålet kan betyda för en människa, vare si, 
man har lärt sig ett eller flera språk. Ange om Du instämmer eller inte:

Instämmer
helt

Instämmer 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
helt

Vet ej

• Modersmålet är det viktigaste språket 
att uttrycka sina känslor på.

□ □ □ □ □

• För att lära sig sitt modersmål 
ordentligt måste man få undervisning i 
det.

□ □ □ □ □

• Att kunna sitt modersmål bra är 
mycket viktigt för självkänslan och 
identiteten.

□ 0 □ 0 □

• Att kunna sitt modersmål bra är viktigt 
för att utveckla sitt tänkande och sin 
intelligens.

□ □ □ □ □



Instämmer Instämmer Tar avstånd Tar avstånd Vet ej
helt med tvekan med tvekan helt

• För svenska ungdomar är det bättre att Q  Q  Q  Q  Q
lära sig engelska ordentligt än att lära
sig svenska ordentligt.

• Goda kunskaper i modersmålet är Q Ū Q Ū Q
förutsättningen för att lära sig ett nytt
språk.

Det finns olika uppfattningar om vad som krävs för att en person ska anses vara tvåspråkig. Vad 
tycker Du? Kryssa för de egenskaper som Du tycker passar in:

• För att kallas/anses tvåspråkig bör man:
Ū  - ha lärt sig båda språken i barndomen.
O  - kunna tala båda språken lika bra som infödda talare.
Q - kunna uttrycka sig lätt och obehindrat på båda språken i många olika situationer.
Q - tala båda språken utan brytning.
D  - drömma på båda språken.
Q - kunna använda båda språken, men inte nödvändigtvis felfritt.
Q - kunna använda båda språken som tankeverktyg.
Q - kunna läsa och skriva på båda språken.
Q - ha lärt sig ett andra språk någorlunda bra.

Det finns många olika åsikter om fördelar eller nackdelar med enspråkighet och tvåspråkighet. Vad 
tycker Du? Ta ställning till följande påståenden:

Instämmer
helt

Instämmer 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
helt

Vete

• Det är förvirrande för barn att lära sig 
två språk samtidigt Man bör först lära 
sig det ena språket, sedan det andra.

□ □ □ □ □

• Att kunna tala två språk är bättre än att 
kunna tala ett språk.

□ □ □ 0 □

• Det bästa för Sverige vore om alla 
hade svenska som modersmål.

□ □ □ □ □

• Att det talas många språk är berikande 
för ett land.

□ □ □ □ □

• Flerspråkighet i ett land leder till 
segregation och kan skapa konflikter.

□ □ □ □ □

• I Sverige ska vi tala svenska! □ □ □ □ □

• Flerspråkighet är en samhällsresurs 
som är bra för ett lands ekonomi.

□ □ □ □ □

• Det är trevligt att höra andra språk än 
svenska talas i Sverige.

□ □ □ □ □

• Engelska används onödigt mycket i 
Sverige.

□ □ □ □ □



Instämmer Instämmer Tar avstånd Tar avstånd Vet ej
belt med tvekan med tvekan helt

• För svenska ungdomar är det viktigare D D Q D Q
att kunna svenska ordentligt än att 
kunna engelska ordentligt.

En del länder i världen har två eller flera officiella språk, medan andra länder har endast ett officiellt 
språk. I Sverige är ju svenska i praktiken officiellt språk. Det finns människor som tycker att Sverige 
borde ha mer än ett officiellt språk, till exempel både svenska och finska. Vad tycker Du? Ta 
ställning till följande påståenden:

Instämmer
helt

Instämmer 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
helt

Vet ej

• Finska borde bli Sveriges andra 
officiella språk.

Ū □ 0 Q Q

• Engelska borde bli Sveriges andra 
officiella språk.

□ □ □ □ Q

• Det bästa för ett land är att ha endast 
ett officiellt språk.

D □ D □ □

• Det är för dyrt att ha mer än ett 
officiellt språk i ett land.

□ □ Q □ □

• Det är för opraktiskt att ha mer än ett 
officiellt språk i ett land.

□ □ □ Q □

• Att ha flera officiella språk splittrar 
nationen.

□ D □ □ □

Ibland debatteras även invandrares kunskaper i svenska språket. 
Ta ställning till följande påståenden:

Vilka tankar har Du om sådant?

Instämmer
helt

Instämmer 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
med tvekan

Tar avstånd 
helt

Vet ej

• De flesta invandrare talar tillräckligt 
bra svenska.

0 D □ D Q

• Att kunna svenska bra borde vara en 
förutsättning för att överhuvudtaget 
ansöka om svenskt medborgarskap.

□ □ □ □ □

• Alltför många invandrare talar en 
alldeles för dålig svenska.

□ Ü □ D □

• Svenska är ett svårt språk att lära sig. 
Det är naturligt om en del invandrare 
inte lyckas så bra med det.

0 D □ D Q

• Alla som ansöker om att bli svenska 
medborgare borde genomgå ett prov i 
svenska språket.

□ □ □ □ □

• Invandrarföräldrar borde tala svenska 
med sina barn så ofta som möjligt.

□ □ □ D Q



Instämmer Instämmer Tar avstånd Tar avstånd Vet ej
helt med tvekan med tvekan helt

• Invandrare som inte lär sig svenska Q Q Q Q Q
ordentligt borde förlora sitt
uppehållstillstånd.

• Det är bra om invandrarna som Q Q Q Q O
kommit till Sverige behåller sitt
modersmål och lär sina barn det.

• Endast invandrare som talar svenska i Q  Q  Q  Q  Q
sina familjer och uppfostrar barnen på
svenska borde få bli svenska 
medborgare.

• Alla invandrarbarn borde från bötjan Q O Q O Q
få lära sig att svenska borde vara deras
modersmål.

• Kan man acceptera att en person ur följande yrkeskategorier talar svenska med utländsk
brytning? (Vi förutsätter att talet ändå är begripligt.):

Acceptabelt med 
brytning?

Ja Kanske Nej Vet ej

läkare □ □ 0 □

statsminister □ □ □ □

snickare □ □ □ □

telefonförsäljare 0 □ □ □

vårdbiträde □ □ □ □

socialsekreterare □ □ □ □

busschaufför □ □ □ □

polis □ □ □ □

nyhetsuppläsare i TV □ □ □ □

svensklärare i skolan □ □ □ □

ämneslärare i skolan (ej 
svensklärare)

□ □ □ □

tjänsteman på statligt 
verk

□ □ □ □



Man kan ha olika åsikter om vilka språkrättigheter minoriteter bör få, t.ex. när det gäller rätten till 
gratis tolkning (eller i skriftliga sammanhang: översättning).

• Bör invandrare som kommit till Sverige nyligen ha rätt till gratis tolkning/översättning i följande 
sammanhang?

Ja, alltid Ja, ibland Nej aldrig Vet ej

vid läkarbesök □ □ D □
i kontakter med 
myndigheter per 
telefon

□ D □ □

i kontakter med 
myndigheter per brev

□ D □ D

i kontakter med 
myndigheter vid 
personligt besök

□ Ū D Q

i rättegångar □ α □ □
på arbetsplatsen D ū D □
i undervisning (tex. 
vid högskolestudier)

D □ D Ū

på fängelser □ □ α □
vid körkortsprov □ D □ D

- Ta också ställning till följande påståenden:

Instämmer Instämmer Tar avstånd Tar avstånd Vet ej
helt med tvekan med tvekan helt

• Rätten till tolkning/översättning bör Q  Q  Q  Q Q
vara beroende av hur mycket svenska
man har lärt sig.

• Invandrare som behöver tolkning bör Q  Q  Q  Q  Q
själva betala för det.

• Invandrare som behöver tolkning bör Q  Q  Q  Q  Q
ordna det själva genom att be släkt eller
vänner tolka åt dem.

• Efter 15 år i Sverige är det ens skyl- Q Q Q O  Q
dighet att kunna klara sig på svenska.

• Om en invandrare blir svensk Q D Q Q D
medborgare ska han/hon inte ha rätt till
tolkning/översättning.



I Sveriges Television finns det program på flera olika språk. Ange om Du tycker att det är för många, 
lagom eller för få TV-program på de olika språken nedan:

TV-program: För många Lagom För få Vet ej

- på engelska □ □ □ □

- på svenska □ □ □ □

- på finska □ □ □ □

- på samiska □ □ □ □

- på grekiska □ □ □ □

- på turkiska □ □ □ □

- på dövas teckenspråk □ □ □ □

- på något annat språk, ange vilket: □ □ □ □

- Ta också ställning till följande påståenden:

Instämmer Instämmer Tar avstånd Tar avstånd Vet ej
helt med tvekan med tvekan helt

• TV-program på olika invandrarspråk Q Q Q Q  Q
bör alltid vara textade på svenska.

• Det är irriterande att slå på en svensk Q Q Q  Q  Q
radiokanal och höra ett språk man inte
förstår.

• Det är irriterande att höra invandrare O O Q Q Q
tala sitt språk på offentliga platser (t.ex.
på bussen, på puben, o.s.v.)

• Det är irriterande att höra invandrare Q Q Q Q Q
tala sitt språk på arbetsplatser.

I språkdebatter diskuteras ibland vilka språk som skolan bör undervisa i:

• Vilka språk tycker Du att alla barn i Sverige ska studera i grundskolan (d.v.s. läsa som skolämne), 
åtminstone någon period? Kryssa för i nedanstående lista:

Q  engelska Q danska
Q svenska Q norska
Q franska G kinesiska
Q tyska D spanska
Q finska O  samiska
Q ryska Q annat språk: (ange vilket:).



• Om Du hade bam i skolåldern (eller om Du faktiskt har b am i skolåldern nu) —  skulle Du kunna 
t iinka Dig att sätta Ditt barn i en skola där man delvis undervisar på ett annat språk än svenska (d.v.s. 
där man använder ett annat språk i undervisningen av olika ämnen)?

Q Ja D Kanske Q Nej Q Vet ej

- Om Du har svarat Ja eller Kanske på föregående fråga: Vilket undervisningssprak skulle Du kunna 
tänka Dig? (Skriv här:)________________________________

- Ta också ställning till följande påståenden:

• Alla barn i Sverige bör undervisas 
endast på svenska.

• Det bästa är att få undervisning på 
modersmålet

• Man bör få välja vilket språk man vill 
undervisas på.

tämmer Instämmer Tar avstånd Tar avstånd Vet ej
helt med tvekan med tvekan helt

□ □ □ □ □
0 □ □ □ □
□ □ □ □ □

En fråga som har debatterats ganska mycket är rätten till hemspråksundervisning för invandrarbarn. I 
Sverige gäller i princip följande regel i dag: alla skolelever, vars vårdnadshavare (den ena eller båda) 
dagligen använder ett annat språk än svenska med barnet, har rätt till ett visst antal timmars 
undervisning i detta språk i skolan.

Vad anser Du om hemspråksundervisningen? - Ta ställning till följande påståenden (många av 
påståendena är hämtade från insändare i olika tidningar):

Instämmer
helt

Instämmer 
med tvekan

• Hemspråksundervisningen bör 
avskaffas.

• Kostnaderna för
hemspråksundervisningen ska självklart 
betalas med skattemedel.

• Om ett invandrarbarn får 
hemspråksundervisning hindrar det 
honom/henne att lära sig svenska så 
snabbt som möjligt.

• Det är viktigt för invandrarbarn att 
behärska sitt hemspråk bra för att kunna 
lära sig svenska ordentligt.

• Hemspråksundervisningen bör 
utökas.

• Det är viktigare att invandrarbarn kan 
sitt hemspråk ordentligt än att de lär sig 
svenska ordentligt.

• Det är viktigt att invandrarbarn 
utvecklar sitt hemspråk för att få 
självförtroende och känna trygghet.

□
□

□
□

□

□
□

□

□
□

□

Tar avstånd 
med tvekan

□
□

□

□
□

□

Tar avstånd 
helt

□
□

□
□

□

Vet ej 

□  

□

□

□
□



Instämmer Instämmer 
helt med tvekan

Tar avstånd Tar avstånd 
med tvekan helt

□
□

□

□
□

□

□

□

• Hemspråksundervisning är en lyx 
—  Sverige har inte råd med det.

• Att kräva hemspråksundervisning är 
fel —  man måste ta seden dit man 
kommer.

• Hemspråksundervisning bidrar till 
ökande segregering och isolering av 
invandrarna.

• Hemspråksundervisning behöver inte 
skolan hålla på med —  sitt modersmål 
kan invandrarbarnen lära sig hemma.

• Det är självklart att samhället ska stå 
för modersmålsundervisning för aha 
barn, oavsett deras ursprung.

Här följer några fler påståenden om hemspråksundervisningen:

Instämmer Instämmer 
helt med tvekan

• Hemspråksundervisning hindrar 
invandrarna från att integreras i det 
svenska samhället.

• Det är viktigare att invandrarbarn lär 
sig svenska ordentligt än att de lär sig 
sitt hemspråk ordentligt

• Hemspråksundervisning är ett 
exempel på att det daltas för mycket 
med invandrarna.

• Hemspråksundervisningen bidrar till 
tvåspråkighet, och det är bra för Sverige 
i den internationella konkurrensen.

• Det borde vara förbjudet att tala något 
annat språk än svenska i skolan.

• Barn kan tillåtas att tala sitt hemspråk 
med varandra på rastema i skolan, men 
inte i klassrummet. I klassrummet ska 
svenska talas.

• Om invandrama vill ha hemspråksun
dervisning för sina barn borde de själva 
betala för det.

• För att invandrarbarnen ska integreras 
i det svenska samhället är det viktigt att 
de utvecklar både sitt hemspråk och 
svenskan.

• Goda kunskaper i främmande språk är 
en viktig samhällsresurs.

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□

□

□
□

Tar avstånd Tar avstånd 
med tvekan helt

□ □

□ □

□ □

□ □

□ □
□ □

□ Q

□ □

□ □

Vet ej 

□  

□

□

□

□

Vet ej 

□

□

□

□

□
□

□

□

□



Instämmer Instämmer Tar avstånd Tar avstånd Vet ej
helt med tvekan med tvekan helt

• Bort med all hemspråksundervisning Q D D Q Q
—  i Sverige är det svenska som gäller!

• Hemspråksundervisningen är en Q  Q  Q  Q  Q
investering för Sveriges framtida
ekonomi.

• Den sista frågan gäller partisympatier. Om det vore val i morgon, vilket parti skulle Du rösta på?

Q Moderata Samlingspartiet 
Q Folkpartiet 
Q Centerpartiet 
Q Kristdemokraterna 
Q Miljöpartiet 
Di Socialdemokraterna 
□  Vänsterpartiet
Q annat parti (ange vilket:)___________________________________________

D  Vet ej Q Jag skulle rösta blankt Q  Jag skulle inte rösta alls

Har Du några synpunkter på enkäten? Vi vore tacksamma om Du ville skriva ner dem här:
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